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Today is the first day of your phlebotomy/cardio-phlebotomy class. It may seem

Today is the first day of your phlebotomy/cardio-phlebotomy class. It may seem

overwhelming at first. While there is a lot of material to cover, our instructors will

overwhelming at first. While there is a lot of material to cover, our instructors will

take you step by step along the road to becoming a successful phlebotomy/cardio-

take you step by step along the road to becoming a successful phlebotomy/cardio-

phlebotomy technician.

phlebotomy technician.

For many of the topics covered on day one week one, there are corresponding videos that

For many of the topics covered on day one week one, there are corresponding videos that

students are required to view. These videos can be found under manuals and reference

students are required to view. These videos can be found under manuals and reference

tabs.

tabs.

Please click on highlighted topics to open the corresponding PDF files. If you are using the

Please click on highlighted topics to open the corresponding PDF files. If you are using the

book, the corresponding files will be at the end of each chapter.

book, the corresponding files will be at the end of each chapter.

Week 1 Day 1

Week 1 Day 1

Topics:

Topics:

Introduction to phlebotomy and cardio-phlebotomy.

Introduction to phlebotomy and cardio-phlebotomy.

Class road map – what to expect during blood draw days/how does phlebotomy

Class road map – what to expect during blood draw days/how does phlebotomy

differ from cardio-phlebotomy

differ from cardio-phlebotomy

Rules and regulations of school

Rules and regulations of school

Students must sign the security camera policy and oath of confidentiality policy.

Students must sign the security camera policy and oath of confidentiality policy.

Scope of practice in the state of Michigan

Scope of practice in the state of Michigan

HIPAA Compliance Laws

HIPAA Compliance Laws

Infection Control (see video)

Infection Control (see video)

1. clinical I hand washing check off

1. clinical I hand washing check off
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2. clinical II Donning and doffing Personal Protective Equipment

2. clinical II Donning and doffing Personal Protective Equipment

3. clinical III Needle gauge recognition

3. clinical III Needle gauge recognition

4. clinical IV, tying a tourniquet

4. clinical IV, tying a tourniquet

Therapeutic Communication

Therapeutic Communication

Medical Terminology

Medical Terminology

Where never to draw

Where never to draw

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________

________________________

Cardio-Phlebotomy is one of Phlebotomy Career Training Schools newest class.

Cardio-Phlebotomy is one of Phlebotomy Career Training Schools newest class.

The Cardio-Phlebotomy Covers the same topics covered in phlebotomy, however

The Cardio-Phlebotomy Covers the same topics covered in phlebotomy, however

the difference is the extra training that the student receives in IV insertion and EKG.

the difference is the extra training that the student receives in IV insertion and EKG.

Graduates of this new program have many job opportunities ahead of them. They

Graduates of this new program have many job opportunities ahead of them. They

can work as phlebotomy technicians in hospitals and labs. Graduates are also

can work as phlebotomy technicians in hospitals and labs. Graduates are also

trained to work side by side with Cardiologists performing electrocardiograms,

trained to work side by side with Cardiologists performing electrocardiograms,

assisting with heart catheterizations and interpreting rhythm strips. Graduates of

assisting with heart catheterizations and interpreting rhythm strips. Graduates of

this program are able to work in dialysis centers as well as in outpatient phlebotomy

this program are able to work in dialysis centers as well as in outpatient phlebotomy

labs.

labs.

The new Cardio-Phlebotomy Technician Program is now being offered at

The new Cardio-Phlebotomy Technician Program is now being offered at

Phlebotomy Career Training School in Garden City, Michigan. The program consists

Phlebotomy Career Training School in Garden City, Michigan. The program consists

of six weeks of intensive study covering subjects such as anatomy and physiology,

of six weeks of intensive study covering subjects such as anatomy and physiology,

heart rhythm interpretation, advanced phlebotomy procedures, and ten extra hours

heart rhythm interpretation, advanced phlebotomy procedures, and ten extra hours

teaching students and demonstrating the application of 12 lead electrocardiograms,

teaching students and demonstrating the application of 12 lead electrocardiograms,

intravenous insertions, P.I.C.C. Line procedures (how to draw blood from the

intravenous insertions, P.I.C.C. Line procedures (how to draw blood from the

tubing/ line flushing techniques.

tubing/ line flushing techniques.
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Students of Cardio-Phlebotomy will spend one entire day learning IV insertion

Students of Cardio-Phlebotomy will spend one entire day learning IV insertion

procedures. Typically, this is a 9-5 course held on Sundays. Students should

procedures. Typically, this is a 9-5 course held on Sundays. Students should

check the school calender for the next IV Class. Student will also spend about three

check the school calender for the next IV Class. Student will also spend about three

hours on EKG lead placement and interpreting basic cardiac arrhythmia’s.

hours on EKG lead placement and interpreting basic cardiac arrhythmia’s.

Our Cardio-Phlebotomy Students also get 50 in class supervised venipuntures as

Our Cardio-Phlebotomy Students also get 50 in class supervised venipuntures as

well as two clinical externships, where they will work one on one with another

well as two clinical externships, where they will work one on one with another

phlebotomy technician or medical laboratory supervisor. Students will perform 100

phlebotomy technician or medical laboratory supervisor. Students will perform 100

veinpunctures at each lab.

veinpunctures at each lab.

Curriculum

Curriculum

1. Precautions. Includes vacuum collection devices, syringes, capillary skin
punctures, butterfly needles.
2. Specimen collection on adults, children, and infants. Emphasis on infection
prevention, proper patient identification.
3. Labeling of specimens and quality assurance, specimen handling, processing and
accessioning.

1. Precautions. Includes vacuum collection devices, syringes, capillary skin
punctures, butterfly needles.
2. Specimen collection on adults, children, and infants. Emphasis on infection
prevention, proper patient identification.
3. Labeling of specimens and quality assurance, specimen handling, processing and
accessioning.

4. Laboratory for experiences in basic phlebotomy procedures. Conducted onsite at

4. Laboratory for experiences in basic phlebotomy procedures. Conducted onsite at

hospital and at various medical offices in the surrounding Metro Detroit Area.

hospital and at various medical offices in the surrounding Metro Detroit Area.

5. Infection control principles.

5. Infection control principles.

6. HIPPA /OSHA laws

6. HIPPA /OSHA laws

7. Hazardous materials/exposure/disposal procedures/protection/donning, doffing of

7. Hazardous materials/exposure/disposal procedures/protection/donning, doffing of

personal protective equipment

personal protective equipment

8. Pain assessment

8. Pain assessment

9. Therapeutic communication, patient care

9. Therapeutic communication, patient care

10. 10. Lab test assessment

10. 10. Lab test assessment
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11. 11. Clinical Hand washing/medical asepsis technique

11. 11. Clinical Hand washing/medical asepsis technique

12. 12. Sterile fields

12. 12. Sterile fields

13. 13. IV insertion practice

13. 13. IV insertion practice

14. 14. Diabetes with glucometer testing/Vital signs (blood pressure, pulse and

14. 14. Diabetes with glucometer testing/Vital signs (blood pressure, pulse and

respiration)

respiration)

15. 15. ECG lead placement

15. 15. ECG lead placement

16. Liability and tort law

16. Liability and tort law

17. Anatomy and physiology of the arm

17. Anatomy and physiology of the arm

18. Epidermal layers of the skin

18. Epidermal layers of the skin

19. Never to draw sites

19. Never to draw sites

20. Elderly skin changes and immunity

20. Elderly skin changes and immunity

21. Immunization and Viral pathogens

21. Immunization and Viral pathogens

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

__________________

__________________

PHLEBOTOMY

PHLEBOTOMY

Our traditional phlebotomy program at PCT has been in constant demand. Our

Our traditional phlebotomy program at PCT has been in constant demand. Our

phlebotomy students earn 25 venipunctures and are able to go to their externship

phlebotomy students earn 25 venipunctures and are able to go to their externship

after graduation. At their externship, they will perform 100 draws. Many of our

after graduation. At their externship, they will perform 100 draws. Many of our

phlebotomy students are employed by the Oakwood Health System as well as

phlebotomy students are employed by the Oakwood Health System as well as

throughout the metro Detroit area hospitals.

throughout the metro Detroit area hospitals.

Break down of Curriculum;

Break down of Curriculum;

1. Precautions. Includes vacuum collection devices, syringes, capillary skin

1. Precautions. Includes vacuum collection devices, syringes, capillary skin

punctures, butterfly needles.

punctures, butterfly needles.
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2. Specimen collection on adults, children, and infants. Emphasis on infection

2. Specimen collection on adults, children, and infants. Emphasis on infection

prevention, proper patient identification.
3. Labeling of specimens and quality assurance, specimen handling, processing and

prevention, proper patient identification.
3. Labeling of specimens and quality assurance, specimen handling, processing and

accessioning.

accessioning.

4. Laboratory for experiences in basic phlebotomy procedures. Conducted onsite at

4. Laboratory for experiences in basic phlebotomy procedures. Conducted onsite at

hospital and at various medical offices in the surrounding Metro Detroit Area.

hospital and at various medical offices in the surrounding Metro Detroit Area.

5. Infection control principles.

5. Infection control principles.

6. HIPPA /OSHA laws

6. HIPPA /OSHA laws

7. Hazardous materials/exposure/disposal procedures/protection/donning, doffing of

7. Hazardous materials/exposure/disposal procedures/protection/donning, doffing of

personal protective equipment

personal protective equipment

8. Pain assessment

8. Pain assessment

9. Therapeutic communication, patient care

9. Therapeutic communication, patient care

.lab test assessment

.lab test assessment

1. . Clinical Hand washing/medical asepsis technique

1. . Clinical Hand washing/medical asepsis technique

2.

Sterile fields

2.

Sterile fields

3.

Diabetes pathophysiology

3.

Diabetes pathophysiology

4. Liability and tort law

4. Liability and tort law

5. Anatomy and physiology of the arm

5. Anatomy and physiology of the arm

6. Epidermal layers of the skin

6. Epidermal layers of the skin

7. Never to draw sites

7. Never to draw sites

8. Elderly skin changes and immunity

8. Elderly skin changes and immunity

Immunization and Viral pathogens

Immunization and Viral pathogens

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________
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DRESS CODE (Students can access this information in their student catalogs)

DRESS CODE (Students can access this information in their student catalogs)

Dress Code

Dress Code

Clothing

Clothing

Students are required to wear navy blue scrubs to each class, white tennis shoes, a watch

Students are required to wear navy blue scrubs to each class, white tennis shoes, a watch

with second hand and they are to bring a box of latex gloves (non-latex if they think that

with second hand and they are to bring a box of latex gloves (non-latex if they think that

they may have a latex allergy). Students are required to have a white knee length lab coat

they may have a latex allergy). Students are required to have a white knee length lab coat

for clinical site rotation. The student must furnish these clothes and other required items at

for clinical site rotation. The student must furnish these clothes and other required items at

the student’s cost. A white lab coat, white cover jacket or white sweater is permitted and

the student’s cost. A white lab coat, white cover jacket or white sweater is permitted and

may be worn over the uniform.

may be worn over the uniform.

Students attending the Hazardous Materials Handler Program may wear casual clothes in

Students attending the Hazardous Materials Handler Program may wear casual clothes in

compliance with the policy stated below.

compliance with the policy stated below.

General attire for women. When permitted to be worn, dresses must be mid knee length;

General attire for women. When permitted to be worn, dresses must be mid knee length;

pantsuit top must cover the buttocks. White hose must be worn with dress uniform. White

pantsuit top must cover the buttocks. White hose must be worn with dress uniform. White

stockings or hose may be worn with pantsuits. Stockings and/or anklets may not be worn

stockings or hose may be worn with pantsuits. Stockings and/or anklets may not be worn

with a dress uniform. Shoes must be white leather with enclosed heel and toe.

with a dress uniform. Shoes must be white leather with enclosed heel and toe.

General attire for men. Dress in a manner respecting their chosen profession and other

General attire for men. Dress in a manner respecting their chosen profession and other

professionals. Adhere to requirements at clinical sites. Male students shall be clean

professionals. Adhere to requirements at clinical sites. Male students shall be clean

shaven to class and clinical, or if sporting a beard or mustache shall have them properly

shaven to class and clinical, or if sporting a beard or mustache shall have them properly

groomed and trimmed

groomed and trimmed

8
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Uniforms and Accessories

Uniforms and Accessories

No uniforms (except professional uniforms as specified above) are permitted on campus.

No uniforms (except professional uniforms as specified above) are permitted on campus.

The only acceptable jewelry consists of a plain wedding band, watch, stud earring (no

The only acceptable jewelry consists of a plain wedding band, watch, stud earring (no

loops). No visible body piercing, multiple earrings, or decorative pins on uniforms are

loops). No visible body piercing, multiple earrings, or decorative pins on uniforms are

permitted.

permitted.

Personal Appearance

Personal Appearance

a.

a.

Perfume, shaving creams, heavy makeup, tobacco odor or offensive body odor are

Perfume, shaving creams, heavy makeup, tobacco odor or offensive body odor are

not permitted in any clinical or classroom area.

not permitted in any clinical or classroom area.

b.

Hair must be neat and off the collar with no adornments worn.

b.

Hair must be neat and off the collar with no adornments worn.

c.

Beards and mustaches must be clean, short, and neatly trimmed, or clean shaven.

c.

Beards and mustaches must be clean, short, and neatly trimmed, or clean shaven.

d.

Fingernails must be clean and short with no polish. Artificial are not permitted.

d.

Fingernails must be clean and short with no polish. Artificial are not permitted.

e.

All visible tattoos are to be covered.

e.

All visible tattoos are to be covered.

f.

Gum chewing is not permitted.

f.

Gum chewing is not permitted.

g.

Visible piercings are not allowed.

g.

Visible piercings are not allowed.

Enforcement

Enforcement

Students will be asked to leave if the dress code is violated and will receive an unexcused

Students will be asked to leave if the dress code is violated and will receive an unexcused

absence. All violations subject the student to disciplinary action under the Rules of

absence. All violations subject the student to disciplinary action under the Rules of

Conduct

Conduct

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_________________________

_________________________

RULES OF CONDUCT (Student’s can access this information in their student catalogs)

RULES OF CONDUCT (Student’s can access this information in their student catalogs)

Rules of Conduct
9

Rules of Conduct
9

General Rules of Conduct

General Rules of Conduct

The Institution maintains these general rules of conduct with the purpose of maintaining an

The Institution maintains these general rules of conduct with the purpose of maintaining an

orderly and professional atmosphere at its school and clinical, and for the protection of its

orderly and professional atmosphere at its school and clinical, and for the protection of its

students. The following Rules of Conduct apply at all times while a student is attending a

students. The following Rules of Conduct apply at all times while a student is attending a

Program course class, is on site at the Institution facility, or is present at a health care

Program course class, is on site at the Institution facility, or is present at a health care

affiliate for a clinical, lab or other purpose:

affiliate for a clinical, lab or other purpose:

1. Students shall conduct themselves in a professional manner at all times, and shall obey
the rules and regulations of the Institution or a health care affiliate.

1. Students shall conduct themselves in a professional manner at all times, and shall obey
the rules and regulations of the Institution or a health care affiliate.

2. Due to HIPPA laws and other patient privacy acts, students shall at no time discuss any

2. Due to HIPPA laws and other patient privacy acts, students shall at no time discuss any

patient’s illness, condition or health care information, or identify or disclose a patient’s

patient’s illness, condition or health care information, or identify or disclose a patient’s

name or other identifying information in the course of discussing clinical procedures,

name or other identifying information in the course of discussing clinical procedures,

except as is necessary to provide health services during a clinical. Students shall not

except as is necessary to provide health services during a clinical. Students shall not

identify or disclose a patient’s name when discussing any clinical procedures conducted as

identify or disclose a patient’s name when discussing any clinical procedures conducted as

to that patient during a course except as is required by a course instructor.

to that patient during a course except as is required by a course instructor.

3. Students shall treat all equipment with care, and shall use said equipment in the manner
that it is intended.
4. Students must understand the nature of the Program they are attending and the

3. Students shall treat all equipment with care, and shall use said equipment in the manner
that it is intended.
4. Students must understand the nature of the Program they are attending and the

seriousness of the invasive procedures they will be asked to undertake. Students

seriousness of the invasive procedures they will be asked to undertake. Students

acknowledge that they will be sufficiently prepared with knowledge of the disease process,

acknowledge that they will be sufficiently prepared with knowledge of the disease process,

blood borne pathogens and universal precautions prior to clinical rotation. Students shall

blood borne pathogens and universal precautions prior to clinical rotation. Students shall

notify their instructor if in fact they do not feel ready to participate in clinical rotation.

notify their instructor if in fact they do not feel ready to participate in clinical rotation.
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5. Students acknowledge that they will use care, be gentle and kind with all patients,
respecting them and treating them with dignity at all times.
6. Students will comply with the Dress Code.

5. Students acknowledge that they will use care, be gentle and kind with all patients,
respecting them and treating them with dignity at all times.
6. Students will comply with the Dress Code.

Disciplinary Policy

Disciplinary Policy

The following offenses are among those considered by health care affiliates to be serious

The following offenses are among those considered by health care affiliates to be serious

enough to warrant immediate sanctions up to and including discharge. The Institution also

enough to warrant immediate sanctions up to and including discharge. The Institution also

considers these offenses serious and, as students in health occupations, students will be

considers these offenses serious and, as students in health occupations, students will be

held to these same disciplinary policies, as stated below.

held to these same disciplinary policies, as stated below.

On-Site Prohibited Offenses

On-Site Prohibited Offenses

Students are prohibited from committing any of the following offenses while attending a

Students are prohibited from committing any of the following offenses while attending a

Program course class, on site at the Institution facility, or present at a health care affiliate

Program course class, on site at the Institution facility, or present at a health care affiliate

for a clinical, lab or other purpose:

for a clinical, lab or other purpose:

• Theft or attempted theft of property that does not belong to the student.

• Theft or attempted theft of property that does not belong to the student.

• Actual or attempted physical violence against anyone.

• Actual or attempted physical violence against anyone.

• Leaving a classroom or clinical site without permission.

• Leaving a classroom or clinical site without permission.

• Direct insubordination; refusal to do assigned duties.

• Direct insubordination; refusal to do assigned duties.

• Use of illicit drugs or being under the influence of illegal drugs.

• Use of illicit drugs or being under the influence of illegal drugs.

• Use of intoxicating beverages or public intoxication

• Use of intoxicating beverages or public intoxication

• Disclosure of confidential information through any means.

• Disclosure of confidential information through any means.

• Immoral actions that depart from general standards of decency in the community.

• Immoral actions that depart from general standards of decency in the community.

• Cheating on an exam or clinical work, or other acts of academic dishonesty.

• Cheating on an exam or clinical work, or other acts of academic dishonesty.
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• Verbal or written unprofessional and/or profane language.

• Verbal or written unprofessional and/or profane language.

• Intentionally falsifying records.

• Intentionally falsifying records.

• Endangering fellow workers, patients, or students through violation of safety rules or

• Endangering fellow workers, patients, or students through violation of safety rules or

committing generally recognized unsafe acts.

committing generally recognized unsafe acts.

• Deliberate damage to, or deliberate defacing of, the property of the Institution, a health

• Deliberate damage to, or deliberate defacing of, the property of the Institution, a health

care affiliate or others.

care affiliate or others.

• Harassment of any kind directed at any student, patient, or other person.

• Harassment of any kind directed at any student, patient, or other person.

• Deliberate false reports that any of the Rules of General Conduct or Disciplinary Rules

• Deliberate false reports that any of the Rules of General Conduct or Disciplinary Rules

have been violated.

have been violated.

• Improper interference with the work of other students or workers.

• Improper interference with the work of other students or workers.

• Failure to comply with the policies or rules of the Institution or a health care facility.

• Failure to comply with the policies or rules of the Institution or a health care facility.

• All other equally serious offenses.

• All other equally serious offenses.

Off-Site Prohibited Offenses

Off-Site Prohibited Offenses

Any student who commits any of the following offenses after enrolling at the Institution on

Any student who commits any of the following offenses after enrolling at the Institution on

or off site is subject to the disciplinary actions described below:

or off site is subject to the disciplinary actions described below:

• Conviction for committing a felony.

• Conviction for committing a felony.

• Publicly disparaging the Institution or its personnel, a student or an affiliated health facility

• Publicly disparaging the Institution or its personnel, a student or an affiliated health facility

or its personnel.

or its personnel.

• Aiding and abetting any on-site prohibited offenses.

• Aiding and abetting any on-site prohibited offenses.

Disciplinary Action

Disciplinary Action

Failure by a student to comply with any of the above Rules of General Conduct or violation

Failure by a student to comply with any of the above Rules of General Conduct or violation

of the Disciplinary Rules may result in sanctions up to and including dismissal from the

of the Disciplinary Rules may result in sanctions up to and including dismissal from the

12
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Program(s) they are attending. The severity and timing of any sanction shall be

Program(s) they are attending. The severity and timing of any sanction shall be

determined in the sole discretion of the Institution. A student’s attendance at Program

determined in the sole discretion of the Institution. A student’s attendance at Program

courses or clinical may be immediately and temporarily suspended while the sanction is

courses or clinical may be immediately and temporarily suspended while the sanction is

determined. A student accused of a disciplinary violation may submit a signed and dated

determined. A student accused of a disciplinary violation may submit a signed and dated

written statement (not exceeding three typewritten pages in 12 point type) in his or her

written statement (not exceeding three typewritten pages in 12 point type) in his or her

defense to the Institution at its address above no later than three calendar days after being

defense to the Institution at its address above no later than three calendar days after being

advised of the infraction. A student shall be promptly advised by phone or in writing (after

advised of the infraction. A student shall be promptly advised by phone or in writing (after

the Institution is advised of the infraction or receives the student’s statement) of whether

the Institution is advised of the infraction or receives the student’s statement) of whether

and what sanction shall be imposed, which decision shall be final and not subject to

and what sanction shall be imposed, which decision shall be final and not subject to

appeal within the Institution.

appeal within the Institution.

Failure to follow facility or program policy and procedure may result in one or more of the

Failure to follow facility or program policy and procedure may result in one or more of the

disciplinary actions or sanctions:

disciplinary actions or sanctions:

• Written warning by the Director, instructor and /or supervisor.

• Written warning by the Director, instructor and /or supervisor.

• Suspension from classes or clinical

• Suspension from classes or clinical

• Immediate dismissal if behavior is still not corrected by the next grading period.

• Immediate dismissal if behavior is still not corrected by the next grading period.

A dismissed or suspended student shall have no right to a tuition refund of any kind.

A dismissed or suspended student shall have no right to a tuition refund of any kind.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

OATH OF CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY CAMERA POLICY (please download for

OATH OF CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY CAMERA POLICY (please download for

your records)

your records)

Oath of Confidentiality and Security Camera Policy (please download for your records)

Oath of Confidentiality and Security Camera Policy (please download for your records)
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________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

Student Evaluation Sheet:

Student Evaluation Sheet:

ATTENDANCE: Students must be present for every scheduled class or they will be

ATTENDANCE: Students must be present for every scheduled class or they will be

subject to dismissal.

subject to dismissal.

TARDINESS: Students must be on time for class, repeated tardiness will result in being

TARDINESS: Students must be on time for class, repeated tardiness will result in being

dismissed from the course.

dismissed from the course.

DRESS CODE: All students must wear the correct color scrubs for the course they are

DRESS CODE: All students must wear the correct color scrubs for the course they are

attending and make themselves presentable.

attending and make themselves presentable.

STUDENT CONDUCT: Students must be respectful to their instructors, administrators

STUDENT CONDUCT: Students must be respectful to their instructors, administrators

and fellow students. Students that are disruptive or vulgar in clas will be dismissed.

and fellow students. Students that are disruptive or vulgar in clas will be dismissed.

PROFESSIONALISM: Students should always act professional in class and at draws or in

PROFESSIONALISM: Students should always act professional in class and at draws or in

C.N.A. clinicals.

C.N.A. clinicals.

PREPAREDNESS: Students should always be prepared for class, blood draws and C.N.A.

PREPAREDNESS: Students should always be prepared for class, blood draws and C.N.A.

Clinical. Forgetting necessary equipment and not being prepared is not acceptable.

Clinical. Forgetting necessary equipment and not being prepared is not acceptable.

SCORES: Students must have a 75% or higher on all exams including final exam to pass

SCORES: Students must have a 75% or higher on all exams including final exam to pass

the course.

the course.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

MICHIGAN SCOPE OF PRACTICE: MICHIGAN PHLEBOTOMIST (Please download)

MICHIGAN SCOPE OF PRACTICE: MICHIGAN PHLEBOTOMIST (Please download)

After reading and listening to your instructors lecture, answer the following questions

After reading and listening to your instructors lecture, answer the following questions

below;

below;

Why do think it is necessary for a phlebotomy technician to have a scope of

Why do think it is necessary for a phlebotomy technician to have a scope of

practice?

practice?

14
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What do you think about liability insurance? Is it for you?

What do you think about liability insurance? Is it for you?

Do you think that you should carry your own liability insurance?

Do you think that you should carry your own liability insurance?

What would you do if a fellow co-worker asked you to perform a task that was not in

What would you do if a fellow co-worker asked you to perform a task that was not in

the scope of your practice? How do you think you would handle the situation?

the scope of your practice? How do you think you would handle the situation?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

CLINICAL CHECK OFF SHEETS

CLINICAL CHECK OFF SHEETS

Clinical 1 . HAND WASHING TECHNIQUES Clinical 1 hand washing

Clinical 1 . HAND WASHING TECHNIQUES Clinical 1 hand washing

Clinical 2. TOURNIQUET TYING Clinical 2 Tourniquet tying

Clinical 2. TOURNIQUET TYING Clinical 2 Tourniquet tying

Clinical 3. DONNING AND DOFFING PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Clinical 3

Clinical 3. DONNING AND DOFFING PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT Clinical 3

Donning and Doffing

Donning and Doffing

Clinical 4. IDENTIFICATION OF NEEDLE

Clinical 4. IDENTIFICATION OF NEEDLE

GAUGES AND TYPES Clinical 4 Identification of Needle gauges

GAUGES AND TYPES Clinical 4 Identification of Needle gauges
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Chain of Infection; See related videos under manuals and references;

Chain of Infection; See related videos under manuals and references;
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Skin Changes in the Elderly

Skin Changes in the Elderly

How We Learn

How We Learn

LEARNING DOMAINS

LEARNING DOMAINS

Whole Blood and Blood Components

Whole Blood and Blood Components

Therapuetic Com

Therapuetic Com

Review of Today’s Lecture;

Review of Today’s Lecture;

1. Today’s class focused on the importance of compassion, caring, and the immediate

1. Today’s class focused on the importance of compassion, caring, and the immediate

needs of patient’s in the health care environment. Students should know and understand

needs of patient’s in the health care environment. Students should know and understand

the three components of learning domains as well as the importance of Maslow’s

the three components of learning domains as well as the importance of Maslow’s

Hierarchy of Needs.

Hierarchy of Needs.

2. A review of needles, their uses and needle gauges were covered. Student’s should

2. A review of needles, their uses and needle gauges were covered. Student’s should

know the size of the bevels that they will be using in practice, such as the 21,22, and 23

know the size of the bevels that they will be using in practice, such as the 21,22, and 23

gauge.

gauge.

3. Infection principals and the chain of infection was discussed.

3. Infection principals and the chain of infection was discussed.

Below is a brief quiz from lecture.

Below is a brief quiz from lecture.

1. When a patient needs to have a blood product administered, which gauge of needle

1. When a patient needs to have a blood product administered, which gauge of needle

would be used? (18 gauge is used for drawing blood, however, only registered nurses and

would be used? (18 gauge is used for drawing blood, however, only registered nurses and

doctors can give blood. The 21, 22, and 23 gauges are used strictly for the phlebotomy

doctors can give blood. The 21, 22, and 23 gauges are used strictly for the phlebotomy

technician. )

technician. )

2. What is MRSA? (Methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureus, also known as the “Flesh

2. What is MRSA? (Methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureus, also known as the “Flesh

Eating Disease”.)

Eating Disease”.)

3. Hepatitis B requires how many vaccinations?

3. Hepatitis B requires how many vaccinations?

• The second dose must be given at least 1 month after the first dose.

• The second dose must be given at least 1 month after the first dose.

• The third dose must be given at least 2 months after the second dose and at least 4

• The third dose must be given at least 2 months after the second dose and at least 4
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months after the first.

months after the first.

4. A 27 gauge needle would be used for an intramuscular injection or an intradermal

4. A 27 gauge needle would be used for an intramuscular injection or an intradermal

injection?

injection?

(Actually, a 27 gauge needle could be used for subcutaneous injections for medications

(Actually, a 27 gauge needle could be used for subcutaneous injections for medications

such as insulin or heparin, as well as for intradermal uses such as the TB vaccine.)

such as insulin or heparin, as well as for intradermal uses such as the TB vaccine.)

5. List some blood borne pathogens

5. List some blood borne pathogens

(Being a phlebotomy technician puts you in the front line of possibly contracting many

(Being a phlebotomy technician puts you in the front line of possibly contracting many

blood borne pathogens, which is why it is so important to practice proper infection control

blood borne pathogens, which is why it is so important to practice proper infection control

and use universal precautions. Some of the blood borne pathogens that may be

and use universal precautions. Some of the blood borne pathogens that may be

contracted are; the hepatitis A, B, C, D and E viruses, HIV, MRSAand C-Diff)

contracted are; the hepatitis A, B, C, D and E viruses, HIV, MRSAand C-Diff)

6. Describe the chain of infection.

6. Describe the chain of infection.

The chain of infection begins with a carrier, the carrier then passes the pathogen via an

The chain of infection begins with a carrier, the carrier then passes the pathogen via an

exit portal. This may be someone sneezing, coughing, or vomiting, even diarrhea. Once

exit portal. This may be someone sneezing, coughing, or vomiting, even diarrhea. Once

the pathogen exits the carrier it must find a entry portal into the host. This can occur by

the pathogen exits the carrier it must find a entry portal into the host. This can occur by

someone breathing the air molecules and particles from another persons cough or sneeze.

someone breathing the air molecules and particles from another persons cough or sneeze.

It may be rubbing their eyes before washing their hands. Once the pathogen is in the host,

It may be rubbing their eyes before washing their hands. Once the pathogen is in the host,

the pathogen must incubate and grow in a favorable medium. As the pathogen grows it

the pathogen must incubate and grow in a favorable medium. As the pathogen grows it

multiplies and makes the host ill. The infection is then propagated once more. This chain

multiplies and makes the host ill. The infection is then propagated once more. This chain

of infection must be halted. The best way to prevent infection is by taking proper

of infection must be halted. The best way to prevent infection is by taking proper

precautions, washing hands before and after each patient contact and using the right

precautions, washing hands before and after each patient contact and using the right

personal protective equipment. (see the video on PPE, donning and doffing by the CDC)

personal protective equipment. (see the video on PPE, donning and doffing by the CDC)

7. Explain the changes in the skin of the elderly.

7. Explain the changes in the skin of the elderly.

Since you have read about the skin changes in the elderly, you should be able to answer

Since you have read about the skin changes in the elderly, you should be able to answer

this question. Remember, that as we age the collagen and elastin under the skin begin to

this question. Remember, that as we age the collagen and elastin under the skin begin to
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disintegrate. Our body’s fatty tissue becomes less. Skin therefore wrinkles. Since our skin

disintegrate. Our body’s fatty tissue becomes less. Skin therefore wrinkles. Since our skin

is a barrier to protect us from hot, cold and other conditions, when we lose that protection

is a barrier to protect us from hot, cold and other conditions, when we lose that protection

our immunity becomes compromised. Also , elderly do not exhibit the signs and symptoms

our immunity becomes compromised. Also , elderly do not exhibit the signs and symptoms

of infection as readily as younger people. Many times when an elderly person has a fever,

of infection as readily as younger people. Many times when an elderly person has a fever,

the infection has gone too far.

the infection has gone too far.

8. How do you cap a needle without a safety cap?

8. How do you cap a needle without a safety cap?

First of all, on any test that you take the answer would be, NEVER RE-CAP A NEEDLE.

First of all, on any test that you take the answer would be, NEVER RE-CAP A NEEDLE.

Now, in the real world, when you find that your needle has no safety cover, and the sharps

Now, in the real world, when you find that your needle has no safety cover, and the sharps

container is filled to the brim, you have only one choice, and that is to re-cap. If you have

container is filled to the brim, you have only one choice, and that is to re-cap. If you have

to re-cap, then do so using the one handed technique. With one hand behind your back

to re-cap, then do so using the one handed technique. With one hand behind your back

hold the needle with the other hand and attempt to recap using the scoop method.

hold the needle with the other hand and attempt to recap using the scoop method.

9. What are the four guiding principles of being a health care provider.

9. What are the four guiding principles of being a health care provider.

The four guiding principles that you will follow daily and throughout your life are to protect

The four guiding principles that you will follow daily and throughout your life are to protect

the patient’s, rights, privacy, dignity and safety. Your are their protector, enabler and

the patient’s, rights, privacy, dignity and safety. Your are their protector, enabler and

defender. Always.

defender. Always.

10. what is a vaccutainer?

10. what is a vaccutainer?

Well that all depends on which vaccutainer? The vaccutainer hub? The vaccutainer

Well that all depends on which vaccutainer? The vaccutainer hub? The vaccutainer

needle? or the vaccutainer tube?

needle? or the vaccutainer tube?
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Phlebotomy Career Training

Phlebotomy Career Training

Clinical 1: Hand Washing Techniques

Clinical 1: Hand Washing Techniques

Lecture on hand washing and medical asepsis, infection control

Lecture on hand washing and medical asepsis, infection control

Teaching Demonstration:

Teaching Demonstration:

*Students return demonstration;

*Students return demonstration;

Rationale: Demonstrate the importance of hand washing as first line of defense against infection,

Rationale: Demonstrate the importance of hand washing as first line of defense against infection,

therby protecting the health care worker and patient

therby protecting the health care worker and patient

This is to show that (students name) __________________has passed the hand washing clinical

This is to show that (students name) __________________has passed the hand washing clinical

with satisfactory return demonstration using principals of infection control .

with satisfactory return demonstration using principals of infection control .
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Clinical 2 Application of a Tourniquet

Clinical 2 Application of a Tourniquet

Clinical 2

Clinical 2

Application of a Tourniquet:

Application of a Tourniquet:

Student’s return deomonstration:

Student’s return deomonstration:

This is to show that ________________________________ has successfully demonstrated the correct
application and removal of a tourniquet.

This is to show that ________________________________ has successfully demonstrated the correct
application and removal of a tourniquet.

Learning domain: Psychomotor

Learning domain: Psychomotor

Rationale: Patient rights, patient safety, and patient comfort.

Rationale: Patient rights, patient safety, and patient comfort.

Student will demonstrate proper application and will be able to verbalize reason for tourniquet and explain
the dangers of use.

Student will demonstrate proper application and will be able to verbalize reason for tourniquet and explain
the dangers of use.
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Phlebotomy Career Training

Phlebotomy Career Training

Clinical 3: Donning and Doffing Personal Protective Equipment

Clinical 3: Donning and Doffing Personal Protective Equipment

Lecture on infection control, donning and doffing personal protective equipment

Lecture on infection control, donning and doffing personal protective equipment

Instructor Demonstration

Instructor Demonstration

*Student Return Demonstration

*Student Return Demonstration

Rationale: Students will demonstrate proper infection control with regard to

Rationale: Students will demonstrate proper infection control with regard to

donning and doffing personal protective equipment, using, gown, mask, goggles,

donning and doffing personal protective equipment, using, gown, mask, goggles,

and gloves.

and gloves.

With regard to patient safety, comfort privacy and dignity.

With regard to patient safety, comfort privacy and dignity.

This is to show that ______________________________has successfully demonstrated the correct

This is to show that ______________________________has successfully demonstrated the correct

technique for donning and doffing personal protective equipment with regard to infection control

technique for donning and doffing personal protective equipment with regard to infection control

principals and patient’s rights, safety, dignity, privacy and comfort.

principals and patient’s rights, safety, dignity, privacy and comfort.

Phlebotomy Career Training

Phlebotomy Career Training
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Clinical 4; Identification of Needle Gauges

Clinical 4; Identification of Needle Gauges

Lecture on needle gauges

Lecture on needle gauges

Instructor Demonstration

Instructor Demonstration

*Student Return Demonstration

*Student Return Demonstration

Rationale: Students will demonstrate proper infection control and correct identification with regard to

Rationale: Students will demonstrate proper infection control and correct identification with regard to

recognition of needle gauges and the correct needle gauges used for phlebotomy.

recognition of needle gauges and the correct needle gauges used for phlebotomy.

With regard to patient safety, comfort privacy and dignity.

With regard to patient safety, comfort privacy and dignity.

This is to show that ______________________________has successfully demonstrated the correctly the

This is to show that ______________________________has successfully demonstrated the correctly the

following needle gauges, 18g, 21g, 22g, 23g, 27, and butterfly angiocatherter ( 20g, 22g, 23g)

following needle gauges, 18g, 21g, 22g, 23g, 27, and butterfly angiocatherter ( 20g, 22g, 23g)
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SKIN CHANGES IN THE ELDERLY

SKIN CHANGES IN THE ELDERLY

Skin Changes in the Elderly

Skin Changes in the Elderly

Geriatric Essentials

Geriatric Essentials

The overall result of age-related structural changes is an increase in skin dryness,



roughness, wrinkling, and laxity, and a decrease in skin elasticity.


The overall result of age-related functional changes is a decline in skin barrier function,

The overall result of age-related structural changes is an increase in skin dryness,
roughness, wrinkling, and laxity, and a decrease in skin elasticity.



The overall result of age-related functional changes is a decline in skin barrier function,

mechanical protection, sensory perception, wound healing, immunologic responsiveness,

mechanical protection, sensory perception, wound healing, immunologic responsiveness,

thermoregulation, and vitamin D production.

thermoregulation, and vitamin D production.

Aging leads to many changes in the skin, hair, and nails. These changes can be broadly

Aging leads to many changes in the skin, hair, and nails. These changes can be broadly

categorized as either age-related or photoaging. Age-related changes are presumed to be

categorized as either age-related or photoaging. Age-related changes are presumed to be

due to age alone, whereas photoaging is due to chronic exposure to ultraviolet (UV)

due to age alone, whereas photoaging is due to chronic exposure to ultraviolet (UV)

radiation superimposed on aging itself. Popular notions of “old skin” often correspond more

radiation superimposed on aging itself. Popular notions of “old skin” often correspond more

closely to photoaging than to aging itself, and dramatic differences between aged skin

closely to photoaging than to aging itself, and dramatic differences between aged skin

protected from UV light and younger unprotected skin are evident to patients and clinicians

protected from UV light and younger unprotected skin are evident to patients and clinicians

alike. Other factors that affect the skin include smoking, which accelerates wrinkle

alike. Other factors that affect the skin include smoking, which accelerates wrinkle

development, and disease, most notably connective tissue disorders.

development, and disease, most notably connective tissue disorders.

The overall result of structural changes is an increase in skin dryness, roughness,

The overall result of structural changes is an increase in skin dryness, roughness,

wrinkling, and laxity, and a decrease in skin elasticity. The overall result of functional

wrinkling, and laxity, and a decrease in skin elasticity. The overall result of functional

changes is a decline in skin barrier function, mechanical protection, sensory perception,

changes is a decline in skin barrier function, mechanical protection, sensory perception,

wound healing, immunologic responsiveness, thermoregulation, and vitamin D production.

wound healing, immunologic responsiveness, thermoregulation, and vitamin D production.
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Aging may also affect the absorption of some topical drugs, although clinically important

Aging may also affect the absorption of some topical drugs, although clinically important

differences have not been identified.

differences have not been identified.

Epidermis: The epidermis gives rise to the outer barrier layer of dead cells, the stratum

Epidermis: The epidermis gives rise to the outer barrier layer of dead cells, the stratum

corneum, through terminal differentiation of keratinocytes, the predominant cell type. The

corneum, through terminal differentiation of keratinocytes, the predominant cell type. The

epidermis recognizes invading pathogens and other foreign substances and generates

epidermis recognizes invading pathogens and other foreign substances and generates

abundant cytokines. Melanocytes reside in the epidermal basal layer, producing and

abundant cytokines. Melanocytes reside in the epidermal basal layer, producing and

distributing photoprotective melanin to the keratinocytes.

distributing photoprotective melanin to the keratinocytes.

With aging, the dermal-epidermal junction flattens–the number of interdigitations

With aging, the dermal-epidermal junction flattens–the number of interdigitations

dramatically decreases–resulting in a smaller contact surface area between the dermis

dramatically decreases–resulting in a smaller contact surface area between the dermis

and epidermis. As a result, dermal-epidermal separation occurs more readily in elderly

and epidermis. As a result, dermal-epidermal separation occurs more readily in elderly

skin, and elderly skin is more likely to tear or blister. The change probably also

skin, and elderly skin is more likely to tear or blister. The change probably also

compromises communication and nutrient transfer between epidermis and dermis,

compromises communication and nutrient transfer between epidermis and dermis,

affecting the mechanical, barrier, and immunologic functions of the epidermis.

affecting the mechanical, barrier, and immunologic functions of the epidermis.

Elderly skin often appears dry and flaky, especially over the lower extremities, at least

Elderly skin often appears dry and flaky, especially over the lower extremities, at least

partly due to a dramatic age-associated decrease in epidermal filaggrin, a protein required

partly due to a dramatic age-associated decrease in epidermal filaggrin, a protein required

for the binding of keratin filaments into macrofibrils.

for the binding of keratin filaments into macrofibrils.

Epidermal turnover rates decrease by about 30 to 50% between a person’s 20s and 70s.

Epidermal turnover rates decrease by about 30 to 50% between a person’s 20s and 70s.

This decrease slows the replacement rate of the stratum corneum, likely resulting in a

This decrease slows the replacement rate of the stratum corneum, likely resulting in a

rougher skin surface and a less adequate barrier. Slow replacement of the surface layer is

rougher skin surface and a less adequate barrier. Slow replacement of the surface layer is

also thought to be responsible for the prolonged healing times for epidermal wounds as

also thought to be responsible for the prolonged healing times for epidermal wounds as

well as the decreased barrier function that results from slow replacement of neutral lipids.

well as the decreased barrier function that results from slow replacement of neutral lipids.

The number of active melanocytes decreases by about 10 to 20% per decade, probably

The number of active melanocytes decreases by about 10 to 20% per decade, probably

explaining in part the increased vulnerability to ultraviolet (UV) radiation in old age. An

explaining in part the increased vulnerability to ultraviolet (UV) radiation in old age. An
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accompanying age-associated decline in DNA repair capacity compounds the loss of

accompanying age-associated decline in DNA repair capacity compounds the loss of

melanin protection and increases the risk for developing skin cancers. The prevalence of

melanin protection and increases the risk for developing skin cancers. The prevalence of

melanocytic nevi also declines, from a peak between ages 20 and 40 to near zero after

melanocytic nevi also declines, from a peak between ages 20 and 40 to near zero after

age 70.

age 70.

Vitamin D production, which depends on sun exposure, declines with aging, possibly

Vitamin D production, which depends on sun exposure, declines with aging, possibly

because of a 75% decrease between early and late adulthood in the amount of epidermal

because of a 75% decrease between early and late adulthood in the amount of epidermal

7-dehydrocholesterol, the immediate biosynthetic precursor of vitamin D. Decreased

7-dehydrocholesterol, the immediate biosynthetic precursor of vitamin D. Decreased

vitamin D production is often compounded by reduced outdoor activity, leading to

vitamin D production is often compounded by reduced outdoor activity, leading to

insufficient sun exposure.

insufficient sun exposure.

Dermis: The dermis contains the blood vessels, lymphatics, nerves, and deeper portions

Dermis: The dermis contains the blood vessels, lymphatics, nerves, and deeper portions

of the hair follicles and glands that arise from the epidermis. It is composed largely of

of the hair follicles and glands that arise from the epidermis. It is composed largely of

extracellular matrix and gives skin its strength and elasticity.

extracellular matrix and gives skin its strength and elasticity.

Dermal thickness decreases by about 20% in the elderly and often even more in

Dermal thickness decreases by about 20% in the elderly and often even more in

photodamaged areas. UV damage produces hyperplastic changes initially, followed by

photodamaged areas. UV damage produces hyperplastic changes initially, followed by

atrophic changes, particularly in fair-skinned people. These opposing changes probably

atrophic changes, particularly in fair-skinned people. These opposing changes probably

explain observed variations in the effects of photodamage.

explain observed variations in the effects of photodamage.

Even when elderly skin has been consistently protected against the sun, within the dermis

Even when elderly skin has been consistently protected against the sun, within the dermis

there is about a 50% decrease in mast cells and a 30% decrease in venular cross-

there is about a 50% decrease in mast cells and a 30% decrease in venular cross-

sectional area. Basal and peak levels of cutaneous blood flow are reduced by about 60%.

sectional area. Basal and peak levels of cutaneous blood flow are reduced by about 60%.

As a result of these decreases, there is a decrease in release of histamine (a mast cell

As a result of these decreases, there is a decrease in release of histamine (a mast cell

product) and other measures of inflammatory response after exposure to UV radiation or

product) and other measures of inflammatory response after exposure to UV radiation or

immune challenge. Vascular responsiveness during injury or infection is also

immune challenge. Vascular responsiveness during injury or infection is also

compromised. The striking involution of vertical capillary loops in dermal papillae is thought

compromised. The striking involution of vertical capillary loops in dermal papillae is thought
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to account for the pallor, decreased temperature, and impaired thermoregulation found in

to account for the pallor, decreased temperature, and impaired thermoregulation found in

elderly skin. As well, the decline in vascular supply to hair bulbs and to the eccrine,

elderly skin. As well, the decline in vascular supply to hair bulbs and to the eccrine,

apocrine, and sebaceous glands may contribute to their senescence.

apocrine, and sebaceous glands may contribute to their senescence.

Reduced synthesis and increased degradation of collagen, the major component of the

Reduced synthesis and increased degradation of collagen, the major component of the

dermal matrix, probably contribute to impaired wound healing in the elderly. Elastic fibers

dermal matrix, probably contribute to impaired wound healing in the elderly. Elastic fibers

decrease in number and diameter with aging, accounting for decreased elasticity in elderly

decrease in number and diameter with aging, accounting for decreased elasticity in elderly

skin. Fragmentation, progressive cross-linkage, and calcification of elastic fibers also

skin. Fragmentation, progressive cross-linkage, and calcification of elastic fibers also

occur. Alterations of mucopolysaccharides that normally bind water in the dermal matrix

occur. Alterations of mucopolysaccharides that normally bind water in the dermal matrix

may affect skin turgor.

may affect skin turgor.

Subcutaneous fat: Subcutaneous fat acts as a shock absorber, protecting the body from

Subcutaneous fat: Subcutaneous fat acts as a shock absorber, protecting the body from

trauma, and plays a role in thermoregulation by limiting conductive heat loss. The overall

trauma, and plays a role in thermoregulation by limiting conductive heat loss. The overall

volume of subcutaneous fat usually diminishes with aging. Distribution changes as well;

volume of subcutaneous fat usually diminishes with aging. Distribution changes as well;

eg, there is a relative decrease in subcutaneous fat on the face and hands but a relative

eg, there is a relative decrease in subcutaneous fat on the face and hands but a relative

increase on the thighs and abdomen. These changes can alter the appearance of the face

increase on the thighs and abdomen. These changes can alter the appearance of the face

and hands and reduce the pressure diffusion over bony areas that prevents some

and hands and reduce the pressure diffusion over bony areas that prevents some

pressure ulcers and fractures.

pressure ulcers and fractures.

Hair: Hair substantially grays in about 50% of people by age 50, apparently due to loss of

Hair: Hair substantially grays in about 50% of people by age 50, apparently due to loss of

melanocytes. Although the degree of hair graying often runs in families, the responsible

melanocytes. Although the degree of hair graying often runs in families, the responsible

genes are unknown.

genes are unknown.

Linear growth rate decreases with aging because the follicular keratinocytes that normally

Linear growth rate decreases with aging because the follicular keratinocytes that normally

differentiate to form the hair shaft proliferate more slowly. Hair loss (more correctly,

differentiate to form the hair shaft proliferate more slowly. Hair loss (more correctly,

conversion from terminal to vellus hairs) in the vertex and frontotemporal regions

conversion from terminal to vellus hairs) in the vertex and frontotemporal regions

(androgenetic alopecia) in men begins between the late teens and the late 20s; by the time

(androgenetic alopecia) in men begins between the late teens and the late 20s; by the time
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they reach their 60s, 80% of men are substantially bald. In women, the same pattern of

they reach their 60s, 80% of men are substantially bald. In women, the same pattern of

hair loss may occur after menopause, although it is rarely pronounced. Hair thinning, or

hair loss may occur after menopause, although it is rarely pronounced. Hair thinning, or

diffuse hair loss sometimes termed female alopecia, is more correctly termed

diffuse hair loss sometimes termed female alopecia, is more correctly termed

miniaturization of hairs. The cause is a shortened anagen (growth) phase and decreased

miniaturization of hairs. The cause is a shortened anagen (growth) phase and decreased

proliferation of follicular keratinocytes. Diffuse hair loss normally occurs in both sexes with

proliferation of follicular keratinocytes. Diffuse hair loss normally occurs in both sexes with

aging and should be distinguished from diffuse hair loss caused by iron deficiency,

aging and should be distinguished from diffuse hair loss caused by iron deficiency,

hypothyroidism, chronic renal failure, under- nutrition, and use of certain drugs (especially

hypothyroidism, chronic renal failure, under- nutrition, and use of certain drugs (especially

anabolic steroids and anti-metabolites).

anabolic steroids and anti-metabolites).

Excessive or unwanted hair growth becomes common after menopause in women as a

Excessive or unwanted hair growth becomes common after menopause in women as a

result of altered estrogen-androgen balance in hormonally sensitive hair follicles. The most

result of altered estrogen-androgen balance in hormonally sensitive hair follicles. The most

distressing symptom may be the appearance of scattered terminal hairs in the beard area.

distressing symptom may be the appearance of scattered terminal hairs in the beard area.

Men may notice excessive hair growth in the eyebrows, nares, or ears.

Men may notice excessive hair growth in the eyebrows, nares, or ears.

Nails: Linear growth rate and thickness (“strength”) of nails decreases with aging because

Nails: Linear growth rate and thickness (“strength”) of nails decreases with aging because

of a decrease in the proliferative rate of nail matrix keratinocytes, which differentiate to

of a decrease in the proliferative rate of nail matrix keratinocytes, which differentiate to

form the nail plate. Nails become dry and brittle and flat or concave instead of convex,

form the nail plate. Nails become dry and brittle and flat or concave instead of convex,

often with longitudinal ridging. Longitudinal pigment banding, common among blacks, often

often with longitudinal ridging. Longitudinal pigment banding, common among blacks, often

becomes more pronounced with aging. Nail color may vary from yellow to gray, reflecting

becomes more pronounced with aging. Nail color may vary from yellow to gray, reflecting

changes in the nail bed. The lunulae can become poorly defined. Occasionally, the nails

changes in the nail bed. The lunulae can become poorly defined. Occasionally, the nails

become grossly thickened and distorted.

become grossly thickened and distorted.

Lamellar dystrophy manifests as brittle nails with split ends or layering and commonly

Lamellar dystrophy manifests as brittle nails with split ends or layering and commonly

occurs in elderly people, though it may also occur in middle-aged women.

occurs in elderly people, though it may also occur in middle-aged women.

Nerves and glands: The density of cutaneous sensory end organs decreases

Nerves and glands: The density of cutaneous sensory end organs decreases

progressively between the ages of 10 and 90 by about 1/3. The result is an age-related

progressively between the ages of 10 and 90 by about 1/3. The result is an age-related
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reduction in sensations of light touch, vibration, corneal sensitivity, 2-point discrimination,

reduction in sensations of light touch, vibration, corneal sensitivity, 2-point discrimination,

and spatial acuity. The cutaneous pain threshold increases by about 20%.

and spatial acuity. The cutaneous pain threshold increases by about 20%.

Eccrine glands decline in number by an average of 15% during adulthood. Decreased

Eccrine glands decline in number by an average of 15% during adulthood. Decreased

gland secretion results in marked decreases in spontaneous sweating in response to dry

gland secretion results in marked decreases in spontaneous sweating in response to dry

heat. These changes, compounded by decreased cutaneous vascularity, make the elderly

heat. These changes, compounded by decreased cutaneous vascularity, make the elderly

more vulnerable to heat. Apocrine glands also decrease in size and function with aging,

more vulnerable to heat. Apocrine glands also decrease in size and function with aging,

but these changes do not appear to have any clinically significant effect (except possibly a

but these changes do not appear to have any clinically significant effect (except possibly a

decline in body odor).

decline in body odor).

The size and number of sebaceous glands do not appear to decrease with aging.

The size and number of sebaceous glands do not appear to decrease with aging.

However, sebum production decreases by about 23% per decade, beginning in early

However, sebum production decreases by about 23% per decade, beginning in early

adulthood, probably due to the concomitant decrease in production of gonadal or adrenal

adulthood, probably due to the concomitant decrease in production of gonadal or adrenal

androgens, to which sebaceous glands are exquisitely sensitive.

androgens, to which sebaceous glands are exquisitely sensitive.

Immunologic function: The number of epidermal Langerhans’ cells (immune cells in skin

Immunologic function: The number of epidermal Langerhans’ cells (immune cells in skin

responsible for antigen presentation) decreases by 20 to 50% during adulthood.

responsible for antigen presentation) decreases by 20 to 50% during adulthood.

Alterations in the production of ILs and cytokines by other cells such as keratinocytes may

Alterations in the production of ILs and cytokines by other cells such as keratinocytes may

also contribute to overall immunologic decline observed in the elderly. The result is

also contribute to overall immunologic decline observed in the elderly. The result is

presumed to be increased susceptibility to infections and increased incidence of

presumed to be increased susceptibility to infections and increased incidence of

neoplasms.

neoplasms.
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The Cognitive Domain

The Cognitive Domain

This domain focuses on intellectual skills and is familiar to educators.

This domain focuses on intellectual skills and is familiar to educators.
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Graphics to show relationships between ideas
Organized class notes
Tables that provide summary information
PowerPoint slides
Additional examples Self-check quizzes A
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The Affective
domain includes
feelings, values,
appreciation,
enthusiasms,
motivations, and
attitudes.

`

The Affective
domain includes
feelings, values,
appreciation,
enthusiasms,
motivations, and
attitudes.

`

The psychomotor
domain includes
physical movement,
coordination, and
use of the motorskill areas.

`

The psychomotor
domain includes
physical movement,
coordination, and
use of the motorskill areas.

`

Patient’s whether old, middle aged, young
adult, adolescent or children, all learn
differently. Their learning skills are based
upon not only their biological age but on the
socioeconomic status, their current health
status and their present state of mental
health.

`

Patient’s whether old, middle aged, young
adult, adolescent or children, all learn
differently. Their learning skills are based
upon not only their biological age but on the
socioeconomic status, their current health
status and their present state of mental
health.

`

You will find that many environmental factors
also affect a persons ability to learn. Being in
a hospital or clinic can be very intimidating
and threatening. Especially if the patient
knows that they are going to have an invasive
procedure performed, such as a
venipuncture.

`

You will find that many environmental factors
also affect a persons ability to learn. Being in
a hospital or clinic can be very intimidating
and threatening. Especially if the patient
knows that they are going to have an invasive
procedure performed, such as a
venipuncture.

`

As a health care provider, it is very important
to make the patient feel as comfortable and
relaxed as possible. This can be done when
the healthcare provider is knowledgeable and
sensitive to the patient’s immediate needs.

`

As a health care provider, it is very important
to make the patient feel as comfortable and
relaxed as possible. This can be done when
the healthcare provider is knowledgeable and
sensitive to the patient’s immediate needs.
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Physiological needs
For the most part, physiological needs are obvious they are the literal requirements for human survival.
If these requirements are not met the human body
simply cannot continue to function.
Physiological needs include:
Breathing
Homeostasis
Water
Sleep
Food
Sex
Clothing
Shelter
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simply cannot continue to function.
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Shelter
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`

Safety needs
With their physical needs relatively satisfied,
the individual's safety needs take over and
dominate their behavior. These needs have to
do with people's yearning for a predictable,
orderly world in which injustice and
inconsistency are under control, the familiar
frequent and the unfamiliar rare.

`
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the individual's safety needs take over and
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inconsistency are under control, the familiar
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Safety and Security needs include:
Personal security
Financial security
Health and well-being
Safety net against accidents
/illness and the adverse impacts
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Social needs
After physiological and safety needs are
fulfilled, the third layer of human needs is
social. This psychological aspect of Maslow's
hierarchy involves emotionally-based
relationships in general, such as:
Friendship
Intimacy
Having a supportive and communicative
family
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Social needs
After physiological and safety needs are
fulfilled, the third layer of human needs is
social. This psychological aspect of Maslow's
hierarchy involves emotionally-based
relationships in general, such as:
Friendship
Intimacy
Having a supportive and communicative
family
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`

Esteem
All humans have a need to be respected, to
have self-esteem, self-respect. Also known
as the belonging need, esteem presents the
normal human desire to be accepted and
valued by others.
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Esteem
All humans have a need to be respected, to
have self-esteem, self-respect. Also known
as the belonging need, esteem presents the
normal human desire to be accepted and
valued by others.
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`

Aesthetic needs
The motivation to realize one's own
maximum potential and possibilities is
considered to be the master motive or the
only real motive, all other motives being its
various forms. In Maslow's hierarchy of
needs, the need for self-actualization is the
final need that manifests when lower level
needs have been satisfied.
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The motivation to realize one's own
maximum potential and possibilities is
considered to be the master motive or the
only real motive, all other motives being its
various forms. In Maslow's hierarchy of
needs, the need for self-actualization is the
final need that manifests when lower level
needs have been satisfied.
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Self Actualization

`

Self Actualization
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Therapeutic communication is defined as the
face-to-face process of interacting that
focuses on advancing the physical and
emotional well-being of a patient. This kind
of communication has three general
purposes: collecting information to determine
illness, assessing and modifying behavior,
and providing health education.

`

Therapeutic communication is defined as the
face-to-face process of interacting that
focuses on advancing the physical and
emotional well-being of a patient. This kind
of communication has three general
purposes: collecting information to determine
illness, assessing and modifying behavior,
and providing health education.

`

By using therapeutic communication, we
attempt to learn as much as we can about the
patient in relation to his illness. To
accomplish this learning, both the sender and
the receiver must be consciously aware of the
con- fidentiality of the information disclosed
and received during the communication
process. You must always have a therapeutic
reason for invading a patient's privacy.
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By using therapeutic communication, we
attempt to learn as much as we can about the
patient in relation to his illness. To
accomplish this learning, both the sender and
the receiver must be consciously aware of the
con- fidentiality of the information disclosed
and received during the communication
process. You must always have a therapeutic
reason for invading a patient's privacy.
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Phlebotomy is a caring profession. It is also a
profession that is more and more evidenced
based in practice. In as much as the scientific
aspects of nursing is increasing due to the
complex technological advancement of
medicine and the machinery that is used at
the patients bedside, the fact remains that
the nurse is the first person that the client
usually comes in contact with in any
emergency or hospital setting.
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Phlebotomy is a caring profession. It is also a
profession that is more and more evidenced
based in practice. In as much as the scientific
aspects of nursing is increasing due to the
complex technological advancement of
medicine and the machinery that is used at
the patients bedside, the fact remains that
the nurse is the first person that the client
usually comes in contact with in any
emergency or hospital setting.

`

Having said this, the term, "caring" is an
essential emotion that all phlebotomists,
nurse’s and nurse’s aides, for that matter, all
individuals in the health profession must
possess. With caring comes the trained ability
of the nurse to facilitate therapeutic
communication. One might ask, what is
therapeutic communication? To better answer
this question, the term communication
should first be defined.
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Having said this, the term, "caring" is an
essential emotion that all phlebotomists,
nurse’s and nurse’s aides, for that matter, all
individuals in the health profession must
possess. With caring comes the trained ability
of the nurse to facilitate therapeutic
communication. One might ask, what is
therapeutic communication? To better answer
this question, the term communication
should first be defined.

`

Communication can be defined as "The Process
of transmitting messages and interpreting
meaning." (Wilson and others, 1995) With
therapeutic communication, the sender, or nurse
seeks to illicit a response from the receiver, the
patient that is beneficial to the patients mental
and physical health. Just as stress has been
proven to adversely affect the health of
individuals, the therapeutic approach to
communication can actually help. In any given
situation everyone uses communication.
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Communication can be defined as "The Process
of transmitting messages and interpreting
meaning." (Wilson and others, 1995) With
therapeutic communication, the sender, or nurse
seeks to illicit a response from the receiver, the
patient that is beneficial to the patients mental
and physical health. Just as stress has been
proven to adversely affect the health of
individuals, the therapeutic approach to
communication can actually help. In any given
situation everyone uses communication.

`

Everyone has seen the individual that looks
like they are either angry, stressed, feeling ill
or maybe sad. These emotions are
communicated to others not always by words,
but by gestures and facial expressions. A
nurse must always be aware of these
expressions in clients, for these expressions
may be the only way that the nurse can tell if
there is something else going on that needs
their attention.

`

Everyone has seen the individual that looks
like they are either angry, stressed, feeling ill
or maybe sad. These emotions are
communicated to others not always by words,
but by gestures and facial expressions. A
nurse must always be aware of these
expressions in clients, for these expressions
may be the only way that the nurse can tell if
there is something else going on that needs
their attention.

`

The term given to this type of non-verbal
communication is called, metacommunication. In meta-communication, the
client may look at their amputated stump and
say that it doesn't really look that bad, while
at the same time tears are rolling down from
their eyes.
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The term given to this type of non-verbal
communication is called, metacommunication. In meta-communication, the
client may look at their amputated stump and
say that it doesn't really look that bad, while
at the same time tears are rolling down from
their eyes.

`

In a case such as this the nurse should stay
and further explore how the person actually
feels. There are many factors associated with
the healing and comforting aspects of
therapeutic communication. Circumstances,
surroundings, and timing all play a role in the
effect of therapeutic communication.
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In a case such as this the nurse should stay
and further explore how the person actually
feels. There are many factors associated with
the healing and comforting aspects of
therapeutic communication. Circumstances,
surroundings, and timing all play a role in the
effect of therapeutic communication.

`

If a client is being rushed down for an
emergency surgery there might not be time
for a bedside conversation, but the holding of
a hand could convey much more than words
to the client at such a moment. This is called
therapeutic touch, and can be very reassuring
to the patient.
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If a client is being rushed down for an
emergency surgery there might not be time
for a bedside conversation, but the holding of
a hand could convey much more than words
to the client at such a moment. This is called
therapeutic touch, and can be very reassuring
to the patient.
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Ideally, for therapeutic communication to be
effective the nurse must be aware of how they
appear to the client. If a nurse appears
rushed, for example, they are speaking
quickly, their countenance looks harried, and
they are breathing heavily, their eyes not on
the client but perhaps on an intravenous bag
on the client in the next bed. In a case like
this, there is nothing that this nurse could say
to the client in a therapeutic manner that the
client would believe.
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Ideally, for therapeutic communication to be
effective the nurse must be aware of how they
appear to the client. If a nurse appears
rushed, for example, they are speaking
quickly, their countenance looks harried, and
they are breathing heavily, their eyes not on
the client but perhaps on an intravenous bag
on the client in the next bed. In a case like
this, there is nothing that this nurse could say
to the client in a therapeutic manner that the
client would believe.

`

The helping relationship has not been
established and therefore therapeutic
communication cannot be facilitated. Some of
the emotions associated with therapeutic
communication include but are not limited to
the following: Professionalism,
Confidentiality, Courtesy, Trust, Availability,
Empathy, and Sympathy. (Potter, Patricia A.,
Perry, Anne G., Co. 2003, Basic Nursing
Essentials for Practice, pg. 123, Mosby)
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Essentials for Practice, pg. 123, Mosby)

`

All of these emotions go into the client nurse
relationship, which must be established by the
nurse as soon as possible upon first meeting the
client. To begin to establish this nurse client
relationship, the nurse must assess the overall
message that the client is communicating to the
nurse, such as fear, pain, sadness, anxiety or
apathy. The nurse should be trained in keying
into the message that the client is sending. Only
then can the nurse determine the best
therapeutic approach. Anyone that has to be
thrust in to a hospital or emergency room
environment has level of anxiety.
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`

This level can go up considerably when the client
feels that they have been abandoned or that
there is no one there that really cares about how
they feel. When a client is the recipient of
therapeutic communication from a caring
individual, a level of trust is achieved and more
than, that the clients entire countenance can
change for the better. Their blood pressure,
respirations and levels of stress can
simultaneously decrease. When this takes place,
the management of pain, if any is involved, can
be resolved more quickly. The goal for a nurse is
to become proficient in the medical
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1. Sadness
2. Fear
3. Anxiety
4. Pain
5. Concern
How would you
approach this
person prior to
venipuncture?
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1. fear
2. apprehension
How would you
approach this child?
How could you
lessen this child’s
fear?
What would you say
to their parent?
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1. Fear
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4. expectation
What significance
does her doll
represent? How
would you
approach her?
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1. concern
2. pensive
3. relaxed
4. troubled
What would your
approach be, prior
to venipuncture?
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4. troubled
What would your
approach be, prior
to venipuncture?
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What would you say
to this man prior to
venipuncture? What
appears to be his
emotion? What
would you pay
close attention to
prior to
approaching his
personal space?
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1. fear
2. depression
3. helplessness
4. hopelessness
How would you
approach this
woman?
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1. anxiety
2. fear
3. helplessness
4. hopelessness
5. depression
How would you
approach her prior
to drawing her
blood?
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How would you
approach this
woman?
What would you say
to make her more
comfortable?
What actions could
you perform that
evoke caring?
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What actions could
you do, and what
could you say to
help this person?
Can an anxious
person learn?
Is anxiety
dangerous to
health?
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1. loneliness
2. depression
3. apathy
4. fear
How would you
approach this
person?
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1. loneliness
2. depression
3. apathy
4. fear
How would you
approach this
person?

Questions on Therapeutic Communication;

Questions on Therapeutic Communication;

Why do you think it is important for a health care provider to know therapeutic communication?

Why do you think it is important for a health care provider to know therapeutic communication?

Why does therapeutic communication help?

Why does therapeutic communication help?

What would you say to someone who has anxiety about having their blood drawn?

What would you say to someone who has anxiety about having their blood drawn?

Would you ever tell someone that having a venipuncture won’t hurt?

Would you ever tell someone that having a venipuncture won’t hurt?

Why?

Why?

Why do you think that parents should be involved with their babies when having their blood

Why do you think that parents should be involved with their babies when having their blood

taken?

taken?
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LEARNING DOMAINS

LEARNING DOMAINS

LEARNING DOMAINS

LEARNING DOMAINS

Learning Domains

Learning Domains

There is more than one type of learning. A committee of colleges, led by Benjamin Bloom (1956),

There is more than one type of learning. A committee of colleges, led by Benjamin Bloom (1956),

identified three

identified three

domains of educational activities:

domains of educational activities:

1)

Cognitive: mental skills (Knowledge)

1)

Cognitive: mental skills (Knowledge)

2)

Affective: growth in feelings or emotional areas (Attitude)

2)

Affective: growth in feelings or emotional areas (Attitude)

3)

Psychomotor: manual or physical skills (Skills)

3)

Psychomotor: manual or physical skills (Skills)

Cognitive

Cognitive

1

1

The cognitive domain involves knowledge and the development of intellectual skills. This

The cognitive domain involves knowledge and the development of intellectual skills. This

includes the recall or recognition of specific facts, procedural patterns, and concepts that serve

includes the recall or recognition of specific facts, procedural patterns, and concepts that serve

in the development of intellectual abilities and skills. There are six major categories, which are

in the development of intellectual abilities and skills. There are six major categories, which are

listed in order below, starting from the simplest behavior to the most complex. The categories

listed in order below, starting from the simplest behavior to the most complex. The categories

can be thought of as degrees of difficulties. That is, the first one must be mastered before the

can be thought of as degrees of difficulties. That is, the first one must be mastered before the

next one can take place.

next one can take place.
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Knowledge: Recall of data.

Knowledge: Recall of data.

Examples: Recite a policy. Quote prices from memory to a customer. Knows

Examples: Recite a policy. Quote prices from memory to a customer. Knows

the safety rules.

the safety rules.

Key Words: defines, describes, identifies, knows, labels, lists, matches, names, outlines, recalls,

Key Words: defines, describes, identifies, knows, labels, lists, matches, names, outlines, recalls,

recognizes, reproduces, selects, states.

recognizes, reproduces, selects, states.

Comprehension: Understand the meaning, translation, interpolation, and interpretation

Comprehension: Understand the meaning, translation, interpolation, and interpretation

of instructions and problems.

of instructions and problems.

State a problem in one’s own words.

State a problem in one’s own words.

Examples: Rewrites the principles of test writing. Explain in one’s own words the steps for

Examples: Rewrites the principles of test writing. Explain in one’s own words the steps for

performing a complex task. Translates an equation into a computer spreadsheet.

performing a complex task. Translates an equation into a computer spreadsheet.

Key words: comprehends, converts, defends, distinguishes, estimates,

Key words: comprehends, converts, defends, distinguishes, estimates,

explains, extends, generalizes, gives examples, infers, interprets, paraphrases, predicts, rewrites,

explains, extends, generalizes, gives examples, infers, interprets, paraphrases, predicts, rewrites,

summarizes, translates.

summarizes, translates.

Application: Use a concept in a new situation or unprompted use of an abstraction. Applies what

Application: Use a concept in a new situation or unprompted use of an abstraction. Applies what

was learned in the classroom into novel situations in the workplace. Examples: Use a manual to

was learned in the classroom into novel situations in the workplace. Examples: Use a manual to

calculate an employee’s vacation time. Apply laws of statistics to evaluate the reliability of a

calculate an employee’s vacation time. Apply laws of statistics to evaluate the reliability of a

written test.

written test.
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Key Words: applies, changes, computes, constructs, demonstrates, discovers,

Key Words: applies, changes, computes, constructs, demonstrates, discovers,

manipulates, modifies, operates, predicts, prepares, produces, relates, shows,

manipulates, modifies, operates, predicts, prepares, produces, relates, shows,

solves, uses.

solves, uses.

Analysis: Separates material or concepts into component parts so that its organizational

Analysis: Separates material or concepts into component parts so that its organizational

structure may be understood. Distinguishes between facts and inferences.

structure may be understood. Distinguishes between facts and inferences.

Examples: Troubleshoot a piece of equipment by using logical deduction. Recognize logical

Examples: Troubleshoot a piece of equipment by using logical deduction. Recognize logical

fallacies in reasoning. Gathers information from a department and selects the required tasks for

fallacies in reasoning. Gathers information from a department and selects the required tasks for

training.

training.

Keywords: analyzes, breaks down, compares, contrasts, diagrams,

Keywords: analyzes, breaks down, compares, contrasts, diagrams,

deconstructs, differentiates, discriminates, distinguishes, identifies,

deconstructs, differentiates, discriminates, distinguishes, identifies,

illustrates, infers, outlines, relates, selects, separates.

illustrates, infers, outlines, relates, selects, separates.

Synthesis: Builds a structure or pattern from diverse elements. Put parts together to form

Synthesis: Builds a structure or pattern from diverse elements. Put parts together to form

a whole, with emphasis on creating a new meaning or structure.

a whole, with emphasis on creating a new meaning or structure.

Examples: Write a company operations or process manual. Design a machine

Examples: Write a company operations or process manual. Design a machine

to perform a specific task. Integrates training from several sources to solve a

to perform a specific task. Integrates training from several sources to solve a

problem. Revises and process to improve the outcome.

problem. Revises and process to improve the outcome.
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Keywords: categorizes, combines, compiles, composes, creates, devises,

Keywords: categorizes, combines, compiles, composes, creates, devises,

designs, explains, generates, modifies, organizes, plans, rearranges,

designs, explains, generates, modifies, organizes, plans, rearranges,

reconstructs, relates, reorganizes, revises, rewrites, summarizes, tells, writes.

reconstructs, relates, reorganizes, revises, rewrites, summarizes, tells, writes.

Evaluation: Make judgments about the value

Evaluation: Make judgments about the value

of ideas or materials.

of ideas or materials.

Examples: Select the most effective solution. Hire the most qualified

Examples: Select the most effective solution. Hire the most qualified

candidate. Explain and justify a new budget.

candidate. Explain and justify a new budget.

Keywords: appraises, compares, concludes, contrasts, criticizes, critiques,

Keywords: appraises, compares, concludes, contrasts, criticizes, critiques,

defends, describes, discriminates, evaluates, explains, interprets, justifies,

defends, describes, discriminates, evaluates, explains, interprets, justifies,

relates, summarizes, supports.

relates, summarizes, supports.

Affective

Affective

2

2

This domain includes the manner in which we deal with things emotionally, such as feelings,

This domain includes the manner in which we deal with things emotionally, such as feelings,

values, appreciation, enthusiasms, motivations, and attitudes. The five major categories listed in

values, appreciation, enthusiasms, motivations, and attitudes. The five major categories listed in

order are:Receiving phenomena: Awareness, willingness to hear, selected attention.

order are:Receiving phenomena: Awareness, willingness to hear, selected attention.

Examples: Listen to others with respect. Listen for and remember the names of newly

Examples: Listen to others with respect. Listen for and remember the names of newly

introduced people.

introduced people.
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Keywords: asks, chooses, describes, follows, gives, holds, identifies, locates,

Keywords: asks, chooses, describes, follows, gives, holds, identifies, locates,

names, points to, selects, sits, erects, replies, uses.

names, points to, selects, sits, erects, replies, uses.

Responding to phenomena: Active participation on the part of the learners. Attends and reacts

Responding to phenomena: Active participation on the part of the learners. Attends and reacts

to a particular phenomenon. Learning outcomes may emphasize compliance in responding,

to a particular phenomenon. Learning outcomes may emphasize compliance in responding,

willingness to respond, or satisfaction in responding (motivation).

willingness to respond, or satisfaction in responding (motivation).

Examples: Participates in class discussions. Gives a presentation. Questions

Examples: Participates in class discussions. Gives a presentation. Questions

new ideals, concepts, models, etc. in order to fully understand them. Know

new ideals, concepts, models, etc. in order to fully understand them. Know

the safety rules and practices them.

the safety rules and practices them.

Keywords: answers, assists, aids, complies, conforms, discusses, greets,

Keywords: answers, assists, aids, complies, conforms, discusses, greets,

helps, labels, performs, practices, presents, reads, recites, reports, selects,

helps, labels, performs, practices, presents, reads, recites, reports, selects,

tells, writes.

tells, writes.

Valuing: The worth or value a person attaches to a particular object, phenomenon,

Valuing: The worth or value a person attaches to a particular object, phenomenon,

or behavior. This ranges from simple acceptance to the more complex state of

or behavior. This ranges from simple acceptance to the more complex state of

commitment. Valuing is based on the internalization of a set of specified values,

commitment. Valuing is based on the internalization of a set of specified values,

while clues to these values are expressed in the learner’s overt behavior and are often

while clues to these values are expressed in the learner’s overt behavior and are often

identifiable.

identifiable.
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Examples: Demonstrates belief in the democratic process. Is sensitive towards individual and

Examples: Demonstrates belief in the democratic process. Is sensitive towards individual and

cultural differences (value diversity). Shows the ability to solve problems. Proposes a plan to

cultural differences (value diversity). Shows the ability to solve problems. Proposes a plan to

social improvement and follows through with commitment. Informs management on matters

social improvement and follows through with commitment. Informs management on matters

that one feels strongly about.

that one feels strongly about.

Keywords: completes, demonstrates, differentiates, explains, follows, forms,

Keywords: completes, demonstrates, differentiates, explains, follows, forms,

initiates, invites, joins, justifies, proposes, reads, reports, selects, shares,

initiates, invites, joins, justifies, proposes, reads, reports, selects, shares,

studies, works.

studies, works.

Organization: Organizes values into priorities by contrasting different values, resolving conflicts

Organization: Organizes values into priorities by contrasting different values, resolving conflicts

between them, and creating an unique value system. The emphasis is on comparing, relating,

between them, and creating an unique value system. The emphasis is on comparing, relating,

and synthesizing values.

and synthesizing values.

Examples: Recognizes the need for balance between freedom and responsible behavior. Accepts

Examples: Recognizes the need for balance between freedom and responsible behavior. Accepts

responsibility for one’s behavior. Explains the role of systematic planning in solving problems.

responsibility for one’s behavior. Explains the role of systematic planning in solving problems.

Accepts professional ethical standards. Creates a life plan in harmony with abilities, interests,

Accepts professional ethical standards. Creates a life plan in harmony with abilities, interests,

and beliefs.

and beliefs.

Prioritizes time effectively to meet the needs of the organization, family, and self.

Prioritizes time effectively to meet the needs of the organization, family, and self.

Keywords: adheres, alters, arranges, combines, compares, completes,

Keywords: adheres, alters, arranges, combines, compares, completes,

defends, explains, formulates, generalizes, identifies, integrates, modifies,

defends, explains, formulates, generalizes, identifies, integrates, modifies,

orders, organizes, prepares, relates, synthesizes.

orders, organizes, prepares, relates, synthesizes.
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Internalizing values (characterization): Has a value system that controls their

Internalizing values (characterization): Has a value system that controls their

behavior. The behavior is pervasive, consistent, predictable, and most importantly,

behavior. The behavior is pervasive, consistent, predictable, and most importantly,

characteristic of the learner. Instructional objectives are concerned with the student’s general

characteristic of the learner. Instructional objectives are concerned with the student’s general

patterns of adjustment (personal, social, emotional). Examples: Shows self-reliance when

patterns of adjustment (personal, social, emotional). Examples: Shows self-reliance when

working independently. Cooperates in group activities (displays teamwork). Uses an objective

working independently. Cooperates in group activities (displays teamwork). Uses an objective

approach in problem solving. Displays a professional commitment to ethical practice on a daily

approach in problem solving. Displays a professional commitment to ethical practice on a daily

basis. Revises judgments and changes behavior in light of new evidence. Values people for

basis. Revises judgments and changes behavior in light of new evidence. Values people for

what they are, not how they look.

what they are, not how they look.

Keywords: acts, discriminates, displays, influences, listens, modifies, performs, practices,

Keywords: acts, discriminates, displays, influences, listens, modifies, performs, practices,

proposes, qualifies, questions, revises, serves, solves, verifies.

proposes, qualifies, questions, revises, serves, solves, verifies.

Psychomotor

Psychomotor

The psychomotor domain includes physical movement, coordination, and use of the motor-skill

The psychomotor domain includes physical movement, coordination, and use of the motor-skill

areas.

areas.

Development of these skills requires practice and is measured in terms of speed, precision,

Development of these skills requires practice and is measured in terms of speed, precision,

distance, procedures, or techniques in execution. The seven major categories listed in order are:

distance, procedures, or techniques in execution. The seven major categories listed in order are:

Perception: The ability to use sensory cues to guide motor activity. This ranges from

Perception: The ability to use sensory cues to guide motor activity. This ranges from

sensory stimulation, through cue selection, to translation. Examples: Detects non-verbal

sensory stimulation, through cue selection, to translation. Examples: Detects non-verbal

communication cues. Estimate where a ball will land after it is thrown and then moving to the

communication cues. Estimate where a ball will land after it is thrown and then moving to the

correct location to catch

correct location to catch
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the ball. Adjusts heat of stove to correct temperature by smell and taste of

the ball. Adjusts heat of stove to correct temperature by smell and taste of

food. Adjusts the height of the forks on a forklift by comparing where the

food. Adjusts the height of the forks on a forklift by comparing where the

forks are in relation to the pallet.

forks are in relation to the pallet.

Keywords: chooses, describes, detects, differentiates, distinguishes,

Keywords: chooses, describes, detects, differentiates, distinguishes,

identifies, isolates, relates, selects.

identifies, isolates, relates, selects.

Set: Readiness to act. It includes mental, physical, and emotional sets. These three

Set: Readiness to act. It includes mental, physical, and emotional sets. These three

sets are dispositions that predetermine a person’s response to different situations

sets are dispositions that predetermine a person’s response to different situations

(sometimes called mindsets).Examples: Knows and acts upon a sequence of steps in a

(sometimes called mindsets).Examples: Knows and acts upon a sequence of steps in a

manufacturing process. Recognize one’s abilities and limitations. Shows desire to learn a

manufacturing process. Recognize one’s abilities and limitations. Shows desire to learn a

new process (motivation). NOTE: This subdivision of Psychomotor is closely related with the

new process (motivation). NOTE: This subdivision of Psychomotor is closely related with the

“Responding to phenomena” subdivision of the Affective domain.

“Responding to phenomena” subdivision of the Affective domain.

Keywords: begins, displays, explains, moves, proceeds, reacts, shows, states,

Keywords: begins, displays, explains, moves, proceeds, reacts, shows, states,

volunteers.Guided response: The early stages in learning a complex skill that includes

volunteers.Guided response: The early stages in learning a complex skill that includes

imitation and trial and error. Adequacy of performance is achieved by practicing.

imitation and trial and error. Adequacy of performance is achieved by practicing.

Examples: Performs a mathematical equation as demonstrated. Follows

Examples: Performs a mathematical equation as demonstrated. Follows

instructions to build a model. Responds hand-signals of instructor while learning to operate a

instructions to build a model. Responds hand-signals of instructor while learning to operate a

forklift.

forklift.
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Keywords: copies, traces, follows, react, reproduce, respondsMechanism: This is the

Keywords: copies, traces, follows, react, reproduce, respondsMechanism: This is the

intermediate stage in learning a complex skill. Learned responses have become habitual and the

intermediate stage in learning a complex skill. Learned responses have become habitual and the

movements can be performed with some confidence and proficiency.

movements can be performed with some confidence and proficiency.

Examples: Use a personal computer. Repair a leaking faucet. Drive a car.

Examples: Use a personal computer. Repair a leaking faucet. Drive a car.

Keywords: assembles, calibrates, constructs, dismantles, displays, fastens,

Keywords: assembles, calibrates, constructs, dismantles, displays, fastens,

fixes, grinds, heats, manipulates, measures, mends, mixes, organizes,

fixes, grinds, heats, manipulates, measures, mends, mixes, organizes,

sketches.

sketches.

Complex Overt Response: The skillful performance of motor acts that involve

Complex Overt Response: The skillful performance of motor acts that involve

complex movement patterns. Proficiency is indicated by a quick, accurate, and highly

complex movement patterns. Proficiency is indicated by a quick, accurate, and highly

coordinated performance, requiring a minimum of energy. This category includes

coordinated performance, requiring a minimum of energy. This category includes

performing without hesitation, and automaticperformance. For example, players are often

performing without hesitation, and automaticperformance. For example, players are often

utter sounds of satisfaction or expletives as soon as they hit a tennis ball or throw a

utter sounds of satisfaction or expletives as soon as they hit a tennis ball or throw a

football, because they can tell by the feel of the act what the result will produce.

football, because they can tell by the feel of the act what the result will produce.

Examples: Maneuvers a car into a tight parallel parking spot. Operates a

Examples: Maneuvers a car into a tight parallel parking spot. Operates a

computer quickly and accurately. Displays competence while playing the piano.

computer quickly and accurately. Displays competence while playing the piano.

Keywords: assembles, builds, calibrates, constructs, dismantles, displays,

Keywords: assembles, builds, calibrates, constructs, dismantles, displays,

fastens, fixes, grinds, heats, manipulates, measures, mends, mixes, organizes,

fastens, fixes, grinds, heats, manipulates, measures, mends, mixes, organizes,
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sketches.

sketches.

NOTE: The key words are the same as Mechanism, but will have adverbs or adjectives that

NOTE: The key words are the same as Mechanism, but will have adverbs or adjectives that

indicate that the performance is quicker, better, more accurate, etc.Adaptation: Skills are well

indicate that the performance is quicker, better, more accurate, etc.Adaptation: Skills are well

developed and the individual can modify movement patterns to fit special requirements.

developed and the individual can modify movement patterns to fit special requirements.

Examples: Responds effectively to unexpected experiences. Modifies instruction to meet the

Examples: Responds effectively to unexpected experiences. Modifies instruction to meet the

needs of the learners. Perform a task with a machine that it was not originally intended to do

needs of the learners. Perform a task with a machine that it was not originally intended to do

(machine is not damaged and there is no danger in performing the new task).

(machine is not damaged and there is no danger in performing the new task).

Keywords: adapts, alters, changes, rearranges, reorganizes, revises, varies.Origination: Creating

Keywords: adapts, alters, changes, rearranges, reorganizes, revises, varies.Origination: Creating

new movement patterns to fit a particular situation or specific problem. Learning outcomes

new movement patterns to fit a particular situation or specific problem. Learning outcomes

emphasize creativity based upon highly developed skills. Examples: Constructs a new theory.

emphasize creativity based upon highly developed skills. Examples: Constructs a new theory.

Develops a new and comprehensive training programming. Creates a new gymnastic routine.

Develops a new and comprehensive training programming. Creates a new gymnastic routine.

Keywords: arranges, builds, combines, composes, constructs, creates,

Keywords: arranges, builds, combines, composes, constructs, creates,

designs, initiate, makes, originates.

designs, initiate, makes, originates.
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WHOLE BLOOD AND BLOOD COMPONENTS

WHOLE BLOOD AND BLOOD COMPONENTS

Whole Blood and Blood Components

Whole Blood and Blood Components

Background

Background

Blood may be transfused as whole blood or as one of its components. Because patients seldom

Blood may be transfused as whole blood or as one of its components. Because patients seldom

require all of the components of whole blood, it makes sense to transfuse only that portion

require all of the components of whole blood, it makes sense to transfuse only that portion

needed by the patient for a specific condition or disease. This treatment, referred to as ―blood

needed by the patient for a specific condition or disease. This treatment, referred to as ―blood

component therapy,‖ allows several patients to benefit from one unit of donated whole blood.

component therapy,‖ allows several patients to benefit from one unit of donated whole blood.

Blood components include red blood cells, plasma, platelets, and cryoprecipitated antihemophilic

Blood components include red blood cells, plasma, platelets, and cryoprecipitated antihemophilic

factor (AHF). Up to four components may be derived from one unit of blood.

factor (AHF). Up to four components may be derived from one unit of blood.

Whole blood is a living tissue that circulates through the heart, arteries, veins, and capillaries

Whole blood is a living tissue that circulates through the heart, arteries, veins, and capillaries

carrying nourishment, electrolytes, hormones, vitamins, antibodies, heat, and oxygen to the

carrying nourishment, electrolytes, hormones, vitamins, antibodies, heat, and oxygen to the

body's tissues. Whole blood contains red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets suspended

body's tissues. Whole blood contains red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets suspended

in a fluid called plasma.

in a fluid called plasma.

If blood is treated to prevent clotting and permitted to stand in a container, the red blood cells,

If blood is treated to prevent clotting and permitted to stand in a container, the red blood cells,

which weigh more than the other components, will settle to the bottom; the plasma will stay on

which weigh more than the other components, will settle to the bottom; the plasma will stay on

top; and the white blood cells and platelets will remain suspended between the plasma and the

top; and the white blood cells and platelets will remain suspended between the plasma and the
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red blood cells. A centrifuge may be used to hasten this separation process. The platelet-rich

red blood cells. A centrifuge may be used to hasten this separation process. The platelet-rich

plasma is then removed and placed into a sterile bag, and it can be used to prepare platelets and

plasma is then removed and placed into a sterile bag, and it can be used to prepare platelets and

plasma or cryoprecipitated AHF. To obtain platelets, the platelet-rich plasma is centrifuged,

plasma or cryoprecipitated AHF. To obtain platelets, the platelet-rich plasma is centrifuged,

causing the platelets to settle at the bottom of the bag. Plasma and platelets are then separated

causing the platelets to settle at the bottom of the bag. Plasma and platelets are then separated

and made available for transfusion. The plasma also may be pooled with plasma from other

and made available for transfusion. The plasma also may be pooled with plasma from other

donors and further processed, or fractionated, to provide purified plasma proteins such as

donors and further processed, or fractionated, to provide purified plasma proteins such as

albumin, immunoglobulin (IVIG), and clotting factors. Red blood cells are perhaps the most

albumin, immunoglobulin (IVIG), and clotting factors. Red blood cells are perhaps the most

recognizable component of whole blood. Red blood cells contain hemoglobin, a complex iron-

recognizable component of whole blood. Red blood cells contain hemoglobin, a complex iron-

containing protein that carries oxygen throughout the body and gives blood its red color. The

containing protein that carries oxygen throughout the body and gives blood its red color. The

percentage of blood volume composed of red blood cells is called the ―hematocrit.‖ The average

percentage of blood volume composed of red blood cells is called the ―hematocrit.‖ The average

hematocrit in an adult male is 47 percent. There are about one billion red blood cells in two to

hematocrit in an adult male is 47 percent. There are about one billion red blood cells in two to

three drops of blood, and, for every 600 red blood cells, there are about 40 platelets and one

three drops of blood, and, for every 600 red blood cells, there are about 40 platelets and one

white cell. Manufactured in the bone marrow, red blood cells are continuously being produced

white cell. Manufactured in the bone marrow, red blood cells are continuously being produced

and broken down. They live for approximately 120 days in the circulatory system and are

and broken down. They live for approximately 120 days in the circulatory system and are

eventually removed by the spleen. Red blood cells are prepared from whole blood by removing

eventually removed by the spleen. Red blood cells are prepared from whole blood by removing

the plasma, or the liquid portion of the blood. They can raise the patient's hematocrit and

the plasma, or the liquid portion of the blood. They can raise the patient's hematocrit and

hemoglobin levels while minimizing an increase in volume. Patients who benefit most from

hemoglobin levels while minimizing an increase in volume. Patients who benefit most from

transfusions of red blood cells include those with chronic anemia resulting from disorders such as

transfusions of red blood cells include those with chronic anemia resulting from disorders such as

kidney failure, malignancy, or gastrointestinal bleeding and those with acute blood loss resulting

kidney failure, malignancy, or gastrointestinal bleeding and those with acute blood loss resulting

from trauma or surgery. Since red blood cells have reduced amounts of plasma, they are well

from trauma or surgery. Since red blood cells have reduced amounts of plasma, they are well

suited for treating anemia patients who have congestive heart failure or who are elderly or

suited for treating anemia patients who have congestive heart failure or who are elderly or

debilitated; these patients might not tolerate the increased volume provided by whole blood.

debilitated; these patients might not tolerate the increased volume provided by whole blood.
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Improvements in cell preservative solutions over the last 15 years have increased the shelf life of

Improvements in cell preservative solutions over the last 15 years have increased the shelf life of

red blood cells from 21 to 42 days. Red blood cells may be treated and frozen for extended

red blood cells from 21 to 42 days. Red blood cells may be treated and frozen for extended

storage (up to 10 years). Plasma is the liquid portion of the blood — a protein-salt solution in

storage (up to 10 years). Plasma is the liquid portion of the blood — a protein-salt solution in

which red and white blood cells and platelets are suspended. Plasma, which is 90 percent water,

which red and white blood cells and platelets are suspended. Plasma, which is 90 percent water,

constitutes about 55 percent of blood volume. Plasma contains albumin (the chief protein

constitutes about 55 percent of blood volume. Plasma contains albumin (the chief protein

constituent), fibrinogen (responsible, in part, for the clotting of blood), globulins (including

constituent), fibrinogen (responsible, in part, for the clotting of blood), globulins (including

antibodies), and other clotting proteins. Plasma serves a variety of functions, from maintaining a

antibodies), and other clotting proteins. Plasma serves a variety of functions, from maintaining a

satisfactory blood pressure and volume to supplying critical proteins for blood clotting and

satisfactory blood pressure and volume to supplying critical proteins for blood clotting and

immunity. It also serves as the medium of exchange for vital minerals such as sodium and

immunity. It also serves as the medium of exchange for vital minerals such as sodium and

potassium, thus helping maintain a proper balance in the body, which is critical to cell function.

potassium, thus helping maintain a proper balance in the body, which is critical to cell function.

Plasma is obtained by separating the liquid portion of blood from the cells. Plasma is usually not

Plasma is obtained by separating the liquid portion of blood from the cells. Plasma is usually not

used for transfusion purpose but is fractionated (separated) into specific products such as

used for transfusion purpose but is fractionated (separated) into specific products such as

albumin, specific clotting factor concentrates and IVIG (intravenous immune globulin).

albumin, specific clotting factor concentrates and IVIG (intravenous immune globulin).

Fresh frozen plasma is plasma frozen within hours after donation in order to preserve clotting

Fresh frozen plasma is plasma frozen within hours after donation in order to preserve clotting

factors, stored for one to seven years, and thawed before it is transfused. It is most often used to

factors, stored for one to seven years, and thawed before it is transfused. It is most often used to

treat certain bleeding disorders, when a clotting factor or multiple factors are deficient and no

treat certain bleeding disorders, when a clotting factor or multiple factors are deficient and no

factor-specific concentrate is available. It also can be used for plasma replacement via a process

factor-specific concentrate is available. It also can be used for plasma replacement via a process

called plasma exchange.

called plasma exchange.

Cryoprecipitated AHF is the portion of plasma that is rich in certain clotting factors, including

Cryoprecipitated AHF is the portion of plasma that is rich in certain clotting factors, including

Factor VIII, fibrinogen, von Willebrand factor, and Factor XIII. Cryoprecipitated AHF is

Factor VIII, fibrinogen, von Willebrand factor, and Factor XIII. Cryoprecipitated AHF is
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removed from plasma by freezing and then slowly thawing the plasma. It is used to prevent or

removed from plasma by freezing and then slowly thawing the plasma. It is used to prevent or

control bleeding in individuals with hemophilia and von Willebrand’s disease, which are

control bleeding in individuals with hemophilia and von Willebrand’s disease, which are

common, inherited major coagulation abnormalities. Its use in these conditions is reserved for

common, inherited major coagulation abnormalities. Its use in these conditions is reserved for

times when viral-inactivated concentrates containing Factor VIII and von Willebrand factor are

times when viral-inactivated concentrates containing Factor VIII and von Willebrand factor are

unavailable and plasma components must be used. It may also be used as hemostatic preparation

unavailable and plasma components must be used. It may also be used as hemostatic preparation

[fibrin sealant or fibrin glue] in surgery.

[fibrin sealant or fibrin glue] in surgery.

Platelets (or thrombocytes) are very small cellular components of blood that help the clotting

Platelets (or thrombocytes) are very small cellular components of blood that help the clotting

process by sticking to the lining of blood vessels. Platelets are made in the bone marrow and

process by sticking to the lining of blood vessels. Platelets are made in the bone marrow and

survive in the circulatory system for an average of 9–10 days before being removed from the

survive in the circulatory system for an average of 9–10 days before being removed from the

body by the spleen. The platelet is vital to life, because it helps prevent massive blood loss

body by the spleen. The platelet is vital to life, because it helps prevent massive blood loss

resulting from trauma, as well as blood vessel leakage that would otherwise occur in the course

resulting from trauma, as well as blood vessel leakage that would otherwise occur in the course

of normal, day-to-day activity. Units of platelets are prepared by using a centrifuge to separate

of normal, day-to-day activity. Units of platelets are prepared by using a centrifuge to separate

the platelet-rich plasma from the donated unit of whole blood. The platelet-rich plasma is then

the platelet-rich plasma from the donated unit of whole blood. The platelet-rich plasma is then

centrifuged again to concentrate the platelets further.

centrifuged again to concentrate the platelets further.

Platelets also may be obtained from a donor by a process known as apheresis, or plateletpheresis.

Platelets also may be obtained from a donor by a process known as apheresis, or plateletpheresis.

In this process, blood is drawn from the donor into an apheresis instrument, which, using

In this process, blood is drawn from the donor into an apheresis instrument, which, using

centrifugation, separates the blood into its components, retains the platelets, and returns the

centrifugation, separates the blood into its components, retains the platelets, and returns the
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remainder of the blood to the donor. The resulting component contains about six times as many

remainder of the blood to the donor. The resulting component contains about six times as many

platelets as a unit of platelets obtained from whole blood. Platelets are used to treat a condition

platelets as a unit of platelets obtained from whole blood. Platelets are used to treat a condition

called thrombocytopenia, in which there is a shortage of platelets, and in patients with abnormal

called thrombocytopenia, in which there is a shortage of platelets, and in patients with abnormal

platelet function. Platelets are stored at room temperature for up to five days.

platelet function. Platelets are stored at room temperature for up to five days.

White blood cells are responsible for protecting the body from invasion by foreign substances

White blood cells are responsible for protecting the body from invasion by foreign substances

such as bacteria, fungi, and viruses. The majority of white blood cells are produced in the bone

such as bacteria, fungi, and viruses. The majority of white blood cells are produced in the bone

marrow, where they outnumber red blood cells by two to one. However, in the blood stream,

marrow, where they outnumber red blood cells by two to one. However, in the blood stream,

there are about 600 red blood cells for every white blood cell. There are several types of white

there are about 600 red blood cells for every white blood cell. There are several types of white

blood cells; Granulocytes and macrophages protect against infection by surrounding and

blood cells; Granulocytes and macrophages protect against infection by surrounding and

destroying invading bacteria and viruses, and lymphocytes aid in immune defense.

destroying invading bacteria and viruses, and lymphocytes aid in immune defense.

Granulocytes can be collected by apheresis or by centrifugation of whole blood. They are

Granulocytes can be collected by apheresis or by centrifugation of whole blood. They are

transfused within 24 hours after collection and are used for infections that are unresponsive to

transfused within 24 hours after collection and are used for infections that are unresponsive to

antibiotic therapy. The effectiveness of white blood cell transfusion is still being investigated.

antibiotic therapy. The effectiveness of white blood cell transfusion is still being investigated.

Plasma derivatives are concentrates of specific plasma proteins that are prepared from pools

Plasma derivatives are concentrates of specific plasma proteins that are prepared from pools

(many units) of plasma. Plasma derivatives are obtained through a process, known as

(many units) of plasma. Plasma derivatives are obtained through a process, known as
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fractionation, developed during World War II, and are heat-treated and/or solvent

fractionation, developed during World War II, and are heat-treated and/or solvent

detergenttreated to kill certain viruses, including HIV and hepatitis B and C. Plasma derivatives

detergenttreated to kill certain viruses, including HIV and hepatitis B and C. Plasma derivatives

include:

include:

Factor VIII Concentrate

Factor VIII Concentrate

Factor IX Concentrate

Factor IX Concentrate

Anti-Inhibitor Coagulation Complex (AICC)

Anti-Inhibitor Coagulation Complex (AICC)

Albumin

Albumin

Immune Globulins, including Rh Immune Globulin

Immune Globulins, including Rh Immune Globulin

Anti-Thrombin III Concentrate

Anti-Thrombin III Concentrate

Alpha 1-Proteinase Inhibitor Concentrate

Alpha 1-Proteinase Inhibitor Concentrate

What is blood?

What is blood?

Blood is the life-maintaining fluid that circulates through the body's:

Blood is the life-maintaining fluid that circulates through the body's:

Heart.

Heart.

Arteries.

Arteries.

Veins.

Veins.

Capillaries.

Capillaries.

What is the function of blood?

What is the function of blood?
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Blood carries the following to the body tissues:

Blood carries the following to the body tissues:

Nourishment.

Nourishment.

Electrolytes.

Electrolytes.

Hormones.

Hormones.

Vitamins.

Vitamins.

Antibodies.

Antibodies.

Heat

Heat

Oxygen.

Oxygen.

Blood carries the following away from the body tissues:

Blood carries the following away from the body tissues:

Waste matter.

Waste matter.

Carbon dioxide.

Carbon dioxide.

What are the components of blood? Human blood consists of about 22 percent solids and 78

What are the components of blood? Human blood consists of about 22 percent solids and 78

percent water. The components of human blood are:

percent water. The components of human blood are:

Plasma, in which the blood cells are suspended, including:

Plasma, in which the blood cells are suspended, including:

Red blood cells (erythrocytes) - carry oxygen from the lungs to the rest of the

Red blood cells (erythrocytes) - carry oxygen from the lungs to the rest of the

body.

body.

o White blood cells (leukocytes) - help fight infections and aid in the immune

o White blood cells (leukocytes) - help fight infections and aid in the immune
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process. Types of white blood cells include:

process. Types of white blood cells include:

Lymphocytes.

Lymphocytes.

Monocytes.

Monocytes.

Eosinophils.

Eosinophils.

Basophils.

Basophils.

Neutrophils (granulocytes).

Neutrophils (granulocytes).

Platelets (thrombocytes) - help in blood clotting.

Platelets (thrombocytes) - help in blood clotting.

Fat globules.

Fat globules.

Chemical substances, including:

Chemical substances, including:

Carbohydrates.

Carbohydrates.

Proteins.

Proteins.

Hormones.

Hormones.

Gases, including:

Gases, including:

Oxygen.

Oxygen.

Carbon dioxide.

Carbon dioxide.

Nitrogen.

Nitrogen.

Where are blood cells made? Blood cells are made in the bone marrow. The bone marrow is

Where are blood cells made? Blood cells are made in the bone marrow. The bone marrow is
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the spongy material in the center of the bones that produces about 95 percent of the body's blood

the spongy material in the center of the bones that produces about 95 percent of the body's blood

cells.

cells.

There are other organs and systems in our bodies that help regulate blood cells. The lymph

There are other organs and systems in our bodies that help regulate blood cells. The lymph

nodes, spleen, and liver help regulate the production, destruction, and differentiation (developing

nodes, spleen, and liver help regulate the production, destruction, and differentiation (developing

a specific function) of cells. The production and development of new cells is a process called

a specific function) of cells. The production and development of new cells is a process called

hematopoiesis.

hematopoiesis.

Blood cells formed in the bone marrow start out as a stem cell. A "stem cell" (or

Blood cells formed in the bone marrow start out as a stem cell. A "stem cell" (or

hematopoietic cell) is the initial phase of all blood cells. As the stem cell matures, several distinct

hematopoietic cell) is the initial phase of all blood cells. As the stem cell matures, several distinct

cells evolve such as the red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets. Immature blood cells are

cells evolve such as the red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets. Immature blood cells are

also called blasts. Some blasts stay in the marrow to mature and others travel to other parts of the

also called blasts. Some blasts stay in the marrow to mature and others travel to other parts of the

body to develop into mature, functioning blood cells.

body to develop into mature, functioning blood cells.

What are the functions of blood cells? The primary function of red blood cells, or

What are the functions of blood cells? The primary function of red blood cells, or

erythrocytes, is to carry oxygen and carbon dioxide. Hemoglobin (Hgb) is an important protein

erythrocytes, is to carry oxygen and carbon dioxide. Hemoglobin (Hgb) is an important protein

in the red blood cells that carries oxygen from the lungs to all parts of our body. The primary

in the red blood cells that carries oxygen from the lungs to all parts of our body. The primary

function of white blood cells, or leukocytes, is to fight infection.

function of white blood cells, or leukocytes, is to fight infection.

There are several types of white blood cells and each has its own role in fighting bacterial, viral,

There are several types of white blood cells and each has its own role in fighting bacterial, viral,

fungi, and parasitic infections. Types of white blood cells that are most important for helping

fungi, and parasitic infections. Types of white blood cells that are most important for helping

protect the body from infection and foreign cells include the following:

protect the body from infection and foreign cells include the following:
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Neutrophils.

Neutrophils.

Eosinophils.

Eosinophils.

Lymphocytes.

Lymphocytes.

Monocytes.

Monocytes.

Granulocytes.

Granulocytes.

White blood cells:

White blood cells:

Help heal wounds not only by fighting infection but also by ingesting matter such as dead

Help heal wounds not only by fighting infection but also by ingesting matter such as dead

cells, tissue debris and old red blood cells.

cells, tissue debris and old red blood cells.

Are our protection from foreign bodies that enter the blood stream, such as allergens.

Are our protection from foreign bodies that enter the blood stream, such as allergens.

Are involved in the protection against mutated cells, such as cancer.

Are involved in the protection against mutated cells, such as cancer.

The primary function of platelets, or thrombocytes, is blood clotting. Platelets are much

The primary function of platelets, or thrombocytes, is blood clotting. Platelets are much

smaller in size than the other blood cells. They group together to form clumps, or a plug, in the

smaller in size than the other blood cells. They group together to form clumps, or a plug, in the

hole of a vessel to stop bleeding.

hole of a vessel to stop bleeding.

What is a complete blood cell count (CBC)? A complete blood cell count is a measurement

What is a complete blood cell count (CBC)? A complete blood cell count is a measurement

of size, number and maturity of the different blood cells in a specific volume of blood. A

of size, number and maturity of the different blood cells in a specific volume of blood. A

complete blood cell count can be used to determine many abnormalities with either the

complete blood cell count can be used to determine many abnormalities with either the
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production or destruction of blood cells. Variations from the normal number, size, or maturity of

production or destruction of blood cells. Variations from the normal number, size, or maturity of

the blood cells can be used to indicate an infection or disease process. Often with an infection, the

the blood cells can be used to indicate an infection or disease process. Often with an infection, the

number of white blood cells will be elevated. Many forms of cancer can affect the bone marrow

number of white blood cells will be elevated. Many forms of cancer can affect the bone marrow

production of blood cells. An increase in the immature white blood cells in a complete blood cell

production of blood cells. An increase in the immature white blood cells in a complete blood cell

count can be associated with leukemia. Anemia and sickle cell disease will have abnormally low

count can be associated with leukemia. Anemia and sickle cell disease will have abnormally low

hemoglobin.

hemoglobin.

Common hematology tests: Some common hematology tests include the following:

Common hematology tests: Some common hematology tests include the following:

Test Uses

Test Uses

Complete blood count (CBC), which includes: To aid in diagnosing anemia and other blood

Complete blood count (CBC), which includes: To aid in diagnosing anemia and other blood

red blood cell count (RBC)

red blood cell count (RBC)

platelet count

platelet count

hematocrit red blood cell volume

hematocrit red blood cell volume

(HCT)

(HCT)

hemoglobin concentration (HB) - the

hemoglobin concentration (HB) - the

oxygen-carrying pigment in red blood

oxygen-carrying pigment in red blood

cells

cells
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monitor blood loss and infection; to monitor a patient's response to cancer therapy, such as

monitor blood loss and infection; to monitor a patient's response to cancer therapy, such as

chemotherapy and radiation. Platelet count To diagnose and/or monitor bleeding and

chemotherapy and radiation. Platelet count To diagnose and/or monitor bleeding and

clotting disorders.

clotting disorders.

Prothrombin time (PT)

Prothrombin time (PT)

To evaluate bleeding and clotting disorders and to monitor anticoagulation (anti-clotting)

To evaluate bleeding and clotting disorders and to monitor anticoagulation (anti-clotting)

therapies.

therapies.

REVIEW;

REVIEW;

Review of Today’s Lecture;

Review of Today’s Lecture;

1. Today’s class focused on the importance of compassion, caring, and the immediate needs of

1. Today’s class focused on the importance of compassion, caring, and the immediate needs of

patient’s in the health care environment. Students should know and understand the three

patient’s in the health care environment. Students should know and understand the three

components of learning domains as well as the importance of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.

components of learning domains as well as the importance of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.

2. A review of needles, their uses and needle gauges were covered. Student’s should know the size

2. A review of needles, their uses and needle gauges were covered. Student’s should know the size

of the bevels that they will be using in practice, such as the 21,22, and 23 gauge.

of the bevels that they will be using in practice, such as the 21,22, and 23 gauge.

3. Infection principals and the chain of infection was discussed.

3. Infection principals and the chain of infection was discussed.

Below is a brief quiz from lecture.

Below is a brief quiz from lecture.

1. When a patient needs to have a blood product administered, which gauge of needle would be

1. When a patient needs to have a blood product administered, which gauge of needle would be

used? (18 gauge is used for drawing blood, however, only registered nurses and doctors can give

used? (18 gauge is used for drawing blood, however, only registered nurses and doctors can give

blood. The 21, 22, and 23 gauges are used strictly for the phlebotomy technician. )

blood. The 21, 22, and 23 gauges are used strictly for the phlebotomy technician. )

2. What is MRSA? (Methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureus, also known as the “Flesh Eating

2. What is MRSA? (Methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureus, also known as the “Flesh Eating

Disease”.)

Disease”.)
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3. Hepatitis B requires how many vaccinations?

3. Hepatitis B requires how many vaccinations?

• The second dose must be given at least 1 month after the first dose.

• The second dose must be given at least 1 month after the first dose.

• The third dose must be given at least 2 months after the second dose and at least 4 months after the

• The third dose must be given at least 2 months after the second dose and at least 4 months after the

first.

first.

4. A 27 gauge needle would be used for an intramuscular injection or an intradermal injection?

4. A 27 gauge needle would be used for an intramuscular injection or an intradermal injection?

(Actually, a 27 gauge needle could be used for subcutaneous injections for medications such as

(Actually, a 27 gauge needle could be used for subcutaneous injections for medications such as

insulin or heparin, as well as for intradermal uses such as the TB vaccine.)

insulin or heparin, as well as for intradermal uses such as the TB vaccine.)

5. List some blood borne pathogens

5. List some blood borne pathogens

(Being a phlebotomy technician puts you in the front line of possibly contracting many blood borne

(Being a phlebotomy technician puts you in the front line of possibly contracting many blood borne

pathogens, which is why it is so important to practice proper infection control and use universal

pathogens, which is why it is so important to practice proper infection control and use universal

precautions. Some of the blood borne pathogens that may be contracted are; the hepatitis A, B, C, D

precautions. Some of the blood borne pathogens that may be contracted are; the hepatitis A, B, C, D

and E viruses, HIV, MRSAand C-Diff)

and E viruses, HIV, MRSAand C-Diff)

6. Describe the chain of infection.

6. Describe the chain of infection.

The chain of infection begins with a carrier, the carrier then passes the pathogen via an exit portal.

The chain of infection begins with a carrier, the carrier then passes the pathogen via an exit portal.

This may be someone sneezing, coughing, or vomiting, even diarrhea. Once the pathogen exits the

This may be someone sneezing, coughing, or vomiting, even diarrhea. Once the pathogen exits the

carrier it must find a entry portal into the host. This can occur by someone breathing the air

carrier it must find a entry portal into the host. This can occur by someone breathing the air

molecules and particles from another persons cough or sneeze. It may be rubbing their eyes before

molecules and particles from another persons cough or sneeze. It may be rubbing their eyes before

washing their hands. Once the pathogen is in the host, the pathogen must incubate and grow in a

washing their hands. Once the pathogen is in the host, the pathogen must incubate and grow in a

favorable medium. As the pathogen grows it multiplies and makes the host ill. The infection is then

favorable medium. As the pathogen grows it multiplies and makes the host ill. The infection is then

propagated once more. This chain of infection must be halted. The best way to prevent infection is

propagated once more. This chain of infection must be halted. The best way to prevent infection is

by taking proper precautions, washing hands before and after each patient contact and using the

by taking proper precautions, washing hands before and after each patient contact and using the

right personal protective equipment. (see the video on PPE, donning and doffing by the CDC)

right personal protective equipment. (see the video on PPE, donning and doffing by the CDC)
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7. Explain the changes in the skin of the elderly.

83

7. Explain the changes in the skin of the elderly.

Since you have read about the skin changes in the elderly, you should be able to answer this

Since you have read about the skin changes in the elderly, you should be able to answer this

question. Remember, that as we age the collagen and elastin under the skin begin to

question. Remember, that as we age the collagen and elastin under the skin begin to

disintegrate. Our body’s fatty tissue becomes less. Skin therefore wrinkles. Since our skin is

disintegrate. Our body’s fatty tissue becomes less. Skin therefore wrinkles. Since our skin is

a barrier to protect us from hot, cold and other conditions, when we lose that protection our

a barrier to protect us from hot, cold and other conditions, when we lose that protection our

immunity becomes compromised. Also , elderly do not exhibit the signs and symptoms of

immunity becomes compromised. Also , elderly do not exhibit the signs and symptoms of

infection as readily as younger people. Many times when an elderly person has a fever, the

infection as readily as younger people. Many times when an elderly person has a fever, the

infection has gone too far.

infection has gone too far.

8. How do you cap a needle without a safety cap?

8. How do you cap a needle without a safety cap?

First of all, on any test that you take the answer would be, NEVER RE-CAP A NEEDLE.

First of all, on any test that you take the answer would be, NEVER RE-CAP A NEEDLE.

Now, in the real world, when you find that your needle has no safety cover, and the sharps

Now, in the real world, when you find that your needle has no safety cover, and the sharps

container is filled to the brim, you have only one choice, and that is to re-cap. If you have to

container is filled to the brim, you have only one choice, and that is to re-cap. If you have to

re-cap, then do so using the one handed technique. With one hand behind your back hold the

re-cap, then do so using the one handed technique. With one hand behind your back hold the

needle with the other hand and attempt to recap using the scoop method.

needle with the other hand and attempt to recap using the scoop method.

9. What are the four guiding principles of being a health care provider.

9. What are the four guiding principles of being a health care provider.

The four guiding principles that you will follow daily and throughout your life are to protect

The four guiding principles that you will follow daily and throughout your life are to protect

the patient’s, rights, privacy, dignity and safety. Your are their protector, enabler and

the patient’s, rights, privacy, dignity and safety. Your are their protector, enabler and

defender. Always.

defender. Always.

10. what is a vaccutainer?

10. what is a vaccutainer?

Well that all depends on which vaccutainer? The vaccutainer hub? The vaccutainer needle?

Well that all depends on which vaccutainer? The vaccutainer hub? The vaccutainer needle?

or the vaccutainer tube?

or the vaccutainer tube?
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CHAPTER 2; WEEK TWO;

CHAPTER 2; WEEK TWO;

Week 2

Week 2

Consists of the following topics

Consists of the following topics

Review of the cardio-vascular system

Review of the cardio-vascular system

Introduction to tubes, Gold, Blood Cultures, Blue.

Introduction to tubes, Gold, Blood Cultures, Blue.

cardiology-function-and-venipuncture

cardiology-function-and-venipuncture

Specimen_Collection_Blood_by_Finger_Puncture

Specimen_Collection_Blood_by_Finger_Puncture

BacT/Alert Blood Culture Collection

BacT/Alert Blood Culture Collection

BacT/Alert Process Bottle Principle

BacT/Alert Process Bottle Principle

Patient Samples are placed in disposable sterile culture bottles for continuous

Patient Samples are placed in disposable sterile culture bottles for continuous

monitoring by BacT/Alert. Each bottle contains an internal colorimetric sensor on

monitoring by BacT/Alert. Each bottle contains an internal colorimetric sensor on

the bottom that detects carbon dioxide as a measure of bacterial growth. If

the bottom that detects carbon dioxide as a measure of bacterial growth. If

bacteria are in the patient’s blood, they will produce CO2 and the sensor will

bacteria are in the patient’s blood, they will produce CO2 and the sensor will

change from blue-green to yellow. The instrument detects this increase in

change from blue-green to yellow. The instrument detects this increase in

reflectance during testing.

reflectance during testing.

· General Information

· General Information

Media used for collection:

Media used for collection:

BacT/Alert SA (Aerobic) Bottle

BacT/Alert SA (Aerobic) Bottle

BacT/Alert SN (Anaerobic) Bottle

BacT/Alert SN (Anaerobic) Bottle

BacT/Alert PF (Pediatric) Bottle

BacT/Alert PF (Pediatric) Bottle

Media Storage:

Media Storage:

Store all media at room temperature. Observe expiration date.

Store all media at room temperature. Observe expiration date.

Recommended Frequency of Blood Cultures:

Recommended Frequency of Blood Cultures:
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· Acute sepsis, meningitis, pneumonia, etc: Obtain two or three blood

· Acute sepsis, meningitis, pneumonia, etc: Obtain two or three blood

samples from separate sites before starting therapy.

samples from separate sites before starting therapy.

· Continuous bacteremia and suspected endocarditis: Draw three

· Continuous bacteremia and suspected endocarditis: Draw three

samples from separate sites and begin therapy. If all are negative

samples from separate sites and begin therapy. If all are negative

24h later, obtain three more samples.

24h later, obtain three more samples.

· Patients on antimicrobial therapy: Collect sample prior to the next

· Patients on antimicrobial therapy: Collect sample prior to the next

dose of antibiotic.

dose of antibiotic.

· Fever of unknown origin: Draw two or three separate initial samples.

· Fever of unknown origin: Draw two or three separate initial samples.

Obtain two more samples after 24 to 36 hours.

Obtain two more samples after 24 to 36 hours.

Duration of Incubation

Duration of Incubation

Maximum test time will be 5 days. Incubation time for a bottle can be

Maximum test time will be 5 days. Incubation time for a bottle can be

changed as needed (e.g. 21 days for suspected yeast).

changed as needed (e.g. 21 days for suspected yeast).

Specimen Volume

Specimen Volume

Adult: Up to 10ml blood or normally sterile body fluid

Adult: Up to 10ml blood or normally sterile body fluid

Pediatric: Up to 4ml blood

Pediatric: Up to 4ml blood

If only enough blood has been drawn to fill one bottle, inoculate an aerobic bottle.

If only enough blood has been drawn to fill one bottle, inoculate an aerobic bottle.

· Collection

· Collection

Specimen collection is extremely important in obtaining blood cultures.

Specimen collection is extremely important in obtaining blood cultures.

Proper skin disinfection is essential to reduce the incidence of

Proper skin disinfection is essential to reduce the incidence of

contamination. Universal Precautions must be followed.

contamination. Universal Precautions must be followed.

Skin Preparation

Skin Preparation

· After location of the vein, scrub the venipuncture site with 70% alcohol

· After location of the vein, scrub the venipuncture site with 70% alcohol

for a minimum of 30 seconds.

for a minimum of 30 seconds.

· Apply iodine solution (1-2% tincture of iodine) for 30 seconds in

· Apply iodine solution (1-2% tincture of iodine) for 30 seconds in
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concentric circles away from the puncture site covering a circular area

concentric circles away from the puncture site covering a circular area

1 to 2 inches in diameter.

1 to 2 inches in diameter.

· For patients with iodine sensitivity, cleanse with alcohol for 60

· For patients with iodine sensitivity, cleanse with alcohol for 60

seconds.

seconds.

· Allow site to air dry for I minute before venipuncture. Do not re-palpate

· Allow site to air dry for I minute before venipuncture. Do not re-palpate

the vein.

the vein.

Bottle Preparation

Bottle Preparation

· Inspect the bottle surface, the media, and the sensor. Ensure that the

· Inspect the bottle surface, the media, and the sensor. Ensure that the

broth is clear and the sensor is intact and a blue-green color. Do not

broth is clear and the sensor is intact and a blue-green color. Do not

use a bottle if the sensor is yellow, media is cloudy, or if the

use a bottle if the sensor is yellow, media is cloudy, or if the

bottle is cracked or has been dropped.

bottle is cracked or has been dropped.

· Remove protective flip top overcap.

· Remove protective flip top overcap.

· Cleanse the rubber stopper with 70% alcohol or iodine solution. Iodine

· Cleanse the rubber stopper with 70% alcohol or iodine solution. Iodine

adds a visual confirmation that the stopper has been disinfected.

adds a visual confirmation that the stopper has been disinfected.

· Allow to dry 1 minute before inoculation.

· Allow to dry 1 minute before inoculation.

Venipuncture and Bottle Inoculation: Using on of the following methods to

Venipuncture and Bottle Inoculation: Using on of the following methods to

obtain the sample and inoculate the bottles.

obtain the sample and inoculate the bottles.

· Needle and Syringe: Draw appropriate amount. Directly inoculate the

· Needle and Syringe: Draw appropriate amount. Directly inoculate the

bottles, using the syringe markings as a guide for correct volume.

bottles, using the syringe markings as a guide for correct volume.

Inoculate aerobic bottle first, then anaerobice bottle. Take care when

Inoculate aerobic bottle first, then anaerobice bottle. Take care when

inoculating bottles, in general, do not have any air introduced from

inoculating bottles, in general, do not have any air introduced from

the syringe into the anaerobic bottle.

the syringe into the anaerobic bottle.

OR

OR

· Direct Draw with Butterfly: Use the BacT/Alert Adapter Cap (and insert, if

· Direct Draw with Butterfly: Use the BacT/Alert Adapter Cap (and insert, if
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needed for other blood collection tubes).

needed for other blood collection tubes).

· Connect the Adapter Cap to the luer connector of the butterfly

· Connect the Adapter Cap to the luer connector of the butterfly

collection set.

collection set.

· Perform venipuncture. When the needle is in the vein, secure it

· Perform venipuncture. When the needle is in the vein, secure it

with tape or hold in place.

with tape or hold in place.

· Place Adapter Cap on the aerobic BacT/Alert culture bottle rubber

· Place Adapter Cap on the aerobic BacT/Alert culture bottle rubber

stopper and press down to penetrate and obtain blood flow. Hold

stopper and press down to penetrate and obtain blood flow. Hold

the Adapter Cap down on the bottle.

the Adapter Cap down on the bottle.

· After obtaining the specified amount of blood, move the Adapter

· After obtaining the specified amount of blood, move the Adapter

Cap from the aerobic bottle to the anaerobic bottle and continue the

Cap from the aerobic bottle to the anaerobic bottle and continue the

collection.

collection.

· If additional blood is required for other tests, place the Adapter

· If additional blood is required for other tests, place the Adapter

Insert into the Adapter Cap and snap into place. This makes the

Insert into the Adapter Cap and snap into place. This makes the

cap compatible with vacuum collection tubes.

cap compatible with vacuum collection tubes.

· After blood collection is complete, remove the Adapter Cap from

· After blood collection is complete, remove the Adapter Cap from

the culture bottle and then remove the needle from the patient’s

the culture bottle and then remove the needle from the patient’s

vein.

vein.

· Label Bottles with: Patient’s name, Medical Record #, date, time, and site

· Label Bottles with: Patient’s name, Medical Record #, date, time, and site

used. Take care not to cover barcode labels and lot numbers. If

used. Take care not to cover barcode labels and lot numbers. If

laboratory labels are available, put label around bottom of the bottle not

laboratory labels are available, put label around bottom of the bottle not

covering the barcode.

covering the barcode.

· Send bottles to the laboratory immediately; DO NOT REFRIGERATE.

· Send bottles to the laboratory immediately; DO NOT REFRIGERATE.

· REMINDERS:

· REMINDERS:

· Recommended blood to broth ratio is 1:5 to 1:10. As the volume of blood

· Recommended blood to broth ratio is 1:5 to 1:10. As the volume of blood
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drawn is increased, the yield of positive cultures increases. Optimally,

drawn is increased, the yield of positive cultures increases. Optimally,

20ml of blood should be drawn from adults (10ml per bottle).

20ml of blood should be drawn from adults (10ml per bottle).

· Do not overfill the bottles, this may cause false positive readings.

· Do not overfill the bottles, this may cause false positive readings.

· For best volume control, mark the fill level on side of bottle prior to

· For best volume control, mark the fill level on side of bottle prior to

collection.

collection.

· When using Adapter Caps, be sure luer is connected firmly and the needle

· When using Adapter Caps, be sure luer is connected firmly and the needle

is straight when entering and leaving the rubber stopper. Twisting or

is straight when entering and leaving the rubber stopper. Twisting or

turning the bottle may increase the chance that the sheath may not retract

turning the bottle may increase the chance that the sheath may not retract

and reseal.

and reseal.

· To avoid contamination of the blood culture sample, inoculate blood

· To avoid contamination of the blood culture sample, inoculate blood

culture bottles first, then fill additional blood collection tubes.

culture bottles first, then fill additional blood collection tubes.

· When labeling the bottles, do not cover barcode labels or the lot numbers.

· When labeling the bottles, do not cover barcode labels or the lot numbers.

· A different site should be used for each culture set collected.

· A different site should be used for each culture set collected.

· Please direct any questions to the Laboratory’s Microbiology Department.

· Please direct any questions to the Laboratory’s Microbiology Department.

Review of Today’s lecture

Review of Today’s lecture

Blood Cultures, are always the first in the order of draw. Blood cultures require special attention to

Blood Cultures, are always the first in the order of draw. Blood cultures require special attention to

the way they are collected and stored. It is acceptable to clean the tops of the blood culture tubes

the way they are collected and stored. It is acceptable to clean the tops of the blood culture tubes

with one swipe of alcohol, however you do not want to clean the ante cubital fossa with alcohol. Be

with one swipe of alcohol, however you do not want to clean the ante cubital fossa with alcohol. Be

sure to clean the ante cubital fossa with soap and water, then follow with a betadine scrub. Blood

sure to clean the ante cubital fossa with soap and water, then follow with a betadine scrub. Blood

culture tubes come in many shapes and sizes. Those most often used in the metro Detroit area are

culture tubes come in many shapes and sizes. Those most often used in the metro Detroit area are

the Bac Tec tubes. These tubes come with tops colored blue and lavender. The blue represents

the Bac Tec tubes. These tubes come with tops colored blue and lavender. The blue represents

aerobic tubes, and the lavender represent anaerobic tubes. When drawing with a butterfly needle,

aerobic tubes, and the lavender represent anaerobic tubes. When drawing with a butterfly needle,

the phlebotomist must always draw the aerobic tube first. Why? According to the N.H.A., what

the phlebotomist must always draw the aerobic tube first. Why? According to the N.H.A., what
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color of blood culture tube do you use?

color of blood culture tube do you use?

We looked at military time, medical charting and liability. Although we did not cover the heart and

We looked at military time, medical charting and liability. Although we did not cover the heart and

the serum separator tubes students were requested to continue week two reading assignments.

the serum separator tubes students were requested to continue week two reading assignments.

Let’s look a the heart.

Let’s look a the heart.
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vacuumbloodcollection

vacuumbloodcollection
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(Please see video on blood cultures under the Reference tab.)

(Please see video on blood cultures under the Reference tab.)

HOW TO COLLECT BLOOD CULTURES:

HOW TO COLLECT BLOOD CULTURES:

BLOOD CULTURE COLLECTION

BLOOD CULTURE COLLECTION

Two different types of blood cultures are used by the Clinical Laboratory, necessitating different

Two different types of blood cultures are used by the Clinical Laboratory, necessitating different

techniques; Bactec™ bottles and Isolator™ tubes.

techniques; Bactec™ bottles and Isolator™ tubes.

Bactec™ Bottles: Highly sophisticated and well-controlled laboratory technology is useless if the

Bactec™ Bottles: Highly sophisticated and well-controlled laboratory technology is useless if the

specimen you are submitting for analysis is riddled with error because of faulty identification or

specimen you are submitting for analysis is riddled with error because of faulty identification or

poor collection techniques. For blood culture collection it is necessary to carefully disinfect the

poor collection techniques. For blood culture collection it is necessary to carefully disinfect the

venipuncture site by cleansing with appropriate supplies and following a specific stepwise

venipuncture site by cleansing with appropriate supplies and following a specific stepwise

procedure in order to produce test results that will be of value to the physician. The presence of

procedure in order to produce test results that will be of value to the physician. The presence of

organisms in the patient’s blood almost always reflects active infection in the tissue. For each

organisms in the patient’s blood almost always reflects active infection in the tissue. For each

septic episode, pathogen recovery depends on the following:

septic episode, pathogen recovery depends on the following:
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Remember that Blood Cultures are to be collected before any other blood sample (this will

Remember that Blood Cultures are to be collected before any other blood sample (this will

minimize the risk of contamination).

minimize the risk of contamination).

Collection of an Appropriate Number of Cultures (FREQUENCY): Since the presence of

Collection of an Appropriate Number of Cultures (FREQUENCY): Since the presence of

septicemia can be intermittent, the number of cultures performed during a septic episode is

septicemia can be intermittent, the number of cultures performed during a septic episode is

crucial to recovery of an organism. The following guidelines should be followed in determining the

crucial to recovery of an organism. The following guidelines should be followed in determining the

number of cultures drawn:

number of cultures drawn:

1. Acute Sepsis- 2-3 sets from separate sites within 10 minutes.

1. Acute Sepsis- 2-3 sets from separate sites within 10 minutes.

2. Acute Endocarditis- 3 sets from 3 sites over 1-2 hours.

2. Acute Endocarditis- 3 sets from 3 sites over 1-2 hours.

3. Subacute Endocarditis- 3 sets from 3 sites taken greater than 15 minutes apart.

3. Subacute Endocarditis- 3 sets from 3 sites taken greater than 15 minutes apart.

4. Fever of unknown origin- 2-3 sets from separate sites at greater than 1 hour apart.

4. Fever of unknown origin- 2-3 sets from separate sites at greater than 1 hour apart.

• Rarely are more than 3 sets of cultures necessary.

• Rarely are more than 3 sets of cultures necessary.

• Cultures should be drawn before antimicrobial therapy is initiated.

• Cultures should be drawn before antimicrobial therapy is initiated.

• No more than 3 sets of blood cultures will be accepted in a 24 hour period or 3 sets per

• No more than 3 sets of blood cultures will be accepted in a 24 hour period or 3 sets per

febrile episode. If a physician insists, a consultation with the Director of the microbiology

febrile episode. If a physician insists, a consultation with the Director of the microbiology

laboratory is warranted.

laboratory is warranted.

Collection of Adequate Blood Volume: Volume of blood seems to be the single most important

Collection of Adequate Blood Volume: Volume of blood seems to be the single most important

factor affecting yield from the culture. The purpose in using appropriate volume is to overcome

factor affecting yield from the culture. The purpose in using appropriate volume is to overcome

the small number of bacteria commonly associated with most bacteremias in adults. Optimum

the small number of bacteria commonly associated with most bacteremias in adults. Optimum

amount:

amount:

• 10 cc of blood per bottle for Bactec Plus Aerobic/F (gray cap) and Bactec Lytic 10

• 10 cc of blood per bottle for Bactec Plus Aerobic/F (gray cap) and Bactec Lytic 10

Anaerobic/F (purple cap)

Anaerobic/F (purple cap)

• I – 3 cc of blood in Peds Plus/F (pink cap)

• I – 3 cc of blood in Peds Plus/F (pink cap)

Minimum amount:

Minimum amount:

• 3 cc of blood per bottle for Bactec Plus Aerobic/F (gray cap) and Bactec Lytic 10

• 3 cc of blood per bottle for Bactec Plus Aerobic/F (gray cap) and Bactec Lytic 10
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Anaerobic/F (purple cap)

Anaerobic/F (purple cap)

• 0.5 cc of blood in Peds Plus/F

• 0.5 cc of blood in Peds Plus/F

Note: a set is defined as a Bactec Plus Aerobic/F (gray cap) bottle and a Bactec Lytic/10

Note: a set is defined as a Bactec Plus Aerobic/F (gray cap) bottle and a Bactec Lytic/10

Anaerobic/F (purple cap) bottle OR a single Bactec Peds Plus/F (pink cap) bottle. (Please see

Anaerobic/F (purple cap) bottle OR a single Bactec Peds Plus/F (pink cap) bottle. (Please see

chart for volume dependent collection requirements).

chart for volume dependent collection requirements).

Aerobic-Gray cap Anaerobic-Purple cap Peds Plus-Pink cap

Aerobic-Gray cap Anaerobic-Purple cap Peds Plus-Pink cap

< 3cc Put 0.5 – 3 cc in 1 pink bottle 3 cc 3 cc 4 cc 3 cc 1 cc 5 cc 4 cc 1 cc 6 – 20 cc ½ sample into

< 3cc Put 0.5 – 3 cc in 1 pink bottle 3 cc 3 cc 4 cc 3 cc 1 cc 5 cc 4 cc 1 cc 6 – 20 cc ½ sample into

this bottle ½ sample into this bottle >20 cc 10 cc (never add

this bottle ½ sample into this bottle >20 cc 10 cc (never add

more

more

than 10 cc)

than 10 cc)

10 cc (never add

10 cc (never add

more

more

than 10 cc)

than 10 cc)

Venipuncture process: After the patient has been positively identified and the requisition

Venipuncture process: After the patient has been positively identified and the requisition

reviewed, assemble the necessary supplies (note that only a butterfly collection device or syringe

reviewed, assemble the necessary supplies (note that only a butterfly collection device or syringe

can be used in the collection of blood cultures because of difficulty in controlling volume and

can be used in the collection of blood cultures because of difficulty in controlling volume and

potential backflush of bottle contents).

potential backflush of bottle contents).

1. Place the Bactec™ bottles on a flat surface and mark each bottle with the optimal amount of

1. Place the Bactec™ bottles on a flat surface and mark each bottle with the optimal amount of

blood needed.

blood needed.

2. Put on gloves 3. Remove the flip cap from the Bactec™ bottle(s) and clean the stopper(s) with

2. Put on gloves 3. Remove the flip cap from the Bactec™ bottle(s) and clean the stopper(s) with

alcohol (do not

alcohol (do not

use betadine, iodine or acetone as this will cause the rubber to deteriorate)

use betadine, iodine or acetone as this will cause the rubber to deteriorate)

4. While the alcohol dries position the patient and assess the appropriate access route for the

4. While the alcohol dries position the patient and assess the appropriate access route for the

venipuncture.

venipuncture.
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5. Palpate the vein and apply a tourniquet if needed.

5. Palpate the vein and apply a tourniquet if needed.

6. Prepare the patient’s skin for the venipuncture by the following procedure listed below:

6. Prepare the patient’s skin for the venipuncture by the following procedure listed below:

• Clean the venipuncture site with a 70% isopropyl ethyl alcohol pad using a circular

• Clean the venipuncture site with a 70% isopropyl ethyl alcohol pad using a circular

motion from the center to the periphery.

motion from the center to the periphery.

• Allow the area to air dry.

• Allow the area to air dry.

• Clean the same area, using concentric circles once again, with a betadine swab.

• Clean the same area, using concentric circles once again, with a betadine swab.

• (Note: if the patient is allergic to betadine, you may use 2 different alcohol wipes to

• (Note: if the patient is allergic to betadine, you may use 2 different alcohol wipes to

cleanse the skin)

cleanse the skin)

• Allow the area to air dry.

• Allow the area to air dry.

7. Remove a butterfly collection device from the package and attach the vacutainer holder to the

7. Remove a butterfly collection device from the package and attach the vacutainer holder to the

end and perform the venipuncture. (See syringe section of venipuncture procedure for details

end and perform the venipuncture. (See syringe section of venipuncture procedure for details

in collection and transference of blood to evacuated systems).

in collection and transference of blood to evacuated systems).

8. Move the vacutainer holder to the Bactec Plus Aerobic/F (gray cap) bottle and fill in the same

8. Move the vacutainer holder to the Bactec Plus Aerobic/F (gray cap) bottle and fill in the same

manner.

manner.

9. Ensure that your collection bottle is on a flat surface and place the vacutainer holder over the

9. Ensure that your collection bottle is on a flat surface and place the vacutainer holder over the

Bactec Lytic/10 Anaerobic/F (purple cap) bottle and push down through the rubber stopper.

Bactec Lytic/10 Anaerobic/F (purple cap) bottle and push down through the rubber stopper.

10. Allow the bottle to fill by vacuum until the blood has reached the predetermined volume mark

10. Allow the bottle to fill by vacuum until the blood has reached the predetermined volume mark

at the side of the bottle. DO NOT OVERFILL THE BOTTLES, MAXIMUM VOLUME IS 10 cc.

at the side of the bottle. DO NOT OVERFILL THE BOTTLES, MAXIMUM VOLUME IS 10 cc.

The bottle will overfill if the holder is not removed when the appropriate volume has been

The bottle will overfill if the holder is not removed when the appropriate volume has been

reached.

reached.

11. The Bactec Peds Plus/F (pink cap) bottle can be filled following the same procedure. Do NOT

11. The Bactec Peds Plus/F (pink cap) bottle can be filled following the same procedure. Do NOT

OVERFILL THIS BOTTLE, MAXIMUM VOLUME IS 3 cc.

OVERFILL THIS BOTTLE, MAXIMUM VOLUME IS 3 cc.

12. Other vacutainer collection tube(s) can then be filled. Be sure to follow the tube order-ofdraw

12. Other vacutainer collection tube(s) can then be filled. Be sure to follow the tube order-ofdraw

listed on page 32. 13. If a Butterfly (Safety-Lok™) is used to collect the specimen, be sure to

listed on page 32. 13. If a Butterfly (Safety-Lok™) is used to collect the specimen, be sure to
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withdraw the needle

withdraw the needle

from the patient by grasping the wings of the device. Do not withdraw by holding the SafetyLok™

from the patient by grasping the wings of the device. Do not withdraw by holding the SafetyLok™

shield. After it has been removed, engage the safety device as follows:

shield. After it has been removed, engage the safety device as follows:

• Hold either wing with one hand

• Hold either wing with one hand

• Hold the grip area at the base of the yellow safety shield with your other hand

• Hold the grip area at the base of the yellow safety shield with your other hand

• Slide the wings back into the safety shield until a sight “snap” is felt. This indicates that

• Slide the wings back into the safety shield until a sight “snap” is felt. This indicates that

the needle is retracted completely and locked securely in place.

the needle is retracted completely and locked securely in place.

• Dispose into the nearest sharps container.

• Dispose into the nearest sharps container.

14. Apply pressure on the venipuncture site.

14. Apply pressure on the venipuncture site.

15. Remove the betadine from the patient’s arm by cleaning with an alcohol pad (Cleansing with

15. Remove the betadine from the patient’s arm by cleaning with an alcohol pad (Cleansing with

soap and water is also acceptable) after ensuring all bleeding from the site has stopped.

soap and water is also acceptable) after ensuring all bleeding from the site has stopped.

Properly Label the Bottles & Forward to the Laboratory: Place an appropriate label “flag” style on

Properly Label the Bottles & Forward to the Laboratory: Place an appropriate label “flag” style on

the neck of the bottle. Do not cover any part of the barcode or the bottom of the bottle. Note

the neck of the bottle. Do not cover any part of the barcode or the bottom of the bottle. Note

the site of collection along with the date and time of collection on the requisition and initials (or

the site of collection along with the date and time of collection on the requisition and initials (or

last name) as to who drew the specimen. Remove the unique barcode strip from each bottle

last name) as to who drew the specimen. Remove the unique barcode strip from each bottle

(links that specific site/draw to the requisition) and place on the requisition.

(links that specific site/draw to the requisition) and place on the requisition.

Place the bottles in a plastic ziplock bag for transport to the laboratory. Place the folded

Place the bottles in a plastic ziplock bag for transport to the laboratory. Place the folded

requisition in the outside flap of the bag with the patient’s name and TOO# visible. Submit one

requisition in the outside flap of the bag with the patient’s name and TOO# visible. Submit one

requisition per venipuncture site/drawn

requisition per venipuncture site/drawn

Order of Draw (2nd in the order of draw)

Order of Draw (2nd in the order of draw)

BLUE TOP TUBES, Preservative is Sodium Citrate (NaCitrate) 0.3mL’s

BLUE TOP TUBES, Preservative is Sodium Citrate (NaCitrate) 0.3mL’s
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Coagulation & Fibrinolysis

Coagulation & Fibrinolysis

Coagulation Profile:

Coagulation Profile:
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APTT (activated partial thromboplastin time)



APTT (activated partial thromboplastin time)



PT (prothrombin time)



PT (prothrombin time)



Antiplasmin



Antiplasmin



Plasminogen



Plasminogen
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TCT (thrombin clotting time)



TCT (thrombin clotting time)



D-dimer



D-dimer



Euglobulin Lysis Time



Euglobulin Lysis Time



Factors (coagulation factor assays)



Factors (coagulation factor assays)

o

Fibrinogen: activity and concentration

o

Fibrinogen: activity and concentration

o

(ELISA antigenic determination)

o

(ELISA antigenic determination)

o

Factor II

o

Factor II

o

Factor VII

o

Factor VII

o

Factor VIII

o

Factor VIII

o

Factor IX

o

Factor IX

o

Factor X

o

Factor X

o

Factor XI

o

Factor XI

o

Factor XII

o

Factor XII
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This tube contains sodium citrate as an anticoagulant – used for collection of citrated

This tube contains sodium citrate as an anticoagulant – used for collection of citrated

plasma for coagulation studies.NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood,

plasma for coagulation studies.NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood,

immediately invert the tube 3-4 times to mix and ensure adequate anticoagulation of the

immediately invert the tube 3-4 times to mix and ensure adequate anticoagulation of the

specimen.It is imperative that the collection tube is filled with stated volume of blood.

specimen.It is imperative that the collection tube is filled with stated volume of blood.

Under-filled tubes will result in falsely prolonged values due to dilution of plasma with

Under-filled tubes will result in falsely prolonged values due to dilution of plasma with

anticoagulant; and therefore cannot be processed. For example, 3.0 mL collection tube

anticoagulant; and therefore cannot be processed. For example, 3.0 mL collection tube

must have 2.7 mL of blood to 0.3mLs of sodium citrate.

must have 2.7 mL of blood to 0.3mLs of sodium citrate.
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When drawing with a butterfly needle, students’ must do a waste tube using a red glass
tube.

When drawing with a butterfly needle, students’ must do a waste tube using a red glass
tube.

Serum Separator Tubes SS

Serum Separator Tubes SS
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Gold-Top Serum Separator Tube (SST®): This tube contains a clot activator and serum gel

Gold-Top Serum Separator Tube (SST®): This tube contains a clot activator and serum gel

separator – used for various chemistry, serology, and immunology tests. If the specimen

separator – used for various chemistry, serology, and immunology tests. If the specimen

requirement for a test is red-top tube(s), do not use gold-top/SST® tube(s).

requirement for a test is red-top tube(s), do not use gold-top/SST® tube(s).

NOTE: Invert the tube to activate the clotting; let stand for 20-30 minutes before centrifuging for

NOTE: Invert the tube to activate the clotting; let stand for 20-30 minutes before centrifuging for

10 minutes. If frozen serum is required, pour off serum into plastic vial and freeze. Do not freeze

10 minutes. If frozen serum is required, pour off serum into plastic vial and freeze. Do not freeze

Vacutainer® tubes.

Vacutainer® tubes.

Red-Top Tube, Plastic: This tube is a plastic Vacutainers containing a clot activator but no

Red-Top Tube, Plastic: This tube is a plastic Vacutainers containing a clot activator but no

anticoagulants, preservatives, or separator material. It is used for collection of serum for selected

anticoagulants, preservatives, or separator material. It is used for collection of serum for selected

laboratory tests as indicated. If the specimen requirement for a test is red-top tube(s), do not

laboratory tests as indicated. If the specimen requirement for a test is red-top tube(s), do not

use gold-top/SST® tube(s), as the gel separator may interfere with analysis.

use gold-top/SST® tube(s), as the gel separator may interfere with analysis.

Red-Top Tube, Glass: This tube is a plain glass Vacutainer® containing no clot activators,

Red-Top Tube, Glass: This tube is a plain glass Vacutainer® containing no clot activators,

anticoagulants, preservatives or separator material. These tubes can be used for Blood Bank tests

anticoagulants, preservatives or separator material. These tubes can be used for Blood Bank tests

and waste tubes when using a butterfly, except if doing blood cultures using aerobic and

and waste tubes when using a butterfly, except if doing blood cultures using aerobic and

anaerobic vials. (with these types of blood culture vials, oxygen must be put into the vial from

anaerobic vials. (with these types of blood culture vials, oxygen must be put into the vial from

the ambient air in the butterfly tube, therefore there would not be any waste tubes used)

the ambient air in the butterfly tube, therefore there would not be any waste tubes used)

Light Green-Top Tube (lithium heparin): This tube contains lithium heparin and gel separator–

Light Green-Top Tube (lithium heparin): This tube contains lithium heparin and gel separator–

used for the collection of heparinized plasma for routine chemistry tests.

used for the collection of heparinized plasma for routine chemistry tests.

NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood, immediately invert the tube 8-10 times to mix

NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood, immediately invert the tube 8-10 times to mix

andensure ensure adequate anticoagulation of the specimen.

andensure ensure adequate anticoagulation of the specimen.
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DARK GREEN TOP TUBE FOR STAT DRAWS
This tube contains sodium heparin or lithium heparin – used for the collection of heparinized

DARK GREEN TOP TUBE FOR STAT DRAWS
This tube contains sodium heparin or lithium heparin – used for the collection of heparinized

plasma or whole blood for special tests.

plasma or whole blood for special tests.

NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood, immediately invert the tube 8-10 times to mix

NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood, immediately invert the tube 8-10 times to mix

andeensure adequate anticoagulation of the specimen.

andeensure adequate anticoagulation of the specimen.

Test Description Tube Type

Test Description Tube Type

(Electrolyte Panel (Lytes) Sodium, Potassium, Chloride, CO2 )

(Electrolyte Panel (Lytes) Sodium, Potassium, Chloride, CO2 )

SST Tube

SST Tube

Basic Metabolic Panel (BMP)

Basic Metabolic Panel (BMP)

Electrolyte Panel, BUN, Calcium, Creatinine, Glucose

Electrolyte Panel, BUN, Calcium, Creatinine, Glucose

SST Tube

SST Tube

Comprehensive Metabolic Panel (CMP)

Comprehensive Metabolic Panel (CMP)

Electrolyte Panel, BUN, Calcium, Creatinine, Glucose, Albumin, Alk.

Electrolyte Panel, BUN, Calcium, Creatinine, Glucose, Albumin, Alk.

Phos., ALT (SGPT), Total Protein, AST (SGOT), Total Bilirubin,

Phos., ALT (SGPT), Total Protein, AST (SGOT), Total Bilirubin,

SST Tube

SST Tube

Lipid Panel (LIPID)

Lipid Panel (LIPID)

Cholesterol, HDL Cholesterol, Triglycerides, LDL (calculated)

Cholesterol, HDL Cholesterol, Triglycerides, LDL (calculated)

SST Tube

SST Tube

Hepatic Function Panel (HFP)

Hepatic Function Panel (HFP)

Albumin, Alk. Phos., AST (SGOT), ALT (SGPT), Direct Bilirubin,

Albumin, Alk. Phos., AST (SGOT), ALT (SGPT), Direct Bilirubin,

Total Bilirubin, Total Protein

Total Bilirubin, Total Protein

SST Tube

SST Tube
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Renal Panel (RENAL)

Renal Panel (RENAL)

Electrolyte Panel, Albumin, BUN, Creatinine, Calcium, Glucose,

Electrolyte Panel, Albumin, BUN, Creatinine, Calcium, Glucose,

Phosphorus

Phosphorus

SST Tube

SST Tube

Prenatal Panel (PRENP)

Prenatal Panel (PRENP)

CBC(Reflex), ABO & Rh (Blood Type), Antibody Screen (Reflex),

CBC(Reflex), ABO & Rh (Blood Type), Antibody Screen (Reflex),

RPR (Reflex),, Rubella, Hepatitis B. Surface Antigen (Reflex)

RPR (Reflex),, Rubella, Hepatitis B. Surface Antigen (Reflex)

2 SST Tubes

2 SST Tubes

Acute Hepatitis Panel (HPABC)

Acute Hepatitis Panel (HPABC)

Hepatitis A Antibody IgM, Hepatitis B Surface Antigen (Reflex),

Hepatitis A Antibody IgM, Hepatitis B Surface Antigen (Reflex),

Hepatitis B Core Antibody IgM, Hepatitis C Antibody

Hepatitis B Core Antibody IgM, Hepatitis C Antibody

SST Tube

SST Tube

ORDER OF DRAW FOR SST”S

ORDER OF DRAW FOR SST”S

GOLD, THEN RED, THEN GREEN (REMEMBER Green is stat, but you must still use

GOLD, THEN RED, THEN GREEN (REMEMBER Green is stat, but you must still use

order of draw. Do not draw first!)

order of draw. Do not draw first!)
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LAVENDER-TOP TUBE (EDTA)

LAVENDER-TOP TUBE (EDTA)

This tube contains K2EDTA as an anticoagulant – used for most hematological procedures. These

This tube contains K2EDTA as an anticoagulant – used for most hematological procedures. These

tubes are PREFERRED for hemoglobin tests, molecular tests.

tubes are PREFERRED for hemoglobin tests, molecular tests.

NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood, immediately invert the tube 8-10 times to mix

NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood, immediately invert the tube 8-10 times to mix

and ensure adequate anticoagulation of the specimen.

and ensure adequate anticoagulation of the specimen.

To avoid RBC shrinkage due to excess EDTA (with resulting changes in HCT and RBC indices

To avoid RBC shrinkage due to excess EDTA (with resulting changes in HCT and RBC indices

values) and possible dilutional effect, the tubes should be filled with the proper amount of blood for

values) and possible dilutional effect, the tubes should be filled with the proper amount of blood for

the size of tube used. Tubes with various draw volumes are available (2.0 mL, 3.0 mL, 5.0 mL and

the size of tube used. Tubes with various draw volumes are available (2.0 mL, 3.0 mL, 5.0 mL and

0.75 mL microvettes); to assure proper ratio of EDTA to blood, it is recommended that the tubes

0.75 mL microvettes); to assure proper ratio of EDTA to blood, it is recommended that the tubes

contain no less than one-half of the stated volume.

contain no less than one-half of the stated volume.

TESTS THAT CAN BE PERFORMED ON LAVENDER TOP TUBES

TESTS THAT CAN BE PERFORMED ON LAVENDER TOP TUBES

HEMOGLOBIN

HEMOGLOBIN

HEMATOCRIT

HEMATOCRIT

COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT; CBC/WITH DIFF

COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT; CBC/WITH DIFF
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WHITE BLOOD COUNT; (LEUCOCYTES, NEUTROPHILS, BASOPHILS,

WHITE BLOOD COUNT; (LEUCOCYTES, NEUTROPHILS, BASOPHILS,

EOSINOPHILS, LYMPHOCYTES),

EOSINOPHILS, LYMPHOCYTES),

ESR/ERYTHROCYTE SEDIMENTATION RATE

ESR/ERYTHROCYTE SEDIMENTATION RATE

RETICULOCYTE COUNT

RETICULOCYTE COUNT

PINK TOP TUBES (PRESERVATIVE =K2EDTA)

PINK TOP TUBES (PRESERVATIVE =K2EDTA)

tests include

tests include

BLOOD BANKING/TYPE AND CROSS MATCH

BLOOD BANKING/TYPE AND CROSS MATCH
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ROYAL BLUE TUBES (PRESERVATIVE = K2EDTA)

ROYAL BLUE TUBES (PRESERVATIVE = K2EDTA)

tests include the following; all the below mentioned tests must be done in one tube each.

tests include the following; all the below mentioned tests must be done in one tube each.

Blood Heavy Metals (e.g.,

Blood Heavy Metals (e.g.,

Arsenic, Lead, Mercury,

Arsenic, Lead, Mercury,

Cadmium, Chromium,

Cadmium, Chromium,

Zinc)

Zinc)
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GRAY TOP TUBES

GRAY TOP TUBES

ALL GLUCOSE TESTS, INCLUSIVE OF FASTING BLOOD SUGARS, 2 HOUR, 3 HOUR, 4

ALL GLUCOSE TESTS, INCLUSIVE OF FASTING BLOOD SUGARS, 2 HOUR, 3 HOUR, 4

HOUR AND 6 HOURS, ALSO INCLUDE

HOUR AND 6 HOURS, ALSO INCLUDE

BLOOD ALCOHOL LEVES, (NEVER USE alcohol when prepping the skin)

BLOOD ALCOHOL LEVES, (NEVER USE alcohol when prepping the skin)

White tubes

White tubes

these tubes are used for HIV tests, viral load tests, such as Hepatitis B, C, E and tests that are

these tubes are used for HIV tests, viral load tests, such as Hepatitis B, C, E and tests that are

transported only using the patient’s number

transported only using the patient’s number
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WEEK 3; CHAPTER 3 BASIC VENIPUNCTURE

WEEK 3; CHAPTER 3 BASIC VENIPUNCTURE

Before puncturing, the patient’s skin should be cleaned. Povidone-iodine (Betadine) can be used, or

Before puncturing, the patient’s skin should be cleaned. Povidone-iodine (Betadine) can be used, or

alcohol, unless an ETOH level is being drawn (alcohol on the skin may elevate an ETOH result).

alcohol, unless an ETOH level is being drawn (alcohol on the skin may elevate an ETOH result).

Povidone- iodine should always be used if blood cultures are to be drawn.

Povidone- iodine should always be used if blood cultures are to be drawn.

Techniques to find a vein include lowering the arm into a dependent position to help dilate the

Techniques to find a vein include lowering the arm into a dependent position to help dilate the

veins; applying warm soaks on the arm to improve venous dilation; and having the patient open and

veins; applying warm soaks on the arm to improve venous dilation; and having the patient open and

close the fist after applying a tourniquet. The health care provider can also attempt to palpate a vein

close the fist after applying a tourniquet. The health care provider can also attempt to palpate a vein

where it is expected to be, since veins can often be felt, yet not seen. Arteries pulsate and have a

where it is expected to be, since veins can often be felt, yet not seen. Arteries pulsate and have a

thick wall. Thrombosed veins feel cord-like, and roll easily.

thick wall. Thrombosed veins feel cord-like, and roll easily.

There are three veins in the antecubital (the inner or front surface of the forearm) area that are

There are three veins in the antecubital (the inner or front surface of the forearm) area that are

appropriate for venipuncture: the medial, cephalic, and basilic veins. The vein of choice is the

appropriate for venipuncture: the medial, cephalic, and basilic veins. The vein of choice is the

medial, because it is usually the closest to the skin’s surface, the largest, and usually the least

medial, because it is usually the closest to the skin’s surface, the largest, and usually the least

painful to puncture. If the antecubital sites cannot be accessed, wrist and hand veins are also

painful to puncture. If the antecubital sites cannot be accessed, wrist and hand veins are also

acceptable for venipuncture.

acceptable for venipuncture.

Venipuncture is usually done using a vacuum container (Vacutainer) system. This system consists

Venipuncture is usually done using a vacuum container (Vacutainer) system. This system consists

of vacuumized specimen tubes, a needle, and a plastic holder. When the tube is placed into the

of vacuumized specimen tubes, a needle, and a plastic holder. When the tube is placed into the

holder and pressed against the needle, negative pressure results, and blood is pulled into the tube.

holder and pressed against the needle, negative pressure results, and blood is pulled into the tube.

Normally, a 21-gauge needle is used to collect blood. Occasionally, depending on the test ordered

Normally, a 21-gauge needle is used to collect blood. Occasionally, depending on the test ordered

and specific patient circumstances, a larger or smaller diameter needle may be appropriate. Never

and specific patient circumstances, a larger or smaller diameter needle may be appropriate. Never

insert the needle at greater than a 30 degree angle. Doing so increases the possibility of passing

insert the needle at greater than a 30 degree angle. Doing so increases the possibility of passing

through the vein and into those structures lying underneath, raising the chances of permanent injury

through the vein and into those structures lying underneath, raising the chances of permanent injury

to the patient.

to the patient.
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A number of other guidelines should be considered when performing venipunctures for blood

A number of other guidelines should be considered when performing venipunctures for blood

specimen collection. These include:

specimen collection. These include:







Avoid drawing blood from an arm affected by a stroke or neurological injury that has

Avoid drawing blood from an arm affected by a stroke or neurological injury that has

resulted in a loss of sensation. The patient may not be able to alert you if they

resulted in a loss of sensation. The patient may not be able to alert you if they

experience pain or other problems.

experience pain or other problems.


Avoid drawing blood from the arm on the affected side if a woman has had a mastectomy
(full or partial breast tissue removal).

Avoid drawing blood from the arm on the affected side if a woman has had a mastectomy
(full or partial breast tissue removal).



Avoid areas with extensive scarring. Scar tissue is difficult to puncture.



Avoid areas with extensive scarring. Scar tissue is difficult to puncture.



Attempt to collect the blood specimen from the opposite arm if a patient is receiving



Attempt to collect the blood specimen from the opposite arm if a patient is receiving

intravenous fluids, since fluid may dilute the blood sample.


intravenous fluids, since fluid may dilute the blood sample.


Do not use a site that is swollen, affected by certain skin conditions like eczema, or is
infected.



infected.


Use the right specimen tubes. Using the wrong tubes will cause the specimen to be
rejected by the laboratory.



Do not use a site that is swollen, affected by certain skin conditions like eczema, or is

Use the right specimen tubes. Using the wrong tubes will cause the specimen to be
rejected by the laboratory.



Try using pediatric tubes when a patient has fragile veins that may not provide a large

Try using pediatric tubes when a patient has fragile veins that may not provide a large

enough specimen. Though the smaller tubes store less blood, they will still give reliable

enough specimen. Though the smaller tubes store less blood, they will still give reliable

results.

results.



Remove the tourniquet when the final tube of blood to be drawn is filling.



Remove the tourniquet when the final tube of blood to be drawn is filling.



Send the specimen to the laboratory as soon as possible.



Send the specimen to the laboratory as soon as possible.

Blood collection tubes come with a variety of colored stopper caps, and may contain additives. The

Blood collection tubes come with a variety of colored stopper caps, and may contain additives. The

following tubes are the most commonly used types:

following tubes are the most commonly used types:
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Red top. This tube contains no additives. It is used for a variety of tests, including blood
typing and cross- matching.





typing and cross- matching.


Tiger top or serum separator tube (SST). This tube contains a polymer gel and clot

activator. When placed in a centrifuge, the serum is separated out. The SST is commonly

used for blood chemistries.

used for blood chemistries.


Lavender top. These tubes are used primarily for obtaining complete blood counts. They



Dark green top. Green top tubes contain the anticoagulant heparin and are often used to

Dark green top. Green top tubes contain the anticoagulant heparin and are often used to
obtain lithium and ammonia levels.



Light blue top. The light blue top tubes contain sodium citrate, an agent that removes
calcium, and are used to obtain protime (PT) and prothrombin time (PTT).



Lavender top. These tubes are used primarily for obtaining complete blood counts. They
contain EDTA, an anticoagulant additive that chelates calcium.

obtain lithium and ammonia levels.


Tiger top or serum separator tube (SST). This tube contains a polymer gel and clot

activator. When placed in a centrifuge, the serum is separated out. The SST is commonly

contain EDTA, an anticoagulant additive that chelates calcium.


Red top. This tube contains no additives. It is used for a variety of tests, including blood

Light blue top. The light blue top tubes contain sodium citrate, an agent that removes
calcium, and are used to obtain protime (PT) and prothrombin time (PTT).



Light gray top. This specimen tube contains sodium fluoride and potassium oxylate,

Light gray top. This specimen tube contains sodium fluoride and potassium oxylate,

antiglycolytic agents that preserve glucose for up to five days. The tube is used primarily to

antiglycolytic agents that preserve glucose for up to five days. The tube is used primarily to

obtain glucose levels.

obtain glucose levels.

It is important that blood collection tubes be drawn in a certain order to avoid the cross-

It is important that blood collection tubes be drawn in a certain order to avoid the cross-

contamination of additives between tubes. It is recommended that tubes be drawn in the following

contamination of additives between tubes. It is recommended that tubes be drawn in the following

order:

order:



Yellow-black stopper (blood culture tube).



Yellow-black stopper (blood culture tube).



Red top.



Red top.



Light-blue top. This should not be the first tube drawn. If a coagulation assay is ordered



Light-blue top. This should not be the first tube drawn. If a coagulation assay is ordered

alone, draw a non- additive tube first (red or SST), then draw the light-blue top tube.
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alone, draw a non- additive tube first (red or SST), then draw the light-blue top tube.
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Additive tubes in the following order: dark green, lavender, light gray.

Additive tubes in the following order: dark green, lavender, light gray.

All tubes containing additives should be thoroughly mixed. Not doing so can result in inaccurate

All tubes containing additives should be thoroughly mixed. Not doing so can result in inaccurate

test results.

test results.

Venipuncture is not always possible or appropriate for the blood specimen required. In these cases,

Venipuncture is not always possible or appropriate for the blood specimen required. In these cases,

a finger- stick or heelstick may be the method of choice for obtaining the specimen.

a finger- stick or heelstick may be the method of choice for obtaining the specimen.

The best locations for fingersticks are the third and fourth fingers of the patient’s non-dominant

The best locations for fingersticks are the third and fourth fingers of the patient’s non-dominant

hand. Avoid using the center, tip, or side of the finger. Avoid sticking areas that are thick or

hand. Avoid using the center, tip, or side of the finger. Avoid sticking areas that are thick or

callused, where there is little soft tissue, or where the bone is close to the surface. Do not puncture a

callused, where there is little soft tissue, or where the bone is close to the surface. Do not puncture a

finger that is swollen, cyanotic (blue because of oxygen deficiency), or scarred. The fingerstick is

finger that is swollen, cyanotic (blue because of oxygen deficiency), or scarred. The fingerstick is

done using a sterile lancet. The first drop of blood should be wiped away, as this first drop tends to

done using a sterile lancet. The first drop of blood should be wiped away, as this first drop tends to

contain extra fluid from the tissues. Instead of firmly milking the finger, it should only be gently

contain extra fluid from the tissues. Instead of firmly milking the finger, it should only be gently

massaged to gain drops of blood. Milking can squeeze tissue fluid into the drops of blood and alter

massaged to gain drops of blood. Milking can squeeze tissue fluid into the drops of blood and alter

laboratory results.

laboratory results.

A heelstick is the preferred method of blood collection on a newborn baby or infant. In order to

A heelstick is the preferred method of blood collection on a newborn baby or infant. In order to

increase the flow of blood to the heel, the baby’s heel should be prewarmed. (Avoid using too high

increase the flow of blood to the heel, the baby’s heel should be prewarmed. (Avoid using too high

a temperature as a baby’s skin is easily injured.) The site to be punctured should be cleaned with

a temperature as a baby’s skin is easily injured.) The site to be punctured should be cleaned with

alcohol, then dried with a dry cotton ball. The baby’s foot should be held firmly to avoid sudden

alcohol, then dried with a dry cotton ball. The baby’s foot should be held firmly to avoid sudden

movements, then the side of the heel is punctured using a sterile lancet. Puncturing the center area

movements, then the side of the heel is punctured using a sterile lancet. Puncturing the center area

of the heel should be avoided, as this can injure the underlying bone. Gentle pressure can be used to

of the heel should be avoided, as this can injure the underlying bone. Gentle pressure can be used to

increase the flow of blood. To avoid diluting the specimen with excess tissue fluid, do not apply too

increase the flow of blood. To avoid diluting the specimen with excess tissue fluid, do not apply too

much pressure.

much pressure.
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After performing either a fingerstick or heelstick, a gauze pad or cotton ball should be applied for

After performing either a fingerstick or heelstick, a gauze pad or cotton ball should be applied for

about a minute, making certain the bleeding has stopped.

about a minute, making certain the bleeding has stopped.

Preparation

Preparation

The patient should be instructed about what blood tests have been ordered and why. Furthermore,

The patient should be instructed about what blood tests have been ordered and why. Furthermore,

explain the procedure and what the patient can expect. Ask the patient if anyone has had trouble

explain the procedure and what the patient can expect. Ask the patient if anyone has had trouble

drawing blood from him or her in the past. This may an alert to potential problems in finding an

drawing blood from him or her in the past. This may an alert to potential problems in finding an

appropriate vein. Also ask the patient what position would be most comfortable for them when

appropriate vein. Also ask the patient what position would be most comfortable for them when

drawing the specimen. Venipuncture makes many patients nervous, and having them lie down may

drawing the specimen. Venipuncture makes many patients nervous, and having them lie down may

help them to relax and better tolerate the procedure.

help them to relax and better tolerate the procedure.

Aftercare

Aftercare

After obtaining the ordered specimens, remove the needle from the vein and discard into a

After obtaining the ordered specimens, remove the needle from the vein and discard into a

puncture-proof container. Pressure should be applied to the site for about a minute (longer if the

puncture-proof container. Pressure should be applied to the site for about a minute (longer if the

patient is on any anticoagulants). After applying pressure, inspect the site for any signs of bleeding

patient is on any anticoagulants). After applying pressure, inspect the site for any signs of bleeding

or hematomas. Apply a bandage to the site. The specimen containers should then be labeled and

or hematomas. Apply a bandage to the site. The specimen containers should then be labeled and

sent to the laboratory. Make sure the patient is comfortable and not experiencing any adverse affects

sent to the laboratory. Make sure the patient is comfortable and not experiencing any adverse affects

before allowing them to get up.

before allowing them to get up.

Complications

Complications

Though venipuncture is routinely done and relatively safe, there are a few complications that can

Though venipuncture is routinely done and relatively safe, there are a few complications that can

occur, including hematoma formation, hemolysis, and hemoconcentration. In addition, excessive

occur, including hematoma formation, hemolysis, and hemoconcentration. In addition, excessive

bleeding can occur, and many patients have been known to faint during the procedure.

bleeding can occur, and many patients have been known to faint during the procedure.
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Health care team roles

Health care team roles

Blood specimen collection is performed primarily by nurses and phlebotomists. The physician

Blood specimen collection is performed primarily by nurses and phlebotomists. The physician

orders the laboratory tests. The nurse is responsible for instructing the patient regarding the

orders the laboratory tests. The nurse is responsible for instructing the patient regarding the

procedure and assessing the patient’s response. In addition, the nurse should be knowledgeable

procedure and assessing the patient’s response. In addition, the nurse should be knowledgeable

about the implications laboratory results may have on patient care.

about the implications laboratory results may have on patient care.

KEY TERMS

KEY TERMS

Hemoconcentrationn increased concentration of larger molecules and formed elements in the

Hemoconcentrationn increased concentration of larger molecules and formed elements in the

blood.

blood.

Hemolysis The destruction of red blood cells which leads to the release of hemoglobin from within

Hemolysis The destruction of red blood cells which leads to the release of hemoglobin from within

the red blood cells into the blood plasma.

the red blood cells into the blood plasma.

Yellow-Top Tube (ACD): This tube contains ACD, which is used for the collection of whole blood

Yellow-Top Tube (ACD): This tube contains ACD, which is used for the collection of whole blood

for special tests.

for special tests.
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NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood, immediately invert the tube 8-10 times to mix and

NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood, immediately invert the tube 8-10 times to mix and

ensure adequate anticoagulation of the specimen.

ensure adequate anticoagulation of the specimen.

Pearl White-Top Tube Plasma Preparation Tube (PPT™): This tubes contains EDTA and a special

Pearl White-Top Tube Plasma Preparation Tube (PPT™): This tubes contains EDTA and a special

polyester material – used for the collection of plasma for molecular (PCR) tests.

polyester material – used for the collection of plasma for molecular (PCR) tests.

NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood, immediately invert the tube 8-10 times to mix and

NOTE: After the tube has been filled with blood, immediately invert the tube 8-10 times to mix and

ensure adequate anticoagulation of the specimen.

ensure adequate anticoagulation of the specimen.

Special Collection Tubes: Some tests require specific tubes for proper analysis. Please contact the

Special Collection Tubes: Some tests require specific tubes for proper analysis. Please contact the

laboratory prior to patient draw to obtain the correct tubes for metal analysis or other tests as

laboratory prior to patient draw to obtain the correct tubes for metal analysis or other tests as

identified in the individual test listings.

identified in the individual test listings.

Microtainers (pediatric bullet tubes)

Microtainers (pediatric bullet tubes)
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Microtainer

Microtainer

Color Gold Red Light Green Lavender

Color Gold Red Light Green Lavender

Additive No additive w/ gel barrier No additive Lithium Heparin w/ gel barrier K2EDTA

Additive No additive w/ gel barrier No additive Lithium Heparin w/ gel barrier K2EDTA

Volume 0.5 mL 0.5 mL 0.5 mL 0.5 mL

Volume 0.5 mL 0.5 mL 0.5 mL 0.5 mL

Microbiological Collection Containers

Microbiological Collection Containers

–Top–

–Top–

Anaerobic Transport Media: Tube with soft agar and reducing agents designed to maintain viability

Anaerobic Transport Media: Tube with soft agar and reducing agents designed to maintain viability

of anaerobic organisms. Fluid can be injected through the diaphragm cap into the tube. To transport

of anaerobic organisms. Fluid can be injected through the diaphragm cap into the tube. To transport

swab specimens or tissue, remove the cap, place the specimen into the tube (break off the swab

swab specimens or tissue, remove the cap, place the specimen into the tube (break off the swab

stem if needed) and replace and tighten cap.

stem if needed) and replace and tighten cap.

Blood Culture Media: Draw 20 mL of blood and aseptically inoculate 10 mL into each of the 2

Blood Culture Media: Draw 20 mL of blood and aseptically inoculate 10 mL into each of the 2

bottles: BACTEC PLUS (blue label) and BACTEC LYTIC (purple label). Use an alcohol prep to

bottles: BACTEC PLUS (blue label) and BACTEC LYTIC (purple label). Use an alcohol prep to

clean the top of each bottle before and after inoculation.

clean the top of each bottle before and after inoculation.

Charcoal Amies Medium with Swab: This swab is used for the collection and transport of

Charcoal Amies Medium with Swab: This swab is used for the collection and transport of

specimens for Bordetella isolation. The specimen of choice is secretions collected from the

specimens for Bordetella isolation. The specimen of choice is secretions collected from the

posterior nasopharynx. Culture Swab™ must be submitted for direct examination.

posterior nasopharynx. Culture Swab™ must be submitted for direct examination.

Chlamydia Culture Transport Medium: Use the swab provided to collect the specimen and inoculate

Chlamydia Culture Transport Medium: Use the swab provided to collect the specimen and inoculate

the transport medium. If specimen transport is delayed, refrigerate after inoculation.

the transport medium. If specimen transport is delayed, refrigerate after inoculation.

Chlamydia trachomatis MicroTrak® Direct Stain Specimen Collection Kit: This is used in the

Chlamydia trachomatis MicroTrak® Direct Stain Specimen Collection Kit: This is used in the

collection of specimens for analysis by the MicroTrak® C trachomatis direct specimen test. The kit

collection of specimens for analysis by the MicroTrak® C trachomatis direct specimen test. The kit

contains slide, swabs, cytology brush, and fixative. The directions for use are on the package.

contains slide, swabs, cytology brush, and fixative. The directions for use are on the package.
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Culture Swab™: This sterile swab is used for the collection and transport of specimens for routine

Culture Swab™: This sterile swab is used for the collection and transport of specimens for routine

bacterial culture.

bacterial culture.

HSV 1, HSV 2, VZV MicroTrak® Direct Stain Specimen Collection Kit: For use in the collection

HSV 1, HSV 2, VZV MicroTrak® Direct Stain Specimen Collection Kit: For use in the collection

of specimens for analysis by the HSV1/HSV2 and VZV direct specimen typing test. This test is for

of specimens for analysis by the HSV1/HSV2 and VZV direct specimen typing test. This test is for

external lesions only. The kit contains slides, swabs, fixative and directions for use. Collection kits

external lesions only. The kit contains slides, swabs, fixative and directions for use. Collection kits

are available in Microbiology.

are available in Microbiology.

Isolator™ Microbial Tube (adult and pediatric): These tubes are used for the collection of blood

Isolator™ Microbial Tube (adult and pediatric): These tubes are used for the collection of blood

specimens for the isolation of fungi and mycobacteria. Transport to the laboratory at ambient

specimens for the isolation of fungi and mycobacteria. Transport to the laboratory at ambient

temperature.

temperature.

Viral Culturette®: This sterile swab is used for the collection and transport of herpes and viral

Viral Culturette®: This sterile swab is used for the collection and transport of herpes and viral

specimens. Transport to the laboratory on wet ice.

specimens. Transport to the laboratory on wet ice.

Urine_Collection

Urine_Collection

–Top–

–Top–

Random Collection: For routine analysis and microscopic evaluation, have the patient void into a

Random Collection: For routine analysis and microscopic evaluation, have the patient void into a

clean container. A clean-catch or midstream specimen is preferred. The patient should first void a

clean container. A clean-catch or midstream specimen is preferred. The patient should first void a

small amount of urine, which is discarded. Some of the urine should then be collected in a clean

small amount of urine, which is discarded. Some of the urine should then be collected in a clean

container before voiding is completed. The specimen should be capped, labeled, and refrigerated.

container before voiding is completed. The specimen should be capped, labeled, and refrigerated.

Urine Collection for Chlamydia/Gonorrhea PCR: Patient must not have voided for at least 2 hours.

Urine Collection for Chlamydia/Gonorrhea PCR: Patient must not have voided for at least 2 hours.

The first stream of urine is collected and submitted for testing.

The first stream of urine is collected and submitted for testing.

24-hour Urine Collection: UCI Pathology Services provides 24-hour urine collection containers.

24-hour Urine Collection: UCI Pathology Services provides 24-hour urine collection containers.

Use the following procedure for the correct specimen collection and preparation:

Use the following procedure for the correct specimen collection and preparation:
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1) Warn the patient of the presence of potentially hazardous preservatives in the collection

1) Warn the patient of the presence of potentially hazardous preservatives in the collection

container. Instruct the patient to discard the first morning specimen and to record the time of

container. Instruct the patient to discard the first morning specimen and to record the time of

voiding.

voiding.

2) The patient should collect all subsequent voided urine for the remainder of the day and night.

2) The patient should collect all subsequent voided urine for the remainder of the day and night.

The first-morning specimen on day two should be collected at the same time as noted on day one.

The first-morning specimen on day two should be collected at the same time as noted on day one.

3) Mix well before aliquoting and provide the total volume of the 24-hour urine collection or send

3) Mix well before aliquoting and provide the total volume of the 24-hour urine collection or send

the complete 24-hour collection to the laboratory.

the complete 24-hour collection to the laboratory.

Specimen Collection: Blood by Finger Puncture

Specimen Collection: Blood by Finger Puncture

Procedure # RL.04.01 Page 2 of 3

Procedure # RL.04.01 Page 2 of 3
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Specimen Collection: Blood Collection by Finger Puncture and Heel Stick RL.04.02

Specimen Collection: Blood Collection by Finger Puncture and Heel Stick RL.04.02

Michigan Regional Laboratory System May 2008

Michigan Regional Laboratory System May 2008

Specimen Collection: Blood Collection by Finger Puncture

Specimen Collection: Blood Collection by Finger Puncture

I. Purpose:

I. Purpose:

To obtain an adequate blood specimen for laboratory tests through a skin puncture. Skin puncture

To obtain an adequate blood specimen for laboratory tests through a skin puncture. Skin puncture

blood is a mixture of undetermined proportions of blood from arterioles, venules, capillaries, and

blood is a mixture of undetermined proportions of blood from arterioles, venules, capillaries, and

interstitial and intracellular fluids. The arterial portion can be increased by warming the site prior to

interstitial and intracellular fluids. The arterial portion can be increased by warming the site prior to

collection. This increases the blood flow as much as sevenfold.

collection. This increases the blood flow as much as sevenfold.

II. Materials And Equipment:

II. Materials And Equipment:

A. Disposable latex gloves (Use non-latex, e.g. nitrile or vinyl, if the employee and/or client has a

A. Disposable latex gloves (Use non-latex, e.g. nitrile or vinyl, if the employee and/or client has a

latex allergy).

latex allergy).

B. Isopropyl alcohol

B. Isopropyl alcohol

C. Cotton balls or gauze

C. Cotton balls or gauze

D. Blood lancets for skin puncture

D. Blood lancets for skin puncture

E. Sharp’s containers

E. Sharp’s containers

F. Band Aids (optional)

F. Band Aids (optional)

G. Appropriate microcuvettes, or tubes for micro sampling

G. Appropriate microcuvettes, or tubes for micro sampling

H. Disinfectant (10% household bleach) for bench tops

H. Disinfectant (10% household bleach) for bench tops

I. Other personal protective equipment, e.g., lab coat or face shield, if appropriate

I. Other personal protective equipment, e.g., lab coat or face shield, if appropriate
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III. Safety:

III. Safety:

A. Use Standard (universal) precautions as outlined in the Bloodborne Pathogen Plan.

A. Use Standard (universal) precautions as outlined in the Bloodborne Pathogen Plan.

B. Place sharp’s container close to the collection site.

B. Place sharp’s container close to the collection site.

C. Wear disposable gloves at all times during the procedure, and lab coat and other appropriate

C. Wear disposable gloves at all times during the procedure, and lab coat and other appropriate

personal protective equipment as indicated.

personal protective equipment as indicated.
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D. Wash your hands before you put on your gloves and again after you remove and discard your

D. Wash your hands before you put on your gloves and again after you remove and discard your

gloves. Hand disinfectant gels are acceptable unless your department directives state otherwise or

gloves. Hand disinfectant gels are acceptable unless your department directives state otherwise or

your hands are visibly soiled.

your hands are visibly soiled.

E. Change gloves between patients.

E. Change gloves between patients.

IV. Procedure:

IV. Procedure:

A. Correctly identify and reassure the patient. Explain the procedure to the patient.

A. Correctly identify and reassure the patient. Explain the procedure to the patient.

B. According to the NCCLS document, “Recommendations for Puncture Sites for Whole Blood

B. According to the NCCLS document, “Recommendations for Puncture Sites for Whole Blood

Samples” the third or fourth (middle or ring) finger is used to obtain a sample. Choose a site that is

Samples” the third or fourth (middle or ring) finger is used to obtain a sample. Choose a site that is

on the side of the fingertip, midway between the edge and midpoint of the fingertip. Thoroughly

on the side of the fingertip, midway between the edge and midpoint of the fingertip. Thoroughly

wash hands with warm soapy water.

wash hands with warm soapy water.

Specimen Collection: Blood by Finger Puncture

Specimen Collection: Blood by Finger Puncture
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C.Thoroughly cleanse the chosen site with 70% alcohol. Wipe excess alcohol with sterile gauze.

C.Thoroughly cleanse the chosen site with 70% alcohol. Wipe excess alcohol with sterile gauze.

Allow the skin to air-dry. Wet alcohol remaining on the skin will sting the client and may dilute the

Allow the skin to air-dry. Wet alcohol remaining on the skin will sting the client and may dilute the

sample.

sample.

D. Peform finger puncture across the fingerprints as the blood will more likely bead rather than run

D. Peform finger puncture across the fingerprints as the blood will more likely bead rather than run

down the "channels" of the fingerprints. Also, the puncture devices (the depth) are designed to be

down the "channels" of the fingerprints. Also, the puncture devices (the depth) are designed to be

used in this manner.

used in this manner.

E. Use a sterile, OSHA approved, blood lancet to make a deep puncture (1.5 mm) at the chosen site.

E. Use a sterile, OSHA approved, blood lancet to make a deep puncture (1.5 mm) at the chosen site.

(A deep puncture is no more painful that a superficial one, gives a much better flow, and makes it

(A deep puncture is no more painful that a superficial one, gives a much better flow, and makes it

unnecessary to repeat the procedure.) Immediately dispose of contaminated lancet into a sharp’s

unnecessary to repeat the procedure.) Immediately dispose of contaminated lancet into a sharp’s

container.

container.

F. Using a dry gauze, wipe away the first drop of blood, making certain the area is completely dry.

F. Using a dry gauze, wipe away the first drop of blood, making certain the area is completely dry.

F.G. Apply moderate pressure, approximately 1 cm behind the site of the puncture to obtain a drop

F.G. Apply moderate pressure, approximately 1 cm behind the site of the puncture to obtain a drop

of blood. Do not ‘milk’ the finger!

of blood. Do not ‘milk’ the finger!

G.H. Release this pressure immediately to allow recirculation of the blood.

G.H. Release this pressure immediately to allow recirculation of the blood.

H.I. Repeat steps G & H until enough blood has been collected.

H.I. Repeat steps G & H until enough blood has been collected.

I.J. Apply a piece of gauze, (or cotton ball), to the puncture site, using slight pressure until the

I.J. Apply a piece of gauze, (or cotton ball), to the puncture site, using slight pressure until the

bleeding has stopped. For adult patients, offer a band-aid.

bleeding has stopped. For adult patients, offer a band-aid.

V. References:

V. References:

A. (NCCLS. Procedures and Devices for the Collection of Diagnostic Blood Specimens by Skin

A. (NCCLS. Procedures and Devices for the Collection of Diagnostic Blood Specimens by Skin

Puncture;Approved Standard Fifth Edition. NCCLS document H4-A4 [ISBN 1-56238-382-5].

Puncture;Approved Standard Fifth Edition. NCCLS document H4-A4 [ISBN 1-56238-382-5].

Cllinical Laboratory Standards Institute, 940West Valley Road, Suite 1400, Wayne, Pennsylvania

Cllinical Laboratory Standards Institute, 940West Valley Road, Suite 1400, Wayne, Pennsylvania

19087 USA, 1999.)

19087 USA, 1999.)

B.

B.
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B.Brown, Barbara, 1980. Hematology: Principles and Procedures. Third Edition. Lea & Febiger.

B.Brown, Barbara, 1980. Hematology: Principles and Procedures. Third Edition. Lea & Febiger.

Philadelphia, PA.

Philadelphia, PA.
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BLOOD COLLECTION:

BLOOD COLLECTION:

ROUTINE VENIPUNCTURE AND SPECIMEN HANDLING

ROUTINE VENIPUNCTURE AND SPECIMEN HANDLING

Objectives for the tutorial:

Objectives for the tutorial:





Describe and perform the venipuncture process including:
1. Proper patient identification procedures.

1. Proper patient identification procedures.

2. Proper equipment selection and use.

2. Proper equipment selection and use.

3. Proper labeling procedures and completion of laboratory requisitions.

3. Proper labeling procedures and completion of laboratory requisitions.

4. Order of draw for multiple tube phlebotomy.

4. Order of draw for multiple tube phlebotomy.

5. Preferred venous access sites, and factors to consider in site selection, and ability to

5. Preferred venous access sites, and factors to consider in site selection, and ability to

differentiate between the feel of a vein, tendon and artery.



differentiate between the feel of a vein, tendon and artery.

6. Patient care following completion of venipuncture.

6. Patient care following completion of venipuncture.

7. Safety and infection control procedures.

7. Safety and infection control procedures.

8. Quality assurance issues.

8. Quality assurance issues.


Identify the additive, additive function, volume, and specimen considerations to be followed for
each of the various color coded tubes.

Identify the additive, additive function, volume, and specimen considerations to be followed for
each of the various color coded tubes.



List six areas to be avoided when performing venipuncture and the reasons for the restrictions.



List six areas to be avoided when performing venipuncture and the reasons for the restrictions.



Summarize the problems that may be encountered in accessing a vein, including the procedure to



Summarize the problems that may be encountered in accessing a vein, including the procedure to

follow when a specimen is not obtained.
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Describe and perform the venipuncture process including:

follow when a specimen is not obtained.


List several effects of exercise, posture, and tourniquet application upon laboratory values.
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List several effects of exercise, posture, and tourniquet application upon laboratory values.

VENIPUNCTURE PROCEDURE

VENIPUNCTURE PROCEDURE

The venipuncture procedure is complex, requiring both knowledge and skill to perform. Each

The venipuncture procedure is complex, requiring both knowledge and skill to perform. Each

phlebotomist generally establishes a routine that is comfortable for her or him. Several essential

phlebotomist generally establishes a routine that is comfortable for her or him. Several essential

steps are required for every successful collection procedure:

steps are required for every successful collection procedure:

1. Identify the patient.

1. Identify the patient.

2. Assess the patient’s physical disposition (i.e. diet, exercise, stress, basal state).

2. Assess the patient’s physical disposition (i.e. diet, exercise, stress, basal state).

3. Check the requisition form for requested tests, patient information, and any special

3. Check the requisition form for requested tests, patient information, and any special

requirements.
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requirements.

4. Select a suitable site for venipuncture.

4. Select a suitable site for venipuncture.

5. Prepare the equipment, the patient and the puncture site.

5. Prepare the equipment, the patient and the puncture site.

6. Perform the venipuncture.

6. Perform the venipuncture.

7. Collect the sample in the appropriate container.

7. Collect the sample in the appropriate container.

8. Recognize complications associated with the phlebotomy procedure.

8. Recognize complications associated with the phlebotomy procedure.

9. Assess the need for sample recollection and/or rejection.

9. Assess the need for sample recollection and/or rejection.

10. Label the collection tubes at the bedside or drawing area.

10. Label the collection tubes at the bedside or drawing area.

11. Promptly send the specimens with the requisition to the laboratory.

11. Promptly send the specimens with the requisition to the laboratory.
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ORDER FORM / REQUISITION

ORDER FORM / REQUISITION

A requisition form must accompany each sample submitted to the laboratory. This requisition form

A requisition form must accompany each sample submitted to the laboratory. This requisition form

must contain the proper information in order to process the specimen. The essential elements of

must contain the proper information in order to process the specimen. The essential elements of

the requisition form are:

the requisition form are:



Patient’s surname, first name, and middle initial.



Patient’s surname, first name, and middle initial.



Patient’s ID number.



Patient’s ID number.



Patient’s date of birth and sex.



Patient’s date of birth and sex.



Requesting physician’s complete name.



Requesting physician’s complete name.



Source of specimen. This information must be given when requesting microbiology, cytology, fluid



Source of specimen. This information must be given when requesting microbiology, cytology, fluid

analysis, or other testing where analysis and reporting is site specific.

analysis, or other testing where analysis and reporting is site specific.



Date and time of collection.



Date and time of collection.



Initials of phlebotomist.



Initials of phlebotomist.



Indicating the test(s) requested.



Indicating the test(s) requested.

An example of a simple requisition form with the essential elements is shown below:
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An example of a simple requisition form with the essential elements is shown below:
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LABELING THE SAMPLE
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LABELING THE SAMPLE

A properly labeled sample is essential so that the results of the test match the patient. The key

A properly labeled sample is essential so that the results of the test match the patient. The key

elements in labeling are:

elements in labeling are:



Patient’s surname, first and middle.



Patient’s surname, first and middle.



Patient’s ID number.



Patient’s ID number.



NOTE: Both of the above MUST match the same on the requisition form.



NOTE: Both of the above MUST match the same on the requisition form.



Date, time and initials of the phlebotomist must be on the label of EACH tube.



Date, time and initials of the phlebotomist must be on the label of EACH tube.

Automated systems may include labels with bar codes.

Automated systems may include labels with bar codes.

Examples of labeled collection tubes are shown below:

Examples of labeled collection tubes are shown below:
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EQUIPMENT:

EQUIPMENT:

THE FOLLOWING ARE NEEDED FOR ROUTINE VENIPUNCTURE:





THE FOLLOWING ARE NEEDED FOR ROUTINE VENIPUNCTURE:



Evacuated Collection Tubes – The tubes are designed to fill with a predetermined volume of blood
by vacuum. The rubber stoppers are color coded according to the additive that the tube contains.

by vacuum. The rubber stoppers are color coded according to the additive that the tube contains.

Various sizes are available. Blood should NEVER be poured from one tube to another since the

Various sizes are available. Blood should NEVER be poured from one tube to another since the

tubes can have different additives or coatings (see illustrations at end).

tubes can have different additives or coatings (see illustrations at end).


Needles – The gauge number indicates the bore size: the larger the gauge number, the smaller the

Needles – The gauge number indicates the bore size: the larger the gauge number, the smaller the

needle bore. Needles are available for evacuated systems and for use with a syringe, single draw or

needle bore. Needles are available for evacuated systems and for use with a syringe, single draw or

butterfly system.

butterfly system.



Holder/Adapter – use with the evacuated collection system.



Holder/Adapter – use with the evacuated collection system.



Tourniquet – Wipe off with alcohol and replace frequently.



Tourniquet – Wipe off with alcohol and replace frequently.



Alcohol Wipes – 70% isopropyl alcohol.



Alcohol Wipes – 70% isopropyl alcohol.



Povidone-iodine wipes/swabs – Used if blood culture is to be drawn.



Povidone-iodine wipes/swabs – Used if blood culture is to be drawn.



Gauze sponges – for application on the site from which the needle is withdrawn.



Gauze sponges – for application on the site from which the needle is withdrawn.



Adhesive bandages / tape – protects the venipuncture site after collection.



Adhesive bandages / tape – protects the venipuncture site after collection.



Needle disposal unit – needles should NEVER be broken, bent, or recapped. Needles should be



Needle disposal unit – needles should NEVER be broken, bent, or recapped. Needles should be

placed in a proper disposal unit IMMEDIATELY after their use.


placed in a proper disposal unit IMMEDIATELY after their use.


Gloves – can be made of latex, rubber, vinyl, etc.; worn to protect the patient and the
phlebotomist.
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Evacuated Collection Tubes – The tubes are designed to fill with a predetermined volume of blood

Gloves – can be made of latex, rubber, vinyl, etc.; worn to protect the patient and the
phlebotomist.



Syringes – may be used in place of the evacuated collection tube for special circumstances.
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Syringes – may be used in place of the evacuated collection tube for special circumstances.

ORDER OF DRAW
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ORDER OF DRAW

Blood collection tubes must be drawn in a specific order to avoid cross-contamination of additives

Blood collection tubes must be drawn in a specific order to avoid cross-contamination of additives

between tubes. The recommended order of draw for plastic vacutainer tubes is:

between tubes. The recommended order of draw for plastic vacutainer tubes is:

1. First – blood culture bottle or tube (yellow or yellow-black top)

1. First – blood culture bottle or tube (yellow or yellow-black top)

2. Second – coagulation tube (light blue top). If just a routine coagulation assay is the only test

2. Second – coagulation tube (light blue top). If just a routine coagulation assay is the only test

ordered, then a single light blue top tube may be drawn. If there is a concern regarding

ordered, then a single light blue top tube may be drawn. If there is a concern regarding

contamination by tissue fluids or thromboplastins, then one may draw a non-additive tube first,

contamination by tissue fluids or thromboplastins, then one may draw a non-additive tube first,

and then the light blue top tube.

and then the light blue top tube.

3. Third – non-additive tube (red top)

3. Third – non-additive tube (red top)

4. Last draw – additive tubes in this order:

4. Last draw – additive tubes in this order:

1. SST (red-gray or gold top). Contains a gel separator and clot activator.

1. SST (red-gray or gold top). Contains a gel separator and clot activator.

2. Sodium heparin (dark green top)

2. Sodium heparin (dark green top)

3. PST (light green top). Contains lithium heparin anticoagulant and a gel separator.

3. PST (light green top). Contains lithium heparin anticoagulant and a gel separator.

4. EDTA (lavender top)

4. EDTA (lavender top)

5. ACDA or ACDB (pale yellow top). Contains acid citrate dextrose.

5. ACDA or ACDB (pale yellow top). Contains acid citrate dextrose.

6. Oxalate/fluoride (light gray top)

6. Oxalate/fluoride (light gray top)

NOTE:Tubes with additives must be thoroughly mixed. Erroneous test results may be obtained

NOTE:Tubes with additives must be thoroughly mixed. Erroneous test results may be obtained

when the blood is not thoroughly mixed with the additive.

when the blood is not thoroughly mixed with the additive.
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PROCEDURAL ISSUES
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PROCEDURAL ISSUES

PATIENT RELATIONS AND IDENTIFICATION:

PATIENT RELATIONS AND IDENTIFICATION:

The phlebotomist’s role requires a professional, courteous, and understanding manner in all

The phlebotomist’s role requires a professional, courteous, and understanding manner in all

contacts with the patient. Greet the patient and identify yourself and indicate the procedure that

contacts with the patient. Greet the patient and identify yourself and indicate the procedure that

will take place. Effective communication – both verbal and nonverbal – is essential.

will take place. Effective communication – both verbal and nonverbal – is essential.

Proper patient identification MANDATORY. If an inpatient is able to respond, ask for a full name

Proper patient identification MANDATORY. If an inpatient is able to respond, ask for a full name

and always check the armband or bracelet for confirmation. DO NOT DRAW BLOOD IF THE

and always check the armband or bracelet for confirmation. DO NOT DRAW BLOOD IF THE

ARMBAND OR BRACELET IS MISSING. For an inpatient the nursing staff can be contacted to aid in

ARMBAND OR BRACELET IS MISSING. For an inpatient the nursing staff can be contacted to aid in

identification prior to proceeding.

identification prior to proceeding.

An outpatient must provide identification other than the verbal statement of a name. Using the

An outpatient must provide identification other than the verbal statement of a name. Using the

requisition for reference, ask a patient to provide additional information such as a surname or

requisition for reference, ask a patient to provide additional information such as a surname or

birthdate. A government issued photo identification card such as a driver’s license can aid in

birthdate. A government issued photo identification card such as a driver’s license can aid in

resolving identification issues.

resolving identification issues.

If possible, speak with the patient during the process. The patient who is at ease will be less

If possible, speak with the patient during the process. The patient who is at ease will be less

focused on the procedure. Always thank the patient and excuse yourself courteously when

focused on the procedure. Always thank the patient and excuse yourself courteously when

finished.

finished.

PATIENT’S BILL OF RIGHTS:

PATIENT’S BILL OF RIGHTS:

The Patient’s Bill of Rights has been adopted by many hospitals as declared by the Joint

The Patient’s Bill of Rights has been adopted by many hospitals as declared by the Joint

Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO). The basic patient rights

Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO). The basic patient rights

endorsed by the JCAHO follow in condensed form are given below.

endorsed by the JCAHO follow in condensed form are given below.
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The patient has the right to:



The patient has the right to:



Impartial access to treatment or accommodations that are available or medically indicated,
regardless of race, creed, sex, national origin, or sources of payment for care.

regardless of race, creed, sex, national origin, or sources of payment for care.



Considerate, respectful care.



Considerate, respectful care.



Confidentiality of all communications and other records pertaining to the patient’s care.



Confidentiality of all communications and other records pertaining to the patient’s care.



Expect that any discussion or consultation involving the patient’s case will be conducted



Expect that any discussion or consultation involving the patient’s case will be conducted

discretely and that individuals not directly involved in the case will not be present without

discretely and that individuals not directly involved in the case will not be present without

patient permission.

patient permission.



Expect reasonable safety congruent with the hospital practices and environment.



Expect reasonable safety congruent with the hospital practices and environment.



Know the identity and professional status of individuals providing service and to know



Know the identity and professional status of individuals providing service and to know

which physician or other practitioner is primarily responsible for his or her care.


which physician or other practitioner is primarily responsible for his or her care.


Obtain from the practitioner complete and current information about diagnosis, treatment,
and any known prognosis, in terms the patient can reasonably be expected to understand.



Obtain from the practitioner complete and current information about diagnosis, treatment,
and any known prognosis, in terms the patient can reasonably be expected to understand.



Reasonable informed participation in decisions involving the patient’s health care. The

Reasonable informed participation in decisions involving the patient’s health care. The

patient shall be informed if the hospital proposes to engage in or perform human

patient shall be informed if the hospital proposes to engage in or perform human

experimentation or other research/educational profits affecting his or her care or

experimentation or other research/educational profits affecting his or her care or

treatment. The patient has the right to refuse participation in such activity.

treatment. The patient has the right to refuse participation in such activity.



Consult a specialist at the patient’s own request and expense.



Consult a specialist at the patient’s own request and expense.



Refuse treatment to the extent permitted by law.



Refuse treatment to the extent permitted by law.



Regardless of the source of payment, request and receive an itemized and detailed



Regardless of the source of payment, request and receive an itemized and detailed

explanation of the total bill for services rendered in the hospital.


explanation of the total bill for services rendered in the hospital.


Be informed of the hospital rules and regulations regarding patient conduct.

VENIPUNCTURE SITE SELECTION:
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Impartial access to treatment or accommodations that are available or medically indicated,

Be informed of the hospital rules and regulations regarding patient conduct.

VENIPUNCTURE SITE SELECTION:
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Although the larger and fuller median cubital and cephalic veins of the arm are used most

Although the larger and fuller median cubital and cephalic veins of the arm are used most

frequently, the basilic vein on the dorsum of the arm or dorsal hand veins are also acceptable for

frequently, the basilic vein on the dorsum of the arm or dorsal hand veins are also acceptable for

venipuncture. Foot veins are a last resort because of the higher probability of complications.

venipuncture. Foot veins are a last resort because of the higher probability of complications.

Certain areas are to be avoided when choosing a site:

Certain areas are to be avoided when choosing a site:





Extensive scars from burns and surgery – it is difficult to puncture the scar tissue and obtain
a specimen.



a specimen.


The upper extremity on the side of a previous mastectomy – test results may be affected
because of lymphedema.





Hematoma – may cause erroneous test results. If another site is not available, collect the
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Hematoma – may cause erroneous test results. If another site is not available, collect the
specimen distal to the hematoma.



Intravenous therapy (IV) / blood transfusions – fluid may dilute the specimen, so collect

Intravenous therapy (IV) / blood transfusions – fluid may dilute the specimen, so collect

from the opposite arm if possible. Otherwise, satisfactory samples may be drawn below the

from the opposite arm if possible. Otherwise, satisfactory samples may be drawn below the

IV by following these procedures:

IV by following these procedures:

o

Turn off the IV for at least 2 minutes before venipuncture.

o

Turn off the IV for at least 2 minutes before venipuncture.

o

Apply the tourniquet below the IV site. Select a vein other than the one with the IV.

o

Apply the tourniquet below the IV site. Select a vein other than the one with the IV.

o

Perform the venipuncture. Draw 5 ml of blood and discard before drawing the

o

Perform the venipuncture. Draw 5 ml of blood and discard before drawing the

specimen tubes for testing.


The upper extremity on the side of a previous mastectomy – test results may be affected
because of lymphedema.

specimen distal to the hematoma.


Extensive scars from burns and surgery – it is difficult to puncture the scar tissue and obtain

specimen tubes for testing.


Lines – Drawing from an intravenous line may avoid a difficult venipuncture, but introduces

Lines – Drawing from an intravenous line may avoid a difficult venipuncture, but introduces

problems. The line must be flushed first. When using a syringe inserted into the line, blood

problems. The line must be flushed first. When using a syringe inserted into the line, blood

must be withdrawn slowly to avoid hemolysis.

must be withdrawn slowly to avoid hemolysis.


Cannula/fistula/heparin lock – hospitals have special policies regarding these devices. In

Cannula/fistula/heparin lock – hospitals have special policies regarding these devices. In

general, blood should not be drawn from an arm with a fistula or cannula without

general, blood should not be drawn from an arm with a fistula or cannula without

consulting the attending physician.

consulting the attending physician.
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Edematous extremities – tissue fluid accumulation alters test results.

PROCEDURE FOR VEIN SELECTION:



PROCEDURE FOR VEIN SELECTION:



Palpate and trace the path of veins with the index finger. Arteries pulsate, are most elastic,
and have a thick wall. Thrombosed veins lack resilience, feel cord-like, and roll easily.





If superficial veins are not readily apparent, you can force blood into the vein by massaging

If superficial veins are not readily apparent, you can force blood into the vein by massaging

the arm from wrist to elbow, tap the site with index and second finger, apply a warm, damp

the arm from wrist to elbow, tap the site with index and second finger, apply a warm, damp

washcloth to the site for 5 minutes, or lower the extremity over the bedside to allow the

washcloth to the site for 5 minutes, or lower the extremity over the bedside to allow the

veins to fill.

veins to fill.

PERFORMANCE OF A VENIPUNCTURE:



Approach the patient in a friendly, calm manner. Provide for their comfort as much as
possible, and gain the patient’s cooperation.

Approach the patient in a friendly, calm manner. Provide for their comfort as much as
possible, and gain the patient’s cooperation.



Identify the patient correctly.



Identify the patient correctly.



Properly fill out appropriate requisition forms, indicating the test(s) ordered.



Properly fill out appropriate requisition forms, indicating the test(s) ordered.



Verify the patient’s condition. Fasting, dietary restrictions, medications, timing, and



Verify the patient’s condition. Fasting, dietary restrictions, medications, timing, and

medical treatment are all of concern and should be noted on the lab requisition.


medical treatment are all of concern and should be noted on the lab requisition.


Check for any allergies to antiseptics, adhesives, or latex by observing for armbands and/or
by asking the patient.





Check for any allergies to antiseptics, adhesives, or latex by observing for armbands and/or
by asking the patient.



Position the patient. The patient should either sit in a chair, lie down or sit up in bed.
Hyperextend the patient’s arm.
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Palpate and trace the path of veins with the index finger. Arteries pulsate, are most elastic,
and have a thick wall. Thrombosed veins lack resilience, feel cord-like, and roll easily.

PERFORMANCE OF A VENIPUNCTURE:



Edematous extremities – tissue fluid accumulation alters test results.

Position the patient. The patient should either sit in a chair, lie down or sit up in bed.
Hyperextend the patient’s arm.



Apply the tourniquet 3-4 inches above the selected puncture site. Do not place too tightly

Apply the tourniquet 3-4 inches above the selected puncture site. Do not place too tightly

or leave on more than 2 minutes (and no more than a minute to avoid increasing risk for

or leave on more than 2 minutes (and no more than a minute to avoid increasing risk for

hemoconcentration). Wait 2 minutes before reapplying the tourniquet.

hemoconcentration). Wait 2 minutes before reapplying the tourniquet.
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The patient should make a fist without pumping the hand.



The patient should make a fist without pumping the hand.



Select the venipuncture site.



Select the venipuncture site.



Prepare the patient’s arm using an alcohol prep. Cleanse in a circular fashion, beginning at



Prepare the patient’s arm using an alcohol prep. Cleanse in a circular fashion, beginning at

the site and working outward. Allow to air dry.


the site and working outward. Allow to air dry.


Grasp the patient’s arm firmly using your thumb to draw the skin taut and anchor the vein.
The needle should form a 15 to 30 degree angle with the surface of the arm. Swiftly insert

The needle should form a 15 to 30 degree angle with the surface of the arm. Swiftly insert

the needle through the skin and into the lumen of the vein. Avoid trauma and excessive

the needle through the skin and into the lumen of the vein. Avoid trauma and excessive

probing.

probing.



When the last tube to be drawn is filling, remove the tourniquet.



When the last tube to be drawn is filling, remove the tourniquet.



Remove the needle from the patient’s arm using a swift backward motion.



Remove the needle from the patient’s arm using a swift backward motion.



Press down on the gauze once the needle is out of the arm, applying adequate pressure to



Press down on the gauze once the needle is out of the arm, applying adequate pressure to

avoid formation of a hematoma.
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Grasp the patient’s arm firmly using your thumb to draw the skin taut and anchor the vein.

avoid formation of a hematoma.



Dispose of contaminated materials/supplies in designated containers.



Dispose of contaminated materials/supplies in designated containers.



Mix and label all appropriate tubes at the patient bedside.



Mix and label all appropriate tubes at the patient bedside.



Deliver specimens promptly to the laboratory.



Deliver specimens promptly to the laboratory.
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PHLEBOTOMY PROCEDURE ILLUSTRATED:

PHLEBOTOMY PROCEDURE ILLUSTRATED:



Patient identification



Patient identification



Filling out the requisition



Filling out the requisition



Equipment



Equipment



Apply tourniquet and palpate for vein



Apply tourniquet and palpate for vein



Sterilize the site



Sterilize the site



Insert needle



Insert needle



Drawing the specimen



Drawing the specimen



Drawing the specimen



Drawing the specimen



Releasing the tourniquet



Releasing the tourniquet



Applying pressure over the vein



Applying pressure over the vein



Applying bandage



Applying bandage



Disposing needle into sharps



Disposing needle into sharps



labeling the specimens



labeling the specimens

PERFORMANCE OF A FINGERSTICK:


PERFORMANCE OF A FINGERSTICK:


Follow the procedure as outlined above for greeting and identifying the patient. As always,
properly fill out appropriate requisition forms, indicating the test(s) ordered.



properly fill out appropriate requisition forms, indicating the test(s) ordered.


Verify the patient’s condition. Fasting, dietary restrictions, medications, timing, and medical
treatment are all of concern and should be noted on the lab requisition.



Verify the patient’s condition. Fasting, dietary restrictions, medications, timing, and medical
treatment are all of concern and should be noted on the lab requisition.



Position the patient. The patient should either sit in a chair, lie down or sit up in bed. Hyperextend
the patient’s arm.
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Follow the procedure as outlined above for greeting and identifying the patient. As always,

Position the patient. The patient should either sit in a chair, lie down or sit up in bed. Hyperextend
the patient’s arm.
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The best locations for fingersticks are the 3rd (middle) and 4th (ring) fingers of the non-dominant
hand. Do not use the tip of the finger or the center of the finger. Avoid the side of the finger where

hand. Do not use the tip of the finger or the center of the finger. Avoid the side of the finger where

there is less soft tissue, where vessels and nerves are located, and where the bone is closer to the

there is less soft tissue, where vessels and nerves are located, and where the bone is closer to the

surface. The 2nd (index) finger tends to have thicker, callused skin. The fifth finger tends to have

surface. The 2nd (index) finger tends to have thicker, callused skin. The fifth finger tends to have

less soft tissue overlying the bone. Avoid puncturing a finger that is cold or cyanotic, swollen,

less soft tissue overlying the bone. Avoid puncturing a finger that is cold or cyanotic, swollen,

scarred, or covered with a rash.

scarred, or covered with a rash.


Using a sterile lancet, make a skin puncture just off the center of the finger pad. The puncture

Using a sterile lancet, make a skin puncture just off the center of the finger pad. The puncture

should be made perpendicular to the ridges of the fingerprint so that the drop of blood does not

should be made perpendicular to the ridges of the fingerprint so that the drop of blood does not

run down the ridges.

run down the ridges.



Wipe away the first drop of blood, which tends to contain excess tissue fluid.



Wipe away the first drop of blood, which tends to contain excess tissue fluid.



Collect drops of blood into the collection device by gently massaging the finger. Avoid excessive



Collect drops of blood into the collection device by gently massaging the finger. Avoid excessive

pressure that may squeeze tissue fluid into the drop of blood.

pressure that may squeeze tissue fluid into the drop of blood.



Cap, rotate and invert the collection device to mix the blood collected.



Cap, rotate and invert the collection device to mix the blood collected.



Have the patient hold a small gauze pad over the puncture site for a couple of minutes to stop the



Have the patient hold a small gauze pad over the puncture site for a couple of minutes to stop the

bleeding.

bleeding.



Dispose of contaminated materials/supplies in designated containers.



Dispose of contaminated materials/supplies in designated containers.



Label all appropriate tubes at the patient bedside.



Label all appropriate tubes at the patient bedside.



Deliver specimens promptly to the laboratory.



Deliver specimens promptly to the laboratory.

FINGERSTICK PROCEDURE ILLUSTRATED:
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The best locations for fingersticks are the 3rd (middle) and 4th (ring) fingers of the non-dominant

FINGERSTICK PROCEDURE ILLUSTRATED:



Equipment



Equipment



Proper location on finger



Proper location on finger



Puncture with lancet



Puncture with lancet



Drop of blood



Drop of blood
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Wipe first drop



Wipe first drop



Collecting the specimen



Collecting the specimen



Specimen container



Specimen container

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS:

To prevent a hematoma:

To prevent a hematoma:



Puncture only the uppermost wall of the vein



Puncture only the uppermost wall of the vein



Remove the tourniquet before removing the needle



Remove the tourniquet before removing the needle



Use the major superficial veins



Use the major superficial veins



Make sure the needle fully penetrates the upper most wall of the vein. (Partial penetration



Make sure the needle fully penetrates the upper most wall of the vein. (Partial penetration



may allow blood to leak into the soft tissue surrounding the vein by way of the needle

may allow blood to leak into the soft tissue surrounding the vein by way of the needle

bevel)

bevel)


Apply pressure to the venipuncture site

To prevent hemolysis (which can interfere with many tests):

To prevent hemolysis (which can interfere with many tests):



Mix tubes with anticoagulant additives gently 5-10 times



Mix tubes with anticoagulant additives gently 5-10 times



Avoid drawing blood from a hematoma



Avoid drawing blood from a hematoma



Avoid drawing the plunger back too forcefully, if using a needle and syringe, or too small a



Avoid drawing the plunger back too forcefully, if using a needle and syringe, or too small a

needle, and avoid frothing of the sample
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Apply pressure to the venipuncture site

needle, and avoid frothing of the sample


Make sure the venipuncture site is dry
135

Make sure the venipuncture site is dry



Avoid a probing, traumatic venipuncture



Avoid a probing, traumatic venipuncture



Avoid prolonged tourniquet application or fist clenching.



Avoid prolonged tourniquet application or fist clenching.

Indwelling Lines or Catheters:

Indwelling Lines or Catheters:



Potential source of test error



Potential source of test error



Most lines are flushed with a solution of heparin to reduce the risk of thrombosis



Most lines are flushed with a solution of heparin to reduce the risk of thrombosis



Discard a sample at least three times the volume of the line before a specimen is obtained



Discard a sample at least three times the volume of the line before a specimen is obtained

for analysis

for analysis

Hemoconcentration: An increased concentration of larger molecules and formed elements in the

Hemoconcentration: An increased concentration of larger molecules and formed elements in the

blood may be due to several factors:

blood may be due to several factors:



Prolonged tourniquet application (no more than 1 minute)



Prolonged tourniquet application (no more than 1 minute)



Massaging, squeezing, or probing a site



Massaging, squeezing, or probing a site



Long-term IV therapy



Long-term IV therapy



Sclerosed or occluded veins



Sclerosed or occluded veins

Prolonged Tourniquet Application:





Prolonged Tourniquet Application:



Primary effect is hemoconcentration of non-filterable elements (i.e. proteins). The
hydrostatic pressure causes some water and filterable elements to leave the extracellular

hydrostatic pressure causes some water and filterable elements to leave the extracellular

space.

space.


Significant increases can be found in total protein, aspartate aminotransferase (AST), total
lipids, cholesterol, iron
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Primary effect is hemoconcentration of non-filterable elements (i.e. proteins). The

Significant increases can be found in total protein, aspartate aminotransferase (AST), total
lipids, cholesterol, iron



Affects packed cell volume and other cellular elements



Affects packed cell volume and other cellular elements



Hemolysis may occur, with pseudohyperkalemia.



Hemolysis may occur, with pseudohyperkalemia.
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Patient Preparation Factors:













Patient Preparation Factors:



Therapeutic Drug Monitoring: different pharmacologic agents have patterns of
administration, body distribution, metabolism, and elimination that affect the drug

administration, body distribution, metabolism, and elimination that affect the drug

concentration as measured in the blood. Many drugs will have “peak” and “trough” levels

concentration as measured in the blood. Many drugs will have “peak” and “trough” levels

that vary according to dosage levels and intervals. Check for timing instructions for drawing

that vary according to dosage levels and intervals. Check for timing instructions for drawing

the appropriate samples.

the appropriate samples.


Effects of Exercise: Muscular activity has both transient and longer lasting effects. The

Effects of Exercise: Muscular activity has both transient and longer lasting effects. The

creatine kinase (CK), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), and

creatine kinase (CK), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), and

platelet count may increase.

platelet count may increase.


Stress: May cause transient elevation in white blood cells (WBC’s) and elevated adrenal

Stress: May cause transient elevation in white blood cells (WBC’s) and elevated adrenal

hormone values (cortisol and catecholamines). Anxiety that results in hyperventilation may

hormone values (cortisol and catecholamines). Anxiety that results in hyperventilation may

cause acid-base imbalances, and increased lactate.

cause acid-base imbalances, and increased lactate.


Diurnal Rhythms: Diurnal rhythms are body fluid and analyte fluctuations during the day.

Diurnal Rhythms: Diurnal rhythms are body fluid and analyte fluctuations during the day.

For example, serum cortisol levels are highest in early morning but are decreased in the

For example, serum cortisol levels are highest in early morning but are decreased in the

afternoon. Serum iron levels tend to drop during the day. You must check the timing of

afternoon. Serum iron levels tend to drop during the day. You must check the timing of

these variations for the desired collection point.

these variations for the desired collection point.


Posture: Postural changes (supine to sitting etc.) are known to vary lab results of some

Posture: Postural changes (supine to sitting etc.) are known to vary lab results of some

analytes. Certain larger molecules are not filterable into the tissue, therefore they are more

analytes. Certain larger molecules are not filterable into the tissue, therefore they are more

concentrated in the blood. Enzymes, proteins, lipids, iron, and calcium are significantly

concentrated in the blood. Enzymes, proteins, lipids, iron, and calcium are significantly

increased with changes in position.

increased with changes in position.


Other Factors: Age, gender, and pregnancy have an influence on laboratory testing. Normal
reference ranges are often noted according to age.
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Therapeutic Drug Monitoring: different pharmacologic agents have patterns of

Other Factors: Age, gender, and pregnancy have an influence on laboratory testing. Normal
reference ranges are often noted according to age.
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SAFETY AND INFECTION CONTROL

SAFETY AND INFECTION CONTROL

Because of contacts with sick patients and their specimens, it is important to follow safety and

Because of contacts with sick patients and their specimens, it is important to follow safety and

infection control procedures.

infection control procedures.

PROTECT YOURSELF

PROTECT YOURSELF







Practice universal precautions:
o

Wear gloves and a lab coat or gown when handling blood/body fluids.

o

Wear gloves and a lab coat or gown when handling blood/body fluids.

o

Change gloves after each patient.

o

Change gloves after each patient.

o

Wash hands frequently.

o

Wash hands frequently.

o

Dispose of items in appropriate containers.

o

Dispose of items in appropriate containers.

o

Use a new tourniquet for each patient

o

Use a new tourniquet for each patient

o

Prep patients antecubital fossa using

o

Prep patients antecubital fossa using



Dispose of needles immediately upon removal from the patient’s vein. Do not bend, break,
recap, or resheath needles to avoid accidental needle puncture or splashing of contents.
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Practice universal precautions:

Dispose of needles immediately upon removal from the patient’s vein. Do not bend, break,
recap, or resheath needles to avoid accidental needle puncture or splashing of contents.



Clean up any blood spills with a disinfectant such as freshly made 10% bleach.



Clean up any blood spills with a disinfectant such as freshly made 10% bleach.



If you stick yourself with a contaminated needle:



If you stick yourself with a contaminated needle:

o

Remove your gloves and dispose of them properly.

o

Remove your gloves and dispose of them properly.

o

Squeeze puncture site to promote bleeding.

o

Squeeze puncture site to promote bleeding.

o

Wash the area well with soap and water.

o

Wash the area well with soap and water.

o

Record the patient’s name and ID number.

o

Record the patient’s name and ID number.

o

Follow institution’s guidelines regarding treatment and follow-up.

o

Follow institution’s guidelines regarding treatment and follow-up.
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o

o

NOTE: The use of prophylactic zidovudine following blood exposure to HIV has
shown effectiveness (about 79%) in preventing seroconversion

shown effectiveness (about 79%) in preventing seroconversion

PROTECT THE PATIENT



PROTECT THE PATIENT



Place blood collection equipment away from patients, especially children and psychiatric
patients.





each patient and wash your hands frequently. Always wear a clean lab coat or gown.

Practice hygiene for the patient’s protection. When wearing gloves, change them between
each patient and wash your hands frequently. Always wear a clean lab coat or gown.

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDELINES:

IF AN INCOMPLETE COLLECTION OR NO BLOOD IS OBTAINED:
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Place blood collection equipment away from patients, especially children and psychiatric
patients.

Practice hygiene for the patient’s protection. When wearing gloves, change them between

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDELINES:

NOTE: The use of prophylactic zidovudine following blood exposure to HIV has

IF AN INCOMPLETE COLLECTION OR NO BLOOD IS OBTAINED:



Change the position of the needle. Move it forward (it may not be in the lumen)



Change the position of the needle. Move it forward (it may not be in the lumen)



or move it backward (it may have penetrated too far).



or move it backward (it may have penetrated too far).
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Adjust the angle (the bevel may be against the vein wall).



Adjust the angle (the bevel may be against the vein wall).



Loosen the tourniquet. It may be obstructing blood flow.



Loosen the tourniquet. It may be obstructing blood flow.



Try another tube. Use a smaller tube with less vacuum. There may be no vacuum in the



Try another tube. Use a smaller tube with less vacuum. There may be no vacuum in the

tube being used.


tube being used.


Re-anchor the vein. Veins sometimes roll away from the point of the needle and puncture
site.

site.



Have the patient make a fist and flex the arm, which helps engorge muscles to fill veins.



Have the patient make a fist and flex the arm, which helps engorge muscles to fill veins.



Pre-warm the region of the vein to reduce vasoconstriction and increase blood flow.



Pre-warm the region of the vein to reduce vasoconstriction and increase blood flow.



Have the patient drink fluids if dehydrated.



Have the patient drink fluids if dehydrated.

IF BLOOD STOPS FLOWING INTO THE TUBE:
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Re-anchor the vein. Veins sometimes roll away from the point of the needle and puncture

IF BLOOD STOPS FLOWING INTO THE TUBE:
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The vein may have collapsed; resecure the tourniquet to increase venous filling. If this is
not successful, remove the needle, take care of the puncture site, and redraw.



not successful, remove the needle, take care of the puncture site, and redraw.



The needle may have pulled out of the vein when switching tubes. Hold equipment firmly
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The needle may have pulled out of the vein when switching tubes. Hold equipment firmly

and place fingers against patient’s arm, using the flange for leverage when withdrawing

and place fingers against patient’s arm, using the flange for leverage when withdrawing

and inserting tubes.

and inserting tubes.

PROBLEMS OTHER THAN AN INCOMPLETE COLLECTION:



The vein may have collapsed; resecure the tourniquet to increase venous filling. If this is

PROBLEMS OTHER THAN AN INCOMPLETE COLLECTION:



A hematoma forms under the skin adjacent to the puncture site – release the tourniquet

A hematoma forms under the skin adjacent to the puncture site – release the tourniquet

immediately and withdraw the needle. Apply firm pressure.Hematoma formation is a

immediately and withdraw the needle. Apply firm pressure.Hematoma formation is a

problem in older patients.

problem in older patients.
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The blood is bright red (arterial) rather than venous. Apply firm pressure for more than 5
minutes.

BLOOD COLLECTION ON BABIES:


minutes.

BLOOD COLLECTION ON BABIES:


The recommended location for blood collection on a newborn baby or infant is the heel. The
diagram below indicates in green the proper area to use for heel punctures for blood collection:
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The blood is bright red (arterial) rather than venous. Apply firm pressure for more than 5

The recommended location for blood collection on a newborn baby or infant is the heel. The
diagram below indicates in green the proper area to use for heel punctures for blood collection:
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Prewarming the infant’s heel (42 C for 3 to 5 minutes) is important to obtain capillary blood gas
samples and warming also greatly increases the flow of blood for collection of other specimens.

samples and warming also greatly increases the flow of blood for collection of other specimens.

However, do not use too high a temperature warmer, because baby’s skin is thin and susceptible to

However, do not use too high a temperature warmer, because baby’s skin is thin and susceptible to

thermal injury.

thermal injury.


Clean the site to be punctured with an alcohol sponge. Dry the cleaned area with a dry cotton
sponge. Hold the baby’s foot firmly to avoid sudden movement.





Clean the site to be punctured with an alcohol sponge. Dry the cleaned area with a dry cotton
sponge. Hold the baby’s foot firmly to avoid sudden movement.



Using a sterile blood lancet, puncture the side of the heel in the appropriate regions shown above

Using a sterile blood lancet, puncture the side of the heel in the appropriate regions shown above

in green. Do not use the central portion of the heel because you might injure the underlying bone,

in green. Do not use the central portion of the heel because you might injure the underlying bone,

which is close to the skin surface. Do not use a previous puncture site. Make the cut across the

which is close to the skin surface. Do not use a previous puncture site. Make the cut across the

heelprint lines so that a drop of blood can well up and not run down along the lines.

heelprint lines so that a drop of blood can well up and not run down along the lines.


Wipe away the first drop of blood with a piece of clean, dry cotton. Since newborns do not often

Wipe away the first drop of blood with a piece of clean, dry cotton. Since newborns do not often

bleed immediately, use gentle pressure to produce a rounded drop of blood. Do not use excessive

bleed immediately, use gentle pressure to produce a rounded drop of blood. Do not use excessive

pressure or heavy massaging because the blood may become diluted with tissue fluid.

pressure or heavy massaging because the blood may become diluted with tissue fluid.



Fill the capillary tube(s) or micro collection device(s) as needed.



Fill the capillary tube(s) or micro collection device(s) as needed.



When finished, elevate the heel, place a piece of clean, dry cotton on the puncture site, and hold it



When finished, elevate the heel, place a piece of clean, dry cotton on the puncture site, and hold it

in place until the bleeding has stopped.


in place until the bleeding has stopped.


Be sure to dispose of the lancet in the appropriate sharps container. Dispose of contaminated

Be sure to dispose of the lancet in the appropriate sharps container. Dispose of contaminated

materials in appropriate waste receptacles. Remove your gloves and wash your hands.

materials in appropriate waste receptacles. Remove your gloves and wash your hands.

HEELSTICK PROCEDURE ILLUSTRATED:

HEELSTICK PROCEDURE ILLUSTRATED:
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Prewarming the infant’s heel (42 C for 3 to 5 minutes) is important to obtain capillary blood gas



Heelstick on baby
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Heelstick on baby

BELOW ARE SOME OF THE COLLECTION TUBES THAT ARE USED FOR

BELOW ARE SOME OF THE COLLECTION TUBES THAT ARE USED FOR

PHLEBOTOMY. THIS IS NOT THE ORDER OF DRAW!!!!!! JUST A REVIEW OF THE

PHLEBOTOMY. THIS IS NOT THE ORDER OF DRAW!!!!!! JUST A REVIEW OF THE

TUBES

TUBES

COLLECTION TUBES FOR PHLEBOTOMY

COLLECTION TUBES FOR PHLEBOTOMY

Red Top

Red Top

ADDITIVE None

ADDITIVE None

MODE

MODE
Blood clots, and the serum is separated by

OF

Blood clots, and the serum is separated by
OF

centrifugation
ACTION

centrifugation
ACTION

Chemistries, Immunology and Serology, Blood
USES

Chemistries, Immunology and Serology, Blood
USES

Bank (Crossmatch)

Bank (Crossmatch)

Gold Top

Gold Top

ADDITIVE None

ADDITIVE None

MODE

Serum separator tube (SST) contains a gel at

MODE

Serum separator tube (SST) contains a gel at

OF

the bottom to separate blood from serum on

OF

the bottom to separate blood from serum on
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ACTION

centrifugation

ACTION

centrifugation

USES

Chemistries, Immunology and Serology

USES

Chemistries, Immunology and Serology

Light

Light

Green

Green

Top

Top

Plasma Separating Tube (PST) with Lithium
ADDITIVE

Plasma Separating Tube (PST) with Lithium
ADDITIVE

heparin

heparin

MODE

Anticoagulates with lithium heparin; Plasma is

MODE

Anticoagulates with lithium heparin; Plasma is

OF

separated with PST gel at the bottom of the

OF

separated with PST gel at the bottom of the

ACTION

tube

ACTION

tube

USES

Chemistries

USES

Chemistries

Purple

Purple

Top

Top

ADDITIVE EDTA

ADDITIVE EDTA

MODE

MODE

OF

Forms calcium salts to remove calcium

OF

ACTION

ACTION

145

145

Forms calcium salts to remove calcium

Hematology (CBC) and Blood Bank

Hematology (CBC) and Blood Bank

(Crossmatch); requires full draw - invert 8
USES

(Crossmatch); requires full draw - invert 8
USES

times to prevent clotting and platelet

times to prevent clotting and platelet

clumping

clumping

Light

Light

Blue Top

Blue Top

ADDITIVE Sodium citrate

ADDITIVE Sodium citrate

MODE

MODE

OF

Forms calcium salts to remove calcium

ACTION

OF

Forms calcium salts to remove calcium

ACTION

Coagulation tests (protime and prothrombin
USES

Coagulation tests (protime and prothrombin
USES

time), full draw required

time), full draw required

Green

Green

Top

Top

ADDITIVE Sodium heparin or lithium heparin

ADDITIVE Sodium heparin or lithium heparin

MODE

MODE

OF

Inactivates thrombin and thromboplastin

OF

ACTION

ACTION

146

146

Inactivates thrombin and thromboplastin

For lithium level, use sodium heparin
USES

For ammonia level, use sodium or lithium

For lithium level, use sodium heparin
USES

heparin

For ammonia level, use sodium or lithium
heparin

Dark

Dark

Blue Top

Blue Top

ADDITIVE EDTA-

ADDITIVE EDTA-

MODE

MODE
Tube is designed to contain no contaminating

OF

Tube is designed to contain no contaminating
OF

metals
ACTION

metals
ACTION

Trace element testing (zinc, copper, lead,
USES

Trace element testing (zinc, copper, lead,
USES

mercury) and toxicology

mercury) and toxicology

Light

Light

Gray Top

Gray Top

ADDITIVE Sodium fluoride and potassium oxalate

ADDITIVE Sodium fluoride and potassium oxalate

MODE

MODE
Antiglycolytic agent preserves glucose up to 5

OF

Antiglycolytic agent preserves glucose up to 5
OF

days

days

ACTION

ACTION

147

147

Glucoses, requires full draw (may cause
USES

Glucoses, requires full draw (may cause
USES

hemolysis if short draw)

hemolysis if short draw)

Yellow

Yellow

Top

Top

ADDITIVE ACD (acid-citrate-dextrose)

ADDITIVE ACD (acid-citrate-dextrose)

MODE

MODE

OF

Complement inactivation

ACTION

OF

Complement inactivation

ACTION

HLA tissue typing, paternity testing, DNA
USES

HLA tissue typing, paternity testing, DNA
USES

studies

studies

Yellow –

Yellow –

Black

Black

Top

Top

ADDITIVE Broth mixture

ADDITIVE Broth mixture

MODE

MODE

OF

Preserves viability of microorganisms

OF

ACTION

ACTION

148

148

Preserves viability of microorganisms

USES

Microbiology – aerobes, anaerobes, fungi

USES

Black

Black

Top

Top

Microbiology – aerobes, anaerobes, fungi

ADDITIVE Sodium citrate (buffered)

ADDITIVE Sodium citrate (buffered)

MODE

MODE

OF

Forms calcium salts to remove calcium

ACTION

OF

Forms calcium salts to remove calcium

ACTION

Westergren Sedimentation Rate; requires full
USES

Westergren Sedimentation Rate; requires full
USES

draw

draw

Orange

Orange

Top

Top

ADDITIVE Thrombin

ADDITIVE Thrombin

MODE

MODE

OF

Quickly clots blood

ACTION

USES

149

OF

Quickly clots blood

ACTION

STAT serum chemistries

USES

149

STAT serum chemistries

Light

Light

Brown

Brown

Top

Top

ADDITIVE Sodium heparin

ADDITIVE Sodium heparin

MODE

MODE
Inactivates thrombin and thromboplastin;

OF

Inactivates thrombin and thromboplastin;
OF

contains virtually no lead
ACTION

USES

contains virtually no lead
ACTION

Serum lead determination

USES

Serum lead determination

Pink Top

Pink Top

ADDITIVE Potassium EDTA

ADDITIVE Potassium EDTA

MODE

MODE

OF

Forms calcium salts

ACTION

USES

OF

Forms calcium salts

ACTION

Immunohematology

USES

White

White

Top

Top

150

150

Immunohematology

ADDITIVE Potassium EDTA

ADDITIVE Potassium EDTA

MODE

MODE

OF

Forms calcium salts

ACTION

USES

Forms calcium salts

ACTION

Molecular/PCR and bDNA testing

References

151

OF

USES

Molecular/PCR and bDNA testing
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By Nancy Lydia Kimmel R.N., Ph.D., C.H.M.M.

By Nancy Lydia Kimmel R.N., Ph.D., C.H.M.M.

Nurses are trained to learn and apply patient assessment skills. These skills are the cornerstone of

Nurses are trained to learn and apply patient assessment skills. These skills are the cornerstone of

being a proficient nurse. The knowledge and procedures for developing these skills are learned in

being a proficient nurse. The knowledge and procedures for developing these skills are learned in

the first two years of nursing school and honed in clinical as the student nurse takes on a greater

the first two years of nursing school and honed in clinical as the student nurse takes on a greater

patient load. The “Standards of Care” that are the basis of nursing include the following:

patient load. The “Standards of Care” that are the basis of nursing include the following:

Standard 1. Assessment

Standard 1. Assessment

In an assessment the nurse must use all of his or her senses. These include hearing, touching, visual,

In an assessment the nurse must use all of his or her senses. These include hearing, touching, visual,

and therapeutic communication. The cephalocaudal approach is most always used. In other words,

and therapeutic communication. The cephalocaudal approach is most always used. In other words,

assessing a patient from head to toe. The nurse must self aware to be able to conduct a thorough

assessing a patient from head to toe. The nurse must self aware to be able to conduct a thorough

assessment. Data collection forms the basis for the next step in standards of care which is diagnosis.

assessment. Data collection forms the basis for the next step in standards of care which is diagnosis.

A nurse must have all the necessary equipment, such as a scale, tape measure, thermometer,

A nurse must have all the necessary equipment, such as a scale, tape measure, thermometer,

sphygmomanometer, a stethoscope and pen light. The setting is also very important in doing an

sphygmomanometer, a stethoscope and pen light. The setting is also very important in doing an

assessment. If a client is nervous or anxious they may not be as willing to answer questions that the

assessment. If a client is nervous or anxious they may not be as willing to answer questions that the

nurse asks or to be examined. Obtaining a quiet environment is not always possible, especially in an

nurse asks or to be examined. Obtaining a quiet environment is not always possible, especially in an

emergency situation. Therefore, the nurse must be very observant, and try to get as much pertinent

emergency situation. Therefore, the nurse must be very observant, and try to get as much pertinent

data as possible to formulate an nursing diagnosis For example, when doing an assessment on a

data as possible to formulate an nursing diagnosis For example, when doing an assessment on a

client that is complaining of severe stomach pain, asking them what foods they last ate would give

client that is complaining of severe stomach pain, asking them what foods they last ate would give

the nurse more pertinent information than asking them how many brothers or sisters they have.

the nurse more pertinent information than asking them how many brothers or sisters they have.

Standard II. Diagnosis

Standard II. Diagnosis
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A nursing diagnosis is not a medical diagnosis. A medical diagnosis would be the medical condition

A nursing diagnosis is not a medical diagnosis. A medical diagnosis would be the medical condition

of “Diabetes”. Whereas, a nursing diagnosis would be, “Altered Tissue Perfusion”, related to

of “Diabetes”. Whereas, a nursing diagnosis would be, “Altered Tissue Perfusion”, related to

decreased oxygenation of tissues as evidenced by a pulse oximetry of 92% , secondary to the

decreased oxygenation of tissues as evidenced by a pulse oximetry of 92% , secondary to the

medical condition of “Emphysema”. A nursing diagnosis is a formal statement that relates to how a

medical condition of “Emphysema”. A nursing diagnosis is a formal statement that relates to how a

client reacts to a real or perceived illness. In making a diagnosis the nurse attempts to formulate

client reacts to a real or perceived illness. In making a diagnosis the nurse attempts to formulate

steps to assist the client in alleviating and or mediating how they respond to real or perceived

steps to assist the client in alleviating and or mediating how they respond to real or perceived

illness.

illness.

Standard III. Outcome Identification

Standard III. Outcome Identification

In this process the nurses uses the assessment and diagnosis to set goals for the patient to achieve to

In this process the nurses uses the assessment and diagnosis to set goals for the patient to achieve to

attain a greater level of wellness. Such goals may simply be that the patient now comprehends the

attain a greater level of wellness. Such goals may simply be that the patient now comprehends the

regime of testing their blood sugar, or perhaps a new mother gleans a sense of security now that she

regime of testing their blood sugar, or perhaps a new mother gleans a sense of security now that she

has been instructed in the correct method of breast feeding. The nurse must plan the goals that the

has been instructed in the correct method of breast feeding. The nurse must plan the goals that the

client is to achieve around the clients ability. For instance, the goal that a client will walk normally

client is to achieve around the clients ability. For instance, the goal that a client will walk normally

after two days of having knee surgery is unrealistic, in the sense that the client’s knee will not be

after two days of having knee surgery is unrealistic, in the sense that the client’s knee will not be

completely healed. However, the goal that the client will be able to demonstrate the correct use of

completely healed. However, the goal that the client will be able to demonstrate the correct use of

crutches, would be more realistic. This goal is also measurable, since the patient will be in the

crutches, would be more realistic. This goal is also measurable, since the patient will be in the

hospital and the nurse can teach and observe a return demonstration. Therefore, the goals or

hospital and the nurse can teach and observe a return demonstration. Therefore, the goals or

outcomes for the client must also be measurable.

outcomes for the client must also be measurable.

Standard IV. Planning

Standard IV. Planning

The planning standard is designed around the clients activities while in the hospital environment.

The planning standard is designed around the clients activities while in the hospital environment.

Therefore the nurse must plan to teach and demonstrate tasks when the patient is free to learn. This

Therefore the nurse must plan to teach and demonstrate tasks when the patient is free to learn. This

would involve administering pain medication prior to learning to walk with crutches or waiting

would involve administering pain medication prior to learning to walk with crutches or waiting

until after a patient has finished a meal before teaching on how to use a syringe. The atmosphere

until after a patient has finished a meal before teaching on how to use a syringe. The atmosphere

should be conducive for the client to learn.

should be conducive for the client to learn.
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Standard V. Implementation

Standard V. Implementation

This standard requires that the nurse put to the test the methods and steps designed to help the client

This standard requires that the nurse put to the test the methods and steps designed to help the client

achieve their goals. In implementation, the nurse performs the actions necessary for the client’s

achieve their goals. In implementation, the nurse performs the actions necessary for the client’s

plan. If teaching is one of the goals then the nurse would document the time, place, method and

plan. If teaching is one of the goals then the nurse would document the time, place, method and

information taught.

information taught.

Standard VI. Evaluation

Standard VI. Evaluation

Evaluation is the final standard. In this step the nurse makes the determination whether or not the

Evaluation is the final standard. In this step the nurse makes the determination whether or not the

goals originally set for the client have been met. If the nurse concludes that the goal or goals have

goals originally set for the client have been met. If the nurse concludes that the goal or goals have

not been met, then the plan has to be revised and documented as such. Goals therefore should be

not been met, then the plan has to be revised and documented as such. Goals therefore should be

timely and measurable. If the client’s goal was to use crutches successfully, and the client was able

timely and measurable. If the client’s goal was to use crutches successfully, and the client was able

to perform a repeat demonstration for the nurse, then the goal was met.

to perform a repeat demonstration for the nurse, then the goal was met.

The above standards are the cornerstone of the nursing profession. These standards take time and

The above standards are the cornerstone of the nursing profession. These standards take time and

experience to learn and to implement. Experience is the best teacher, and a nurse should

experience to learn and to implement. Experience is the best teacher, and a nurse should

continuously strive for excellence in their care of patients, and recognizing how to help patients

continuously strive for excellence in their care of patients, and recognizing how to help patients

achieve a higher level of physical and emotional wellness.

achieve a higher level of physical and emotional wellness.

Helping the Diabetic Manage Their Diabetes With Family Support

Helping the Diabetic Manage Their Diabetes With Family Support

Written by kimmel52

Written by kimmel52

By Nancy Kimmel R.N., Ph.D., C.H.M.M.

By Nancy Kimmel R.N., Ph.D., C.H.M.M.

The quality of life and health are greatly increased when those who are diabetic control their blood

The quality of life and health are greatly increased when those who are diabetic control their blood

glucose levels consistently throughout the day. Tight glycemic control can prevent many of the

glucose levels consistently throughout the day. Tight glycemic control can prevent many of the

illnesses associated with diabetes such as peripheral neuropathy, glaucoma, cardiovascular disease

illnesses associated with diabetes such as peripheral neuropathy, glaucoma, cardiovascular disease

and hypertension. A good predictor of careful blood glucose monitoring is the Hemoglobin A1C

and hypertension. A good predictor of careful blood glucose monitoring is the Hemoglobin A1C

test. This test can measure the amount of glucose that has bound to blood cells over ninety to a one

test. This test can measure the amount of glucose that has bound to blood cells over ninety to a one
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hundred and twenty day period, which is the approximate life of a red blood cell. As it happens,

hundred and twenty day period, which is the approximate life of a red blood cell. As it happens,

glucose, once bound to a red blood cell, stays bound to it for the course of the blood cells life. The

glucose, once bound to a red blood cell, stays bound to it for the course of the blood cells life. The

acceptable level that indicates good glycemic control is 7.0% or less. (1). Levels greater than this

acceptable level that indicates good glycemic control is 7.0% or less. (1). Levels greater than this

indicate that the diabetic individual needs to exert greater control over their blood sugar levels.

indicate that the diabetic individual needs to exert greater control over their blood sugar levels.

Many times, diabetics will insist that they are doing a successful job at monitoring their blood

Many times, diabetics will insist that they are doing a successful job at monitoring their blood

glucose levels, until their hemoglobin A1C results come back with results greater than 7.0%.

glucose levels, until their hemoglobin A1C results come back with results greater than 7.0%.

It is not unusual for diabetics to become frustrated, or overwhelmed with the task of managing their

It is not unusual for diabetics to become frustrated, or overwhelmed with the task of managing their

blood glucose, administering insulin and eating a well balanced diet. Those diabetics, who have led

blood glucose, administering insulin and eating a well balanced diet. Those diabetics, who have led

a sedentary life style, are over weight, drink and or smoke, are placing their health in jeopardy by

a sedentary life style, are over weight, drink and or smoke, are placing their health in jeopardy by

not adhering to their blood glucose monitoring regime. Finger sticks two to four times a day are not

not adhering to their blood glucose monitoring regime. Finger sticks two to four times a day are not

pleasant. Combine that with the insulin injections, and it is no wonder that many diabetics continue

pleasant. Combine that with the insulin injections, and it is no wonder that many diabetics continue

to ignore their medical problem. Also, many diabetics will say that they feel good, so there is no

to ignore their medical problem. Also, many diabetics will say that they feel good, so there is no

reason to monitor their blood glucose carefully. What the diabetic needs to understand is that

reason to monitor their blood glucose carefully. What the diabetic needs to understand is that

although they may feel well, their blood glucose can still be at a level that is physiologically

although they may feel well, their blood glucose can still be at a level that is physiologically

destructive. A blood glucose level of 160mg/dl may not make the diabetic notice any physical

destructive. A blood glucose level of 160mg/dl may not make the diabetic notice any physical

symptoms, but internally that extra sugar can break down muscle tissue, affect their kidneys and

symptoms, but internally that extra sugar can break down muscle tissue, affect their kidneys and

start plaque build up in their arteries by raising their LDL’s (low density lipoproteins). Family,

start plaque build up in their arteries by raising their LDL’s (low density lipoproteins). Family,

friends and visiting nurses can help the diabetic manage their blood glucose consistently. Those

friends and visiting nurses can help the diabetic manage their blood glucose consistently. Those

members of the family who buy the groceries should keep healthy foods on hand for snack time

members of the family who buy the groceries should keep healthy foods on hand for snack time

such as yogurts, carrots, fruit, nuts, and whole grain cereals. Family members should try to eat the

such as yogurts, carrots, fruit, nuts, and whole grain cereals. Family members should try to eat the

same foods as their diabetic member. Limiting carbonated beverages, cakes, cookies and processed

same foods as their diabetic member. Limiting carbonated beverages, cakes, cookies and processed

sweets in the household will help the diabetic family member realize that they are important and

sweets in the household will help the diabetic family member realize that they are important and

help them to adhere to a well balanced diet. It is important for the diabetic family member to know

help them to adhere to a well balanced diet. It is important for the diabetic family member to know

that they are not alone.

that they are not alone.
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Friends can help in a similar fashion by suggesting a healthy restaurant when dinning out, such as

Friends can help in a similar fashion by suggesting a healthy restaurant when dinning out, such as

Mediterranean or sea food cuisine. The visiting nurse can help by meeting with the diabetic client

Mediterranean or sea food cuisine. The visiting nurse can help by meeting with the diabetic client

and the rest of the family, offering praise, support and knowledge. Praise and encouragement from

and the rest of the family, offering praise, support and knowledge. Praise and encouragement from

the nurse can help renew the clients hope and the family’s commitment to the health of their loved

the nurse can help renew the clients hope and the family’s commitment to the health of their loved

one. The visiting nurse can bring new knowledge about treatments and tests, verify that the client is

one. The visiting nurse can bring new knowledge about treatments and tests, verify that the client is

using the equipment properly and assess the injection sites. They can also bring supplies to the

using the equipment properly and assess the injection sites. They can also bring supplies to the

home, such as syringes, alcohol wipes and brochures.

home, such as syringes, alcohol wipes and brochures.

Diabetic support groups are also very helpful. Family members should encourage their loved one to

Diabetic support groups are also very helpful. Family members should encourage their loved one to

attend and accompany them. The more knowledgeable a family is about their loved ones illness the

attend and accompany them. The more knowledgeable a family is about their loved ones illness the

better they will be at helping them manage their condition successfully.

better they will be at helping them manage their condition successfully.

Family members need to encourage their diabetic loved one to express their feelings. Let them

Family members need to encourage their diabetic loved one to express their feelings. Let them

weep, cry, yell and or scream. Give them the freedom to express their emotions in an accepting and

weep, cry, yell and or scream. Give them the freedom to express their emotions in an accepting and

loving environment. Whether the diabetic is six or sixty, diabetes can make one feel all alone, and

loving environment. Whether the diabetic is six or sixty, diabetes can make one feel all alone, and

this can lead to apathy towards their illness. Family and friends can play a crucial role in helping the

this can lead to apathy towards their illness. Family and friends can play a crucial role in helping the

diabetic manage their blood sugar so that they can live a long, healthy and happy life.

diabetic manage their blood sugar so that they can live a long, healthy and happy life.

Below is a list of some of the diabetic support groups.

Below is a list of some of the diabetic support groups.
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Proper foot care is very important for people who are diabetic. People spend a great amount of time

Proper foot care is very important for people who are diabetic. People spend a great amount of time

on their feet. Knowledge of proper foot care can save the diabetic individual from many future

on their feet. Knowledge of proper foot care can save the diabetic individual from many future

complications that can arise from foot care neglect, such as open wounds, infection, and loss of toe

complications that can arise from foot care neglect, such as open wounds, infection, and loss of toe

nails, poor circulation, peripheral neuropathy, septicemia and gangrene. Diabetes causes poor

nails, poor circulation, peripheral neuropathy, septicemia and gangrene. Diabetes causes poor

circulation, which in turn causes the diabetic individual a loss of sensation. The feet are the farthest

circulation, which in turn causes the diabetic individual a loss of sensation. The feet are the farthest

away from the heart and are therefore the most susceptible to complications from injury.

away from the heart and are therefore the most susceptible to complications from injury.

Using common sense and taking some simple precautions will go a long way to promoting healthy

Using common sense and taking some simple precautions will go a long way to promoting healthy

feet. Here is a list of some of some healthy tips for diabetics regarding their foot care.

feet. Here is a list of some of some healthy tips for diabetics regarding their foot care.

- Water should be tested with the person’s hand, and should be tepid not hot. Due to peripheral

- Water should be tested with the person’s hand, and should be tepid not hot. Due to peripheral

neuropathy, it is possible to use water that is too hot and can cause injury to the tissue.

neuropathy, it is possible to use water that is too hot and can cause injury to the tissue.

- Use soap that is gentle on the skin, such as Ivory. or Dove.. Antibacterial soaps can be harsh on

- Use soap that is gentle on the skin, such as Ivory. or Dove.. Antibacterial soaps can be harsh on

the skin, cause allergic reactions in some people.

the skin, cause allergic reactions in some people.

- Instead of clipping the toe nails, use an emery board. Clipping the toe nails can lead to breaking

- Instead of clipping the toe nails, use an emery board. Clipping the toe nails can lead to breaking

the skin or ingrown toe nails.

the skin or ingrown toe nails.

- See a podiatrist on a regular basis, at least monthly. The podiatrist can clip the toe nails and

- See a podiatrist on a regular basis, at least monthly. The podiatrist can clip the toe nails and

determine if there are any areas of concern.

determine if there are any areas of concern.

- Wear foot coverings at all times. Going barefoot can lead to unexpected injury from foreign

- Wear foot coverings at all times. Going barefoot can lead to unexpected injury from foreign

objects as well as bacterial infection. Sandals that are open toed should be avoided. Always try to

objects as well as bacterial infection. Sandals that are open toed should be avoided. Always try to

cover the entire foot. Use slippers while in the home.

cover the entire foot. Use slippers while in the home.

Be sure to have comfortable shoes. Choose shoes that are a half size bigger and wide enough to

Be sure to have comfortable shoes. Choose shoes that are a half size bigger and wide enough to
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accommodate cotton socks. Leather shoes are better than vinyl man made materials. The type of

accommodate cotton socks. Leather shoes are better than vinyl man made materials. The type of

activity that someone engages in usually dictates the type of shoes to be worn. Comfort should be

activity that someone engages in usually dictates the type of shoes to be worn. Comfort should be

their priority. A diabetic may choose not to wear socks with their tennis shoes while engaging in an

their priority. A diabetic may choose not to wear socks with their tennis shoes while engaging in an

activity. If they are wearing shoes made of vinyl or leather, their feet will sweat profusely. Sweat

activity. If they are wearing shoes made of vinyl or leather, their feet will sweat profusely. Sweat

from feet, especially in a slightly anaerobic environment (without oxygen) can become acidic,

from feet, especially in a slightly anaerobic environment (without oxygen) can become acidic,

rather than alkaline. The acid sweat can irritate the skin and excoriate areas where there are sores

rather than alkaline. The acid sweat can irritate the skin and excoriate areas where there are sores

beginning to form.

beginning to form.

- Always use cotton socks. Cotton absorbs sweat more than any other material. Avoid nylon socks

- Always use cotton socks. Cotton absorbs sweat more than any other material. Avoid nylon socks

if possible.

if possible.

- Avoid shoes that have high heels. High heels will push the toes forward and can easily cause

- Avoid shoes that have high heels. High heels will push the toes forward and can easily cause

ingrown toe nails and loss of feeling.

ingrown toe nails and loss of feeling.

- Try to elevate the feet during the day. Schedule daily rest periods. When elevating the feet, try to

- Try to elevate the feet during the day. Schedule daily rest periods. When elevating the feet, try to

keep the feet higher than the heart. This position allows blood to flow easier and enhances

keep the feet higher than the heart. This position allows blood to flow easier and enhances

circulation.

circulation.

- Avoid perfumed lotions on the feet. If dryness is a problem, use alcohol and perfumed free lotions.

- Avoid perfumed lotions on the feet. If dryness is a problem, use alcohol and perfumed free lotions.

Be sure to thoroughly massage all of lotion into the foot, or dry off excess lotion.

Be sure to thoroughly massage all of lotion into the foot, or dry off excess lotion.

- Dry feet thoroughly after each washing and air out feet if possible during the day.

- Dry feet thoroughly after each washing and air out feet if possible during the day.

- Avoid standing for long periods of time. Blood has a tendency to pool in the foot and ankle area,

- Avoid standing for long periods of time. Blood has a tendency to pool in the foot and ankle area,

making it harder to circulate back to the heart.

making it harder to circulate back to the heart.

- Avoid activities that can cause injury to the foot, such as soccer and football. If those games

- Avoid activities that can cause injury to the foot, such as soccer and football. If those games

cannot be avoided, then choose good foot protection.

cannot be avoided, then choose good foot protection.

Using proper foot care sense with good hygiene can make living with diabetes easier and prevent

Using proper foot care sense with good hygiene can make living with diabetes easier and prevent

unnecessary complications that could affect the quality of ones life.

unnecessary complications that could affect the quality of ones life.
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So, you are a diabetic. If you have just been recently diagnosed, then there is much to learn. Be

So, you are a diabetic. If you have just been recently diagnosed, then there is much to learn. Be

careful where you get your information. The doctor should be your first source. Your doctor should

careful where you get your information. The doctor should be your first source. Your doctor should

prepare you with literature and other teaching material, as well as give you referrals to help groups.

prepare you with literature and other teaching material, as well as give you referrals to help groups.

Being a diabetic doesn’t mean your life is going to change. It does mean that you will have to make

Being a diabetic doesn’t mean your life is going to change. It does mean that you will have to make

important decisions about your health maintenance. If your diagnoses requires that you take oral

important decisions about your health maintenance. If your diagnoses requires that you take oral

hypoglycemics then you need to know how they work, when to take them, and the signs and

hypoglycemics then you need to know how they work, when to take them, and the signs and

symptoms of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia. For those who are required to take injections of

symptoms of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia. For those who are required to take injections of

insulin, they must learn how to give themselves injections, and take their blood glucose level. The

insulin, they must learn how to give themselves injections, and take their blood glucose level. The

best idea is to take it slow. All of this information may seem overwhelming at the beginning. No

best idea is to take it slow. All of this information may seem overwhelming at the beginning. No

one expects you to know everything. Most of all be patient with yourself.

one expects you to know everything. Most of all be patient with yourself.

It is important to understand why you have diabetes. Diabetes whether Type I or Type II has been

It is important to understand why you have diabetes. Diabetes whether Type I or Type II has been

determined to have certain genetic links. Genetically speaking, Type I Diabetes risk to offspring

determined to have certain genetic links. Genetically speaking, Type I Diabetes risk to offspring

from the mother is 1%-3%, risk to offspring of diabetic fathers is 4 %-6%, with identical twin

from the mother is 1%-3%, risk to offspring of diabetic fathers is 4 %-6%, with identical twin

concordance between 30%-50%. (1) In regards to Type II Diabetes the genetic predisposition of

concordance between 30%-50%. (1) In regards to Type II Diabetes the genetic predisposition of

risk to first degree relatives is 10%-15% and identical twin concordance can exceed 90%. (1)

risk to first degree relatives is 10%-15% and identical twin concordance can exceed 90%. (1)
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In Type I Diabetes the autoimmune system of the individual gradually destroys the beta cells within

In Type I Diabetes the autoimmune system of the individual gradually destroys the beta cells within

the pancreas. Signs and symptoms of diabetes do not begin to manifest until 80%-90% of the beta

the pancreas. Signs and symptoms of diabetes do not begin to manifest until 80%-90% of the beta

cells are destroyed. Beta cells are important because they are responsible for the production of

cells are destroyed. Beta cells are important because they are responsible for the production of

insulin. Insulin is a hormone that controls the amount of glucose in the blood stream at any

insulin. Insulin is a hormone that controls the amount of glucose in the blood stream at any

particular time. For instance, when a person indulges in a meal that is high in sugar content, there

particular time. For instance, when a person indulges in a meal that is high in sugar content, there

will be large amounts ofo circulating glucose in the blood. To protect the body from excessive

will be large amounts ofo circulating glucose in the blood. To protect the body from excessive

amounts of glucose, there is cascade of hormonal signals that stimulate the pancreas to produce

amounts of glucose, there is cascade of hormonal signals that stimulate the pancreas to produce

insulin and put the unused glucose back into the cell where it will stay until the body requires it.

insulin and put the unused glucose back into the cell where it will stay until the body requires it.

High glucose levels can put the person in danger of diabetic ketoacidosis. Excessively low levels of

High glucose levels can put the person in danger of diabetic ketoacidosis. Excessively low levels of

blood glucose can be just as dangerous as in hypoglycemia. The acceptable range of blood glucose

blood glucose can be just as dangerous as in hypoglycemia. The acceptable range of blood glucose

levels considered optimum range between 90-120 mg/dl. The diagnoses of diabetes require blood

levels considered optimum range between 90-120 mg/dl. The diagnoses of diabetes require blood

tests for confirmation. Usually one of the following blood tests are done;

tests for confirmation. Usually one of the following blood tests are done;

1. Fasting Plasma glucose level exceeding 126 mg/dl

1. Fasting Plasma glucose level exceeding 126 mg/dl

2. Random, or casual, plasma glucose exceeding 200mg/dl, with the inclusion of the signs and

2. Random, or casual, plasma glucose exceeding 200mg/dl, with the inclusion of the signs and

symptoms of Type I Diabetes.

symptoms of Type I Diabetes.

3. Two hour Oral Glucose Tolerance Test level exceeding 200mg/dl using a glucose load of 75mg.

3. Two hour Oral Glucose Tolerance Test level exceeding 200mg/dl using a glucose load of 75mg.

Type II Diabetes is by far the most prevalent in those people diagnosed with diabetes. Also, certain

Type II Diabetes is by far the most prevalent in those people diagnosed with diabetes. Also, certain

populations have a predisposition to diabetes more so than others. Native Americans, Hispanics and

populations have a predisposition to diabetes more so than others. Native Americans, Hispanics and

African Americans appear to have higher rates of Type II diabetes than their non-Hispanic white

African Americans appear to have higher rates of Type II diabetes than their non-Hispanic white

counterparts.

counterparts.

The signs and symptoms of diabetes can differ depending on whether the person is Type I or Type

The signs and symptoms of diabetes can differ depending on whether the person is Type I or Type

II. For Type I diabetics, the symptoms include, polyuria (frequent urination), polydipsia (excessive

II. For Type I diabetics, the symptoms include, polyuria (frequent urination), polydipsia (excessive

thirst), and polyphagia (excessive hunger) as well as weight loss, weakness and fatigue. The signs

thirst), and polyphagia (excessive hunger) as well as weight loss, weakness and fatigue. The signs

and symptoms of Type II Diabetes are not as obvious as Type I. In Type II Diabetics, the onset is

and symptoms of Type II Diabetes are not as obvious as Type I. In Type II Diabetics, the onset is
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later in life. Also, their pancreas is still producing some endogenous insulin. Therefore, their

later in life. Also, their pancreas is still producing some endogenous insulin. Therefore, their

symptoms are not as detectable. Symptoms include, delayed wound healing, peripheral neuropathy

symptoms are not as detectable. Symptoms include, delayed wound healing, peripheral neuropathy

(decreased sensation or pain in extremities), fatigue and visual changes. or Diabetes, just like

(decreased sensation or pain in extremities), fatigue and visual changes. or Diabetes, just like

hypertension is a disease that must be treated for life. Diabetics who take proper care of themselves

hypertension is a disease that must be treated for life. Diabetics who take proper care of themselves

can live long healthy lives into their nineties.

can live long healthy lives into their nineties.
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Diabetes is an illness that the patient must live with the rest of their lives. The key to living with

Diabetes is an illness that the patient must live with the rest of their lives. The key to living with

diabetes successfully is managing tight glycemic control, or controlling blood sugar levels. Blood

diabetes successfully is managing tight glycemic control, or controlling blood sugar levels. Blood

sugar levels can vary from time to time depending on several factors such as stress levels, amount

sugar levels can vary from time to time depending on several factors such as stress levels, amount

of food consumed, type of food consumed, amount of insulin used or insufficient insulin coverage

of food consumed, type of food consumed, amount of insulin used or insufficient insulin coverage

and the time of day.

and the time of day.

The human being responds to Circadian Rhythms. These are regular changes in mental and physical

The human being responds to Circadian Rhythms. These are regular changes in mental and physical

characteristics that occur in the course of a day. This term may be more familiar as the, “biological

characteristics that occur in the course of a day. This term may be more familiar as the, “biological

clock”. A good example is that of someone working midnights for the first time. They find it very

clock”. A good example is that of someone working midnights for the first time. They find it very

difficult to sleep during the day and stay awake all through the night. It is as if their body has a

difficult to sleep during the day and stay awake all through the night. It is as if their body has a

mind of its own. In fact, there is some truth to that statement. Bears hibernate because of their

mind of its own. In fact, there is some truth to that statement. Bears hibernate because of their

biological clock.

biological clock.

Circadian Rhythms combined with the above mentioned factors can produce wide fluctuations in

Circadian Rhythms combined with the above mentioned factors can produce wide fluctuations in
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the blood glucose levels of diabetics while they sleep. A diabetic’s blood glucose level may be at

the blood glucose levels of diabetics while they sleep. A diabetic’s blood glucose level may be at

135 mg/dL prior to bedtime and at two A.M. may drop to 40 mg/dL, causing a severe state of

135 mg/dL prior to bedtime and at two A.M. may drop to 40 mg/dL, causing a severe state of

hypoglycemia. The body responds to such a drop by producing glucose from alternate sources,

hypoglycemia. The body responds to such a drop by producing glucose from alternate sources,

since there is no source of ingested food. The only sources of glucose come from the liver via

since there is no source of ingested food. The only sources of glucose come from the liver via

gluconeogenesis, lipolysis (break down of lipids) and glycogenolysis.

gluconeogenesis, lipolysis (break down of lipids) and glycogenolysis.

The body’s hormones stimulate this cascading response to dangerously low blood sugar. The results

The body’s hormones stimulate this cascading response to dangerously low blood sugar. The results

of such a response, is that of high blood sugar. This rebound hyperglycemia can in turn causes

of such a response, is that of high blood sugar. This rebound hyperglycemia can in turn causes

ketosis. Ketosis occurs because the body is fooled into thinking that there is not enough glucose,

ketosis. Ketosis occurs because the body is fooled into thinking that there is not enough glucose,

since the cells are starved, and the glucose is floating in the blood stream instead of being utilized

since the cells are starved, and the glucose is floating in the blood stream instead of being utilized

within the cells. The body then begins to break down proteins which in turn cause the release of

within the cells. The body then begins to break down proteins which in turn cause the release of

ketones. The release of ketones causes the pH of the system to drop. If the pH of the body drops

ketones. The release of ketones causes the pH of the system to drop. If the pH of the body drops

below 7.35, a state of Diabetic Ketoacidosis occurs, which can cause a diabetic coma.

below 7.35, a state of Diabetic Ketoacidosis occurs, which can cause a diabetic coma.

This rebound hyperglycemia known to occur in response to hypoglycemia in the early hours of the

This rebound hyperglycemia known to occur in response to hypoglycemia in the early hours of the

morning between two and four A.M., is called, the Somogyi Effect. A good way of detecting the

morning between two and four A.M., is called, the Somogyi Effect. A good way of detecting the

Somogyi Effect is to have the diabetic test their blood sugar during those hours. If their blood sugar

Somogyi Effect is to have the diabetic test their blood sugar during those hours. If their blood sugar

is low, then they can correct it by eating a snack, before going back to sleep.

is low, then they can correct it by eating a snack, before going back to sleep.

The Somogyi Effect can occur at anytime during the day, but is most often equated with the early

The Somogyi Effect can occur at anytime during the day, but is most often equated with the early

hours of the morning. Symptoms include headache, nightmares and night sweats. The treatment of

hours of the morning. Symptoms include headache, nightmares and night sweats. The treatment of

this phenomenon usually involves lowering insulin dosage prior to sleep.

this phenomenon usually involves lowering insulin dosage prior to sleep.

Another disorder similar to the Somogyi Effect is known as the Dawn Phenomenon. Although most

Another disorder similar to the Somogyi Effect is known as the Dawn Phenomenon. Although most

diabetics are affected by this disorder, it seems to occur more often in pubescent adolescents.

diabetics are affected by this disorder, it seems to occur more often in pubescent adolescents.

Adolescents’ blood sugar is affected adversely by their body releasing counter regulatory hormones.

Adolescents’ blood sugar is affected adversely by their body releasing counter regulatory hormones.

These counter regulatory hormones produce precipitously high blood sugar levels. It is thought that

These counter regulatory hormones produce precipitously high blood sugar levels. It is thought that

the growth hormone has some impact in relation to the production of counter regulatory hormones.

the growth hormone has some impact in relation to the production of counter regulatory hormones.
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Usually upon waking, the diabetic’s blood sugar is excessively high. Correction of the Dawn

Usually upon waking, the diabetic’s blood sugar is excessively high. Correction of the Dawn

Phenomenon requires an increase in insulin coverage prior to bedtime.

Phenomenon requires an increase in insulin coverage prior to bedtime.

It is easy to see how both of these disorders can be mistakenly diagnosed for the other. That is why

It is easy to see how both of these disorders can be mistakenly diagnosed for the other. That is why

it is important for the diabetic to test their own sugar on several early morning intervals and present

it is important for the diabetic to test their own sugar on several early morning intervals and present

the results to their doctor. Correct determination of which disorder is occurring is crucial to

the results to their doctor. Correct determination of which disorder is occurring is crucial to

continued health of the diabetic.

continued health of the diabetic.
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Once a patient is diagnosed as having diabetes, their world suddenly changes. Now they must

Once a patient is diagnosed as having diabetes, their world suddenly changes. Now they must

monitor their glucose before meals and at bedtime, they must watch the sugars that they consume

monitor their glucose before meals and at bedtime, they must watch the sugars that they consume

and be aware of the signs and symptoms of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia and know what

and be aware of the signs and symptoms of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia and know what

actions to take. This is a lot of information to process for a diabetic of any age. Type 1 diabetics

actions to take. This is a lot of information to process for a diabetic of any age. Type 1 diabetics

tend to develop diabetes during adolescence. Type 1 indicates that they are dependent upon insulin

tend to develop diabetes during adolescence. Type 1 indicates that they are dependent upon insulin

to control their blood sugar. Type II diabetics usually develop diabetes later on in life and they are

to control their blood sugar. Type II diabetics usually develop diabetes later on in life and they are

prescribed oral hypoglycemic agents to control their blood sugar. A healthy diet can make a

prescribed oral hypoglycemic agents to control their blood sugar. A healthy diet can make a
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positive impact on the diabetic’s life expectancy. Knowing what foods to eat and what foods to

positive impact on the diabetic’s life expectancy. Knowing what foods to eat and what foods to

avoid is the cornerstone of managing diabetes, as well as tight glycemic control. Therefore

avoid is the cornerstone of managing diabetes, as well as tight glycemic control. Therefore

nutritional intervention is the responsibility of the nurse, to help promote the health and well being

nutritional intervention is the responsibility of the nurse, to help promote the health and well being

of the patient. Nutritional recommendations for diabetic’s is similar to that of the National

of the patient. Nutritional recommendations for diabetic’s is similar to that of the National

Cholesterol Education Program.

Cholesterol Education Program.

In the diabetic patient, their production of insulin (a necessary enzyme produced by the beta cells on

In the diabetic patient, their production of insulin (a necessary enzyme produced by the beta cells on

the Islets of Langerhan within the pancreas) is insufficient. In type I diabetes, insulin deficit occurs

the Islets of Langerhan within the pancreas) is insufficient. In type I diabetes, insulin deficit occurs

at an early age, whereas in type II diabetes this insulin deficiency takes years to deplete. Lack of

at an early age, whereas in type II diabetes this insulin deficiency takes years to deplete. Lack of

insulin allows proliferation of large amounts of glucose to travel freely throughout the blood stream.

insulin allows proliferation of large amounts of glucose to travel freely throughout the blood stream.

Insulin administered subcutaneously or via pill form, helps to move glucose from the blood stream

Insulin administered subcutaneously or via pill form, helps to move glucose from the blood stream

back into the cells. Levels of normal blood glucose levels range from 70 -120 mg/dl, although some

back into the cells. Levels of normal blood glucose levels range from 70 -120 mg/dl, although some

literature suggests levels up to 145mg/dl as normal. Excessive amounts of glucose in the blood

literature suggests levels up to 145mg/dl as normal. Excessive amounts of glucose in the blood

stream can cause numerous health problems. Diabetes has been directly related to some of the

stream can cause numerous health problems. Diabetes has been directly related to some of the

following illnesses; kidney disease, high blood pressure, peripheral neuropathy, glaucoma and heart

following illnesses; kidney disease, high blood pressure, peripheral neuropathy, glaucoma and heart

disease. Therefore it is essential for the diabetic patient to have a good understanding of the foods

disease. Therefore it is essential for the diabetic patient to have a good understanding of the foods

that will benefit them. Recommendations include choosing carbohydrates from grains, fruit and

that will benefit them. Recommendations include choosing carbohydrates from grains, fruit and

vegetables. Consistency of carbohydrates eaten regularly for snack and at meal time is a crucial

vegetables. Consistency of carbohydrates eaten regularly for snack and at meal time is a crucial

factor in glycemic control, more than the type of carbohydrate eaten. Diabetics who receive either

factor in glycemic control, more than the type of carbohydrate eaten. Diabetics who receive either

insulin or Lantus® (a long lasting insulin) at night should be instructed to eat a snack in the middle

insulin or Lantus® (a long lasting insulin) at night should be instructed to eat a snack in the middle

of the night to prevent a dramatic drop in blood sugar in the dawn hours. Hypoglycemia can be just

of the night to prevent a dramatic drop in blood sugar in the dawn hours. Hypoglycemia can be just

a dangerous as hyperglycemia. The signs and symptoms of each state mimic the other. The rule of

a dangerous as hyperglycemia. The signs and symptoms of each state mimic the other. The rule of

thumb is to treat the onset of either with a source of fast acting glucose source, such as a hard candy

thumb is to treat the onset of either with a source of fast acting glucose source, such as a hard candy

or fruit juice, and then check the blood sugar. Hypoglycemia can cause a coma. The brain is the

or fruit juice, and then check the blood sugar. Hypoglycemia can cause a coma. The brain is the

only organ in the body that utilizes pure glucose. Therefore, by depleting the brains only source of

only organ in the body that utilizes pure glucose. Therefore, by depleting the brains only source of
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food, the brain will cease to function. So, it is better to treat with fast acting sugar first. This is not

food, the brain will cease to function. So, it is better to treat with fast acting sugar first. This is not

going to raise the blood sugar appreciably if the blood sugar is already high. However, if the

going to raise the blood sugar appreciably if the blood sugar is already high. However, if the

persons blood sugar is very low, then the addition of a fast acting sugar can save their life

persons blood sugar is very low, then the addition of a fast acting sugar can save their life

immediately. Of course, in a hospital setting, the nurse would immediately check the client’s blood

immediately. Of course, in a hospital setting, the nurse would immediately check the client’s blood

sugar with a glucometer. Sucrose can replace starch without effecting blood sugar levels

sugar with a glucometer. Sucrose can replace starch without effecting blood sugar levels

dramatically. The client should make a list of the foods that they are used to eating on a regular

dramatically. The client should make a list of the foods that they are used to eating on a regular

basis and with the help of the nurse re-structure their diet with choices from the food pyramid.

basis and with the help of the nurse re-structure their diet with choices from the food pyramid.

Allow the client to choose the foods that they want to substitute. This is going to be their life diet,

Allow the client to choose the foods that they want to substitute. This is going to be their life diet,

and it is very important that they be the one to structure how and what they eat. The patient should

and it is very important that they be the one to structure how and what they eat. The patient should

verbalize the benefits of the foods and what type of sugar source the foods represent. Once the

verbalize the benefits of the foods and what type of sugar source the foods represent. Once the

patient can express their dietary plan, and the type of foods that are beneficial as opposed to those

patient can express their dietary plan, and the type of foods that are beneficial as opposed to those

foods that are merely empty calories, the patient will feel encouraged and become more involved in

foods that are merely empty calories, the patient will feel encouraged and become more involved in

their blood glucose monitoring.

their blood glucose monitoring.
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When the individual’s blood sugar gets very high and they are profoundly deficient in insulin, the

When the individual’s blood sugar gets very high and they are profoundly deficient in insulin, the

body becomes unable to utilize blood sugar efficiently. The body then begins to burn fat stores for

body becomes unable to utilize blood sugar efficiently. The body then begins to burn fat stores for

food. As these fat stores are burned, a by product is released called Ketones. It is ketones that are

food. As these fat stores are burned, a by product is released called Ketones. It is ketones that are

responsible for lowering the body’s pH level below 7.35. Metabolic acidosis occurs when the pH of

responsible for lowering the body’s pH level below 7.35. Metabolic acidosis occurs when the pH of

the body drops below 7.35. The body attempts to excrete the ketones via the kidneys, causing

the body drops below 7.35. The body attempts to excrete the ketones via the kidneys, causing

ketones to be released in the urine, a term called ketonuria. However along with the negative

ketones to be released in the urine, a term called ketonuria. However along with the negative
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ketones, the body’s positively charged electrolytes are also excreted. This leads to an electrolyte

ketones, the body’s positively charged electrolytes are also excreted. This leads to an electrolyte

imbalance. The body continues to burn other glucose stores in the body such as proteins, causing

imbalance. The body continues to burn other glucose stores in the body such as proteins, causing

nitrogen losses.

nitrogen losses.

Now the body has depletion in electrolytes. This can cause nausea and vomiting, depleting more

Now the body has depletion in electrolytes. This can cause nausea and vomiting, depleting more

electrolytes. The individual is now in a severe hyperglycemic state and is hypovolemic as well. If

electrolytes. The individual is now in a severe hyperglycemic state and is hypovolemic as well. If

these conditions are left untreated, the person can go into hypovolemic shock, become comatose

these conditions are left untreated, the person can go into hypovolemic shock, become comatose

and die.

and die.

Outward signs and symptoms of DKA include the following; eyeballs are soft and appear sunken,

Outward signs and symptoms of DKA include the following; eyeballs are soft and appear sunken,

skin turgor is poor, (Dehydration of tissues can be tested by pinching the skin fold on the sternum.

skin turgor is poor, (Dehydration of tissues can be tested by pinching the skin fold on the sternum.

If the skin stays in one place or does not loose its shape rapidly, then dehydration can be assumed.),

If the skin stays in one place or does not loose its shape rapidly, then dehydration can be assumed.),

the person is very pale, cold, clammy, and exhibits deep rapid respirations, an effort the body makes

the person is very pale, cold, clammy, and exhibits deep rapid respirations, an effort the body makes

to eliminate excess carbon dioxide. The individual may also exhibit severe abdominal pain and

to eliminate excess carbon dioxide. The individual may also exhibit severe abdominal pain and

tachycardia, (heart rate greater than 100 beats per minute.) Diagnostic laboratory findings from

tachycardia, (heart rate greater than 100 beats per minute.) Diagnostic laboratory findings from

arterial blood gases would indicate a pH less than 7.35, blood glucose level greater than 250 mg/dL,

arterial blood gases would indicate a pH less than 7.35, blood glucose level greater than 250 mg/dL,

serum bicarbonate level less than 15 mEq/L, as well as ketones in the urine.

serum bicarbonate level less than 15 mEq/L, as well as ketones in the urine.

Interventions must be immediate to prevent irreversible destruction to the body’s organs and

Interventions must be immediate to prevent irreversible destruction to the body’s organs and

prevent coma or death. Ensure a patent airway, and begin to administer oxygen via nasal cannula or

prevent coma or death. Ensure a patent airway, and begin to administer oxygen via nasal cannula or

mask. Establish an intravenous access with a large bore needle (18 to 20 gauge). Begin fluid

mask. Establish an intravenous access with a large bore needle (18 to 20 gauge). Begin fluid

stabilization with 0.9 Normal Saline. This is an isotonic fluid, compatible with the body’s pH. The

stabilization with 0.9 Normal Saline. This is an isotonic fluid, compatible with the body’s pH. The

purpose of using an isotonic infusion initially is to re-establish blood pressure which was low and to

purpose of using an isotonic infusion initially is to re-establish blood pressure which was low and to

increase urinary out put to 30-60ml/hr. When urinary output is less than 30 ml/hr, kidney failure can

increase urinary out put to 30-60ml/hr. When urinary output is less than 30 ml/hr, kidney failure can

rapidly occur. Fluids should continue for one hour or until stabilization occurs. Next begin insulin

rapidly occur. Fluids should continue for one hour or until stabilization occurs. Next begin insulin

infusion with a drip rate or 0.1U/kg/hr. During this time it is important to monitor the person’s vital

infusion with a drip rate or 0.1U/kg/hr. During this time it is important to monitor the person’s vital

signs every fifteen minutes until stable or for at least one hours after treatment begins. If necessary,

signs every fifteen minutes until stable or for at least one hours after treatment begins. If necessary,
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potassium should be administered to correct for hypokalemia, and sodium bicarbonate to correct for

potassium should be administered to correct for hypokalemia, and sodium bicarbonate to correct for

metabolic acidosis, if the pH is less than 7.0. The person should also have electrocardiogram leads

metabolic acidosis, if the pH is less than 7.0. The person should also have electrocardiogram leads

placed on chest to monitor heart rhythms.

placed on chest to monitor heart rhythms.

When the diabetic is at home and feels these bodily signs and symptoms beginning to occur, they

When the diabetic is at home and feels these bodily signs and symptoms beginning to occur, they

should take the following steps; call 911, check their blood sugar, administer insulin per sliding

should take the following steps; call 911, check their blood sugar, administer insulin per sliding

scale, drink an electrolytic fluid, (i.e., sports fluids), breath into a paper bag, use oxygen if available,

scale, drink an electrolytic fluid, (i.e., sports fluids), breath into a paper bag, use oxygen if available,

lie down, raise feet level with the heart and wait for the ambulance.

lie down, raise feet level with the heart and wait for the ambulance.

Preventative measures to avoid DKA include consistent control of blood sugar with administration

Preventative measures to avoid DKA include consistent control of blood sugar with administration

of insulin per protocol. The diabetic should avoid too much food intake, and avoid taking too much

of insulin per protocol. The diabetic should avoid too much food intake, and avoid taking too much

or too little insulin. Stressful life situations can also cause elevations in glucose levels. Therefore

or too little insulin. Stressful life situations can also cause elevations in glucose levels. Therefore

the diabetic should prepare to check their blood sugar more often during times of stress and

the diabetic should prepare to check their blood sugar more often during times of stress and

administer insulin as prescribed.

administer insulin as prescribed.

Understanding the complications of diabetes can help the diabetic take the necessary actions to

Understanding the complications of diabetes can help the diabetic take the necessary actions to

prevent DKA from occurring and help them live a healthy life.

prevent DKA from occurring and help them live a healthy life.
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Diabetes can be a real threat to the cardiovascular system. It comes on slowly and can wreak havoc

Diabetes can be a real threat to the cardiovascular system. It comes on slowly and can wreak havoc

with the bodies systems before the individual knows that they even have diabetes. Diabetes can

with the bodies systems before the individual knows that they even have diabetes. Diabetes can

cause harm not only to the cardiovascular system but the eyes, the nerves, the kidneys, and impede

cause harm not only to the cardiovascular system but the eyes, the nerves, the kidneys, and impede

the healing process. A clinical sign that someone may have diabetes is that they may have a difficult

the healing process. A clinical sign that someone may have diabetes is that they may have a difficult

time healing from the slightest of skin injuries. People that have diabetes are at a two to four fold

time healing from the slightest of skin injuries. People that have diabetes are at a two to four fold

increase to developing heart disease or having a stroke. The advantage that pre-menopausal women

increase to developing heart disease or having a stroke. The advantage that pre-menopausal women

have over men is diminished when they have diabetes. (1)

have over men is diminished when they have diabetes. (1)

According to Christopher Saudek, M.D professor of medicine at Johns Hopkins University in

According to Christopher Saudek, M.D professor of medicine at Johns Hopkins University in

Baltimoore and past president of The American diabetes Association (ADA)., “having diabetes is

Baltimoore and past president of The American diabetes Association (ADA)., “having diabetes is

such a strong risk factor for heart disease that it’s equivalent to already having had a heart attack,”

such a strong risk factor for heart disease that it’s equivalent to already having had a heart attack,”

Just why diabetes causes heart disease on such a destructive is unknown. Dr. Robert H. Eckel,

Just why diabetes causes heart disease on such a destructive is unknown. Dr. Robert H. Eckel,

M.K., professor of medicine at the University of Colorado Denver and past president of the

M.K., professor of medicine at the University of Colorado Denver and past president of the

American Heart Association., say “It’s a complicated connection”.

American Heart Association., say “It’s a complicated connection”.

From a physics standpoint, it can be seen that the heart is muscle and one that is reposonispible for

From a physics standpoint, it can be seen that the heart is muscle and one that is reposonispible for

pumping blood to the entire body. Since muscles need glucose to move and expend energy, it can

pumping blood to the entire body. Since muscles need glucose to move and expend energy, it can

be inferred what when there is a problem with he functioning of glucose iin the body, there will also

be inferred what when there is a problem with he functioning of glucose iin the body, there will also

be a problem with the heart as well.

be a problem with the heart as well.

There are those people that are insulin resistant. This implies that their bodies do not respond to

There are those people that are insulin resistant. This implies that their bodies do not respond to

insulin like other people. Insulin is responsible for putting sugar or glucose back into the cells

insulin like other people. Insulin is responsible for putting sugar or glucose back into the cells

instead of having it run rampant throughout the system. “insulin resistance leads to vascular

instead of having it run rampant throughout the system. “insulin resistance leads to vascular

dysfunction, which indicate that there is an altering of the function of the blood vessels to respond

dysfunction, which indicate that there is an altering of the function of the blood vessels to respond

normally to the bodies hormonal signals that tell veins to expand and or contract., notes, David M.

normally to the bodies hormonal signals that tell veins to expand and or contract., notes, David M.

Nathan, M.D. , professor medicine at Harvard Medical School and director of the Massachusetts

Nathan, M.D. , professor medicine at Harvard Medical School and director of the Massachusetts
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general hospital Diabetes Center. “It also leads to systemic, inflammation, as measured by levels of

general hospital Diabetes Center. “It also leads to systemic, inflammation, as measured by levels of

C=reactive protein and inflammatory cytokines. In this scenario, when type 2 diabetes develops

C=reactive protein and inflammatory cytokines. In this scenario, when type 2 diabetes develops

there is a system of cascading events that effects many systems and causing such untoward effects

there is a system of cascading events that effects many systems and causing such untoward effects

such as high blood pressure, kidney disease, and heart disease.

such as high blood pressure, kidney disease, and heart disease.

Given as such wide spread evidence on the effects of diabetes on the cardiovascular system and

Given as such wide spread evidence on the effects of diabetes on the cardiovascular system and

other body functions, the reality of taking precautionary health measures becomes important. An

other body functions, the reality of taking precautionary health measures becomes important. An

estimated two out of every three adults with diabetes have hypertension. Diabetic dyslipidemia

estimated two out of every three adults with diabetes have hypertension. Diabetic dyslipidemia

requires frequent blood work so that the individual knows what their levels of good cholesterol

requires frequent blood work so that the individual knows what their levels of good cholesterol

(HDL) and bad cholesterol (LDL) are. When the two are out of sync, a condition called

(HDL) and bad cholesterol (LDL) are. When the two are out of sync, a condition called

atherosclerotic heat disease can occur. These people are usually candidates for heart bypass surgery,

atherosclerotic heat disease can occur. These people are usually candidates for heart bypass surgery,

since their arteries become clogged.

since their arteries become clogged.

In summary, those people with diabetes should take an active role in controlling their disease

In summary, those people with diabetes should take an active role in controlling their disease

process. They can do this by getting regular fasting blood glucose levels and having their HDL and

process. They can do this by getting regular fasting blood glucose levels and having their HDL and

LDL tested. Normal values of these cholesterol levels are as follows; total cholesterol should be

LDL tested. Normal values of these cholesterol levels are as follows; total cholesterol should be

under 200; LDL under 200 and HDL above 50 for women, 40 for men, and triglycerides below 150.

under 200; LDL under 200 and HDL above 50 for women, 40 for men, and triglycerides below 150.

if you’re LDL, HDL and triglyceride levels are also at desirable levels and you have no other risk

if you’re LDL, HDL and triglyceride levels are also at desirable levels and you have no other risk

factors for heart disease, total blood cholesterol below 200 mg/dL puts you at relatively low risk of

factors for heart disease, total blood cholesterol below 200 mg/dL puts you at relatively low risk of

coronary heart disease. Even with a low risk, however, it’s still smart to eat a health diet, avoid

coronary heart disease. Even with a low risk, however, it’s still smart to eat a health diet, avoid

tobacco smoke and try to exercise daily… Have your cholesterol levels checked every five years or

tobacco smoke and try to exercise daily… Have your cholesterol levels checked every five years or

as your doctor recommends, and get regular fasting blood glucose levels. This preventative health

as your doctor recommends, and get regular fasting blood glucose levels. This preventative health

maintenance should help increase your lifespan and provide many healthy and fulfilling years.

maintenance should help increase your lifespan and provide many healthy and fulfilling years.

Hyperkalemia
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Electrolyte imbalances within the body can occur in response to many factors. When a person is

Electrolyte imbalances within the body can occur in response to many factors. When a person is
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dehydrated either from sickness or starvation, their electrolytes can become depleted. Certain

dehydrated either from sickness or starvation, their electrolytes can become depleted. Certain

medications can cause electrolyte imbalances as well as chronic diseases such as diabetes and renal

medications can cause electrolyte imbalances as well as chronic diseases such as diabetes and renal

failure. Electrolytes have a large role in balancing all metabolic reactions related to the delicate pH

failure. Electrolytes have a large role in balancing all metabolic reactions related to the delicate pH

balance of the body, which is 7.35-7.45. Within this limited pH range all metabolic reactions can go

balance of the body, which is 7.35-7.45. Within this limited pH range all metabolic reactions can go

to completion. For instance ATP can be released and produced, muscle contractions occur in simple

to completion. For instance ATP can be released and produced, muscle contractions occur in simple

or complex body movements, our thinking processes and those muscle contractions not in

or complex body movements, our thinking processes and those muscle contractions not in

conscious control such as our beating heart and peristalsis of the bowel. When a particular

conscious control such as our beating heart and peristalsis of the bowel. When a particular

electrolyte is either in to great or too small a concentration the pH of the body responds in kind to

electrolyte is either in to great or too small a concentration the pH of the body responds in kind to

correct the imbalance by pulling from other sources in the body. When this happens the person

correct the imbalance by pulling from other sources in the body. When this happens the person

begins to have symptoms that something is wrong. Sometimes the symptoms are barely noticeable

begins to have symptoms that something is wrong. Sometimes the symptoms are barely noticeable

while other times the person must be immediately hospitalized in intensive care. Hyperkalemia

while other times the person must be immediately hospitalized in intensive care. Hyperkalemia

deals with an electrolyte imbalance in which there is too much potassium or (K+) in the body.

deals with an electrolyte imbalance in which there is too much potassium or (K+) in the body.

When the serum potassium levels rise above 5.3 mEq/L or the blood pH drops below 7.35 the

When the serum potassium levels rise above 5.3 mEq/L or the blood pH drops below 7.35 the

person is considered to be in a state of hyperkalemia. Hyperkalemia is diagnosed in up to 8% of

person is considered to be in a state of hyperkalemia. Hyperkalemia is diagnosed in up to 8% of

hospitalized patients. Death can be as high as 67% if severe hyperkalemia is not treated quickly.

hospitalized patients. Death can be as high as 67% if severe hyperkalemia is not treated quickly.

Drugs are an underlying cause in 75% of inpatient cases. Some of the causes of hypekalemia can be

Drugs are an underlying cause in 75% of inpatient cases. Some of the causes of hypekalemia can be

seen in the table below;

seen in the table below;

Decreased Excretion Excessive Ingestion Interstitial Fluid Shift

Decreased Excretion Excessive Ingestion Interstitial Fluid Shift

Renal Failure (creatinine Use of potassium sparing diuretics Potassium supplements Diabetic

Renal Failure (creatinine Use of potassium sparing diuretics Potassium supplements Diabetic

Ketoacidosis, K+ moves out into blood stream

Ketoacidosis, K+ moves out into blood stream

Decreased aldosterone secretion Metabolic acidosis Anti hypertensives such as Beta Blocker and

Decreased aldosterone secretion Metabolic acidosis Anti hypertensives such as Beta Blocker and

ACE Inhibitors

ACE Inhibitors

Signs and symptoms of hyperkalemia include muscle cramps, weakness in the lower extremities,

Signs and symptoms of hyperkalemia include muscle cramps, weakness in the lower extremities,

nausea, diarrhea, low blood pressure, bradycardia, and an abnormal electrocardiogram. It is

nausea, diarrhea, low blood pressure, bradycardia, and an abnormal electrocardiogram. It is
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important to carefully monitor the elderly and small children for hyperkalemia. Normal occurrences

important to carefully monitor the elderly and small children for hyperkalemia. Normal occurrences

like diarrhea and vomiting can be life threatening to infants and the elderly. This is due to the lack

like diarrhea and vomiting can be life threatening to infants and the elderly. This is due to the lack

of fluids within them prior to the occurrence. Therefore careful observation for the above signs and

of fluids within them prior to the occurrence. Therefore careful observation for the above signs and

symptoms can save a life. The first step in treatment is to determine whether life threatening cardiac

symptoms can save a life. The first step in treatment is to determine whether life threatening cardiac

toxicity is present and treat if required. Treatment is based on eliminating or decreasing potassium

toxicity is present and treat if required. Treatment is based on eliminating or decreasing potassium

intake, shifting potassium form the ECF to the ICF, and improving renal and gastrointestinal

intake, shifting potassium form the ECF to the ICF, and improving renal and gastrointestinal

potassium excretion. With cardiac arrhythmias or changes in the ECG, IV calcium gluconate is

potassium excretion. With cardiac arrhythmias or changes in the ECG, IV calcium gluconate is

given first, then insulin or sodium bicarbonate is administered. If output does not exceed greater

given first, then insulin or sodium bicarbonate is administered. If output does not exceed greater

than 30 mL per hour then dialysis is usually started.

than 30 mL per hour then dialysis is usually started.

ECG abnormalities from hyperkalemia related to the P wave include either a low amplitude or wide

ECG abnormalities from hyperkalemia related to the P wave include either a low amplitude or wide

and flattened to non discernible in severe states. The PR interval may be normal or prolonged, or

and flattened to non discernible in severe states. The PR interval may be normal or prolonged, or

not measurable if there is no P wave. The QRS complex is widened, and the T wave is tall and

not measurable if there is no P wave. The QRS complex is widened, and the T wave is tall and

peaked. The QT interval is shortened and the ST segment may be elevated.

peaked. The QT interval is shortened and the ST segment may be elevated.
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Specimen Collection: Blood Collection by Finger Puncture and Heel Stick RL.04.02

Specimen Collection: Blood Collection by Finger Puncture and Heel Stick RL.04.02

Michigan Regional Laboratory System May 2008

Michigan Regional Laboratory System May 2008
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WEEK FOUR;

WEEK FOUR;

MEDICAL TERMINIOLOGY

MEDICAL TERMINIOLOGY

Every profession has its jargon, a specialized language that allows for quick, efficient communication

Every profession has its jargon, a specialized language that allows for quick, efficient communication

between members of the same profession while minimizing the potential for misunderstandings. Jargon

between members of the same profession while minimizing the potential for misunderstandings. Jargon

is not unique to professions. Have you ever tried to understand two teenagers talking to each other?

is not unique to professions. Have you ever tried to understand two teenagers talking to each other?

Adolescent slang serves some of the same purposes as a professional jargon including identifying

Adolescent slang serves some of the same purposes as a professional jargon including identifying

“insiders” and excluding “outsiders.” However, it is in everyone’s interest to be an insider when it comes

“insiders” and excluding “outsiders.” However, it is in everyone’s interest to be an insider when it comes

to medical terminology, the jargon of medicine. Being familiar with medical words makes your visit to

to medical terminology, the jargon of medicine. Being familiar with medical words makes your visit to

the doctor less intimidating and, more importantly, enables you to make sound decisions about your

the doctor less intimidating and, more importantly, enables you to make sound decisions about your

health care in consultation with your family physician.

health care in consultation with your family physician.

Medical terminology is a specialized language used by health care practitioners. And, just like a foreign

Medical terminology is a specialized language used by health care practitioners. And, just like a foreign

language, it has its own vocabulary and ways of stringing together words in an acceptable, i.e.,

language, it has its own vocabulary and ways of stringing together words in an acceptable, i.e.,

understandable to everyone, format. But, unlike a foreign language, you come across medical

understandable to everyone, format. But, unlike a foreign language, you come across medical

terminology every day in magazines and newspapers with articles about new drugs, diets, new medical

terminology every day in magazines and newspapers with articles about new drugs, diets, new medical

treatments and on television medical dramas.

treatments and on television medical dramas.

Basics

Basics

Before we can start in with some new and interesting medical terms, you need to learn a few

Before we can start in with some new and interesting medical terms, you need to learn a few

fundamentals of how medical terminology is constructed as a language.

fundamentals of how medical terminology is constructed as a language.
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There are three basic parts to medical terms: a word root (usually the middle of the word and its central

There are three basic parts to medical terms: a word root (usually the middle of the word and its central

meaning), a prefix (comes at the beginning and usually identifies some subdivision or part of the central

meaning), a prefix (comes at the beginning and usually identifies some subdivision or part of the central

meaning), and a suffix (comes at the end and modifies the central meaning as to what or who

meaning), and a suffix (comes at the end and modifies the central meaning as to what or who

is interacting with it or what is happening to it). An example may make better sense.

is interacting with it or what is happening to it). An example may make better sense.

Word root

Word root

therm = heat

therm = heat

hypothermia (less heat), thermometer (measuring heat)

hypothermia (less heat), thermometer (measuring heat)

Let’s look at a real medical term and take it apart.

Let’s look at a real medical term and take it apart.

Myocarditis

Myocarditis

(prefix)

(root)

(suffix)

(prefix)

(root)

(suffix)

myo = muscle

card = heart

itis = inflammation

myo = muscle

card = heart

itis = inflammation

Don’t get blown away by that big, intimidating word! We haven’t introduced word roots yet. I just

Don’t get blown away by that big, intimidating word! We haven’t introduced word roots yet. I just

wanted to demonstrate the major parts of a medical term. Let’s see how prefix and suffix changes can

wanted to demonstrate the major parts of a medical term. Let’s see how prefix and suffix changes can

alter the meaning of a term without changing its central meaning by keeping the root the same.

alter the meaning of a term without changing its central meaning by keeping the root the same.

Prefix change:

Prefix change:

myocarditis

= muscle layer of heart inflamed

myocarditis

= muscle layer of heart inflamed

pericarditis

= outer layer of heart inflamed

pericarditis

= outer layer of heart inflamed

endocarditis

= inner layer of heart inflamed

endocarditis

= inner layer of heart inflamed

Suffix change:

Suffix change:

cardiologist

= a physician specializing in the heart

cardiologist

= a physician specializing in the heart

cardiomyopathy

= damage to heart muscle layer

cardiomyopathy

= damage to heart muscle layer

cardiomegaly

= enlargement of the heart

cardiomegaly

= enlargement of the heart

Again, we haven’t introduced heart terms yet. These basics are just to introduce the parts of medical

Again, we haven’t introduced heart terms yet. These basics are just to introduce the parts of medical

terms and demonstrate how moving the parts around modifies the central meaning without changing

terms and demonstrate how moving the parts around modifies the central meaning without changing

the “root” (cardio).

the “root” (cardio).
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Quiz one

Quiz one

1.

1.

If I haven’t been brushing my teeth often enough, I may end up with bleeding from my
gums, a condition called

If I haven’t been brushing my teeth often enough, I may end up with bleeding from my
gums, a condition called

o

hepatitis

o

hepatitis

o

colitis

o

colitis

o

gingivitis

o

gingivitis

o

stomatitis

o

stomatitis

o

proctitis

o

proctitis

2.

A patient has had a diagnosis of colon cancer and will need surgical removal of the

2.

A patient has had a diagnosis of colon cancer and will need surgical removal of the

colon. She will end up with a permanent hole in her abdomen for drainage into a bag.

colon. She will end up with a permanent hole in her abdomen for drainage into a bag.

The permanent opening is called a

The permanent opening is called a

o

megacolon

o

megacolon

o

colitis

o

colitis

o

colonoscopy

o

colonoscopy

o

colostomy

o

colostomy

o

colectomy

o

colectomy

3.

You have been having chronic pains in your upper abdomen, and your family

3.

You have been having chronic pains in your upper abdomen, and your family

physician refers you to a specialist in diseases of the digestive tract called a

physician refers you to a specialist in diseases of the digestive tract called a

o

cardiologist

o

cardiologist

o

pulmonologist

o

pulmonologist

o

neurologist

o

neurologist

o

gastroenterologist

o

gastroenterologist

o

proctologist

o

proctologist

4.

You have just been diagnosed as having an enlarged liver. The doctor describes it as

4.

You have just been diagnosed as having an enlarged liver. The doctor describes it as

o

megacolon

o

megacolon

o

hepatomegaly

o

hepatomegaly

o

macrostomia

o

macrostomia

o

hepatitis

o

hepatitis

o

gastroenteritis

o

gastroenteritis
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5.

You have taken your friend to the emergency room with severe lower back pain and

5.

You have taken your friend to the emergency room with severe lower back pain and

blood in his urine. After examination and lab tests, the physician reports that your

blood in his urine. After examination and lab tests, the physician reports that your

friend has an inflammation of his kidneys and makes a diagnosis of

friend has an inflammation of his kidneys and makes a diagnosis of

o

hepatitis

o

hepatitis

o

cystitis

o

cystitis

o

proctitis

o

proctitis

o

nephritis

o

nephritis

o

orchiditis

o

orchiditis

6.

Your friend who is a long distance runner is told by his physician that he has an

6.

Your friend who is a long distance runner is told by his physician that he has an

enlarged heart, but that this can be a normal finding in well conditioned athletes. The

enlarged heart, but that this can be a normal finding in well conditioned athletes. The

doctor writes on his chart that your friend has

doctor writes on his chart that your friend has

o

hepatomegaly

o

hepatomegaly

o

cardiomegaly

o

cardiomegaly

o

megacolon

o

megacolon

o

macrostomia

o

macrostomia

o

myocarditis

o

myocarditis

7.

Your mother is having her uterus surgically removed along with her ovaries. Removal

7.

Your mother is having her uterus surgically removed along with her ovaries. Removal

of ovaries is called

of ovaries is called

o

hysterectomy

o

hysterectomy

o

orchidectomy

o

orchidectomy

o

appendectomy

o

appendectomy

o

oophorectomy

o

oophorectomy

o

gastrectomy

o

gastrectomy

8.

A patient has become sterile due to chronic inflammation of her uterine tubes from

8.

A patient has become sterile due to chronic inflammation of her uterine tubes from

frequent infection with sexually transmitted diseases. This tubal inflammation is

frequent infection with sexually transmitted diseases. This tubal inflammation is

called

called

o

endometritis

o

endometritis

o

perimetritis

o

perimetritis

o

salpingitis

o

salpingitis

o

hepatitis

o

hepatitis

o

proctitis

o

proctitis
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9.

A patient with epilepsy has had a procedure performed that records brain electrical

9.

activity. This procedure is called

A patient with epilepsy has had a procedure performed that records brain electrical
activity. This procedure is called

o

electrocardiography

o

electrocardiography

o

electroencephalography

o

electroencephalography

o

electromyography

o

electromyography

o

electrogastrography

o

electrogastrography

o

electrophoresis

o

electrophoresis

10.A female patient has a special X-ray procedure of the breasts performed. The X-ray

10.A female patient has a special X-ray procedure of the breasts performed. The X-ray

image is called a

image is called a

o

mammoplasty

o

mammoplasty

o

mammoplasia

o

mammoplasia

o

mammography

o

mammography

o

mastectomy

o

mastectomy

o

mammogram

o

mammogram

Odds and ends

Odds and ends

Anxious to find out what those big words your doctor tells you about with that worried look on his face?

Anxious to find out what those big words your doctor tells you about with that worried look on his face?

Well, we need to cover a few more items that don’t fit into any particular system. Next, we start organ

Well, we need to cover a few more items that don’t fit into any particular system. Next, we start organ

systems!

systems!

Technicolor terms

Technicolor terms

Leuk/o

= white

leukemia (overabundance of white blood cells)

Leuk/o

= white

leukemia (overabundance of white blood cells)

melan/o

= black

melanoma (black tumor of the skin)

melan/o

= black

melanoma (black tumor of the skin)

cyan/o

= blue

cyanosis (blueness may be due to cold or not enough oxygen in blood)

cyan/o

= blue

cyanosis (blueness may be due to cold or not enough oxygen in blood)

xanth/o

= yellow

xanthoma (yellow tumor)

xanth/o

= yellow

xanthoma (yellow tumor)

Tumor talk

Tumor talk
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Adding – oma (a swelling) to organ and tissue word roots names tumors. Not all tumors are malignant

Adding – oma (a swelling) to organ and tissue word roots names tumors. Not all tumors are malignant

(cancerous). Many are benign (not life-threatening).

(cancerous). Many are benign (not life-threatening).

Aden/o

= gland

adenoma

Aden/o

= gland

adenoma

Lip/o

= fat

lipoma

Lip/o

= fat

lipoma

My/o

= muscle

myoma

My/o

= muscle

myoma

Lymph/o

= lymph tissue

lymphoma

Lymph/o

= lymph tissue

lymphoma

Carcin/o

= malignant

carcinoma

Carcin/o

= malignant

carcinoma

Osteo/o

= bone

osteoma

Osteo/o

= bone

osteoma

Directions, please?

Directions, please?

Endo

= within, inside of

endoscopy (to inspect the inside of an organ or space with a lighted instrument)

Endo

= within, inside of

endoscopy (to inspect the inside of an organ or space with a lighted instrument)

Peri

= around

perianal (around the anus)

Peri

= around

perianal (around the anus)

Circum

= around

circumcise (cut around)

Circum

= around

circumcise (cut around)

Retro

= behind

retrosternal (behind the breastbone)

Retro

= behind

retrosternal (behind the breastbone)

Epi

= upon, on top

epidermis (the top or outermost layer of skin)

Epi

= upon, on top

epidermis (the top or outermost layer of skin)

Trans

= through

transurethral (through the urinary exit duct)

Trans

= through

transurethral (through the urinary exit duct)

Intra

= within

intravenous (inside the veins, e.g. IV fluids)

Intra

= within

intravenous (inside the veins, e.g. IV fluids)

Sub

= below

subclavian (below the clavicle = collar bone)

Sub

= below

subclavian (below the clavicle = collar bone)

In review, the word parts that make up medical terminology are prefixes, suffixes and word roots. The

In review, the word parts that make up medical terminology are prefixes, suffixes and word roots. The

most typical sequence is prefix, word root, suffix with the word root being central but this is not always

most typical sequence is prefix, word root, suffix with the word root being central but this is not always

the case. In the interests of simplification, I have taken some liberties with formal construction, putting

the case. In the interests of simplification, I have taken some liberties with formal construction, putting

a hyphen in front of a suffix to indicate it is added to the end of a word, example, -itis. Prefixes and word

a hyphen in front of a suffix to indicate it is added to the end of a word, example, -itis. Prefixes and word

roots I have shown as freestanding word parts. You may have noticed that sometimes I have added a

roots I have shown as freestanding word parts. You may have noticed that sometimes I have added a

slash and a vowel, example, melan/o. These are called combining forms which make it easier to attach

slash and a vowel, example, melan/o. These are called combining forms which make it easier to attach

to other word parts, and, hopefully, making them easier to pronounce. Just so you know!

to other word parts, and, hopefully, making them easier to pronounce. Just so you know!

Signs and symptoms – (Ever wonder what’s the difference?)

Signs and symptoms – (Ever wonder what’s the difference?)
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A symptom is something you observe and complain about to the physician. “Doctor, I have a fever”.

A symptom is something you observe and complain about to the physician. “Doctor, I have a fever”.

A sign is something the physician observes and/or can measure. “Mrs. Smith, you are running a temp of

A sign is something the physician observes and/or can measure. “Mrs. Smith, you are running a temp of

102″.

102″.

Circulatory system

Circulatory system

Circulatory system terms

Circulatory system terms

Cardi/o

= heart

Endocarditis, myocarditis, pericarditis (inflammation of the lining, the muscle
layer, the outer layer of the heart)

Cardi/o

= heart

Endocarditis, myocarditis, pericarditis (inflammation of the lining, the muscle
layer, the outer layer of the heart)

Brady/tachy

=
slow/fast

Bradycardia (rate<60) tachycardia (rate>100)

Brady/tachy

=
slow/fast

Bradycardia (rate<60) tachycardia (rate>100)

Angi/o

= vessel

Angiography, angiogram (X-ray of artery)

Angi/o

= vessel

Angiography, angiogram (X-ray of artery)

Veno/phlebo

= vein

Venogram (X-ray of veins), phlebitis (inflammation of veins)

Veno/phlebo

= vein

Venogram (X-ray of veins), phlebitis (inflammation of veins)

-stasis

= to stop

Hemostasis (to stop bleeding), hemostat (a clamp-like instrument)

-stasis

= to stop

Hemostasis (to stop bleeding), hemostat (a clamp-like instrument)

-cyte

= cell

Erythrocytes, leucocytes (red, white blood cells)

-cyte

= cell

Erythrocytes, leucocytes (red, white blood cells)

Hem/o, emia

= blood

Hypoxemia (low oxygen), hematosalpinx (blood in the uterine tubes)

Hem/o, emia

= blood

Hypoxemia (low oxygen), hematosalpinx (blood in the uterine tubes)

Circulatory system procedures

Circulatory system procedures

Cardiologist - a physician specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the circulatory

Cardiologist - a physician specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the circulatory

system, especially, the heart. However, after diagnosis, he/she may refer to a cardiovascular surgeon. A

system, especially, the heart. However, after diagnosis, he/she may refer to a cardiovascular surgeon. A

cardiologist does not do surgery.

cardiologist does not do surgery.

Hematologist – a physician specializing in diseases of the blood.

Hematologist – a physician specializing in diseases of the blood.
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Electrocardiogram (ECG/EKG) – a printout recording of the

Electrocardiogram (ECG/EKG) – a printout recording of the

electrical activity of the heart. A frequently used instrument in the hands of a cardiologist.

electrical activity of the heart. A frequently used instrument in the hands of a cardiologist.

Echocardiography - using ultra high frequency sound waves (beyond human hearing), similar to

Echocardiography - using ultra high frequency sound waves (beyond human hearing), similar to

“sonar,” to form an image of the inside of the heart. This procedure can demonstrate valve damage,

“sonar,” to form an image of the inside of the heart. This procedure can demonstrate valve damage,

congenital (before birth) defects and other abnormalities.

congenital (before birth) defects and other abnormalities.

Cardiac catheterization - a long hollow tube, a catheter, can be threaded into an artery up into the

Cardiac catheterization - a long hollow tube, a catheter, can be threaded into an artery up into the

heart. Then material opaque to X-rays can be released into the blood flow through the heart imaging the

heart. Then material opaque to X-rays can be released into the blood flow through the heart imaging the

details of coronary arteries. Typically used to identify a blockage and location in the coronary

details of coronary arteries. Typically used to identify a blockage and location in the coronary

circulation.

circulation.

Phlebotomist/venipuncturist - the specially trained nurse or technician draws blood for lab tests

Phlebotomist/venipuncturist - the specially trained nurse or technician draws blood for lab tests

and may also start IV’s (intravenous fluids). The Greek and Latin versions of “cutting into a vein.”

and may also start IV’s (intravenous fluids). The Greek and Latin versions of “cutting into a vein.”

Circulatory system diseases

Circulatory system diseases

Atherosclerosis- Literally, “hardening of the fatty stuff.” High fat diets can lead to formation of fatty

Atherosclerosis- Literally, “hardening of the fatty stuff.” High fat diets can lead to formation of fatty

plaques lining blood vessels. These fatty areas can become calcified and hard leading to arteriosclerosis,

plaques lining blood vessels. These fatty areas can become calcified and hard leading to arteriosclerosis,

hardening of the arteries. When blood vessels become less stretchable, blood pressure rises and can

hardening of the arteries. When blood vessels become less stretchable, blood pressure rises and can

result in heart and kidney damage and strokes. Double cheese bacon burger, anybody?

result in heart and kidney damage and strokes. Double cheese bacon burger, anybody?
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Myocardial infarction (MI)- You know we are talking

Myocardial infarction (MI)- You know we are talking

about heart muscle, right, myocardial? An infarction is blockage of blood flow resulting in death of

about heart muscle, right, myocardial? An infarction is blockage of blood flow resulting in death of

muscle tissue. Layman’s language for this is a “heart attack.” The blockage occurs in one of the arteries

muscle tissue. Layman’s language for this is a “heart attack.” The blockage occurs in one of the arteries

of the heart muscle itself, a coronary artery. Depending upon how much tissue dies, a victim of an MI

of the heart muscle itself, a coronary artery. Depending upon how much tissue dies, a victim of an MI

may survive and undergo cardiac rehabilitation, strengthening the remaining heart muscle, or may die

may survive and undergo cardiac rehabilitation, strengthening the remaining heart muscle, or may die

if too much muscle tissue is destroyed. Did you exercise at the gym this week?

if too much muscle tissue is destroyed. Did you exercise at the gym this week?

Mitral prolapse, stenosis, regurgitation- Blood flows through four chambers in the heart

Mitral prolapse, stenosis, regurgitation- Blood flows through four chambers in the heart

separated by one-way valves. A major valve is the one separating the upper and lower chambers on the

separated by one-way valves. A major valve is the one separating the upper and lower chambers on the

left side of the heart. The left side is especially important because freshly oxygenated blood returning

left side of the heart. The left side is especially important because freshly oxygenated blood returning

from the lungs is circulated out of the heart to the rest of the body. The left valve, called atrioventricular,

from the lungs is circulated out of the heart to the rest of the body. The left valve, called atrioventricular,

for the chambers it separates, is also called the mitral valve, because it is shaped like an upside down

for the chambers it separates, is also called the mitral valve, because it is shaped like an upside down

Bishop’s hat, a miter. If the flaps of this valve tear away due to disease, the process is called prolapse, “a

Bishop’s hat, a miter. If the flaps of this valve tear away due to disease, the process is called prolapse, “a

falling forward.” This results in leakage and backward flow called “regurgitation” (get the picture?).

falling forward.” This results in leakage and backward flow called “regurgitation” (get the picture?).

Sometimes a valve is abnormally narrow causing partial obstruction constricting flow. Stenosis means

Sometimes a valve is abnormally narrow causing partial obstruction constricting flow. Stenosis means

“a narrowing.”

“a narrowing.”

Angina pectoris- Literally, “pain in the chest.” But, this is a special kind of pain associated with the

Angina pectoris- Literally, “pain in the chest.” But, this is a special kind of pain associated with the

heart and is distinctive as “crushing, vise-like”, and often accompanied by shortness of breath, fatigue

heart and is distinctive as “crushing, vise-like”, and often accompanied by shortness of breath, fatigue

and nausea. Anginal pain indicates not enough blood is getting to the heart muscle, and the heart is

and nausea. Anginal pain indicates not enough blood is getting to the heart muscle, and the heart is

protesting and begging for more. People with a history of angina often take nitroglycerine tablets to

protesting and begging for more. People with a history of angina often take nitroglycerine tablets to

relieve the pain by increasing blood flow to the heart muscle.

relieve the pain by increasing blood flow to the heart muscle.

Arrhythmia/dysrhythmia- Abnormal heart rates and

Arrhythmia/dysrhythmia- Abnormal heart rates and

rhythms all have special names like ventricular tachycardia, fibrillation, but generically are termed

rhythms all have special names like ventricular tachycardia, fibrillation, but generically are termed
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arrhythmias or dysrhythmia, meaning “no rhythm” and “abnormal rhythm.” There are fine distinctions

arrhythmias or dysrhythmia, meaning “no rhythm” and “abnormal rhythm.” There are fine distinctions

between the two, but they are often used interchangeably.

between the two, but they are often used interchangeably.

Ischemia- Sometimes the heart muscle is not getting enough blood flow, more importantly, the oxygen

Ischemia- Sometimes the heart muscle is not getting enough blood flow, more importantly, the oxygen

the blood carries is insufficient to sustain muscle which has a very high metabolic rate, and oxygen

the blood carries is insufficient to sustain muscle which has a very high metabolic rate, and oxygen

demand. The term loosely means “not quite enough blood.” Typically, the patient suffers angina pain

demand. The term loosely means “not quite enough blood.” Typically, the patient suffers angina pain

(see above) and they may think they are having a heart attack. And, they may be!

(see above) and they may think they are having a heart attack. And, they may be!

Quiz two

Quiz two

1.

Pericarditis is a term describing inflammation of

1.

Pericarditis is a term describing inflammation of

o

the inside lining of heart chambers

o

the inside lining of heart chambers

o

the tough sac surrounding the heart

o

the tough sac surrounding the heart

o

the muscular layer of the heart

o

the muscular layer of the heart

o

a coronary artery

o

a coronary artery

o

a heart valve

o

a heart valve

2.

A physician who specializes in diagnosis of diseases of the heart is a called a

2.

A physician who specializes in diagnosis of diseases of the heart is a called a

o

hematologist

o

hematologist

o

serologist

o

serologist

o

pathologist

o

pathologist

o

cardiologist

o

cardiologist

o

cardiovascular surgeon

o

cardiovascular surgeon

3.

A recording of the electrical activity of the heart is termed

3.

A recording of the electrical activity of the heart is termed

o

echocardiogram

o

echocardiogram

o

cardiac scan

o

cardiac scan

o

electrocardiogram

o

electrocardiogram

o

cardiac catheterization

o

cardiac catheterization
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o

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

o

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

4.

Bradycardia is a term describing an

4.

Bradycardia is a term describing an

o

abnormally fast heart rate

o

abnormally fast heart rate

o

inflammation of heart muscle

o

inflammation of heart muscle

o

enlarged heart

o

enlarged heart

o

abnormally slow heart rate

o

abnormally slow heart rate

o

abnormally small heart

o

abnormally small heart

5.

Which of the following cells gives the red color to the blood?

5.

Which of the following cells gives the red color to the blood?

o

leucocytes

o

leucocytes

o

erythrocytes

o

erythrocytes

o

melanocytes

o

melanocytes

o

cenocytes

o

cenocytes

o

phagocytes

o

phagocytes

6.

Inflammation of veins is termed

6.

Inflammation of veins is termed

o

lymphangitis

o

lymphangitis

o

hemangioma

o

hemangioma

o

phlebitis

o

phlebitis

o

arteritis

o

arteritis

o

angina

o

angina

7.

Permanent damage to heart muscle due to a blocked artery is termed

7.

Permanent damage to heart muscle due to a blocked artery is termed

o

angina pectoris

o

angina pectoris

o

myocardial infarct

o

myocardial infarct

o

cardiomyopathy

o

cardiomyopathy

o

cardiomegaly

o

cardiomegaly

o

myocarditis

o

myocarditis

8.

The medical technician who draws blood from a vein for laboratory tests is called a

8.

The medical technician who draws blood from a vein for laboratory tests is called a

o

cardiologist

o

cardiologist

o

hematologist

o

hematologist

o

phlebotomist

o

phlebotomist

o

radiologist

o

radiologist

o

serologist

o

serologist
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9.

A physician determines that the heart murmur (abnormal heart sound) in a patient is

9.

caused by narrowing of a heart valve passageway. The term for this condition is

A physician determines that the heart murmur (abnormal heart sound) in a patient is
caused by narrowing of a heart valve passageway. The term for this condition is

o

ischemia

o

ischemia

o

prolapse

o

prolapse

o

regurgitation

o

regurgitation

o

stenosis

o

stenosis

o

angina

o

angina

10.CHALLENGE QUESTION: Read through this final question carefully. You will have to

10.CHALLENGE QUESTION: Read through this final question carefully. You will have to

recall three different word parts and then identify a term you have never been

recall three different word parts and then identify a term you have never been

presented. You can do it! A hemangioma means

presented. You can do it! A hemangioma means

o

blood found in spinal cord fluid

o

blood found in spinal cord fluid

o

blood found between the heart and the pericardial sac

o

blood found between the heart and the pericardial sac

o

a tumor of heart muscle

o

a tumor of heart muscle

o

a tumor of blood vessels

o

a tumor of blood vessels

o

blood found between the skull and the brain

o

blood found between the skull and the brain
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Nervous system

Nervous system

Nervous system terms

Nervous system terms

Cephal/o

Head

Cephalgia (a headache)

Cephal/o

Head

Cephalgia (a headache)

Encephal/o

Inside the head (brain)

Encephalitis (inflammation of the brain)
Anencephalic (born without a brain)

Encephal/o

Inside the head (brain)

Encephalitis (inflammation of the brain)
Anencephalic (born without a brain)

Mening/o

Membranes surrounding the brain and
spinal cord

Meningitis (inflammation of the membranes)

Mening/o

Membranes surrounding the brain and
spinal cord

Meningitis (inflammation of the membranes)

Myel/o

Spinal cord

Myelogram (X-ray of the spinal cord)

Myel/o

Spinal cord

Myelogram (X-ray of the spinal cord)

Neur/o

Nerve

Neuroma (tumor) Neuritis (inflammation)

Neur/o

Nerve

Neuroma (tumor) Neuritis (inflammation)

Dys

Difficult, painful, abnormal

Dyslexia (difficulty reading)

Dys

Difficult, painful, abnormal

Dyslexia (difficulty reading)

-cele

Hernia, abnormal protrusion of structure
out of normal anatomical position

Meningomyelocele (protrusion of membranes and
spinal cord)

-cele

Hernia, abnormal protrusion of structure
out of normal anatomical position

Meningomyelocele (protrusion of membranes and
spinal cord)

-pathy

Disease, abnormality

Encephalopathy (disease of the brain) Neuropathy
(disease of the nerves)

-pathy

Disease, abnormality

Encephalopathy (disease of the brain) Neuropathy
(disease of the nerves)

-plasia

Development, formation, growth

Aplasia (no development) Hyperplasia (over
development)

-plasia

Development, formation, growth

Aplasia (no development) Hyperplasia (over
development)

-plegia

Paralysis

Hemiplegia (paralysis of one side of the body)
Quadriplegia (paralysis of all four limbs)

-plegia

Paralysis

Hemiplegia (paralysis of one side of the body)
Quadriplegia (paralysis of all four limbs)

Nervous system diseases

Nervous system diseases

Multiple Sclerosis – Literally, “many hardenings,” MS is a disease of unknown cause that manifests

Multiple Sclerosis – Literally, “many hardenings,” MS is a disease of unknown cause that manifests

as multiple hard plaques of degeneration of the insulating layer of nerve fibers in the central nervous

as multiple hard plaques of degeneration of the insulating layer of nerve fibers in the central nervous

system. The loss of insulation allows “short circuiting” of nerve impulses. Depending upon where the

system. The loss of insulation allows “short circuiting” of nerve impulses. Depending upon where the

degeneration occurs, patients may suffer paralysis, sensory disturbances or blindness.

degeneration occurs, patients may suffer paralysis, sensory disturbances or blindness.
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Cerebrovascular accident (CVA) - the fancy name for a

Cerebrovascular accident (CVA) - the fancy name for a

“stroke”. A blood vessel in the brain may burst causing internal bleeding. Or, a clot may arise in a brain

“stroke”. A blood vessel in the brain may burst causing internal bleeding. Or, a clot may arise in a brain

blood vessel (a thrombus), or arise elsewhere (embolus) and travel to get stuck in a brain vessel which

blood vessel (a thrombus), or arise elsewhere (embolus) and travel to get stuck in a brain vessel which

then deprives brain tissue of oxygen. Depending upon the area of the brain involved, the patient may

then deprives brain tissue of oxygen. Depending upon the area of the brain involved, the patient may

suffer paralysis, loss of speech or loss of vision.

suffer paralysis, loss of speech or loss of vision.

Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA) - “Ischemia” was introduced previously in the circulatory diseases

Transient Ischemic Attack (TIA) - “Ischemia” was introduced previously in the circulatory diseases

module referring to the heart. It literally means “not quite enough blood”. A short period of insufficient

module referring to the heart. It literally means “not quite enough blood”. A short period of insufficient

blood supply to the brain can have the same signs and symptoms as a stroke such as weakness in an

blood supply to the brain can have the same signs and symptoms as a stroke such as weakness in an

arm, a partial loss of vision, but the problem lasts less than 24 hours. People who get TIA’s are at

arm, a partial loss of vision, but the problem lasts less than 24 hours. People who get TIA’s are at

increased risk of having a stroke in the future.

increased risk of having a stroke in the future.

Epilepsy - a Greek word for “seizure.” Convulsions is another term used. Seizures may have many

Epilepsy - a Greek word for “seizure.” Convulsions is another term used. Seizures may have many

causes and not all seizures are epilepsy. High fevers in young children may trigger seizures which are

causes and not all seizures are epilepsy. High fevers in young children may trigger seizures which are

short in duration, easily controlled and, typically, have no permanent aftereffects. Epilepsy is a specific

short in duration, easily controlled and, typically, have no permanent aftereffects. Epilepsy is a specific

condition which may occur at any age, seizures are more intense, longer lasting in duration, and recur

condition which may occur at any age, seizures are more intense, longer lasting in duration, and recur

with some frequency. The condition may be controlled with medication, or if unresponsive to drugs,

with some frequency. The condition may be controlled with medication, or if unresponsive to drugs,

may require surgery.

may require surgery.

Aphasia - loss of speech. The speech centers are located on the left side of the brain in a majority of

Aphasia - loss of speech. The speech centers are located on the left side of the brain in a majority of

people. If someone suffers a “stroke” (cerebrovascular accident-CVA), or traumatic brain injury, and it

people. If someone suffers a “stroke” (cerebrovascular accident-CVA), or traumatic brain injury, and it

involves the left side of the brain, they may suffer speech impediments that vary over a spectrum of

involves the left side of the brain, they may suffer speech impediments that vary over a spectrum of

problems from difficulty in finding the right word, speaking slowly and with difficulty, or complete loss

problems from difficulty in finding the right word, speaking slowly and with difficulty, or complete loss

of speech. Actually, there are two speech centers. Injury described above involves the motor speech

of speech. Actually, there are two speech centers. Injury described above involves the motor speech

area, the area of the brain that produces language by integrating thoughts of speech with the

area, the area of the brain that produces language by integrating thoughts of speech with the

movements of the larynx, lips and tongue. There is a second speech area, the receptive or sensory area,

movements of the larynx, lips and tongue. There is a second speech area, the receptive or sensory area,

that enables us to understand speech. Injury to the latter results in still fluent speech, but the individual

that enables us to understand speech. Injury to the latter results in still fluent speech, but the individual

does not understand what they are hearing.

does not understand what they are hearing.
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Quiz three

Quiz three

1.

Meningitis refers to

1.

Meningitis refers to

o

inflammation of the brain

o

inflammation of the brain

o

inflammation of the membranes around the brain

o

inflammation of the membranes around the brain

o

inflammation of the spinal cord

o

inflammation of the spinal cord

o

a sensation of itchiness of the scalp

o

a sensation of itchiness of the scalp

o

an inflammation unique to males

o

an inflammation unique to males

2.

Neuropathy is a term describing

2.

Neuropathy is a term describing

o

a specialist in diseases of the nervous system

o

a specialist in diseases of the nervous system

o

inflammation of the membranes surrounding the brain

o

inflammation of the membranes surrounding the brain

o

a noninflammatory disease of nerves

o

a noninflammatory disease of nerves

o

absence of a brain at birth

o

absence of a brain at birth

o

a herniation of the brain outside the skull

o

a herniation of the brain outside the skull

3.

A meningomyelocele describes

3.

A meningomyelocele describes

o

herniation of the brain out of the skull

o

herniation of the brain out of the skull

o

herniation of protective membranes surrounding the brain

o

herniation of protective membranes surrounding the brain

o

herniation of both protective membranes and spinal cord

o

herniation of both protective membranes and spinal cord

o

inflammation of membranes surrounding the brain

o

inflammation of membranes surrounding the brain

o

a hole in the protective membranes surrounding the brain

o

a hole in the protective membranes surrounding the brain

4.

Aphasia is a term defining difficulty or loss of ability to

4.

Aphasia is a term defining difficulty or loss of ability to

o

read

o

read

o

write

o

write

o

see

o

see

o

hear

o

hear

o

speak

o

speak

5.

Which of the following procedures involves injecting a radioactive element into a

5.

Which of the following procedures involves injecting a radioactive element into a

patient’s vein that may mark the presence of a tumor?

patient’s vein that may mark the presence of a tumor?

o

A brain scan

o

A brain scan

o

Computed tomography

o

Computed tomography

o

Electroencephalography

o

Electroencephalography

o

Magnetic resonance imaging

o

Magnetic resonance imaging
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o

Angiography

o

Angiography

6.

A baby is born without a brain. The diagnosis would be

6.

A baby is born without a brain. The diagnosis would be

o

encephalitis

o

encephalitis

o

myelodysplasia

o

myelodysplasia

o

meningocele

o

meningocele

o

anencephalic

o

anencephalic

o

meningomyelocele

o

meningomyelocele

7.

A patient may have a brain tumor, and the physician decides to use a procedure that

7.

A patient may have a brain tumor, and the physician decides to use a procedure that

will give the highest resolution of imaging soft tissues. He gives orders for

will give the highest resolution of imaging soft tissues. He gives orders for

o

a brain scan

o

a brain scan

o

computed tomography

o

computed tomography

o

electroencephalography

o

electroencephalography

o

magnetic resonance imaging

o

magnetic resonance imaging

o

lumbar puncture

o

lumbar puncture

8.

A tumor of the protective membranes surrounding the brain and spinal cord is called

8.

A tumor of the protective membranes surrounding the brain and spinal cord is called

a/an

a/an

o

neuroma

o

neuroma

o

encephalocele

o

encephalocele

o

myeloma

o

myeloma

o

meningioma

o

meningioma

o

meningocele

o

meningocele

9.

A patient suddenly has difficulty speaking and her right arm feels stiff and weak.

9.

A patient suddenly has difficulty speaking and her right arm feels stiff and weak.

After four hours, she has complete return of normal speech and movement. This

After four hours, she has complete return of normal speech and movement. This

patient most likely suffered a/an

patient most likely suffered a/an

o

stroke

o

stroke

o

transient ischemic attack

o

transient ischemic attack

o

narcoleptic episode

o

narcoleptic episode

o

epileptic seizure

o

epileptic seizure

o

myocardial infarction

o

myocardial infarction

10.CHALLENGE QUESTION! (Thought you already had one?) The following question

10.CHALLENGE QUESTION! (Thought you already had one?) The following question

requires that you know three word parts, and the parts do not come in the usual

188

requires that you know three word parts, and the parts do not come in the usual
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order. You can do it! Abnormal or lack of development of part of the spinal cord is

order. You can do it! Abnormal or lack of development of part of the spinal cord is

termed

termed

o

anencephalic

o

anencephalic

o

encephalitis

o

encephalitis

o

meningocele

o

meningocele

o

myelodysplasia

o

myelodysplasia

o

encephalopathy

o

encephalopathy

Digestive system

Digestive system

Digestive system terms

Digestive system terms

Gastr/o

Stomach

Gastritis, Gastrectomy

Gastr/o

Stomach

Gastritis, Gastrectomy

Hepat/o

Liver

Hepatitis (inflammation of), hepatoma (tumor of)

Hepat/o

Liver

Hepatitis (inflammation of), hepatoma (tumor of)

Chol/e

Gall, bile

Cholecystitis, cholecystectomy (inflammation of, removal of gallbladder)

Chol/e

Gall, bile

Cholecystitis, cholecystectomy (inflammation of, removal of gallbladder)

Cyst/o

Bladder, sac

(see above)

Cyst/o

Bladder, sac

(see above)

Emes/o

Vomit

Emesis (vomiting), emetic (stimulating vomiting), antiemetic (stopping
vomiting)

Emes/o

Vomit

Emesis (vomiting), emetic (stimulating vomiting), antiemetic (stopping
vomiting)

Lith/o

Stone

Cholelithotomy (removal of gall stones)

Lith/o

Stone

Cholelithotomy (removal of gall stones)

Lapar/o

Abdominal wall

Laparotomy (cutting into the abdomen)

Lapar/o

Abdominal wall

Laparotomy (cutting into the abdomen)

centesis

To puncture

Abdominocentesis (puncturing and draining)

centesis

To puncture

Abdominocentesis (puncturing and draining)

-tripsy

To crush

Cholelithotripsy (smashing gall stones with sound waves)

-tripsy

To crush

Cholelithotripsy (smashing gall stones with sound waves)

-rrhea

Flow, discharge

Diarrhea

-rrhea

Flow, discharge

Diarrhea

-iasis
(-osis)

Abnormal
condition

Cholelithiasis (presence of gall stones causing

-iasis
(-osis)

Abnormal
condition

Cholelithiasis (presence of gall stones causing
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Digestive system diseases

Digestive system diseases

Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease (GERD) -Severe

Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease (GERD) -Severe

“heartburn” in laymen’s language. Weakness of the valve between the esophagus and stomach may

“heartburn” in laymen’s language. Weakness of the valve between the esophagus and stomach may

allow stomach acid to reflux (regurgitate, backup) into the esophagus and irritate and inflame the

allow stomach acid to reflux (regurgitate, backup) into the esophagus and irritate and inflame the

lining. This results in chest pain which can mimic that of angina (pain of cardiac ischemia or an MI).

lining. This results in chest pain which can mimic that of angina (pain of cardiac ischemia or an MI).

Jaundice - Literally means “yellow” in French. Yellowing of the skin and whites of the eyes from a

Jaundice - Literally means “yellow” in French. Yellowing of the skin and whites of the eyes from a

backup of bile metabolic by-products from the blood into body tissues. May result from blockage of the

backup of bile metabolic by-products from the blood into body tissues. May result from blockage of the

ducts draining bile from the liver into the intestines or excessive breakdown of red blood cells.

ducts draining bile from the liver into the intestines or excessive breakdown of red blood cells.

Hemoglobin from destroyed RBCs is broken down, and in part, ends up in bile secretions.

Hemoglobin from destroyed RBCs is broken down, and in part, ends up in bile secretions.

Diverticulosis/diverticulitis – Small pouches may form along the walls of the large intestine called

Diverticulosis/diverticulitis – Small pouches may form along the walls of the large intestine called

diverticuli which if symptomatic, causing discomfort to the patient, is called diverticulosis. These

diverticuli which if symptomatic, causing discomfort to the patient, is called diverticulosis. These

abnormal outpocketings may collect and not be able to empty fecal material which can lead to

abnormal outpocketings may collect and not be able to empty fecal material which can lead to

inflammation, diverticulitis.

inflammation, diverticulitis.

Cirrhosis - Literally, “orange-yellow” in Greek. A degenerative disease of the liver that often develops

Cirrhosis - Literally, “orange-yellow” in Greek. A degenerative disease of the liver that often develops

in chronic alcoholics, but can have other causes. The name refers to the gross appearance of the organ.

in chronic alcoholics, but can have other causes. The name refers to the gross appearance of the organ.

Portal hypertension – A potential complication of chronic alcoholism resulting in liver damage and

Portal hypertension – A potential complication of chronic alcoholism resulting in liver damage and

obstruction of venous blood flow through the liver. The rising blood pressure in the veins between the

obstruction of venous blood flow through the liver. The rising blood pressure in the veins between the

gastrointestinal tract and liver causes engorgement of veins around the umbilicus (navel). The

gastrointestinal tract and liver causes engorgement of veins around the umbilicus (navel). The

characteristic radiating pattern of veins is called a “caput medusae” (head of Medusa). Medusa was the

characteristic radiating pattern of veins is called a “caput medusae” (head of Medusa). Medusa was the

“snake-haired lady” in Greek mythology.

“snake-haired lady” in Greek mythology.

Esophageal varices – bulging, engorged veins in the walls of the esophagus are often a complication

Esophageal varices – bulging, engorged veins in the walls of the esophagus are often a complication

of chronic alcoholism (see portal hypertension). The thin-walled, swollen veins are at risk of tearing

of chronic alcoholism (see portal hypertension). The thin-walled, swollen veins are at risk of tearing

resulting in severe, possibly fatal, bleeding.

resulting in severe, possibly fatal, bleeding.

Dysphagia - Difficulty swallowing. May be related to GERD (see above), esophageal tumor or other

Dysphagia - Difficulty swallowing. May be related to GERD (see above), esophageal tumor or other

causes.

causes.

Crohn’s Disease - a chronic inflammatory disease primarily of the bowel. Typical symptoms are

Crohn’s Disease - a chronic inflammatory disease primarily of the bowel. Typical symptoms are

abdominal pain, weight loss, diarrhea. There may also be rectal bleeding that can lead to anemia.

abdominal pain, weight loss, diarrhea. There may also be rectal bleeding that can lead to anemia.

Special X-rays and tests are needed to differentiate Crohn’s from other diseases with similar symptoms.

Special X-rays and tests are needed to differentiate Crohn’s from other diseases with similar symptoms.
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Peritonitis - Inflammation of the lining of the abdominal cavity. Before antibiotics, people would die

Peritonitis - Inflammation of the lining of the abdominal cavity. Before antibiotics, people would die

from peritonitis if an inflamed appendix burst. Indications of peritonitis are called “peritoneal signs”:

from peritonitis if an inflamed appendix burst. Indications of peritonitis are called “peritoneal signs”:

tender abdomen, rebound pain (pain when manual pressure released from examining abdomen),

tender abdomen, rebound pain (pain when manual pressure released from examining abdomen),

board-like rigidity of abdominal muscles, no bowel sounds (gurgles). The peritoneal membrane is very

board-like rigidity of abdominal muscles, no bowel sounds (gurgles). The peritoneal membrane is very

sensitive to exposure to foreign substances. Contact with blood, bile, urine, pus will cause peritoneal

sensitive to exposure to foreign substances. Contact with blood, bile, urine, pus will cause peritoneal

signs.

signs.

Digestive system procedures/specialists

Digestive system procedures/specialists

Gastroenterologist – a physician specializing in diseases of the digestive system including

Gastroenterologist – a physician specializing in diseases of the digestive system including

esophagus, stomach and intestines. These specialists do not do surgery. Patients needing surgery are

esophagus, stomach and intestines. These specialists do not do surgery. Patients needing surgery are

referred to a general surgeon.

referred to a general surgeon.

Proctologist – a physician specializing in diseases of the rectum and anus. Proctology is a surgical

Proctologist – a physician specializing in diseases of the rectum and anus. Proctology is a surgical

subspecialty.

subspecialty.

Guaiac test (Hemoccult, Fecult) - a special chemical test to identify blood in the stool (feces). Blood

Guaiac test (Hemoccult, Fecult) - a special chemical test to identify blood in the stool (feces). Blood

in the stool may have many causes including cancer and hemorrhoids.

in the stool may have many causes including cancer and hemorrhoids.

Upper GI series - a series of X-rays of the esophagus and stomach and

Upper GI series - a series of X-rays of the esophagus and stomach and

small intestines having the patient swallow a “milkshake” of barium. The element barium is opaque, i.e.

small intestines having the patient swallow a “milkshake” of barium. The element barium is opaque, i.e.

blocks , X-rays. This procedure may be used to identify problems with swallowing, stomach ulcers,

blocks , X-rays. This procedure may be used to identify problems with swallowing, stomach ulcers,

twisting of the small intestines.

twisting of the small intestines.

Lower GI series – a series of X-rays using a barium enema to show the large intestine and rectum.

Lower GI series – a series of X-rays using a barium enema to show the large intestine and rectum.

This procedure can be used to identify problems such as diverticulitis/diverticulosis, and tumors.

This procedure can be used to identify problems such as diverticulitis/diverticulosis, and tumors.
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Endoscopy - use of a flexible fiberoptic instrument attached to a video camera that can be used to

Endoscopy - use of a flexible fiberoptic instrument attached to a video camera that can be used to

directly visualize the esophagus, stomach and large bowel. Special names may be used for each area

directly visualize the esophagus, stomach and large bowel. Special names may be used for each area

explored such as colonoscopy.

explored such as colonoscopy.

Ultrasonography (ultrasound) - a procedure using high frequency sound waves to visualize

Ultrasonography (ultrasound) - a procedure using high frequency sound waves to visualize

internal organs. Primarily used to visualize abdominal and pelvic organs, such as the pregnant uterus.

internal organs. Primarily used to visualize abdominal and pelvic organs, such as the pregnant uterus.

Digestive system medical record

Digestive system medical record

You should be getting pretty good at making sense of medical terminology. But, nothing beats practical

You should be getting pretty good at making sense of medical terminology. But, nothing beats practical

application! Following is an abstract of a simulated patient’s medical record. Note words in italics. Take

application! Following is an abstract of a simulated patient’s medical record. Note words in italics. Take

them apart. Look for the “root” meaning. Read the record and answer the questions that follow to

them apart. Look for the “root” meaning. Read the record and answer the questions that follow to

yourself.

yourself.

A 48 year old male complains of abdominal discomfort after meals, especially, high fat meals. At those

A 48 year old male complains of abdominal discomfort after meals, especially, high fat meals. At those

times he also has aching in his right shoulder and back. An ultrasound of the upper abdomen

times he also has aching in his right shoulder and back. An ultrasound of the upper abdomen

revealed cholelithiasis. A consult with a gastroenterologist determined that cholelithotripsy was

revealed cholelithiasis. A consult with a gastroenterologist determined that cholelithotripsy was

considered but it was decided that a laparoscopic cholecystectomy would be the first procedure

considered but it was decided that a laparoscopic cholecystectomy would be the first procedure

attempted. If complications were encountered then an open cholecystectomy would be performed.

attempted. If complications were encountered then an open cholecystectomy would be performed.

Significant medical history: patient had a coronary angiography performed at age 46 following

Significant medical history: patient had a coronary angiography performed at age 46 following

suspected myocardial infarct.

suspected myocardial infarct.



What is the diagnosis (the patient’s current medical problem)?



What is the diagnosis (the patient’s current medical problem)?



Did the procedure performed to aid in the diagnosis involve use of X-rays?



Did the procedure performed to aid in the diagnosis involve use of X-rays?



Was a specialist appropriate to the diagnosis consulted?



Was a specialist appropriate to the diagnosis consulted?



What treatments were considered?



What treatments were considered?



What significant event was in the patient’s medical history?



What significant event was in the patient’s medical history?



What procedure was performed in the patient’s medical history?



What procedure was performed in the patient’s medical history?

In plain English

In plain English

A 48-year-old male complains of abdominal discomfort after meals, especially, high fat meals. At those

A 48-year-old male complains of abdominal discomfort after meals, especially, high fat meals. At those

times he also has aching in his right shoulder and back. A procedure using high frequency sound waves

times he also has aching in his right shoulder and back. A procedure using high frequency sound waves

to image the upper abdomen revealed stones in the gallbladder. A consult with a specialist in diseases of

to image the upper abdomen revealed stones in the gallbladder. A consult with a specialist in diseases of
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the digestive tract determined that crushing the gallbladder stones with sound waves was considered

the digestive tract determined that crushing the gallbladder stones with sound waves was considered

but it was decided that a removal of the gallbladder using a scope and instruments inserted into the

but it was decided that a removal of the gallbladder using a scope and instruments inserted into the

abdominal wall would be the first procedure attempted. If complications were encountered then

abdominal wall would be the first procedure attempted. If complications were encountered then

opening up the abdomen and removing the gallbladder would be performed.

opening up the abdomen and removing the gallbladder would be performed.

Significant medical history: The patient had a heart attack. The patient’s heart arteries were imaged by

Significant medical history: The patient had a heart attack. The patient’s heart arteries were imaged by

injecting a dye opaque to X-rays into an artery to show area of blockage of blood flow to heart muscle.

injecting a dye opaque to X-rays into an artery to show area of blockage of blood flow to heart muscle.

Surprised at how much you understood? I’m not!

Surprised at how much you understood? I’m not!

Before taking the quiz, you may want to check back to “Basics” and review the word stems for mouth,

Before taking the quiz, you may want to check back to “Basics” and review the word stems for mouth,

tongue, gums, stomach, small and large intestines and liver.

tongue, gums, stomach, small and large intestines and liver.

Quiz four

Quiz four

1.

An emetic drug would have which of the following actions?

1.

An emetic drug would have which of the following actions?

o

Stop bleeding

o

Stop bleeding

o

Induce vomiting

o

Induce vomiting

o

Stop vomiting

o

Stop vomiting

o

Stop diarrhea

o

Stop diarrhea

o

Kill bacteria

o

Kill bacteria

2.

Introduction of a fiberoptic instrument through the abdominal wall for diagnostic

2.

Introduction of a fiberoptic instrument through the abdominal wall for diagnostic

purposes is called

purposes is called

o

sigmoidoscopy

o

sigmoidoscopy

o

colonoscopy

o

colonoscopy

o

laparoscopy

o

laparoscopy

o

endoscopy

o

endoscopy

o

colposcopy

o

colposcopy

3.

Surgical removal of an inflamed gallbladder containing stones is termed

3.

Surgical removal of an inflamed gallbladder containing stones is termed

o

cholelithiasis

o

cholelithiasis

o

cholelithotomy

o

cholelithotomy

o

cholelithotripsy

o

cholelithotripsy
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o

cholecystectomy

o

cholecystectomy

o

cholecystitis

o

cholecystitis

4.

Cirrhosis is a condition involving

4.

Cirrhosis is a condition involving

o

abnormal outpocketing of the large intestine

o

abnormal outpocketing of the large intestine

o

inflammation of the small intestine

o

inflammation of the small intestine

o

constriction of the esophagus with a tumor

o

constriction of the esophagus with a tumor

o

difficulty swallowing

o

difficulty swallowing

o

degeneration of the liver

o

degeneration of the liver

5.

The guaiac test is used to determine presence of

5.

The guaiac test is used to determine presence of

o

gallstones

o

gallstones

o

blood in the stool

o

blood in the stool

o

twisting of the small intestine

o

twisting of the small intestine

o

appendicitis

o

appendicitis

o

blood in vomit

o

blood in vomit

6.

You read in a medical report that a patient had a proctoscopic examination. You

6.

You read in a medical report that a patient had a proctoscopic examination. You

conclude that the physician will be looking for, among other possibilities, a tumor in

conclude that the physician will be looking for, among other possibilities, a tumor in

the

the

o

mouth

o

mouth

o

colon

o

colon

o

rectum

o

rectum

o

stomach

o

stomach

o

gallbladder

o

gallbladder

7.

Dysphagia is a term describing difficult, painful or abnormal

7.

Dysphagia is a term describing difficult, painful or abnormal

o

passing of stool

o

passing of stool

o

emptying of the stomach

o

emptying of the stomach

o

swallowing

o

swallowing

o

passing gas (flatulence)

o

passing gas (flatulence)

o

chewing of food

o

chewing of food

8.

A patient from a car accident has a swollen belly and the surgeon suspects bleeding

8.

A patient from a car accident has a swollen belly and the surgeon suspects bleeding

o
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into the abdomen. He/she will puncture the belly and drain any fluid looking for

into the abdomen. He/she will puncture the belly and drain any fluid looking for

blood. This procedure is termed

blood. This procedure is termed

laparotomy

o
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laparotomy

o

endoscopy

o

endoscopy

o

thoracocentesis

o

thoracocentesis

o

abdominocentesis

o

abdominocentesis

o

colectomy

o

colectomy

9.

If I have GERD, I have

9.

If I have GERD, I have

o

gallbladder disease

o

gallbladder disease

o

stomach ulcers

o

stomach ulcers

o

blood in my stool

o

blood in my stool

o

alcoholic liver disease

o

alcoholic liver disease

o

severe ‘heartburn’

o

severe ‘heartburn’

10.CHALLENGE QUESTION! The following question has multiple word parts, some from

10.CHALLENGE QUESTION! The following question has multiple word parts, some from

previous modules. Take it apart piece by piece. Make me proud!

previous modules. Take it apart piece by piece. Make me proud!

Cholangioenterostomy describes a procedure that

Cholangioenterostomy describes a procedure that

o

examines the interior of the gallbladder with a lighted fiberoptic instrument.

o

examines the interior of the gallbladder with a lighted fiberoptic instrument.

o

surgically creates an opening between the intestines and the abdominal wall.

o

surgically creates an opening between the intestines and the abdominal wall.

o

surgically creates a passageway between the gallbladder duct to the intestine.

o

surgically creates a passageway between the gallbladder duct to the intestine.

o

Involves X-rays showing the gallbladder draining into the intestine.

o

Involves X-rays showing the gallbladder draining into the intestine.

o

surgically removes gallstones through an opening in the abdomen.

o

surgically removes gallstones through an opening in the abdomen.

Respiratory system

Respiratory system

Respiratory system terms

Respiratory system terms

Rhin/o

Nose

Rhinitis, rhinorrhea (inflammation of and “runny” nose)

Rhin/o

Nose

Rhinitis, rhinorrhea (inflammation of and “runny” nose)

Laryng/o

Larynx, “voice
box”*

Laryngotomy, Laryngectomy (cutting into, surgically removing the
larynx)

Laryng/o

Larynx, “voice
box”*

Laryngotomy, Laryngectomy (cutting into, surgically removing the
larynx)

Trache/o

Trachea, “windpipe”

Tracheotomy, tracheostomy (temporary and permanent openings)

Trache/o

Trachea, “windpipe”

Tracheotomy, tracheostomy (temporary and permanent openings)

Bronch/o

Lung air
passageways

Bronchoscopy (looking into the bronchi)

Bronch/o

Lung air
passageways

Bronchoscopy (looking into the bronchi)
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Pne/u, pnea

Breath, air, lung

Tachypnea, dyspnea, apnea (accelerated, difficult/painful, cessation of
breathing)

Pne/u, pnea

Breath, air, lung

Tachypnea, dyspnea, apnea (accelerated, difficult/painful, cessation of
breathing)

Pulmo/o

Lung

Pulmonary artery

Pulmo/o

Lung

Pulmonary artery

-ptysis

Spitting (coughing)

Hemoptysis (spitting or coughing up blood from lungs)

-ptysis

Spitting (coughing)

Hemoptysis (spitting or coughing up blood from lungs)

-plasty

Reconstruction

Rhinoplasty (surgical reconstruction of nose)

-plasty

Reconstruction

Rhinoplasty (surgical reconstruction of nose)

*Adam’s apple – Everyone is familiar with the bulge in the front of the neck we call an ‘Adam’s apple.’

*Adam’s apple – Everyone is familiar with the bulge in the front of the neck we call an ‘Adam’s apple.’

This structure, termed the laryngeal prominence, is a cartilage in the ‘voice box’ or larynx. Testosterone,

This structure, termed the laryngeal prominence, is a cartilage in the ‘voice box’ or larynx. Testosterone,

the male hormone, enlarges the larynx in males which also lengthens the vocal cords lowering the voice

the male hormone, enlarges the larynx in males which also lengthens the vocal cords lowering the voice

at puberty. Folklore has it that the “forbidden fruit” offered by Eve got stuck in Adam’s throat. The fruit

at puberty. Folklore has it that the “forbidden fruit” offered by Eve got stuck in Adam’s throat. The fruit

is not identified in Genesis. However, in art it is traditionally portrayed as an apple. Why? The

is not identified in Genesis. However, in art it is traditionally portrayed as an apple. Why? The

forbidden fruit was from the tree of knowledge of good and evil. The Latin word for evil, malum, also

forbidden fruit was from the tree of knowledge of good and evil. The Latin word for evil, malum, also

means apple. The Latin root is found in such words as malady and malignant.

means apple. The Latin root is found in such words as malady and malignant.

Respiratory system diseases

Respiratory system diseases

Pneumoconiosis - literally, “an abnormal condition of dust in the lungs.” A generic name for

Pneumoconiosis - literally, “an abnormal condition of dust in the lungs.” A generic name for

conditions where toxic particles become trapped in the lungs and cause symptoms and disability such a

conditions where toxic particles become trapped in the lungs and cause symptoms and disability such a

“black lung” or “miner’s lung” disease. Terms specific to the particulate matter may be given such as

“black lung” or “miner’s lung” disease. Terms specific to the particulate matter may be given such as

asbestosis.

asbestosis.

Epistaxis - want a fancier name for a “nosebleed?” You got it!

Epistaxis - want a fancier name for a “nosebleed?” You got it!

Cystic fibrosis - an inheritable disease that affects not only the lungs but other systems producing

Cystic fibrosis - an inheritable disease that affects not only the lungs but other systems producing

mucous such as the digestive system. Patients suffer frequent lung infections that are hard to treat

mucous such as the digestive system. Patients suffer frequent lung infections that are hard to treat
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because mucous is thick and sluggish and result in increased scarring (fibrosis) of the lungs. They also

because mucous is thick and sluggish and result in increased scarring (fibrosis) of the lungs. They also

take multiple enzyme pills because of digestive abnormalities related to abnormal mucous production.

take multiple enzyme pills because of digestive abnormalities related to abnormal mucous production.

Emphysema (COPD) - Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, of which emphysema is one of,

Emphysema (COPD) - Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, of which emphysema is one of,

results in progressive destruction of the air sacs in the lungs and loss of respiratory membrane for

results in progressive destruction of the air sacs in the lungs and loss of respiratory membrane for

oxygen exchange. The bane of long term smokers.

oxygen exchange. The bane of long term smokers.

Atelectasis - a collapsed lung. Literally, “an imperfect expansion” in Greek.

Atelectasis - a collapsed lung. Literally, “an imperfect expansion” in Greek.

Respiratory system procedures

Respiratory system procedures

Pulmonologist - a physician specializing in diseases of the lungs. Patients needing surgery are

Pulmonologist - a physician specializing in diseases of the lungs. Patients needing surgery are

referred to a general surgeon.

referred to a general surgeon.

Respiratory Therapist - a specially trained technician who

Respiratory Therapist - a specially trained technician who

administers, among other treatments, inhalation therapy to patients with lung disease.

administers, among other treatments, inhalation therapy to patients with lung disease.

Pulmonary angiography - special X-rays of the vessels of the lungs.

Pulmonary angiography - special X-rays of the vessels of the lungs.

Laryngoscopy - visual examination of the larynx.

Laryngoscopy - visual examination of the larynx.

Endotracheal intubation - passing a special air-tube into the trachea so oxygen can be reliably

Endotracheal intubation - passing a special air-tube into the trachea so oxygen can be reliably

supplied directly to the lungs without risk of inhaling vomit from the stomach. Typically done for

supplied directly to the lungs without risk of inhaling vomit from the stomach. Typically done for

surgery or whenever general anesthesia is administered among other situations where the patient’s

surgery or whenever general anesthesia is administered among other situations where the patient’s

airway must be secured.

airway must be secured.

Quiz five

Quiz five

1.

Surgical reconstruction or cosmetic alteration of the nose is termed

1.

Surgical reconstruction or cosmetic alteration of the nose is termed

o

rhinectomy

o

rhinectomy

o

rhinoplasty

o

rhinoplasty
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o

rhinopexy

o

rhinopexy

o

rhinotomy

o

rhinotomy

o

rhinoscopy

o

rhinoscopy

2.

A faster than normal respiratory rate of breathing is termed

2.

A faster than normal respiratory rate of breathing is termed

o

dyspnea

o

dyspnea

o

apnea

o

apnea

o

tachypnea

o

tachypnea

o

pleurisy

o

pleurisy

o

pneumoconiosis

o

pneumoconiosis

3.

Hemoptysis is a term describing

3.

Hemoptysis is a term describing

o

a bloody nose

o

a bloody nose

o

bleeding from the gums

o

bleeding from the gums

o

blood in the chest cavity

o

blood in the chest cavity

o

a clot in a pulmonary artery

o

a clot in a pulmonary artery

o

coughing up blood from the lungs

o

coughing up blood from the lungs

4.

A patient with a foreign body trapped in a lung passageway would be a candidate for

4.

A patient with a foreign body trapped in a lung passageway would be a candidate for

which of the following procedures?

which of the following procedures?

o

Laryngoscopy

o

Laryngoscopy

o

Tracheostomy

o

Tracheostomy

o

Bronchoscopy

o

Bronchoscopy

o

Laryngectomy

o

Laryngectomy

o

Pulmonectomy

o

Pulmonectomy

5.

Patients with pneumonia often find it difficult or painful to take deep breaths. The

5.

Patients with pneumonia often find it difficult or painful to take deep breaths. The

term for this is

term for this is

o

tachypnea

o

tachypnea

o

dyspnea

o

dyspnea

o

apnea

o

apnea

o

atelectasis

o

atelectasis

o

emphysema

o

emphysema

6.

A special procedure to examine the blood vessels of the lungs by X-ray is called

6.

A special procedure to examine the blood vessels of the lungs by X-ray is called

o

a lung scan

o

a lung scan
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o

thoracocentesis

o

thoracocentesis

o

bronchoscopy

o

bronchoscopy

o

endotracheal intubation

o

endotracheal intubation

o

pulmonary angiography

o

pulmonary angiography

7.

A tracheostomy is a procedure involving

7.

A tracheostomy is a procedure involving

o

visual examination of the interior of the trachea

o

visual examination of the interior of the trachea

o

a temporary opening cut into the trachea

o

a temporary opening cut into the trachea

o

a permanent opening cut into the trachea

o

a permanent opening cut into the trachea

o

visual examination of the lung passageways

o

visual examination of the lung passageways

o

surgical reconstruction of a crushed trachea

o

surgical reconstruction of a crushed trachea

8.

Epistaxis is the term for

8.

Epistaxis is the term for

o

a collapsed lung

o

a collapsed lung

o

a nosebleed

o

a nosebleed

o

uncontrollable sneezing

o

uncontrollable sneezing

o

coughing up blood from the lungs

o

coughing up blood from the lungs

o

‘miner’s lung’ disease

o

‘miner’s lung’ disease

Urinary system

Urinary system

Urinary system terms

Urinary system terms

Nephr/o,
ren/o

Kidney

Nephritis, renal artery

Nephr/o,
ren/o

Kidney

Nephritis, renal artery

Hydro/o

Water

Hydronephrosis (abnormal condition involving back up of
urine into the kidney

Hydro/o

Water

Hydronephrosis (abnormal condition involving back up of
urine into the kidney

Cyst/o

Bladder

Cystitis, cystectomy (inflammation of, removal of bladder)

Cyst/o

Bladder

Cystitis, cystectomy (inflammation of, removal of bladder)

Pyel/o

Renal collecting ducts

Pyelogram (X-ray of the collecting ducts)

Pyel/o

Renal collecting ducts

Pyelogram (X-ray of the collecting ducts)

Ur/o, -uria

Urine

Polyuria, anuria (frequent urination, no urine formation)

Ur/o, -uria

Urine

Polyuria, anuria (frequent urination, no urine formation)
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Olig/o

Scanty, less than normal

Oliguria (reduced urine formation)

Olig/o

Scanty, less than normal

Oliguria (reduced urine formation)

-pexy

To surgically reattach, fix in
normal position

Nephropexy (surgically attach kidney in normal anatomical
position)

-pexy

To surgically reattach, fix in
normal position

Nephropexy (surgically attach kidney in normal anatomical
position)

Urinary system diseases

Urinary system diseases

Nephrosis – a noninflammatory disease of kidneys.

Nephrosis – a noninflammatory disease of kidneys.

Nephrolith – a kidney stone.

Nephrolith – a kidney stone.

Urethritis - inflammation of the urethra, the final pathway for urine in both sexes, and the common

Urethritis - inflammation of the urethra, the final pathway for urine in both sexes, and the common

pathway for urine and semen in the male.

pathway for urine and semen in the male.

Nocturia – frequently getting up and urinating during the night.

Nocturia – frequently getting up and urinating during the night.

Enuresis - involuntary release of urine, most often in reference to “bedwetting.”

Enuresis - involuntary release of urine, most often in reference to “bedwetting.”

Urinary system procedures

Urinary system procedures

Nephrologist - I am hoping by now, you would know this is a physician specializing in kidney

Nephrologist - I am hoping by now, you would know this is a physician specializing in kidney

diseases.

diseases.

Urologist - a physician specializing in diseases of the lower urinary tract, that is, the bladder and

Urologist - a physician specializing in diseases of the lower urinary tract, that is, the bladder and

urethra. Also, urology is the profession that takes care of problems of the male reproductive system, sort

urethra. Also, urology is the profession that takes care of problems of the male reproductive system, sort

of the male equivalent of a gynecologist.

of the male equivalent of a gynecologist.

Cystoscopy – looking into the urinary bladder with a fiberoptic instrument.

Cystoscopy – looking into the urinary bladder with a fiberoptic instrument.

Intravenous pyelogram – special X-rays showing the drainage pattern of the kidneys. A dye opaque

Intravenous pyelogram – special X-rays showing the drainage pattern of the kidneys. A dye opaque

to X-rays is injected into a vein. After a waiting period for the blood and dye to pass through the

to X-rays is injected into a vein. After a waiting period for the blood and dye to pass through the

kidneys, X-rays can be taken of the collecting system of the kidney, ureter and bladder.

kidneys, X-rays can be taken of the collecting system of the kidney, ureter and bladder.
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Retrograde pyelogram - personally, I prefer the former procedure! In this procedure a dye opaque to

Retrograde pyelogram - personally, I prefer the former procedure! In this procedure a dye opaque to

X-rays is flushed backwards up the urethra and bladder and up the ureters to the kidneys.

X-rays is flushed backwards up the urethra and bladder and up the ureters to the kidneys.

Voiding cystourethrogram - take this apart starting at the end of the word: an imaging technique

Voiding cystourethrogram - take this apart starting at the end of the word: an imaging technique

(X-ray) displaying the urethra and bladder while urinating! How did the opaque dye get into the

(X-ray) displaying the urethra and bladder while urinating! How did the opaque dye get into the

bladder? One guess then see retrograde pyelogram above.

bladder? One guess then see retrograde pyelogram above.

Dialysis - a procedure for cleansing the blood of waste products in individuals with complete kidney

Dialysis - a procedure for cleansing the blood of waste products in individuals with complete kidney

failure or who have had kidneys removed by surgery. With the in-hospital procedure, the patient’s blood

failure or who have had kidneys removed by surgery. With the in-hospital procedure, the patient’s blood

is circulated through a machine that removes waste products. The blood is recirculated back into the

is circulated through a machine that removes waste products. The blood is recirculated back into the

patient.

patient.

Lithotripsy - Crushing kidney stones with sound waves. Unlike cholelithotripsy (crushing of

Lithotripsy - Crushing kidney stones with sound waves. Unlike cholelithotripsy (crushing of

gallstones), which is no longer done, the sludge from crushing kidney stones has an easy direct pathway

gallstones), which is no longer done, the sludge from crushing kidney stones has an easy direct pathway

out of the body (down the ureter to the bladder and out the urethra). Nephrolithotripsy is an elective

out of the body (down the ureter to the bladder and out the urethra). Nephrolithotripsy is an elective

procedure that may spare a patient surgery.

procedure that may spare a patient surgery.

Quiz six

Quiz six

1.

1.

Frequently after surgery involving general anesthetic, a patient may not void urine

Frequently after surgery involving general anesthetic, a patient may not void urine

for a period of time, because the kidneys have stopped producing urine. This usually

for a period of time, because the kidneys have stopped producing urine. This usually

temporary condition is termed

temporary condition is termed

o

polyuria

o

polyuria

o

oliguria

o

oliguria

o

anuria

o

anuria

o

nocturia

o

nocturia

o

enuresis

o

enuresis

2.

Presence of a kidney “stone” is termed

2.

Presence of a kidney “stone” is termed

o

nephrosis

o

nephrosis

o

hydronephrosis

o

hydronephrosis

o

nephritis

o

nephritis

o

nephrolithiasis

o

nephrolithiasis

o

pyelonephrosis

o

pyelonephrosis

3.

A specialist in diseases of the lower urinary tract, bladder and urethra, is called a

3.

A specialist in diseases of the lower urinary tract, bladder and urethra, is called a

o

nephrologist

o

nephrologist

o

urologist

o

urologist
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o

proctologist

o

proctologist

o

blepharologist

o

blepharologist

o

serologist

o

serologist

4.

Nephrolithotomy is the term for

4.

Nephrolithotomy is the term for

o

removing a kidney

o

removing a kidney

o

removing a kidney stone

o

removing a kidney stone

o

crushing kidney stones with sound waves

o

crushing kidney stones with sound waves

o

removing a tumor from a kidney

o

removing a tumor from a kidney

o

transplanting a replacement kidney

o

transplanting a replacement kidney

5.

The term for scanty or less than normal urine formation is

5.

The term for scanty or less than normal urine formation is

o

anuria

o

anuria

o

enuresis

o

enuresis

o

oliguria

o

oliguria

o

polyuria

o

polyuria

o

nocturia

o

nocturia

6.

A procedure that allows a physician to look into the bladder and examine its interior

6.

A procedure that allows a physician to look into the bladder and examine its interior

is termed a

is termed a

o

retrograde pyelogram

o

retrograde pyelogram

o

cystoscopy

o

cystoscopy

o

cystogram

o

cystogram

o

voiding cystourethrogram

o

voiding cystourethrogram

o

intravenous pyelogram

o

intravenous pyelogram

7.

Surgical fixation or return and attachment of a kidney dislodged during an auto

7.

Surgical fixation or return and attachment of a kidney dislodged during an auto

accident would be termed

accident would be termed

o

nephrotomy

o

nephrotomy

o

nephrolithotomy

o

nephrolithotomy

o

nephrolithotripsy

o

nephrolithotripsy

o

nephropexy

o

nephropexy

o

nephrectomy

o

nephrectomy

8.

A lab report comes back to a physician documenting numerous erythrocytes in the

8.

A lab report comes back to a physician documenting numerous erythrocytes in the

urine specimen. The term for this is
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urine specimen. The term for this is

202

o

oliguria

o

oliguria

o

polyuria

o

polyuria

o

anuria

o

anuria

o

hematuria

o

hematuria

o

nocturia

o

nocturia

Male reproductive system

Male reproductive system

Male reproductive system terms

Male reproductive system terms

Orchid/o,
test/o

Testes (male
gonad) *

Orchiditis, orchidectomy, testicular artery, testosterone (male sex
hormone)

Orchid/o,
test/o

Testes (male
gonad) *

Orchiditis, orchidectomy, testicular artery, testosterone (male sex
hormone)

Balan/o

Head of the penis

Balanitis

Balan/o

Head of the penis

Balanitis

Andr/o

Male

Androgenic (stimulating maleness), androgynous (characteristics of male
and female appearance)

Andr/o

Male

Androgenic (stimulating maleness), androgynous (characteristics of male
and female appearance)

Prostat/o

Prostate

Prostatitis, prostatectomy

Prostat/o

Prostate

Prostatitis, prostatectomy

Vas/o

Vessel, duct

Vas deferens, vasectomy (duct carrying semen from testes, cutting the
duct)

Vas/o

Vessel, duct

Vas deferens, vasectomy (duct carrying semen from testes, cutting the
duct)

-rrhaphy

To suture

Herniorrhaphy (surgical correction of inguinal hernia)

-rrhaphy

To suture

Herniorrhaphy (surgical correction of inguinal hernia)

*Testis – Did you know that testis, testify, testimonial and testament all share a common root

*Testis – Did you know that testis, testify, testimonial and testament all share a common root

meaning? Testis means “witness” in Latin. As the testis witnesses to manhood, you may witness to the

meaning? Testis means “witness” in Latin. As the testis witnesses to manhood, you may witness to the

truth at trial, proclaim your favorite brand of corn flakes or witness to your final wishes in your will. If

truth at trial, proclaim your favorite brand of corn flakes or witness to your final wishes in your will. If

you die without a will, you die “intestate,” without having witnessed.

you die without a will, you die “intestate,” without having witnessed.

Male reproductive system diseases

Male reproductive system diseases

Hypospadias - literally “below the fleshy spike.” A condition in which the external urinary meatus

Hypospadias - literally “below the fleshy spike.” A condition in which the external urinary meatus

(opening) opens anywhere below the tip of the penis rather than at the tip.

(opening) opens anywhere below the tip of the penis rather than at the tip.

Hydrocele - a fluid filled sac partially surrounding the testis. Manifests itself as a swelling on the side

Hydrocele - a fluid filled sac partially surrounding the testis. Manifests itself as a swelling on the side

of the scrotum. May cause discomfort. Can be surgically corrected. And, who would most likely be doing

of the scrotum. May cause discomfort. Can be surgically corrected. And, who would most likely be doing

the surgery? A urologist!

the surgery? A urologist!
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Varicocele - dilated and twisted veins of the testis, sort of “hemorrhoids” of the scrotum! Manifests

Varicocele - dilated and twisted veins of the testis, sort of “hemorrhoids” of the scrotum! Manifests

itself as a swelling on the side of the scrotum which may look and feel like a “bag of worms.” May be

itself as a swelling on the side of the scrotum which may look and feel like a “bag of worms.” May be

surgically corrected if causing discomfort. This condition may also cause reduced sperm count and male

surgically corrected if causing discomfort. This condition may also cause reduced sperm count and male

sterility due to sluggish blood flow elevating testicular temperature.

sterility due to sluggish blood flow elevating testicular temperature.

Cryptorchidism - literally “hidden testicle.” A condition of lack of descent of one or both testes into

Cryptorchidism - literally “hidden testicle.” A condition of lack of descent of one or both testes into

the scrotum. If not corrected, usually by surgery, before puberty, can lead to sterility and increased risk

the scrotum. If not corrected, usually by surgery, before puberty, can lead to sterility and increased risk

of testicular cancer.

of testicular cancer.

Benign prostatic hypertrophy (BPH) - swelling of the prostate gland which surrounds the base of

Benign prostatic hypertrophy (BPH) - swelling of the prostate gland which surrounds the base of

the male bladder and urethra causing difficulty urinating, dribbling, and nocturia (remember that

the male bladder and urethra causing difficulty urinating, dribbling, and nocturia (remember that

word? See urinary system). The bane of old men! BPH becomes more common as men age.

word? See urinary system). The bane of old men! BPH becomes more common as men age.

Transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) - the surgical cure for BPH. An instrument

Transurethral resection of the prostate (TURP) - the surgical cure for BPH. An instrument

inserted through the penile urethra is used to partially cut away the prostate to relieve obstruction of the

inserted through the penile urethra is used to partially cut away the prostate to relieve obstruction of the

urinary tract.

urinary tract.

Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) – PSA is a marker protein for prostate cell secretions which can be

Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) – PSA is a marker protein for prostate cell secretions which can be

detected with a lab test. A rising PSA may be an early sign of prostate cancer, although there may be

detected with a lab test. A rising PSA may be an early sign of prostate cancer, although there may be

other causes including false positive tests. How often should men get a PSA test? Check in with The

other causes including false positive tests. How often should men get a PSA test? Check in with The

Prostate Cancer Foundation.

Prostate Cancer Foundation.

Male reproductive system medical record

Male reproductive system medical record

Following is an abstract of a simulated patient’s medical record. Read the record and define each term

Following is an abstract of a simulated patient’s medical record. Read the record and define each term

in italics.

in italics.

A 55 year old male complains of nocturia, three to four times a night.He also states that he has difficulty

A 55 year old male complains of nocturia, three to four times a night.He also states that he has difficulty

getting urination started, has a small stream, and dribbles after he finishes. Sometimes he has feelings

getting urination started, has a small stream, and dribbles after he finishes. Sometimes he has feelings

of urgency. A review of organ systems reveals that his angina, which he treats with nitroglycerine

of urgency. A review of organ systems reveals that his angina, which he treats with nitroglycerine

tablets, is increasing in frequency.

tablets, is increasing in frequency.

A rectal exam reveals prostatic hypertrophy without nodules, most likely BPH. Patient was scheduled

A rectal exam reveals prostatic hypertrophy without nodules, most likely BPH. Patient was scheduled

for anECG and coronary angiography. A referral was made to a urologist for evaluation for a TURP.

for anECG and coronary angiography. A referral was made to a urologist for evaluation for a TURP.

Recent medical history: hemoptysis two months ago. Bronchoscopy was unremarkable.

Recent medical history: hemoptysis two months ago. Bronchoscopy was unremarkable.

Past medical history: cholelithiasis treated with cholelithotripsy at age 52. Varicocelectomy at age

Past medical history: cholelithiasis treated with cholelithotripsy at age 52. Varicocelectomy at age

28.Appendectomy at age 24.

28.Appendectomy at age 24.

In plain English

In plain English
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A 55 year old male complains of having to get up at night to urinate, three to four times a night. He also

A 55 year old male complains of having to get up at night to urinate, three to four times a night. He also

states that he has difficulty getting urination started, has a small stream, and dribbles after he finishes.

states that he has difficulty getting urination started, has a small stream, and dribbles after he finishes.

Sometimes he has an urgent need to urinate. A review of organ systems reveals that his cardiac related

Sometimes he has an urgent need to urinate. A review of organ systems reveals that his cardiac related

chest pain, which he treats with nitroglycerine tablets, is increasing in frequency.

chest pain, which he treats with nitroglycerine tablets, is increasing in frequency.

A rectal exam reveals an enlarged prostate without nodules, most likely Benign Prostatic Hypertrophy

A rectal exam reveals an enlarged prostate without nodules, most likely Benign Prostatic Hypertrophy

(nonlife-threatening enlargement of the prostate). Patient was scheduled for an electrocardiogram

(nonlife-threatening enlargement of the prostate). Patient was scheduled for an electrocardiogram

(recording of the electrical activity of the heart) and X-rays of the arteries of the heart. A referral was

(recording of the electrical activity of the heart) and X-rays of the arteries of the heart. A referral was

made to a specialist in diseases of the male reproductive system and lower urinary tract for possible

made to a specialist in diseases of the male reproductive system and lower urinary tract for possible

transurethral resection of the prostate (partial internal removal of prostatic tissue).

transurethral resection of the prostate (partial internal removal of prostatic tissue).

Recent medical history: spitting up blood from the lungs two months ago. Passing a fiberoptic

Recent medical history: spitting up blood from the lungs two months ago. Passing a fiberoptic

instrument into the lung passageways did not determine a cause.

instrument into the lung passageways did not determine a cause.

Male reproductive system mythology

Male reproductive system mythology

Greek and Roman mythology is alive and well!

Greek and Roman mythology is alive and well!

Term

Description

God/godess

Term

Description

God/godess

Hymen

Membrane surrounding entrance of
vagina

Hymen – the Greek god of marriage

Hymen

Membrane surrounding entrance of
vagina

Hymen – the Greek god of marriage

Aphrodisiac

A chemical purported to stimulate
sexual desire

Aphrodite- The Greek goddess of love

Aphrodisiac

A chemical purported to stimulate
sexual desire

Aphrodite- The Greek goddess of love

Venereal disease

A sexually transmitted infectious
disease

Venus – the Roman goddess of love

Venereal disease

A sexually transmitted infectious
disease

Venus – the Roman goddess of love

Hermaphroditism

A condition where both ovarian and
testicular tissue are found in the same
individual

Hermaphroditus* – the offspring of Hermes and
Aphrodite who looked female but had male
genitalia

Hermaphroditism

A condition where both ovarian and
testicular tissue are found in the same
individual

Hermaphroditus* – the offspring of Hermes and
Aphrodite who looked female but had male
genitalia

Priapism

A continuous, painful erection

Priapus – the Roman god of male potency

Priapism

A continuous, painful erection

Priapus – the Roman god of male potency

Satyriasis

A condition of compulsive sexual
desire in men.

Satyr- a woodland deity part man and part goat.
Most notable for chasing nymphs.

Satyriasis

A condition of compulsive sexual
desire in men.

Satyr- a woodland deity part man and part goat.
Most notable for chasing nymphs.

Hermaphroditus*

Hermaphroditus*
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Hermaphroditus

Hermaphroditus

In Greek mythology, Hermaphroditus was the son of Hermes, messenger of the gods, and Aphrodite,

In Greek mythology, Hermaphroditus was the son of Hermes, messenger of the gods, and Aphrodite,

the goddess of love. He was a handsome young man. One day while swimming in a woodland pool, one

the goddess of love. He was a handsome young man. One day while swimming in a woodland pool, one

of the Naiads, nymphs of wells, springs and ponds, spied him and instantly fell in love with him. She

of the Naiads, nymphs of wells, springs and ponds, spied him and instantly fell in love with him. She

swam out to him, embraced him professing her love. He rejected her advances. Angry at her rejection,

swam out to him, embraced him professing her love. He rejected her advances. Angry at her rejection,

she prayed to the gods that they never be separated again. The ancient gods had a whimsical, sometimes

she prayed to the gods that they never be separated again. The ancient gods had a whimsical, sometimes

cruel, sense of humor and bound their bodies into one, ever inseparable. Be careful what you ask for?

cruel, sense of humor and bound their bodies into one, ever inseparable. Be careful what you ask for?

The curse of the answered prayer?

The curse of the answered prayer?

In classic art, Hermaphroditus is portrayed as a women with male genitalia. True hermaphrodites exist,

In classic art, Hermaphroditus is portrayed as a women with male genitalia. True hermaphrodites exist,

although they are rare, but most commonly have a male-type body with ambiguous genitalia. Internally,

although they are rare, but most commonly have a male-type body with ambiguous genitalia. Internally,

both ovarian and testicular tissue are present either as separate organs or an ovotestis. Related sex

both ovarian and testicular tissue are present either as separate organs or an ovotestis. Related sex

structures are poorly developed or absent.

structures are poorly developed or absent.

Quiz seven

Quiz seven

1.

1.

Surgical repair of hypospadias using the foreskin of the head of the penis would be
termed

Surgical repair of hypospadias using the foreskin of the head of the penis would be
termed

o

orchidopexy

o

orchidopexy

o

balanopexy

o

balanopexy

o

oophoropexy

o

oophoropexy

o

balanoplasty

o

balanoplasty

o

colpoplasty

o

colpoplasty

2.

Cancer of the testicle usually requires its surgical removal. This procedure is termed

2.

Cancer of the testicle usually requires its surgical removal. This procedure is termed

o

orchidectomy

o

orchidectomy
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o

orchidoplasty

o

orchidoplasty

o

orchidopexy

o

orchidopexy

o

orchiocatabasis

o

orchiocatabasis

o

orchidoptosis

o

orchidoptosis

3.

A hydrocele defines

3.

A hydrocele defines

o

blood engorged, enlarged testicular veins

o

blood engorged, enlarged testicular veins

o

a hernia in the inguinal region

o

a hernia in the inguinal region

o

a clear fluid filled sac partially surrounding the testis

o

a clear fluid filled sac partially surrounding the testis

o

a urinary tract opening along the under surface of the penis

o

a urinary tract opening along the under surface of the penis

o

a partial obstruction of the urethra at the base of the bladder

o

a partial obstruction of the urethra at the base of the bladder

4.

The surgical procedure performed to relieve partial obstruction of the male urethra

4.

The surgical procedure performed to relieve partial obstruction of the male urethra

due to an enlarged gland at the base of the bladder is called a

due to an enlarged gland at the base of the bladder is called a

o

BPH

o

BPH

o

TURP

o

TURP

o

IVP

o

IVP

o

UTI

o

UTI

o

CVA

o

CVA

5.

Cryptorchidism refers to

5.

Cryptorchidism refers to

o

congenital absence of a testicle

o

congenital absence of a testicle

o

an undescended testicle (not in scrotum)

o

an undescended testicle (not in scrotum)

o

inflammation of a testicle

o

inflammation of a testicle

o

a tumor of the testicle

o

a tumor of the testicle

o

presence of a testicle in a female

o

presence of a testicle in a female

6.

A male with testosterone deficiency may most likely be treated with which of the

6.

A male with testosterone deficiency may most likely be treated with which of the

following agents to restore and maintain normal sexual function?

following agents to restore and maintain normal sexual function?

o

carcinogenic

o

carcinogenic

o

iatrogenic

o

iatrogenic

o

estrogenic

o

estrogenic

o

androgenic

o

androgenic

o

androgynous

o

androgynous
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7.

Surgical implantation of an undescended testicle into the scrotum and anchoring it in

7.

its correct anatomical position is termed

Surgical implantation of an undescended testicle into the scrotum and anchoring it in
its correct anatomical position is termed

o

orchidectomy

o

orchidectomy

o

orchidoplasty

o

orchidoplasty

o

orchidopexy

o

orchidopexy

o

orchiocatabasis

o

orchiocatabasis

o

orchidoptosis

o

orchidoptosis

Female reproductive system

Female reproductive system

Female reproductive system terms

Female reproductive system terms

Hyster/o, metr/

Uterus

Hysterectomy, endometritis (inflammation of the lining of uterus)

Hyster/o, metr/

Uterus

Hysterectomy, endometritis (inflammation of the lining of uterus)

Salping/o, salpinx

Uterine tube

Salpingitis, hematosalpinx (blood in the uterine tube)

Salping/o, salpinx

Uterine tube

Salpingitis, hematosalpinx (blood in the uterine tube)

Colp/o

Vagina

Colporrhaphy (suturing a tear), colpoplasty (surgical reconstruction),
colposcopy (viewing the interior)

Colp/o

Vagina

Colporrhaphy (suturing a tear), colpoplasty (surgical reconstruction),
colposcopy (viewing the interior)

Oophor/o

Ovary

Oophorectomy, oophoropexy (surgery fixation, reattachment)

Oophor/o

Ovary

Oophorectomy, oophoropexy (surgery fixation, reattachment)

Men/o

Menstruation

Menarche (first), dysmenorrhea (painful menstruation)

Men/o

Menstruation

Menarche (first), dysmenorrhea (painful menstruation)

Mamm/o,
mast/o

Breast

Mammogr

Mamm/o,
mast/o

Breast

Mammogr

Female reproductive system diseases

Female reproductive system diseases

Endometriosis - a condition involving colonization of the abdominal/pelvic cavity with islands of

Endometriosis - a condition involving colonization of the abdominal/pelvic cavity with islands of

endometrial tissue. Endometrium is the lining layer of the uterus which sloughs off with each

endometrial tissue. Endometrium is the lining layer of the uterus which sloughs off with each

menstruation. If endometrial tissue flushes up the uterine tube and spills into the abdomen (peritoneal

menstruation. If endometrial tissue flushes up the uterine tube and spills into the abdomen (peritoneal

cavity), the clots of endometrial tissue can attach to abdominal organs such as the bladder, rectum,

cavity), the clots of endometrial tissue can attach to abdominal organs such as the bladder, rectum,

intestinal loops and then cycle along with the uterus in response to monthly changes in ovarian

intestinal loops and then cycle along with the uterus in response to monthly changes in ovarian

hormones. Bleeding into the abdomen irritates the lining membrane, the peritoneum, and causes

hormones. Bleeding into the abdomen irritates the lining membrane, the peritoneum, and causes

abdominal pain.

abdominal pain.
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Pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) – although males have a closed abdominal cavity, the female

Pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) – although males have a closed abdominal cavity, the female

abdominal cavity has a direct anatomical path from the outside world via the female reproductive tract.

abdominal cavity has a direct anatomical path from the outside world via the female reproductive tract.

Bacteria can make their way up the vagina, through the uterus, and traverse the uterine tubes which

Bacteria can make their way up the vagina, through the uterus, and traverse the uterine tubes which

open into the abdominal cavity. Inflammation of the lining of the abdominal cavity, the peritoneum,

open into the abdominal cavity. Inflammation of the lining of the abdominal cavity, the peritoneum,

causes abdominal pain. Although there are many potential causes of PID, gonorrheal infection is one of

causes abdominal pain. Although there are many potential causes of PID, gonorrheal infection is one of

them. Chronic Inflammation of the uterine tubes can occlude them resulting in infertility.

them. Chronic Inflammation of the uterine tubes can occlude them resulting in infertility.

Prolapsed uterus – the uterus is almost directly above the vagina. In fact, the cervix, the neck region,

Prolapsed uterus – the uterus is almost directly above the vagina. In fact, the cervix, the neck region,

of the uterus extends into the upper vagina. Ligaments hold the uterus in proper position so that it does

of the uterus extends into the upper vagina. Ligaments hold the uterus in proper position so that it does

not prolapse or herniate into the vagina. Severe prolapse can result in the uterine cervix protruding

not prolapse or herniate into the vagina. Severe prolapse can result in the uterine cervix protruding

from the vaginal opening. Surgical repair is typically required to restore the uterus to its proper

from the vaginal opening. Surgical repair is typically required to restore the uterus to its proper

anatomical position.

anatomical position.

Female reproductive system procedures

Female reproductive system procedures

Obstetrician - literally “midwife” in Latin. A physician

Obstetrician - literally “midwife” in Latin. A physician

specializing in the diagnosis and management of pregnancy and delivering babies.

specializing in the diagnosis and management of pregnancy and delivering babies.

Gynecologist - a physician specializing in diseases of the female reproductive system and surgery of

Gynecologist - a physician specializing in diseases of the female reproductive system and surgery of

this area. Most physicians currently specialize in combined practice of OB/GYN.

this area. Most physicians currently specialize in combined practice of OB/GYN.

Episiotomy – a surgical procedure cutting into the perineal area, the area between the vagina and

Episiotomy – a surgical procedure cutting into the perineal area, the area between the vagina and

anus in order to prevent tearing of tissues when the baby’s head traverses the vaginal opening.

anus in order to prevent tearing of tissues when the baby’s head traverses the vaginal opening.

Hysterosalpingogram – special X-rays of the uterus and uterine tubes involving passing an opaque

Hysterosalpingogram – special X-rays of the uterus and uterine tubes involving passing an opaque

dye backwards up through the uterus to determine if the tubes are patent. Since the tubes are open into

dye backwards up through the uterus to determine if the tubes are patent. Since the tubes are open into

the abdominal (peritoneal) cavity, if patent, dye should spill out of the end of the tubes and be manifest

the abdominal (peritoneal) cavity, if patent, dye should spill out of the end of the tubes and be manifest

on the X-ray.

on the X-ray.

Colposcopy - using a magnifying instrument to inspect the interior of the vagina and cervix, the

Colposcopy - using a magnifying instrument to inspect the interior of the vagina and cervix, the

entrance to the uterus.

entrance to the uterus.

Dilatation and curettage (D & C) - dilating the cervix, the entrance into the uterus, and passing

Dilatation and curettage (D & C) - dilating the cervix, the entrance into the uterus, and passing

instruments that enable scrapping off superficial layers of the endometrium. May be done as an early

instruments that enable scrapping off superficial layers of the endometrium. May be done as an early

therapeutic abortion, or following a normal pregnancy to remove residual tissue remaining in the

therapeutic abortion, or following a normal pregnancy to remove residual tissue remaining in the

uterus, or may be done as a diagnostic procedure to examine lining tissue of the uterus.

uterus, or may be done as a diagnostic procedure to examine lining tissue of the uterus.
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Mammoplasty – Surgical reconstruction of the breast may involve breast enlargement or reduction or

Mammoplasty – Surgical reconstruction of the breast may involve breast enlargement or reduction or

cosmetic reconstruction after mastectomy. What are the risk factors of developing breast cancer? Check

cosmetic reconstruction after mastectomy. What are the risk factors of developing breast cancer? Check

out this women’s health link for answers.

out this women’s health link for answers.

Pudendal block - An anesthetic administered to block sensation around the lower vagina and

Pudendal block - An anesthetic administered to block sensation around the lower vagina and

perineum. This facilitates performing an episiotomy (see above) allowing passage of the baby’s head

perineum. This facilitates performing an episiotomy (see above) allowing passage of the baby’s head

while avoiding uncontrolled tearing of tissues.

while avoiding uncontrolled tearing of tissues.

Female reproductive system terms of pregnancy

Female reproductive system terms of pregnancy

-gravida

Pregnancy

Nulligravida (never pregnant), primigravida (first-time pregnant),
multigravida (many pregnancies)

-gravida

Pregnancy

Nulligravida (never pregnant), primigravida (first-time pregnant),
multigravida (many pregnancies)

-para

Live birth

Nullipara (no live births), multipara (many live births)

-para

Live birth

Nullipara (no live births), multipara (many live births)

Part/o,
toc/o

Labor/birth/delivery

Prepartum, postpartum (before and after delivery), dystocia (difficult
delivery)

Part/o,
toc/o

Labor/birth/delivery

Prepartum, postpartum (before and after delivery), dystocia (difficult
delivery)

EXAMPLE: On an OB patient’s chart you may see the abbreviations: gravida 3, para 2. This means

EXAMPLE: On an OB patient’s chart you may see the abbreviations: gravida 3, para 2. This means

three pregnancies, two live births. The OB patient, currently pregnant with her third baby, will become

three pregnancies, two live births. The OB patient, currently pregnant with her third baby, will become

a Gravida 3, Para 3 after giving birth.

a Gravida 3, Para 3 after giving birth.

Complications of pregnancy

Complications of pregnancy

Abruptio placentae- (Latin, “breaking off”). Premature separation of a normally implanted placenta

Abruptio placentae- (Latin, “breaking off”). Premature separation of a normally implanted placenta

before full term. Occurs in only about 1% of pregnancies. However, it has a 20-40% fetal mortality rate

before full term. Occurs in only about 1% of pregnancies. However, it has a 20-40% fetal mortality rate

and is a significant contributor to maternal mortality.

and is a significant contributor to maternal mortality.

Placenta previa- (Latin, “leading the way”). A placenta implanted over the cervical region of the

Placenta previa- (Latin, “leading the way”). A placenta implanted over the cervical region of the

uterus blocking the entrance to the birth canal. Occurs in less than one percent of pregnancies, but can

uterus blocking the entrance to the birth canal. Occurs in less than one percent of pregnancies, but can

cause significant bleeding and require a complicated delivery.

cause significant bleeding and require a complicated delivery.

Eclampsia (toxemia of pregnancy )- a serious and life-threatening condition that may develop during

Eclampsia (toxemia of pregnancy )- a serious and life-threatening condition that may develop during

pregnancy involving hypertension, convulsions and coma. A less severe form, preeclampsia, may

pregnancy involving hypertension, convulsions and coma. A less severe form, preeclampsia, may

develop but can be managed if identified and treated early.

develop but can be managed if identified and treated early.

Ectopic pregnancy- (Greek, “out of place”). A pregnancy implanted anywhere outside of the uterus.

Ectopic pregnancy- (Greek, “out of place”). A pregnancy implanted anywhere outside of the uterus.

The uterine tube (Fallopian tube) is the most common location, also called a “tubal pregnancy”. The

The uterine tube (Fallopian tube) is the most common location, also called a “tubal pregnancy”. The

abdominal cavity is the least common location. Occurs in about 2% of pregnancies. When it occurs, it is

abdominal cavity is the least common location. Occurs in about 2% of pregnancies. When it occurs, it is

a surgical emergency, because the uterine tube cannot sustain tremendous expansion like the uterus.

a surgical emergency, because the uterine tube cannot sustain tremendous expansion like the uterus.

Eventually, the uterine tube will rupture with severe, possibly fatal, hemorrhaging.

Eventually, the uterine tube will rupture with severe, possibly fatal, hemorrhaging.
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Quiz eight

Quiz eight

1.

Hematosalpinx is a term describing

1.

Hematosalpinx is a term describing

o

inflammation of the uterus

o

inflammation of the uterus

o

blood in a uterine tube

o

blood in a uterine tube

o

a tear in the wall of the vagina

o

a tear in the wall of the vagina

o

blood in the uterus

o

blood in the uterus

o

blood in the abdomen

o

blood in the abdomen

2.

Surgical reconstruction of the vagina would be termed

2.

Surgical reconstruction of the vagina would be termed

o

oophoropexy

o

oophoropexy

o

balanoplasty

o

balanoplasty

o

colpoplasty

o

colpoplasty

o

orchidopexy

o

orchidopexy

o

colposcopy

o

colposcopy

3.

Dyspareunia is the term for painful, difficult or abnormal

3.

Dyspareunia is the term for painful, difficult or abnormal

o

intercourse

o

intercourse

o

menstruation

o

menstruation

o

childbirth (delivery)

o

childbirth (delivery)

o

labor

o

labor

o

lactation (milk production)

o

lactation (milk production)

4.

A hysterosalpingo-oophorectomy is the term for surgical removal of the

4.

A hysterosalpingo-oophorectomy is the term for surgical removal of the

o

uterus

o

uterus

o

uterus and uterine tubes

o

uterus and uterine tubes

o

uterus, uterine tubes and ovaries

o

uterus, uterine tubes and ovaries

o

uterus, uterine tubes and vagina

o

uterus, uterine tubes and vagina

o

ovaries

o

ovaries

5.

A woman who has two children, but had four pregnancies would be noted on her

5.

A woman who has two children, but had four pregnancies would be noted on her

chart as

chart as

o

gravida 2, para 4

o

gravida 2, para 4

o

gravida 4, para 2

o

gravida 4, para 2

o

gravida 4, para 4

o

gravida 4, para 4
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o

gravida 4, para 0

o

gravida 4, para 0

6.

Mammoplasty refers to

6.

Mammoplasty refers to

o

removal of a breast

o

removal of a breast

o

an X-ray of a breast

o

an X-ray of a breast

o

an abnormally large breast

o

an abnormally large breast

o

inflammation of a breast

o

inflammation of a breast

o

surgical reconstruction of a breast

o

surgical reconstruction of a breast

7.

Oligomenorrhea refers to

7.

Oligomenorrhea refers to

o

painful menstruation

o

painful menstruation

o

cessation of regular menstrual periods

o

cessation of regular menstrual periods

o

a ‘missed’ period

o

a ‘missed’ period

o

scanty, less than normal menstrual flow

o

scanty, less than normal menstrual flow

o

abnormally heavy menstrual flow

o

abnormally heavy menstrual flow

8.

Difficult, complicated, labor and delivery is termed

8.

Difficult, complicated, labor and delivery is termed

o

dyspnea

o

dyspnea

o

dyspareunia

o

dyspareunia

o

dyspepsia

o

dyspepsia

o

dysuria

o

dysuria

o

dystocia

o

dystocia

9.

A patient requires surgery to restore and reattach the uterus back in its normal

9.

A patient requires surgery to restore and reattach the uterus back in its normal

anatomical position because of uterine prolapse into the vagina. This procedure is

anatomical position because of uterine prolapse into the vagina. This procedure is

termed

termed

o

colpopexy

o

colpopexy

o

colpoplasty

o

colpoplasty

o

hysteropexy

o

hysteropexy

o

hysterocleisis

o

hysterocleisis

o

hysterocolpectomy

o

hysterocolpectomy

10.CHALLENGE QUESTION! The following question requires you to draw upon word

o

212

10.CHALLENGE QUESTION! The following question requires you to draw upon word

elements in the current module and word elements from previous modules to identify

elements in the current module and word elements from previous modules to identify

a term never presented.A herniation or prolapse of the urinary bladder into the

a term never presented.A herniation or prolapse of the urinary bladder into the

vagina would be termed

vagina would be termed

colpitis

o

212

colpitis

o

colpismus

o

colpismus

o

colpocystitis

o

colpocystitis

o

colpocystoplasty

o

colpocystoplasty

o

colpocystocele

o

colpocystocele

Musculoskeletal system

Musculoskeletal system

Musculoskeletal system terms

Musculoskeletal system terms

Oste/o

Bone

Osteitis, osteoma, osteocyte

Oste/o

Bone

Osteitis, osteoma, osteocyte

Chondr/o

Cartilage

Chondritis, chondroma, chondrocyte

Chondr/o

Cartilage

Chondritis, chondroma, chondrocyte

Arthr/o

Joint

Arthritis, arthroplasty

Arthr/o

Joint

Arthritis, arthroplasty

Myel/o

Bone marrow

Myeloma

Myel/o

Bone marrow

Myeloma

Ten/o,
tendin/o

Tendon (binds muscle to bone)

Tendonitis, tenorrhaphy

Ten/o,
tendin/o

Tendon (binds muscle to bone)

Tendonitis, tenorrhaphy

Ligament/o

Ligament (binds bone to bone)

Ligamentous injury

Ligament/o

Ligament (binds bone to bone)

Ligamentous injury

Burs/o

Bursa, “bag”, (shock absorber
between tendons and bones)

Bursitis

Burs/o

Bursa, “bag”, (shock absorber
between tendons and bones)

Bursitis

My/o,
myos/o

Muscle

Myoma, myositis

My/o,
myos/o

Muscle

Myoma, myositis

-malacia

Softening

Osteomalacia, chondromalacia

-malacia

Softening

Osteomalacia, chondromalacia

-porosis

Porous

Osteoporosis

-porosis

Porous

Osteoporosis

-asthenia

Weakness, loss of strength

Myasthenia gravis

-asthenia

Weakness, loss of strength

Myasthenia gravis

-trophy

Development, stimulation,
maintenance

Atrophy (shriveling of muscles), hypertrophy
(increase in size and strength of muscles)

-trophy

Development, stimulation,
maintenance

Atrophy (shriveling of muscles), hypertrophy
(increase in size and strength of muscles)

-algia,
algesia

Pain

Myalgia, arthralgia, analgesia (take away pain

-algia,
algesia

Pain

Myalgia, arthralgia, analgesia (take away pain

Musculoskeletal system diseases

Musculoskeletal system diseases
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Arthritis - As we age, our joint tissues become less resilient to wear and tear and start to degenerate

Arthritis - As we age, our joint tissues become less resilient to wear and tear and start to degenerate

manifesting as swelling, pain, and oftentimes, loss of mobility of joints. Changes occur in both joint soft

manifesting as swelling, pain, and oftentimes, loss of mobility of joints. Changes occur in both joint soft

tissues and the opposing bones, a condition called osteoarthritis. A more serious form of disease is

tissues and the opposing bones, a condition called osteoarthritis. A more serious form of disease is

called rheumatoid arthritis. The latter is an autoimmune disease wherein the body produces antibodies

called rheumatoid arthritis. The latter is an autoimmune disease wherein the body produces antibodies

against joint tissues causing chronic inflammation resulting in severe joint damage, pain and

against joint tissues causing chronic inflammation resulting in severe joint damage, pain and

immobility.

immobility.

Osteoporosis – “Porous bone.” The bane of the old, especially,

Osteoporosis – “Porous bone.” The bane of the old, especially,

women. The hard, rock-like quality of bone is dependent upon calcium. When too much calcium is

women. The hard, rock-like quality of bone is dependent upon calcium. When too much calcium is

dissolved from bones or not enough replaced, bones lose density and are easily fractured. Estrogen, the

dissolved from bones or not enough replaced, bones lose density and are easily fractured. Estrogen, the

female sex hormone, helps maintain proper calcium levels in bones. Once the ovaries stop producing

female sex hormone, helps maintain proper calcium levels in bones. Once the ovaries stop producing

the hormone, women are at higher risk of developing osteoporosis. A collapse of bony vertebrae of the

the hormone, women are at higher risk of developing osteoporosis. A collapse of bony vertebrae of the

spinal column results in loss of height and stooped posture. Hip fractures are a common occurrence.

spinal column results in loss of height and stooped posture. Hip fractures are a common occurrence.

Osteomalacia - “Soft bones.” If not enough calcium is deposited during early childhood development,

Osteomalacia - “Soft bones.” If not enough calcium is deposited during early childhood development,

the bones do not become rock-hard, but rubbery. Both adequate calcium in the diet and vitamin D,

the bones do not become rock-hard, but rubbery. Both adequate calcium in the diet and vitamin D,

primarily, from normal sunlight exposure or supplementation, are necessary for normal bone

primarily, from normal sunlight exposure or supplementation, are necessary for normal bone

development. Before vitamin supplementation to milk, “rickets,” another name for osteomalacia in

development. Before vitamin supplementation to milk, “rickets,” another name for osteomalacia in

children, was common resulting in the classic bowed legs of the afflicted child.

children, was common resulting in the classic bowed legs of the afflicted child.

Carpal tunnel syndrome - People whose job involves repeated flexing of their wrist (typing, house

Carpal tunnel syndrome - People whose job involves repeated flexing of their wrist (typing, house

painting) may develop tingling and/or pain in their thumb, index and middle fingers along with

painting) may develop tingling and/or pain in their thumb, index and middle fingers along with

weakness of movements of the thumb, especially, grasping an object. The main nerve for finely

weakness of movements of the thumb, especially, grasping an object. The main nerve for finely

controlled thumb movements passes through a bony/ligamentous canal on the bottom of the wrist.

controlled thumb movements passes through a bony/ligamentous canal on the bottom of the wrist.

Repetitive flexing movements may inflame and thicken the ligament over the “tunnel” through the

Repetitive flexing movements may inflame and thicken the ligament over the “tunnel” through the

carpal (wrist) bones trapping and compressing the nerve.

carpal (wrist) bones trapping and compressing the nerve.

Tendonitis- Repeated strain on a tendon, attachment of a muscle to bone, can inflame the tendon

Tendonitis- Repeated strain on a tendon, attachment of a muscle to bone, can inflame the tendon

resulting in pain and difficulty with movement involving the muscle. Tendons have a poor blood supply;

resulting in pain and difficulty with movement involving the muscle. Tendons have a poor blood supply;

therefore, they typically take a long time to heal on the order of six weeks or more.

therefore, they typically take a long time to heal on the order of six weeks or more.
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Rotator cuff tear - Muscles surrounding the shoulder joint

Rotator cuff tear - Muscles surrounding the shoulder joint

are involved in rotating the shoulder with upper arm and hand forward and backward, among other

are involved in rotating the shoulder with upper arm and hand forward and backward, among other

movements. The tendons of these muscles also contribute to the structural strength of the shoulder

movements. The tendons of these muscles also contribute to the structural strength of the shoulder

joint. Hard, fast movements, such as in tennis and baseball can tear one of these tendons resulting in

joint. Hard, fast movements, such as in tennis and baseball can tear one of these tendons resulting in

pain and decreased mobility of the shoulder. Surgery may be needed to repair a torn tendon.

pain and decreased mobility of the shoulder. Surgery may be needed to repair a torn tendon.

Bursitis - A bursa is a small, closed bag with a minimum amount of lubricatory fluid that serves as a

Bursitis - A bursa is a small, closed bag with a minimum amount of lubricatory fluid that serves as a

shock absorber where bones make close contact and to minimize trauma and friction where tendons

shock absorber where bones make close contact and to minimize trauma and friction where tendons

cross bones and joints. Inflammation leads to pain and immobility in a joint area.

cross bones and joints. Inflammation leads to pain and immobility in a joint area.

Muscular dystrophy - Muscular dystrophy is a group of inherited diseases in which the muscles that

Muscular dystrophy - Muscular dystrophy is a group of inherited diseases in which the muscles that

control movement progressively weaken. The prefix, dys-, means abnormal. The root, -trophy, refers to

control movement progressively weaken. The prefix, dys-, means abnormal. The root, -trophy, refers to

maintaining normal nourishment, structure and function. The most common form in children is called

maintaining normal nourishment, structure and function. The most common form in children is called

Duchenne muscular dystrophy and affects only males. It usually appears between the ages of 2 to 6 and

Duchenne muscular dystrophy and affects only males. It usually appears between the ages of 2 to 6 and

the afflicted live typically into late teens to early 20s.

the afflicted live typically into late teens to early 20s.

Myasthenia gravis - “Muscular weakness, profound”. This is an autoimmune disease that involves

Myasthenia gravis - “Muscular weakness, profound”. This is an autoimmune disease that involves

production of antibodies that interfere with nerves stimulating muscle contractions. Face and neck

production of antibodies that interfere with nerves stimulating muscle contractions. Face and neck

muscles are the most obviously affected, manifesting as drooping eyelids, double vision, difficulty

muscles are the most obviously affected, manifesting as drooping eyelids, double vision, difficulty

swallowing and general fatigue. There is no actual paralysis of muscles involved, but a rapid fatiguing of

swallowing and general fatigue. There is no actual paralysis of muscles involved, but a rapid fatiguing of

function.

function.

Lupus erythematosus - An autoimmune disease wherein the body produces antibodies against a

Lupus erythematosus - An autoimmune disease wherein the body produces antibodies against a

variety of organs, especially connective tissues of skin and joints. Mild Lupus may involve a distinctive

variety of organs, especially connective tissues of skin and joints. Mild Lupus may involve a distinctive

butterfly-shaped rash over the nose and cheeks. Mild lupus may also involve myalgia and arthralgia

butterfly-shaped rash over the nose and cheeks. Mild lupus may also involve myalgia and arthralgia

(remember these words?) Severe or systemic lupus (SLE) involves inflammation of multiple organ

(remember these words?) Severe or systemic lupus (SLE) involves inflammation of multiple organ

systems such as the heart, lungs, or kidneys. By the way, lupus means “wolf” in Latin. Maybe a reference

systems such as the heart, lungs, or kidneys. By the way, lupus means “wolf” in Latin. Maybe a reference

to the facial rash that might give a patient a wolf-like appearance.

to the facial rash that might give a patient a wolf-like appearance.

Musculoskeletal system procedures

Musculoskeletal system procedures

Orthopaedist – “To straighten up children.” Orthopaedics is a surgical subspecialty that in the past

Orthopaedist – “To straighten up children.” Orthopaedics is a surgical subspecialty that in the past

devoted much of its time to treating musculoskeletal deformities in children. Now with improved

devoted much of its time to treating musculoskeletal deformities in children. Now with improved
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prenatal diagnosis and better nutrition, orthopaedists still treat children with spine and limb

prenatal diagnosis and better nutrition, orthopaedists still treat children with spine and limb

deformities but also adults with complicated bone fractures, damaged tendons or ligaments, or needing

deformities but also adults with complicated bone fractures, damaged tendons or ligaments, or needing

surgery to replace a damaged hip or knee joint.

surgery to replace a damaged hip or knee joint.

Rheumatologist – “To study the flux of fluids.” Say, what? Rheuma is an old medical term for a

Rheumatologist – “To study the flux of fluids.” Say, what? Rheuma is an old medical term for a

watery discharge. Among other diseases, rheumatologists treat joint diseases such as the various forms

watery discharge. Among other diseases, rheumatologists treat joint diseases such as the various forms

of arthritis including rheumatoid arthritis. Inflamed joints accumulate “fluid” and swell among other

of arthritis including rheumatoid arthritis. Inflamed joints accumulate “fluid” and swell among other

signs and symptoms. This medical subspecialty also evaluates and treats osteoporosis, tendonitis, gout

signs and symptoms. This medical subspecialty also evaluates and treats osteoporosis, tendonitis, gout

and lupus among many other chronic musculoskeletal pain disorders.

and lupus among many other chronic musculoskeletal pain disorders.

Osteopath/osteopathic physician (D.O.) - The name sounds like a specialty limited to bone

Osteopath/osteopathic physician (D.O.) - The name sounds like a specialty limited to bone

disease, but actually, osteopathic physicians are one of two arms of the medical profession that differ in

disease, but actually, osteopathic physicians are one of two arms of the medical profession that differ in

history and philosophy. At one time there were many kinds of medical schools originating from various

history and philosophy. At one time there were many kinds of medical schools originating from various

philosophies; allopathic, osteopathic, homeopathic. Osteopathy originated in the 1890s in response to

philosophies; allopathic, osteopathic, homeopathic. Osteopathy originated in the 1890s in response to

despair at the lack of effectiveness of many forms of then primitive treatments. Osteopathy developed

despair at the lack of effectiveness of many forms of then primitive treatments. Osteopathy developed

an emphasis on the influence of the musculoskeletal system and its interrelationship to other body

an emphasis on the influence of the musculoskeletal system and its interrelationship to other body

systems. D.O.s make use of osteopathic manipulation (bones, ligaments, joints) along with medication,

systems. D.O.s make use of osteopathic manipulation (bones, ligaments, joints) along with medication,

surgery and all other medical treatments used by M.D. physicians. Also, preventive care has always been

surgery and all other medical treatments used by M.D. physicians. Also, preventive care has always been

a major emphasis of osteopathic care. M.D.s and D.O.s are licensed by all state medical boards. Learn

a major emphasis of osteopathic care. M.D.s and D.O.s are licensed by all state medical boards. Learn

about the doctor of osteopathic medicine program at Des Moines University.

about the doctor of osteopathic medicine program at Des Moines University.

Podiatrists, traditionally known as “foot doctors,” are surgical subspecialists in diseases and structural

Podiatrists, traditionally known as “foot doctors,” are surgical subspecialists in diseases and structural

problems of the feet. They not only provide care for corns, calluses, ingrown toenails and heel spurs, but

problems of the feet. They not only provide care for corns, calluses, ingrown toenails and heel spurs, but

also treat foot and ankle injuries, deformities and diseases. Many systemic diseases manifest signs and

also treat foot and ankle injuries, deformities and diseases. Many systemic diseases manifest signs and

symptoms in appearance of the feet such as poor wound healing in diabetes. They also can prescribe

symptoms in appearance of the feet such as poor wound healing in diabetes. They also can prescribe

special shoes and inserts to treat chronic foot pain and walking problems. Podiatrists may further

special shoes and inserts to treat chronic foot pain and walking problems. Podiatrists may further

specialize in sports medicine, geriatrics or diabetic foot care. Learn about the doctor of podiatric

specialize in sports medicine, geriatrics or diabetic foot care. Learn about the doctor of podiatric

medicine program at Des Moines University.

medicine program at Des Moines University.

Physical therapist – This health care professional has at least two years of specialized training

Physical therapist – This health care professional has at least two years of specialized training

beyond a college degree. PTs are rehabilitation specialists treating a multitude of medical problems

beyond a college degree. PTs are rehabilitation specialists treating a multitude of medical problems

including patients recovering from joint surgery, limb amputation, a stroke, heart attack and suffering

including patients recovering from joint surgery, limb amputation, a stroke, heart attack and suffering

with chronic neuromuscular diseases. In addition to other treatment modalities, they teach patients

with chronic neuromuscular diseases. In addition to other treatment modalities, they teach patients

exercises to strengthen their body, increase mobility and how to prevent recurrence of injury. Learn

exercises to strengthen their body, increase mobility and how to prevent recurrence of injury. Learn

about the doctor of physical therapy program at Des Moines University.

about the doctor of physical therapy program at Des Moines University.

Arthroscopy - A fiberoptic instrument is introduced into a joint cavity in order to visualize surfaces of

Arthroscopy - A fiberoptic instrument is introduced into a joint cavity in order to visualize surfaces of

bones entering into a joint, find tears in internal joint structures and evaluate sources of inflammation.

bones entering into a joint, find tears in internal joint structures and evaluate sources of inflammation.

Bone scan – A radioactive element in very small amounts, not enough to cause any radiation injury to

Bone scan – A radioactive element in very small amounts, not enough to cause any radiation injury to

the patient, is introduced into the blood stream. The specially selected element accumulates in bone and

the patient, is introduced into the blood stream. The specially selected element accumulates in bone and
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using a much more sophisticated version of the old Geiger Counter instrument, the distribution of the

using a much more sophisticated version of the old Geiger Counter instrument, the distribution of the

element is used to diagnose potential bone tumors among other bone pathologies.

element is used to diagnose potential bone tumors among other bone pathologies.

Electromyography - A big, scary word! But, you are

Electromyography - A big, scary word! But, you are

experienced by now in taking them apart. I like to start at the end and work backward: “a recording of

experienced by now in taking them apart. I like to start at the end and work backward: “a recording of

muscle electrical activity.” Fine needles are introduced into muscles in order to make recordings of

muscle electrical activity.” Fine needles are introduced into muscles in order to make recordings of

contractile activity. This procedure is useful in evaluating causes of paralysis, diagnosing muscular

contractile activity. This procedure is useful in evaluating causes of paralysis, diagnosing muscular

dystrophy and other neuromuscular disorders.

dystrophy and other neuromuscular disorders.

Muscle biopsy – Cutting out a small tissue sample of muscle in order to examine it under a

Muscle biopsy – Cutting out a small tissue sample of muscle in order to examine it under a

microscope. This procedure can be useful in diagnosing muscular dystrophy and other neuromuscular

microscope. This procedure can be useful in diagnosing muscular dystrophy and other neuromuscular

disorders.

disorders.

Musculoskeletal system medical record

Musculoskeletal system medical record

Following is an abstract of a simulated patient medical record. Identify each italicized word. If the

Following is an abstract of a simulated patient medical record. Identify each italicized word. If the

meaning doesn’t come right away, take apart the word. If you recognize the organ involved, use the

meaning doesn’t come right away, take apart the word. If you recognize the organ involved, use the

context to help you figure out the full meaning. Terms are not limited to musculoskeletal system.

context to help you figure out the full meaning. Terms are not limited to musculoskeletal system.

Remember, this is a cumulative exercise!

Remember, this is a cumulative exercise!

A 62 year old male comes to his family physician complaining of pain in his right knee. He walks with a

A 62 year old male comes to his family physician complaining of pain in his right knee. He walks with a

limp which he says is getting worse and is related to an old football injury. During the course of the

limp which he says is getting worse and is related to an old football injury. During the course of the

examination he reveals that he also suffers from a “nervous bladder”

examination he reveals that he also suffers from a “nervous bladder”

with polyuria, dysuriaand nocturia, but denies hematuria. He smokes two packs a day, breaths are

with polyuria, dysuriaand nocturia, but denies hematuria. He smokes two packs a day, breaths are

wheezy and he is short of breath, but denies hemoptysis.

wheezy and he is short of breath, but denies hemoptysis.

Physical exam: right knee was swollen, warm and had limited range of motion which was painful to

Physical exam: right knee was swollen, warm and had limited range of motion which was painful to

perform. Mild exercise increases wheezing and causes dyspnea. Examination of the heart size

perform. Mild exercise increases wheezing and causes dyspnea. Examination of the heart size

reveals cardiomegaly. No hepatomegaly or splenomegaly was found upon abdominal examination.

reveals cardiomegaly. No hepatomegaly or splenomegaly was found upon abdominal examination.

Current medication: Prevacid for gastroesophageal reflux disease, nitroglycerine for angina pectoris.

Current medication: Prevacid for gastroesophageal reflux disease, nitroglycerine for angina pectoris.

Past medical history: GERD diagnosed with esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD). Angina pectoris

Past medical history: GERD diagnosed with esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD). Angina pectoris

diagnosed with treadmill test, cardiac scan and cardiac catherization.

diagnosed with treadmill test, cardiac scan and cardiac catherization.
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Past surgical history: orchidopexy for cryptorchidism at age nine, tonsillectomy, appendectomy.

Past surgical history: orchidopexy for cryptorchidism at age nine, tonsillectomy, appendectomy.

Family medical history: mother has chronic nephritis; will be starting dialysis.

Family medical history: mother has chronic nephritis; will be starting dialysis.

Recommended treatments: refer to pulmonologist to evaluate possible emphysema. Refer

Recommended treatments: refer to pulmonologist to evaluate possible emphysema. Refer

to orthopaedist for arthroscopic evaluation of knee. Refer to urologist to evaluate for prostatic

to orthopaedist for arthroscopic evaluation of knee. Refer to urologist to evaluate for prostatic

hypertrophy, possible cystoscopy. Office phlebotomist drew specimens for lab work.

hypertrophy, possible cystoscopy. Office phlebotomist drew specimens for lab work.

Get a piece of paper and pencil and write down two column headings: “Signs” and “Symptoms.” Then

Get a piece of paper and pencil and write down two column headings: “Signs” and “Symptoms.” Then

take the following items and put them under the proper heading. You remember the difference between

take the following items and put them under the proper heading. You remember the difference between

a sign and a symptom, right? You might want to review the context of these items in the case above

a sign and a symptom, right? You might want to review the context of these items in the case above

before deciding.

before deciding.

Item: cardiomegaly, pain in right knee, right knee is swollen, nervous bladder.

Item: cardiomegaly, pain in right knee, right knee is swollen, nervous bladder.

In plain English

In plain English

A 62 year old male comes to his family physician complaining of pain in his right knee. He walks with a

A 62 year old male comes to his family physician complaining of pain in his right knee. He walks with a

limp which he says is getting worse and is related to an old football injury. During the course of the

limp which he says is getting worse and is related to an old football injury. During the course of the

examination he reveals that he also suffers from a “nervous bladder” with frequent urination,

examination he reveals that he also suffers from a “nervous bladder” with frequent urination,

painful/difficult urination and getting up at night to urinate, but denies blood in the urine. He smokes

painful/difficult urination and getting up at night to urinate, but denies blood in the urine. He smokes

two packs a day, breaths are wheezy and he is short of breath, but denies coughing up blood.

two packs a day, breaths are wheezy and he is short of breath, but denies coughing up blood.

Physical exam: right knee was swollen, warm and had limited range of motion which was painful to

Physical exam: right knee was swollen, warm and had limited range of motion which was painful to

perform. Mild exercise increases wheezing and causes difficulty breathing. Examination of the heart size

perform. Mild exercise increases wheezing and causes difficulty breathing. Examination of the heart size

reveals an enlarged heart. No enlargement of the liver or spleen was found upon abdominal

reveals an enlarged heart. No enlargement of the liver or spleen was found upon abdominal

examination.

examination.

Current medication: Prevacid for severe heartburn, nitroglycerine for chest pain related to the heart.

Current medication: Prevacid for severe heartburn, nitroglycerine for chest pain related to the heart.

Past medical history: GERD diagnosed with visual examination of the esophagus, stomach and

Past medical history: GERD diagnosed with visual examination of the esophagus, stomach and

duodenum with a fiberoptic instrument. Angina pectoris diagnosed with treadmill test, injecting a

duodenum with a fiberoptic instrument. Angina pectoris diagnosed with treadmill test, injecting a

radioactive element into blood stream to evaluate heart structure and function and threading a hollow

radioactive element into blood stream to evaluate heart structure and function and threading a hollow

tube through arteries to the heart to inject dye opaque to X-rays to demonstrate coronary arteries.

tube through arteries to the heart to inject dye opaque to X-rays to demonstrate coronary arteries.

Past surgical history: surgical fixation of the testis for undescended testicles at age nine, removal of

Past surgical history: surgical fixation of the testis for undescended testicles at age nine, removal of

tonsils, removal of appendix.

tonsils, removal of appendix.
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Family medical history: mother has chronic inflammation of kidneys; will be starting medical procedure

Family medical history: mother has chronic inflammation of kidneys; will be starting medical procedure

cleansing waste from blood in kidney failure.

cleansing waste from blood in kidney failure.

Recommended treatments: refer to specialist in lung diseases to evaluate possible destruction of lung

Recommended treatments: refer to specialist in lung diseases to evaluate possible destruction of lung

membranes needed for oxygen exchange. Refer to specialist in musculoskeletal diseases for

membranes needed for oxygen exchange. Refer to specialist in musculoskeletal diseases for

visualization of joints with a fiberoptic instrument (evaluation of knee). Refer to specialist in lower

visualization of joints with a fiberoptic instrument (evaluation of knee). Refer to specialist in lower

urinary tract diseases and diseases of the male reproductive tract to evaluate for enlargement of the

urinary tract diseases and diseases of the male reproductive tract to evaluate for enlargement of the

prostate, possible visualization of the interior of the bladder with a fiberoptic instrument. Office

prostate, possible visualization of the interior of the bladder with a fiberoptic instrument. Office

technician or nurse trained to “cut into veins” to draw blood drew specimens for lab work.

technician or nurse trained to “cut into veins” to draw blood drew specimens for lab work.

By the way, what the patient complains of or describes are symptoms: knee hurts, frequent urination.

By the way, what the patient complains of or describes are symptoms: knee hurts, frequent urination.

What the doctor observes and/or measures are signs: right knee is swollen, enlarged heart.

What the doctor observes and/or measures are signs: right knee is swollen, enlarged heart.

Quiz nine

Quiz nine

1.

Arthroplasty describes

1.

Arthroplasty describes

o

visualization of the interior of a joint

o

visualization of the interior of a joint

o

inflammation of a joint

o

inflammation of a joint

o

surgical reconstruction of a joint

o

surgical reconstruction of a joint

o

autoimmune degeneration of a joint

o

autoimmune degeneration of a joint

o

abnormal development of a joint

o

abnormal development of a joint

2.

Tenorrhaphy is the term describing

2.

Tenorrhaphy is the term describing

o

a torn tendon

o

a torn tendon

o

inflammation of a tendon

o

inflammation of a tendon

o

surgical removal of a tendon

o

surgical removal of a tendon

o

surgically suturing a torn tendon

o

surgically suturing a torn tendon

o

measuring the length of a tendon

o

measuring the length of a tendon

3.

If your arthritis has noticeably worsened and pain and swelling no longer is

3.

If your arthritis has noticeably worsened and pain and swelling no longer is

controlled with high dose aspirin, your family physician would most likely refer you

controlled with high dose aspirin, your family physician would most likely refer you

to a

to a

o

pathologist

o

pathologist

o

neurologist

o

neurologist

o

orthopaedic surgeon

o

orthopaedic surgeon

o

rheumatologist

o

rheumatologist
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o

physical therapist

o

physical therapist

4.

Soft, rubbery bones due to inadequate calcium deposition related to vitamin D

4.

Soft, rubbery bones due to inadequate calcium deposition related to vitamin D

deficiency would be termed

deficiency would be termed

o

osteoporosis

o

osteoporosis

o

osteitis

o

osteitis

o

osteomyelitis

o

osteomyelitis

o

osteomalacia

o

osteomalacia

o

myeloma

o

myeloma

5.

The term for painful, aching muscles is

5.

The term for painful, aching muscles is

o

neuralgia

o

neuralgia

o

myalgia

o

myalgia

o

analgesia

o

analgesia

o

arthralgia

o

arthralgia

o

cephalgia

o

cephalgia

6.

Myasthenia gravis involves

6.

Myasthenia gravis involves

o

inflammation of muscles

o

inflammation of muscles

o

degeneration of muscles

o

degeneration of muscles

o

severe muscular weakness

o

severe muscular weakness

o

inflammation of joints

o

inflammation of joints

o

paralysis of muscles

o

paralysis of muscles

7.

When weight-lifters exercise regularly their muscles become stronger and the

7.

When weight-lifters exercise regularly their muscles become stronger and the

increase in muscular size is due to

increase in muscular size is due to

o

atrophy

o

atrophy

o

dystrophy

o

dystrophy

o

myasthenia

o

myasthenia

o

myositis

o

myositis

o

hypertrophy

o

hypertrophy

8.

Chondrocytes are cells found in

8.

Chondrocytes are cells found in

o

tendons

o

tendons

o

bones

o

bones

o

bone marrow

o

bone marrow
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o

cartilage

o

cartilage

o

blood

o

blood

9.

A bone marrow tumor is termed

9.

A bone marrow tumor is termed

o

osteitis

o

osteitis

o

osteoma

o

osteoma

o

myoma

o

myoma

o

myeloma

o

myeloma

o

lymphoma

o

lymphoma

10.A form of dwarfism results from achondroplasia, a term meaning

10.A form of dwarfism results from achondroplasia, a term meaning

o

a cartilage tumor

o

a cartilage tumor

o

inflammation of cartilage

o

inflammation of cartilage

o

lack of normal cartilage development

o

lack of normal cartilage development

o

cartilage transforming into bone

o

cartilage transforming into bone

o

degeneration of cartilage

o

degeneration of cartilage

11. A procedure to evaluate concentration of an injected radioactive element in bone to

11. A procedure to evaluate concentration of an injected radioactive element in bone to

localize a possible tumor is termed

localize a possible tumor is termed

o

electromyography

o

electromyography

o

pyeloscopy

o

pyeloscopy

o

bone scan

o

bone scan

o

bone biopsy

o

bone biopsy

o

osteopathy

o

osteopathy

12. Inflammation of the shock absorber-like structure protecting a tendon sliding over a

12. Inflammation of the shock absorber-like structure protecting a tendon sliding over a

bone is termed

bone is termed

o

arthritis

o

arthritis

o

tendonitis

o

tendonitis

o

bursitis

o

bursitis

o

osteitis

o

osteitis

o

osteomyelitis

o

osteomyelitis

Cancer terms

Cancer terms
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Cancer is a scary word, but as you have learned by now, words give you the information you need to

Cancer is a scary word, but as you have learned by now, words give you the information you need to

make knowledgeable decisions in consultation with your family physician and oncologist (cancer

make knowledgeable decisions in consultation with your family physician and oncologist (cancer

specialist).

specialist).

Many cancer terms are unique to the field of oncology (study of tumors) and don’t lend themselves

Many cancer terms are unique to the field of oncology (study of tumors) and don’t lend themselves

easily to the prefix, root, suffix system used in the previous modules. Instead, terms will be grouped and

easily to the prefix, root, suffix system used in the previous modules. Instead, terms will be grouped and

defined in broad categories such as tumor types, causes and treatments. In place of a quiz there will be a

defined in broad categories such as tumor types, causes and treatments. In place of a quiz there will be a

simulated case that reinforces frequently used terms.

simulated case that reinforces frequently used terms.

Cancer buzz words

Cancer buzz words

Good news

Bad news

Good news

Bad news

Benign

Malignant

Benign

Malignant

Low grade

High grade

Low grade

High grade

Radiosensitive

Radioresistant

Radiosensitive

Radioresistant

No metastases

metastases

No metastases

metastases

Well differentiated

Poorly differentiated

Well differentiated

Poorly differentiated

Negative nodes

Positive nodes

Negative nodes

Positive nodes

In remission

Relapse

In remission

Relapse

Surgically resectable

Inoperable

Surgically resectable

Inoperable

Tumor types

Tumor types

Malignant vs. benign (literally, “evil” versus “good”)

Malignant vs. benign (literally, “evil” versus “good”)
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Tumors are masses of cells that have slipped the bonds of control of cell multiplication. Malignant

Tumors are masses of cells that have slipped the bonds of control of cell multiplication. Malignant

tumors, cancers, are life-threatening because they are invasive (spread into surrounding organs) and

tumors, cancers, are life-threatening because they are invasive (spread into surrounding organs) and

metastasize (travel to other areas of the body to form new tumors). Specifically, invasiveness results in

metastasize (travel to other areas of the body to form new tumors). Specifically, invasiveness results in

penetration, compression and destruction of surrounding tissue causing such problems as loss of organ

penetration, compression and destruction of surrounding tissue causing such problems as loss of organ

function (liver, kidneys), difficulty breathing (lungs), obstruction (intestines), possible catastrophic

function (liver, kidneys), difficulty breathing (lungs), obstruction (intestines), possible catastrophic

bleeding and severe pain.

bleeding and severe pain.

Carcinoma

Carcinoma

Carcinoma is the most common form of cancer. Carcinoma develops from sheets of cells that cover a

Carcinoma is the most common form of cancer. Carcinoma develops from sheets of cells that cover a

surface (example: skin) or line a body cavity (example: glandular lining of stomach). Some names for

surface (example: skin) or line a body cavity (example: glandular lining of stomach). Some names for

tumors of this type would be: adenocarcinoma of the prostate, adenocarcinoma of the lung, gastric

tumors of this type would be: adenocarcinoma of the prostate, adenocarcinoma of the lung, gastric

adenocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma (what organ is involved?). Note that the term carcinoma

adenocarcinoma, hepatocellular carcinoma (what organ is involved?). Note that the term carcinoma

typically appears in the name.

typically appears in the name.

Sarcoma

Sarcoma

A rare form of cancer arises from connective and supportive tissues, examples: bone, fat, muscle, and

A rare form of cancer arises from connective and supportive tissues, examples: bone, fat, muscle, and

other connective tissues. Some names of this type of tumor would be: osteosarcoma (malignancy of

other connective tissues. Some names of this type of tumor would be: osteosarcoma (malignancy of

bone), liposarcoma (fat) and gastrointestinal stromal tumor. Note that the term sarcoma does not

bone), liposarcoma (fat) and gastrointestinal stromal tumor. Note that the term sarcoma does not

always appear in the name.

always appear in the name.

Grading and staging

Grading and staging

Tumor biopsies (tissue samples) are examined microscopically to

Tumor biopsies (tissue samples) are examined microscopically to

determine the type and degree of development. A grading scale is used, usually Grade I to Grade IV, to

determine the type and degree of development. A grading scale is used, usually Grade I to Grade IV, to

describe tissue differentiation. Tumors that are well differentiated (it still looks like the original source

describe tissue differentiation. Tumors that are well differentiated (it still looks like the original source

tissue) generally have a good clinical outcome. Tumors that are poorly differentiated (the tissue has

tissue) generally have a good clinical outcome. Tumors that are poorly differentiated (the tissue has

taken on a more primitive structure and may not resemble its original tissue) generally have a poorer

taken on a more primitive structure and may not resemble its original tissue) generally have a poorer
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outcome. The clinical stage of a tumor is determined by physical exam (Can you feel the tumor? Can you

outcome. The clinical stage of a tumor is determined by physical exam (Can you feel the tumor? Can you

palpate (feel) lymph nodes? Is the tumor fixed in place (adherent to other structures)? Imaging (CT,

palpate (feel) lymph nodes? Is the tumor fixed in place (adherent to other structures)? Imaging (CT,

MRI) is also an essential tool. The stage of the tumor determines if the tumor has invaded surrounding

MRI) is also an essential tool. The stage of the tumor determines if the tumor has invaded surrounding

tissue, involved lymphatics (drainage channels for cell fluids other than blood) and whether the cancer

tissue, involved lymphatics (drainage channels for cell fluids other than blood) and whether the cancer

has metastasized to other sites in the body.

has metastasized to other sites in the body.

A staging system using the letters T, N, M is also used in conjunction with Grading. “T” indicates size of

A staging system using the letters T, N, M is also used in conjunction with Grading. “T” indicates size of

tumor; “N” whether the cancer has spread into lymph nodes; “M” whether cancer cells have

tumor; “N” whether the cancer has spread into lymph nodes; “M” whether cancer cells have

metastasized to other organs and areas. For example, a melanoma T2N0M0 describes a skin cancer that

metastasized to other organs and areas. For example, a melanoma T2N0M0 describes a skin cancer that

is between 1.0 and 2.0 mm in thickness, but has not spread into lymph nodes or other areas of the body.

is between 1.0 and 2.0 mm in thickness, but has not spread into lymph nodes or other areas of the body.

Grading and staging tumors are important ways to predict the “prognosis” (progress and outcome of the

Grading and staging tumors are important ways to predict the “prognosis” (progress and outcome of the

disease), and which types of treatments may most likely succeed. In general, low grade tumors that have

disease), and which types of treatments may most likely succeed. In general, low grade tumors that have

not invaded tissues, have not involved lymph nodes (negative nodes) and have not metastasized would

not invaded tissues, have not involved lymph nodes (negative nodes) and have not metastasized would

be expected to have a better prognosis than a high grade tumor that has invaded tissues, has invaded

be expected to have a better prognosis than a high grade tumor that has invaded tissues, has invaded

lymphatics (positive nodes) and has metastasized. However, the prognosis of any individual patient is

lymphatics (positive nodes) and has metastasized. However, the prognosis of any individual patient is

much more complicated than described here. Complicating factors include the general health of the

much more complicated than described here. Complicating factors include the general health of the

patient, the effectiveness of their immune system and available treatment options. Some tumor types

patient, the effectiveness of their immune system and available treatment options. Some tumor types

are very “aggressive” and are highly resistant to treatment.

are very “aggressive” and are highly resistant to treatment.

Causes of cancer

Causes of cancer

Any injury to DNA (the genetic code) may result in the loss of cell cycle control, leading to uninhibited

Any injury to DNA (the genetic code) may result in the loss of cell cycle control, leading to uninhibited

cell division. Carcinogens are cancer causing agents. Broad categories include radiation, chemicals,

cell division. Carcinogens are cancer causing agents. Broad categories include radiation, chemicals,

drugs and viruses. Don’t panic! Your once a year dental X-ray and common cold and flu viruses will not

drugs and viruses. Don’t panic! Your once a year dental X-ray and common cold and flu viruses will not

cause cancer. However, excessive radiation from nuclear to sunlight can significantly increase your risk

cause cancer. However, excessive radiation from nuclear to sunlight can significantly increase your risk

of malignancy. The Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) is the major cause of cervical cancer. Environmental

of malignancy. The Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) is the major cause of cervical cancer. Environmental

chemicals found in tobacco smoke, automotive exhaust, toxic emissions from factory smokestacks and

chemicals found in tobacco smoke, automotive exhaust, toxic emissions from factory smokestacks and

asbestos exposure are all carcinogenic.

asbestos exposure are all carcinogenic.

Cancer therapy

Cancer therapy

Tumor markers

Tumor markers
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Tumor markers are substances that are produced by tumors or the body’s response to presence of a

Tumor markers are substances that are produced by tumors or the body’s response to presence of a

tumor. Tumor markers found in various body fluids, such as the blood, can be useful in the detection

tumor. Tumor markers found in various body fluids, such as the blood, can be useful in the detection

and response to treatment of certain cancers. However, most tumor markers are not specific for cancer

and response to treatment of certain cancers. However, most tumor markers are not specific for cancer

and they may be present or even elevated with benign diseases. The absence of a tumor marker can also

and they may be present or even elevated with benign diseases. The absence of a tumor marker can also

be useful in confirming successful cancer treatment; whereas an increase in the tumor marker level may

be useful in confirming successful cancer treatment; whereas an increase in the tumor marker level may

indicate recurrence. Two well known markers are Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) for prostate cancer

indicate recurrence. Two well known markers are Prostate Specific Antigen (PSA) for prostate cancer

and CA-125 for ovarian cancer.

and CA-125 for ovarian cancer.

Radiation

Radiation

It is ironic that the same agent that can cause cancer can be used to destroy cancer, but a common

It is ironic that the same agent that can cause cancer can be used to destroy cancer, but a common

mechanism is at work. Fairly low to moderate doses of radiation can cause DNA damage, which may

mechanism is at work. Fairly low to moderate doses of radiation can cause DNA damage, which may

result in the malignant transformation of normal cells into cancer cells. But, high dose radiation focused

result in the malignant transformation of normal cells into cancer cells. But, high dose radiation focused

on cells can destroy the cancerous cells. However, even with highly focused radiation treatment, normal

on cells can destroy the cancerous cells. However, even with highly focused radiation treatment, normal

surrounding tissues are exposed to the radiation and may lead to secondary cancers.

surrounding tissues are exposed to the radiation and may lead to secondary cancers.

Some terms you will hear about are:

Some terms you will hear about are:

Radiosensitive – cancer degenerates in response to radiation

Radiosensitive – cancer degenerates in response to radiation

Radioresistant – the cancer may have a partial response or doesn’t respond at all

Radioresistant – the cancer may have a partial response or doesn’t respond at all

Fractionation – a treatment radiation dose is broken down into multiple exposures over several weeks

Fractionation – a treatment radiation dose is broken down into multiple exposures over several weeks

to minimize side effects

to minimize side effects

Chemotherapy

Chemotherapy

Perhaps nothing short of surgery strikes fear into our hearts more than being told, “You’re going to need

Perhaps nothing short of surgery strikes fear into our hearts more than being told, “You’re going to need

chemo”. Stories of hair falling out and nausea and/or diarrhea are awful. But, the essential action of

chemo”. Stories of hair falling out and nausea and/or diarrhea are awful. But, the essential action of

most chemotherapeutic agents is to kill or stop the development of rapidly dividing cells. However,

most chemotherapeutic agents is to kill or stop the development of rapidly dividing cells. However,

chemotherapy works systemically (affects the whole body) so any rapidly dividing cell, cancer or not, is

chemotherapy works systemically (affects the whole body) so any rapidly dividing cell, cancer or not, is

affected by the medication; such as hair follicles and the lining cells of our stomach/intestines. Make

affected by the medication; such as hair follicles and the lining cells of our stomach/intestines. Make

sense?

sense?
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Another side effect of chemotherapy is myelosuppression, where the rapidly dividing bone marrow cells

Another side effect of chemotherapy is myelosuppression, where the rapidly dividing bone marrow cells

are killed off. Patients may complain of extreme fatigue due to anemia (reduced number of

are killed off. Patients may complain of extreme fatigue due to anemia (reduced number of

erythrocytes) and can be at increased risk of infectious disease (reduced number of leucocytes).

erythrocytes) and can be at increased risk of infectious disease (reduced number of leucocytes).

Chemotherapeutic agents that you will likely hear

Chemotherapeutic agents that you will likely hear

about are: Cisplatin, Carboplatin, Bleomycin, 5-fluorouracil, methotrexate, Vincristine, Vinblastine, and

about are: Cisplatin, Carboplatin, Bleomycin, 5-fluorouracil, methotrexate, Vincristine, Vinblastine, and

Taxol. Since the same mechanism that kills a malignant cell or blocks development of a malignant cell

Taxol. Since the same mechanism that kills a malignant cell or blocks development of a malignant cell

can have similar effects on a normal, rapidly dividing cell, any of these agents can have unpleasant side

can have similar effects on a normal, rapidly dividing cell, any of these agents can have unpleasant side

effects. Some forms of cancer treated with chemotherapy may cause the cancer to “disappear” for awhile

effects. Some forms of cancer treated with chemotherapy may cause the cancer to “disappear” for awhile

although not cured and the patient may be symptom free sometimes for months or years. This period of

although not cured and the patient may be symptom free sometimes for months or years. This period of

holding the cancer in check is called a “remission”. Unfortunately, many such cancers, such as leukemia,

holding the cancer in check is called a “remission”. Unfortunately, many such cancers, such as leukemia,

reoccur and the patient is said to have “relapsed”.

reoccur and the patient is said to have “relapsed”.

Every year, promising new treatments are being developed. One of the newest is an angiogenesis (blood

Every year, promising new treatments are being developed. One of the newest is an angiogenesis (blood

vessel growing) inhibitor. Medications such as Avastin and Sutent block blood vessels from growing into

vessel growing) inhibitor. Medications such as Avastin and Sutent block blood vessels from growing into

a tumor thereby starving the growth.

a tumor thereby starving the growth.

Surgery

Surgery

In my opinion, the best way to get rid of a cancer is cut it out. I want rid of it now! However, some

In my opinion, the best way to get rid of a cancer is cut it out. I want rid of it now! However, some

tumors are so enmeshed in normal tissues that they cannot be safely cut out without severe damage to

tumors are so enmeshed in normal tissues that they cannot be safely cut out without severe damage to

normal tissues, in other words, they are “inoperable”. And, depending upon the location (brain,

normal tissues, in other words, they are “inoperable”. And, depending upon the location (brain,

prostate, etc) and the amount of excised tissue, one may be left with severe disability. However, surgery

prostate, etc) and the amount of excised tissue, one may be left with severe disability. However, surgery

can be a complete cure for some types of tumors if done early, such as malignant melanoma (skin

can be a complete cure for some types of tumors if done early, such as malignant melanoma (skin

cancer). The probability of a cure may be enhanced after surgery by following up with additional

cancer). The probability of a cure may be enhanced after surgery by following up with additional

treatments such as chemotherapy, radiation therapy or both. The term for this is “adjuvant therapy”.

treatments such as chemotherapy, radiation therapy or both. The term for this is “adjuvant therapy”.

Some surgical terms you will hear:

Some surgical terms you will hear:
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Cryosurgery – destroying malignant tissue by freezing it with a cold probe. Often used for soft tissues

Cryosurgery – destroying malignant tissue by freezing it with a cold probe. Often used for soft tissues

like liver or kidney.

like liver or kidney.

Fulguration – “Lightning” in Latin. Malignant tissue is destroyed with an electrocautery instrument

Fulguration – “Lightning” in Latin. Malignant tissue is destroyed with an electrocautery instrument

(electric current).

(electric current).

Excisional biopsy – simultaneous tissue sampling and removal of a tumor with a safe margin of normal

Excisional biopsy – simultaneous tissue sampling and removal of a tumor with a safe margin of normal

tissue. Frequently done with suspicious skin lesions; example, malignant melanoma.

tissue. Frequently done with suspicious skin lesions; example, malignant melanoma.

Resect- to cut and remove a segment of an organ containing a tumor.

Resect- to cut and remove a segment of an organ containing a tumor.

En bloc resection – removal of the tumor and any surrounding organs or tissues that may be involved.

En bloc resection – removal of the tumor and any surrounding organs or tissues that may be involved.

This is often necessary for large abdominal sarcomas.

This is often necessary for large abdominal sarcomas.

Unfortunately, not all cancer treatments are curative. Palliative treatment gives relief of symptoms, but

Unfortunately, not all cancer treatments are curative. Palliative treatment gives relief of symptoms, but

does not cure and is reserved for advanced malignancy.

does not cure and is reserved for advanced malignancy.

The following is a simulated patient case.

The following is a simulated patient case.

Cancer medical record

Cancer medical record

Think to yourself what each italicized term means and how it may affect the patient’s prognosis. You

Think to yourself what each italicized term means and how it may affect the patient’s prognosis. You

may find a couple of terms from previous modules. Remember, this is a cumulative learning experience!

may find a couple of terms from previous modules. Remember, this is a cumulative learning experience!
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In plain English

In plain English

Good news

Bad news

Good news

Bad news

Benign

Malignant

Benign

Malignant

Low grade

High grade

Low grade

High grade

Radiosensitive

Radioresistant

Radiosensitive

Radioresistant

No metastases

metastases

No metastases

metastases

Well differentiated

Poorly differentiated

Well differentiated

Poorly differentiated

Negative nodes

Positive nodes

Negative nodes

Positive nodes

In remission

Relapse

In remission

Relapse

Surgically resectable

Inoperable

Surgically resectable

Inoperable

I am optimistic! How about you? Of course, physicians don’t use the simple-minded scorecard shown

I am optimistic! How about you? Of course, physicians don’t use the simple-minded scorecard shown

above. It is just my mechanism to summarize significant information that can affect prognosis.

above. It is just my mechanism to summarize significant information that can affect prognosis.
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For patient information about all types of cancer visit Cancer.gov

For patient information about all types of cancer visit Cancer.gov

Final quiz

Final quiz

Certificate available: If you would like to receive a certificate of participation for taking this medical

Certificate available: If you would like to receive a certificate of participation for taking this medical

terminology course you must first register before you take this quiz. If you have already registered, you

terminology course you must first register before you take this quiz. If you have already registered, you

must use the link given to you in your confirmation email to receive credit for this quiz.

must use the link given to you in your confirmation email to receive credit for this quiz.
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1.

Glossitis defines inflammation of the

1.

Glossitis defines inflammation of the

o

eyeball

o

eyeball

o

mouth

o

mouth

o

vagina

o

vagina

o

gums

o

gums

o

tongue

o

tongue

2.

A colostomy describes

2.

A colostomy describes

o

removal of the colon

o

removal of the colon

o

a visual examination of the colon interior

o

a visual examination of the colon interior

o

a permanent opening connecting colon and abdomen

o

a permanent opening connecting colon and abdomen

o

a barium enema X-ray of the colon

o

a barium enema X-ray of the colon

o

MRI sections through the colon

o

MRI sections through the colon

3.

Hepatomegaly is a term describing

3.

Hepatomegaly is a term describing

o

inflammation of the liver

o

inflammation of the liver

o

enlargement of the liver

o

enlargement of the liver

o

an abnormally small liver

o

an abnormally small liver

o

a liver with an abnormal shape

o

a liver with an abnormal shape

o

a liver located on the left rather than right side

o

a liver located on the left rather than right side

4.

Cholelithiasis is a term for

4.

Cholelithiasis is a term for

o

inflammation of the gallbladder

o

inflammation of the gallbladder

o

abnormally large volume of bile

o

abnormally large volume of bile

o

sound wave crushing of gallstones

o

sound wave crushing of gallstones

o

stones in the gallbladder

o

stones in the gallbladder

o

surgical removal of gallstones

o

surgical removal of gallstones

5.

An inflammatory disease of the inner, lining layer of the heart is termed

5.

An inflammatory disease of the inner, lining layer of the heart is termed

o

myocarditis

o

myocarditis

o

endocarditis

o

endocarditis

o

cardiomyopathy

o

cardiomyopathy

o

pericarditis

o

pericarditis

o

myoma

o

myoma

6.

Puncturing the chest wall (thorax) to drain fluid is termed

6.

Puncturing the chest wall (thorax) to drain fluid is termed
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o

thoracotomy

o

thoracotomy

o

thoracoscopy

o

thoracoscopy

o

thoracocentesis

o

thoracocentesis

o

thoracoplasty

o

thoracoplasty

o

thoracometry

o

thoracometry

7.

A procedure involving withdrawing a blood sample from a vein is called

7.

A procedure involving withdrawing a blood sample from a vein is called

o

venography

o

venography

o

angiography

o

angiography

o

phlebotomy

o

phlebotomy

o

venostasis

o

venostasis

o

thrombolysis

o

thrombolysis

8.

Blocked blood flow to heart muscle which results in pain and death of cardiac tissue

8.

Blocked blood flow to heart muscle which results in pain and death of cardiac tissue

which the patient may not survive is called

which the patient may not survive is called

o

myositis

o

myositis

o

myocarditis

o

myocarditis

o

myocardial infarct

o

myocardial infarct

o

cardiomyopathy

o

cardiomyopathy

o

angina

o

angina

9.

A tumor of the membranes surrounding the brain is termed

9.

A tumor of the membranes surrounding the brain is termed

o

meningioma

o

meningioma

o

meningitis

o

meningitis

o

meningocele

o

meningocele

o

meningomyelocele

o

meningomyelocele

o

myeloma

o

myeloma

10.An encephalocele is

10.An encephalocele is

o

herniation of membranes surrounding the brain

o

herniation of membranes surrounding the brain

o

herniation of spinal cord out of the vertebral column

o

herniation of spinal cord out of the vertebral column

o

a brain tumor

o

a brain tumor

o

herniation of brain tissue out of the skull

o

herniation of brain tissue out of the skull

o

inflammation of the brain

o

inflammation of the brain

11. Anencephalic defines

11. Anencephalic defines
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o

an inflammation of the brain

o

an inflammation of the brain

o

a tumor of the brain

o

a tumor of the brain

o

noninflammatory disease of the brain

o

noninflammatory disease of the brain

o

born without a brain

o

born without a brain

o

herniation of brain tissue out of the skull

o

herniation of brain tissue out of the skull

12. Hematuria defines

12. Hematuria defines

o

blood in the urine

o

blood in the urine

o

blood in semen

o

blood in semen

o

a tumor of the urinary bladder

o

a tumor of the urinary bladder

o

a kidney stone

o

a kidney stone

o

metabolic waste in blood due to kidney failure

o

metabolic waste in blood due to kidney failure

13. Which of the following procedures involves surgical removal of kidney stones?

13. Which of the following procedures involves surgical removal of kidney stones?

o

kidney scan

o

kidney scan

o

nephrolithotomy

o

nephrolithotomy

o

nephrolithotripsy

o

nephrolithotripsy

o

cholelithotomy

o

cholelithotomy

o

nephrectomy

o

nephrectomy

14. Which of the following terms defines inflammation of the collecting system of the

14. Which of the following terms defines inflammation of the collecting system of the

kidneys?

kidneys?

o

nephrosis

o

nephrosis

o

pyelonephritis

o

pyelonephritis

o

nephritis

o

nephritis

o

hydronephrosis

o

hydronephrosis

o

nephromegaly

o

nephromegaly

15. Pulmonary angiography is a procedure involving

15. Pulmonary angiography is a procedure involving

o

puncturing the chest wall to biopsy the lungs

o

puncturing the chest wall to biopsy the lungs

o

passing a fiberoptic scope down into the bronchi of the lungs

o

passing a fiberoptic scope down into the bronchi of the lungs

o

measuring the lung’s maximum air-holding capacity

o

measuring the lung’s maximum air-holding capacity

o

an X-ray procedure to image the blood vessels of the lungs

o

an X-ray procedure to image the blood vessels of the lungs

o

injecting a radioactive element into the blood to image lung tumors

o

injecting a radioactive element into the blood to image lung tumors

16. Total arrest and cessation of breathing is termed

16. Total arrest and cessation of breathing is termed
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o

dyspnea

o

dyspnea

o

apnea

o

apnea

o

tachypnea

o

tachypnea

o

atelectasis

o

atelectasis

o

pleurisy

o

pleurisy

17. Tachypnea is the term for

17. Tachypnea is the term for

o

faster than normal rate of breathing

o

faster than normal rate of breathing

o

painful, difficult breathing

o

painful, difficult breathing

o

slower then normal rate of breathing

o

slower then normal rate of breathing

o

breathing has stopped

o

breathing has stopped

o

collapsed lung

o

collapsed lung

18. Inflammation of the muscular layer of the uterus is termed

18. Inflammation of the muscular layer of the uterus is termed

o

endometriosis

o

endometriosis

o

perimetritis

o

perimetritis

o

myometritis

o

myometritis

o

endometritis

o

endometritis

o

salpingitis

o

salpingitis

19. Surgical attachment of the uterus to the abdominal wall is termed

19. Surgical attachment of the uterus to the abdominal wall is termed

o

colpopexy

o

colpopexy

o

colporrhaphy

o

colporrhaphy

o

hysterocystocleisis

o

hysterocystocleisis

o

hysterectomy

o

hysterectomy

o

laparohysteropexy

o

laparohysteropexy

20.

Surgical suturing of a uterine tube is termed

20.

Surgical suturing of a uterine tube is termed

o

salpingocele

o

salpingocele

o

salpingitis

o

salpingitis

o

salpingorrhaphy

o

salpingorrhaphy

o

salpingectomy

o

salpingectomy

o

salpingography

o

salpingography

21. Orchiditis is the term for inflammation of a/an
o
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ovary

21. Orchiditis is the term for inflammation of a/an
o
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ovary

o

uterine tube

o

uterine tube

o

penis

o

penis

o

testis

o

testis

o

uterus

o

uterus

22.

Surgical fixation or attachment of a testicle in the scrotum as a treatment for

22.

undescended testis is termed

Surgical fixation or attachment of a testicle in the scrotum as a treatment for

undescended testis is termed

o

oophoropexy

o

oophoropexy

o

orchidectomy

o

orchidectomy

o

anorchidism

o

anorchidism

o

cryptorchidism

o

cryptorchidism

o

orchidopexy

o

orchidopexy

23.

The procedure for penetrating the abdominal wall in order to observe contents

23.

with a fiberoptic instrument is termed

The procedure for penetrating the abdominal wall in order to observe contents

with a fiberoptic instrument is termed

o

cryptorchidism

o

cryptorchidism

o

orchidopexy

o

orchidopexy

o

abdominocentesis

o

abdominocentesis

o

laparoscopy

o

laparoscopy

o

colposcopy

o

colposcopy

24.

A tumor of fat tissue is termed a

24.

A tumor of fat tissue is termed a

o

neuroma

o

neuroma

o

myoma

o

myoma

o

lymphoma

o

lymphoma

o

adenoma

o

adenoma

o

lipoma

o

lipoma

25.

Which of the following is the term for a bone marrow tumor?

25.

Which of the following is the term for a bone marrow tumor?

o

osteoma

o

osteoma

o

chondroma

o

chondroma

o

lipoma

o

lipoma

o

myoma

o

myoma

o

myeloma

o

myeloma

26.
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Which term defines painful joints?

26.
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Which term defines painful joints?

o

osteoporosis

o

osteoporosis

o

myalgia

o

myalgia

o

arthritis

o

arthritis

o

arthralgia

o

arthralgia

o

bursitis

o

bursitis

27.Osteomalacia is the term for

27.Osteomalacia is the term for

o

a bone tumor

o

a bone tumor

o

softening of the bones

o

softening of the bones

o

brittle, porous bones

o

brittle, porous bones

o

a bone marrow tumor

o

a bone marrow tumor

o

bones turning into cartilage

o

bones turning into cartilage

28.

Inflammation of muscles is termed

28.

Inflammation of muscles is termed

o

atrophy

o

atrophy

o

dystrophy

o

dystrophy

o

myositis

o

myositis

o

myalgia

o

myalgia

o

osteitis

o

osteitis

29.

Eclampsia is defined as a condition developing in a pregnant woman characterized

29.

by

Eclampsia is defined as a condition developing in a pregnant woman characterized

by

o

a placenta blocking the entrance to the birth canal.

o

a placenta blocking the entrance to the birth canal.

o

a difficult, prolonged labor.

o

a difficult, prolonged labor.

o

bleeding into a uterine tube.

o

bleeding into a uterine tube.

o

hypertension, seizures and coma.

o

hypertension, seizures and coma.

o

a placenta detaching from the uterus before full term.

o

a placenta detaching from the uterus before full term.

30.

Peritonitis is the term for inflammation of

30.

Peritonitis is the term for inflammation of

o

the lining membrane of the chest cavity

o

the lining membrane of the chest cavity

o

the outer layer of the uterus

o

the outer layer of the uterus

o

the lining membrane of the abdominal cavity

o

the lining membrane of the abdominal cavity

o

the tough membrane surrounding the heart

o

the tough membrane surrounding the heart

o

abnormal outpocketings of the wall of the colon

o

abnormal outpocketings of the wall of the colon
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End notes

End notes

Who was Hippocrates?

Who was Hippocrates?

Photo courtesy of National Library of Medicine

Photo courtesy of National Library of Medicine

Hippocrates, a Greek physician born circa 460 B.C., is considered the father of medicine. Although

Hippocrates, a Greek physician born circa 460 B.C., is considered the father of medicine. Although

physicians have been known to practice since ancient Egyptian times, Hippocrates moved healing from

physicians have been known to practice since ancient Egyptian times, Hippocrates moved healing from

superstition and magic closer to a modern scientific basis using observation, experimentation and trial

superstition and magic closer to a modern scientific basis using observation, experimentation and trial

and error remedies. He accurately described disease symptoms, and first described pneumonia and

and error remedies. He accurately described disease symptoms, and first described pneumonia and

epilepsy. He wrote texts dealing with fractures, injuries to the head, ulcers and surgery, although some

epilepsy. He wrote texts dealing with fractures, injuries to the head, ulcers and surgery, although some

may have been written at a later date by his followers. In all things he emphasized the importance of

may have been written at a later date by his followers. In all things he emphasized the importance of

diet, hygiene, exercise and sleep.

diet, hygiene, exercise and sleep.

What is the Hippocratic Oath?

What is the Hippocratic Oath?
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The Hippocratic Oath is steeped in history, although likely written long after Hippocrates died. Most, if

The Hippocratic Oath is steeped in history, although likely written long after Hippocrates died. Most, if

not all, American medical schools have replaced this oath traditionally sworn by newly graduating

not all, American medical schools have replaced this oath traditionally sworn by newly graduating

physicians with more modern oaths. I have revised the following version substituting some of the

physicians with more modern oaths. I have revised the following version substituting some of the

archaic words of the original while trying to preserve the poetic language. However, there are five issues

archaic words of the original while trying to preserve the poetic language. However, there are five issues

that still resonate in importance and controversy. See if you can pick out these very early references to:

that still resonate in importance and controversy. See if you can pick out these very early references to:



Patient-physician confidentiality



Patient-physician confidentiality



Sexual contact between patient and physician



Sexual contact between patient and physician



Respect for other health practitioners



Respect for other health practitioners



Physician assisted suicide



Physician assisted suicide



Abortion



Abortion

I swear by Apollo the physician, and Aesculapius, Hygeia and Panaceia and all the gods and

I swear by Apollo the physician, and Aesculapius, Hygeia and Panaceia and all the gods and

goddesses, that, according to my ability and judgment, I will fulfill this Oath and covenant.

goddesses, that, according to my ability and judgment, I will fulfill this Oath and covenant.

To hold him who taught me this Art equally dear to me as my parents, and if he is in need of money to

To hold him who taught me this Art equally dear to me as my parents, and if he is in need of money to

give him a share of mine; to look upon his offspring as if they were my own, and to teach them this

give him a share of mine; to look upon his offspring as if they were my own, and to teach them this

Art, if they shall wish to learn it, without fee or obligation; and that by example, lecture, and every

Art, if they shall wish to learn it, without fee or obligation; and that by example, lecture, and every

other mode of instruction, I will impart a knowledge of the Art to my own children, and those of my

other mode of instruction, I will impart a knowledge of the Art to my own children, and those of my

teachers, and to students who have signed the covenant and have taken an oath according to the law

teachers, and to students who have signed the covenant and have taken an oath according to the law

of medicine, but none others.

of medicine, but none others.

I will follow that system of treatment which, according to my ability and judgment, I consider for the

I will follow that system of treatment which, according to my ability and judgment, I consider for the

benefit of my patients, and abstain from whatever is harmful to them. I will give no deadly drug to

benefit of my patients, and abstain from whatever is harmful to them. I will give no deadly drug to

anyone if asked, nor suggest any such counsel; and in like manner I will not give to a woman an

anyone if asked, nor suggest any such counsel; and in like manner I will not give to a woman an

abortive remedy. With purity and with holiness I will pass my life and practice my Art.

abortive remedy. With purity and with holiness I will pass my life and practice my Art.

I will not use the knife even on those suffering with the stone (bladder), but will leave this to be done

I will not use the knife even on those suffering with the stone (bladder), but will leave this to be done

by such men as are practitioners of this work (surgeons). Into whatever houses I enter, I will go into

by such men as are practitioners of this work (surgeons). Into whatever houses I enter, I will go into

them for the benefit of the sick, and will abstain from every voluntary act of mischief and corruption;

them for the benefit of the sick, and will abstain from every voluntary act of mischief and corruption;

and, further, from the seduction of females or males, be they free or slaves.

and, further, from the seduction of females or males, be they free or slaves.

What I may see or hear in the course of treatment, or not in connection with it, in the life of patients,

What I may see or hear in the course of treatment, or not in connection with it, in the life of patients,

which ought not to be spoken of abroad, I will not divulge, as believing that all such should be kept

which ought not to be spoken of abroad, I will not divulge, as believing that all such should be kept

secret. While I continue to keep this Oath inviolate, may it be granted to me to enjoy life and practice

secret. While I continue to keep this Oath inviolate, may it be granted to me to enjoy life and practice

of the Art, respected by all men, in all times. But should I violate this Oath, may the reverse be my lot.

of the Art, respected by all men, in all times. But should I violate this Oath, may the reverse be my lot.

Keep in mind that this was a statement of practice principles and not legally binding. Furthermore, the

Keep in mind that this was a statement of practice principles and not legally binding. Furthermore, the

principles of the oath were not always consistent with the laws or cultures of the times, then or now.

principles of the oath were not always consistent with the laws or cultures of the times, then or now.

However, all physicians still are guided by the Hippocratic motto: primum non nocere, “First, do no

However, all physicians still are guided by the Hippocratic motto: primum non nocere, “First, do no

harm”.

harm”.
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PRE ANALYTICAL VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH VENIPUNTURE PROCEDURES

PRE ANALYTICAL VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH VENIPUNTURE PROCEDURES

Effects of Pre-analytical Variables on the Quality of Laboratory Testing

Effects of Pre-analytical Variables on the Quality of Laboratory Testing

In this presentation: We will look at…

In this presentation: We will look at…

1.Current status of Quality in today's Medical Laboratories

1.Current status of Quality in today's Medical Laboratories

2. Examples/ types of preanalytical variables

2. Examples/ types of preanalytical variables

3. What can be done to control/ reduce errors caused by these variables

3. What can be done to control/ reduce errors caused by these variables

 Modern laboratories around the world are now enjoying the benefit of

 Modern laboratories around the world are now enjoying the benefit of

decades of development in technology

decades of development in technology

 “State of the Art" instrumentation are common in most laboratories

 “State of the Art" instrumentation are common in most laboratories

 Walkway, high throughput analyzers are employed for routine and

 Walkway, high throughput analyzers are employed for routine and

specialized testing

specialized testing

 The result of this is significant gains in analytical performance in terms

 The result of this is significant gains in analytical performance in terms

of precision, accuracy, sensitivity and specificity

of precision, accuracy, sensitivity and specificity

 Complementing these gains has been a steady improvement in quality

 Complementing these gains has been a steady improvement in quality

control and quality assurance programs

control and quality assurance programs

 Concurrently, there has been an increase in the level of participation in

 Concurrently, there has been an increase in the level of participation in

external quality assurance programs

external quality assurance programs

 All of this has combined to deliver high standards of analytical

 All of this has combined to deliver high standards of analytical

performance within the laboratory
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performance within the laboratory
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 Laboratories are finding that increased competition is driving them to

 Laboratories are finding that increased competition is driving them to

improve the quality of there services while maintaining sustainable cost

improve the quality of there services while maintaining sustainable cost

 By benchmarking their laboratories with international standards

 By benchmarking their laboratories with international standards

 This has led to increasing demand in achieving national/ international

 This has led to increasing demand in achieving national/ international

accreditation such as CAP, ISO, JCIA and others

accreditation such as CAP, ISO, JCIA and others

 Laboratories who achieved or working towards achieving accreditation

 Laboratories who achieved or working towards achieving accreditation

find themselves implementing Quality Systems that standardizes

find themselves implementing Quality Systems that standardizes

laboratory operations, provide and controls policies and procedures,

laboratory operations, provide and controls policies and procedures,

and ensures safe work environment for patients and staff

and ensures safe work environment for patients and staff

 All of this has lead to over all improvements in Quality Controls, Quality

 All of this has lead to over all improvements in Quality Controls, Quality

Assurance and Quality Improvements

Assurance and Quality Improvements

 For many years however, there has been increasing recognition that the

 For many years however, there has been increasing recognition that the

situation is less favorable in the preanalytical phase of the testing

situation is less favorable in the preanalytical phase of the testing

process

process

 Since preanalytical errors have been reported to account for more than

 Since preanalytical errors have been reported to account for more than

two thirds of all laboratory errors

two thirds of all laboratory errors

 It is clear that regardless of the advances of laboratory technology at the

 It is clear that regardless of the advances of laboratory technology at the

analytical stage, improvements in preanalytical areas will remain to be a

analytical stage, improvements in preanalytical areas will remain to be a

challenge

challenge

 Such improvements will deliver the greatest incremental gains in the

 Such improvements will deliver the greatest incremental gains in the

overall quality of clinical laboratory services
239

overall quality of clinical laboratory services
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Many things can go wrong in the preanalytical arena……..



 These often result in sub-optimal specimen quality, the implications of

 These often result in sub-optimal specimen quality, the implications of

which will be “Errors in patient test result
Effects of Pre-analytical Variables on the Quality of Laboratory Testing

Many things can go wrong in the preanalytical arena……..

which will be “Errors in patient test result
Effects of Pre-analytical Variables on the Quality of Laboratory Testing

 Tourniquet Application and Time: The tourniquet should be applied

 Tourniquet Application and Time: The tourniquet should be applied

approximately three to four inches above the venipuncture site. The tourniquet

approximately three to four inches above the venipuncture site. The tourniquet

should be on the arm no longer than one minute. A good rule of thumb to determine

should be on the arm no longer than one minute. A good rule of thumb to determine

the one-minute tourniquet time is to remove the tourniquet when blood starts to

the one-minute tourniquet time is to remove the tourniquet when blood starts to

flow into the first tube of blood being drawn. Prolonged tourniquet time can lead to

flow into the first tube of blood being drawn. Prolonged tourniquet time can lead to

an increase in various chemistry analytes, including serum protein, potassium and

an increase in various chemistry analytes, including serum protein, potassium and

lactic acid due to hemoconcentration of blood at the puncture site.

lactic acid due to hemoconcentration of blood at the puncture site.





What are preanalytical variables ?

What are preanalytical variables ?

These are variables that can occur from the time when the test is ordered by

These are variables that can occur from the time when the test is ordered by

the physician until the sample is ready for analysis

the physician until the sample is ready for analysis

Preanalytical variables can account for up to 75% of laboratory errors

Preanalytical variables can account for up to 75% of laboratory errors

Examples of possible preanalytical variables:

Examples of possible preanalytical variables:

Patient Identification: It is important to identify a patient accurately so that

Patient Identification: It is important to identify a patient accurately so that

blood is collected from the correct person. Drawing blood from the wrong

blood is collected from the correct person. Drawing blood from the wrong

person, or labeling the correct patient’s sample with a different patient’s label

person, or labeling the correct patient’s sample with a different patient’s label

can certainly contribute to laboratory error. (Mislabeling ???)

can certainly contribute to laboratory error. (Mislabeling ???)
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When identifying the patient, have them provide their full name, address,

When identifying the patient, have them provide their full name, address,

identification number and/or date of birth. Hospital inpatients should be

identification number and/or date of birth. Hospital inpatients should be

wearing an identification band with the above information, which the

wearing an identification band with the above information, which the

phlebotomist should confirm before the venipuncture.

phlebotomist should confirm before the venipuncture.

 Patient Preparation: Prior to collecting specimens for chemistry,

241

 Patient Preparation: Prior to collecting specimens for chemistry,

certain patient variables need to be considered. For certain chemistry

certain patient variables need to be considered. For certain chemistry

analytes, such as glucose and cholesterol, patients need to be fasting for

analytes, such as glucose and cholesterol, patients need to be fasting for

at least 12 hours prior to venipuncture. Other analytes, such as cortisol

at least 12 hours prior to venipuncture. Other analytes, such as cortisol

and adrenocorticotropin, have diurnal variations, where the analyte is

and adrenocorticotropin, have diurnal variations, where the analyte is

at its highest level in the morning, and the levels gradually decrease

at its highest level in the morning, and the levels gradually decrease

during the course of the day.

during the course of the day.

 Selecting the Site: Selecting the appropriate site for venipuncture can

 Selecting the Site: Selecting the appropriate site for venipuncture can

contribute to a better quality sample. The preferred site is the median

contribute to a better quality sample. The preferred site is the median

cubital vein. This vein is usually the easiest to access. Generally, there is

cubital vein. This vein is usually the easiest to access. Generally, there is

less need to probe to find the vein, which in turn should cause less

less need to probe to find the vein, which in turn should cause less

trauma during the venipuncture. This will usually be the most

trauma during the venipuncture. This will usually be the most

comfortable for the patient

comfortable for the patient

 Site Preparation: Prior to venipuncture, the site should be cleansed with

 Site Preparation: Prior to venipuncture, the site should be cleansed with

alcohol. Cleansing starts at the center of the vein, and should continue

alcohol. Cleansing starts at the center of the vein, and should continue

outward in concentric circles. Before performing the venipuncture, the

outward in concentric circles. Before performing the venipuncture, the

alcohol should be allowed to air dry. This will help to ensure that the

alcohol should be allowed to air dry. This will help to ensure that the

specimen is not contaminated with alcohol, as this can lead to

specimen is not contaminated with alcohol, as this can lead to
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hemolysis. Hemolysis can result in the spurious elevation of such

hemolysis. Hemolysis can result in the spurious elevation of such

analytes as potassium, lactate dehydrogenase (LD), iron and

analytes as potassium, lactate dehydrogenase (LD), iron and

magnesium in the chemistry lab

magnesium in the chemistry lab

 Tourniquet Application and Time: The tourniquet should be applied

 Tourniquet Application and Time: The tourniquet should be applied

approximately three to four inches above the venipuncture site. The

approximately three to four inches above the venipuncture site. The

tourniquet should be on the arm no longer than one minute. A good rule

tourniquet should be on the arm no longer than one minute. A good rule

of thumb to determine the one-minute tourniquet time is to remove the

of thumb to determine the one-minute tourniquet time is to remove the

tourniquet when blood starts to flow into the first tube of blood being

tourniquet when blood starts to flow into the first tube of blood being

drawn. Prolonged tourniquet time can lead to an increase in various

drawn. Prolonged tourniquet time can lead to an increase in various

chemistry analytes, including serum protein, potassium and lactic acid

chemistry analytes, including serum protein, potassium and lactic acid

due to hemoconcentration of blood at the puncture site.

due to hemoconcentration of blood at the puncture site.

 Proper Venipuncture Technique: During phlebotomy, avoid probing to

 Proper Venipuncture Technique: During phlebotomy, avoid probing to

find the vein and achieve blood flow. Excessive probing and/or “fishing”

find the vein and achieve blood flow. Excessive probing and/or “fishing”

to find a vein can result in a poor quality sample, including hemolysis.

to find a vein can result in a poor quality sample, including hemolysis.

As mentioned previously, hemolysis can affect several chemistry

As mentioned previously, hemolysis can affect several chemistry

analaytes.

analaytes.

 Order of Draw:

 Order of Draw:

 Following the correct order of draw during venipuncture is

 Following the correct order of draw during venipuncture is

critical to ensure accurate test results.

critical to ensure accurate test results.

 The BD and CLSI (Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute,

 The BD and CLSI (Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute,

formerly NCCLS) have established recommendations for the

formerly NCCLS) have established recommendations for the

proper order of draw for evacuated blood collection tubes

proper order of draw for evacuated blood collection tubes

Recommended order of draw (NCCLS):

Recommended order of draw (NCCLS):
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1. Blood Culture Bottles (Aerobic-Anaerobic)

1. Blood Culture Bottles (Aerobic-Anaerobic)

2. Coagulation Tube

2. Coagulation Tube

3. Serum Tube with or without clot activator, with or without gel separator

3. Serum Tube with or without clot activator, with or without gel separator

4. Heparin Tube with or without gel plasma separator

4. Heparin Tube with or without gel plasma separator

5. EDTA

5. EDTA

Glycolytic Inhibitor

Glycolytic Inhibitor

 Order Test

 Order Test

 Collect Sample

 Collect Sample

 Transport To Lab

 Transport To Lab

 Receive In Lab

 Receive In Lab

 Prepare For Testing

 Prepare For Testing

Transport To Sections

Transport To Sections

Order Test:

Order Test:

 Receive Test order

 Receive Test order

 Complete Order form

 Complete Order form

 Deploy Staff for collection

 Deploy Staff for collection

 Note urgency level

 Note urgency level

 Collect Supplies

 Collect Supplies

Collect Sample:
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Collect Sample:

 Locate Patient

 Locate Patient

 Prep Patient

 Prep Patient

 Draw Sample

 Draw Sample
243

 Bedside

 Bedside

 Doctor’s Office

 Doctor’s Office

 Draw Station

 Draw Station

 Label

 Label

 Dispose of supplies

 Dispose of supplies

Transport To Lab:

Transport To Lab:

 Prioritize sample for transport

 Prioritize sample for transport

 Send sample to lab

 Send sample to lab

–

Pneumatic tube

–

Pneumatic tube

–

Robot

–

Robot

–

Hand carry

–

Hand carry

–

Courier

–

Courier

Receive In Lab:

Receive In Lab:

 Accession

 Accession

 Apply/ verify sample label

 Apply/ verify sample label

 Barcode for testing

 Barcode for testing

 Identify STAT tests

 Identify STAT tests

 Rack sample

 Rack sample

Prepare For Testing:

Prepare For Testing:
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 Centrifuge

 Centrifuge

 Aliquot

 Aliquot

244

 Pre-treat

 Pre-treat

 Re-rack

 Re-rack

Transport To Sections

Transport To Sections

 Send sample to appropriate lab section

 Send sample to appropriate lab section

–

Main lab

–

Main lab

–

Reference lab

–

Reference lab

–

Re-rack

–

Re-rack

 An example of improper order of draw that can lead to an incorrect

 An example of improper order of draw that can lead to an incorrect

chemistry result is drawing an EDTA tube prior to an BD SST™ . The

chemistry result is drawing an EDTA tube prior to an BD SST™ . The

potential cross contamination of K2 or K3EDTA on the needle from the

potential cross contamination of K2 or K3EDTA on the needle from the

lavender top tube to the chemistry tube can lead to an elevated

lavender top tube to the chemistry tube can lead to an elevated

potassium result.

potassium result.

Proper Tube Mixing: All tubes with additives need to be inverted to mix the additive evenly with the

Proper Tube Mixing: All tubes with additives need to be inverted to mix the additive evenly with the

blood. Plastic serum tubes and BD SST ™ tubes contain clot activator and should be inverted 5

blood. Plastic serum tubes and BD SST ™ tubes contain clot activator and should be inverted 5

times to mix the activator with the blood and help the specimen clot completely. Improper mixing of

times to mix the activator with the blood and help the specimen clot completely. Improper mixing of

the tube after venipuncture could contribute to a gelatinous serum sample

the tube after venipuncture could contribute to a gelatinous serum sample

 Correct Specimen Volume: All blood collection tubes need to be filled to the correct volume.

 Correct Specimen Volume: All blood collection tubes need to be filled to the correct volume.

This will ensure the proper amount of blood for the amount of additive in the tube (blood to

This will ensure the proper amount of blood for the amount of additive in the tube (blood to

additive ratio). For example, if a 5 mL draw heparin tube is only filled with 3 mL of blood, the

additive ratio). For example, if a 5 mL draw heparin tube is only filled with 3 mL of blood, the

heparin concentration is erroneously high and may potentially interfere with some chemistry

heparin concentration is erroneously high and may potentially interfere with some chemistry

analytes.

analytes.

 Expiration dates: Should also be checked on the evacuated tubes

 Expiration dates: Should also be checked on the evacuated tubes

 Expired tubes should not be used, as they may have a decreased vacuum, as well as potential

 Expired tubes should not be used, as they may have a decreased vacuum, as well as potential

changes in any additives in the tubes

changes in any additives in the tubes

Proper Tube Handling and Specimen Processing

Proper Tube Handling and Specimen Processing
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 Serum specimens: Namely red top tubes and BD SST™ gel tubes, need to clot completely

 Serum specimens: Namely red top tubes and BD SST™ gel tubes, need to clot completely

prior to centrifugation and processing. Blood specimens in red top tubes should clot for 45 to

prior to centrifugation and processing. Blood specimens in red top tubes should clot for 45 to

60 minutes, and those in BD SST ™ tubes should be allowed to clot for 30 minutes to ensure

60 minutes, and those in BD SST ™ tubes should be allowed to clot for 30 minutes to ensure

complete clot formation.

complete clot formation.

 Blood from patients who are receiving anticoagulant therapy, such as heparin or

 Blood from patients who are receiving anticoagulant therapy, such as heparin or

coumadin, may take longer to clot. Tubes should be allowed to clot at room temperature,

coumadin, may take longer to clot. Tubes should be allowed to clot at room temperature,

upright in a test tube rack, with the closures on the tubes. Spinning the tube too soon may

upright in a test tube rack, with the closures on the tubes. Spinning the tube too soon may

result in a gelatinous and/or fibrinous serum sample that will require respinning.

result in a gelatinous and/or fibrinous serum sample that will require respinning.

Plasma Samples:

Plasma Samples:

 Blood specimens collected in plasma tubes, such as the plain heparinized green top tubes and

 Blood specimens collected in plasma tubes, such as the plain heparinized green top tubes and

the BD PST ™ tubes with heparin and gel do not require clotting prior to centrifugation. This

the BD PST ™ tubes with heparin and gel do not require clotting prior to centrifugation. This

allows the tube of blood to be drawn, mixed and centrifuged immediately, resulting in a quicker

allows the tube of blood to be drawn, mixed and centrifuged immediately, resulting in a quicker

turn-around-time for test results

turn-around-time for test results

Centrifugation: The next step in sample processing is the proper centrifugation of the blood

Centrifugation: The next step in sample processing is the proper centrifugation of the blood

collection tubes. Both BD SST ™ and BD PST ™ tubes are centrifuged at the same speed and for the

collection tubes. Both BD SST ™ and BD PST ™ tubes are centrifuged at the same speed and for the

same amount of time. In a swinging bucket centrifuge (preferred type of spin for gel separation tubes),

same amount of time. In a swinging bucket centrifuge (preferred type of spin for gel separation tubes),

the tubes should be spun for ten minutes at a speed of 1100 to 1300 relative centrifugal force (RCF).

the tubes should be spun for ten minutes at a speed of 1100 to 1300 relative centrifugal force (RCF).

A fifteen-minute spin at the same speed is required for spinning tubes in a fixed- angle centrifuge.

A fifteen-minute spin at the same speed is required for spinning tubes in a fixed- angle centrifuge.

Serum and plasma tubes without gel can be spun at a speed of 1000 RCF for ten minutes

Serum and plasma tubes without gel can be spun at a speed of 1000 RCF for ten minutes

 Special Handling of Blood Specimens: Certain chemistry analytes will require the tube of

 Special Handling of Blood Specimens: Certain chemistry analytes will require the tube of

blood to be chilled after collection in order to maintain the stability of the analyte. A slurry of ice

blood to be chilled after collection in order to maintain the stability of the analyte. A slurry of ice

and water is recommended for chilling the tubes of blood. Examples of specimens that need to

and water is recommended for chilling the tubes of blood. Examples of specimens that need to

be chilled or transported on ice include adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), angiotensin

be chilled or transported on ice include adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), angiotensin

converting enzyme (ACE), acetone, ammonia, catecholamines, free fatty acids, lactic acid,

converting enzyme (ACE), acetone, ammonia, catecholamines, free fatty acids, lactic acid,

pyruvate and renin

pyruvate and renin

 Stability for Whole Blood, Serum and Plasma: A whole blood specimen that is going to

 Stability for Whole Blood, Serum and Plasma: A whole blood specimen that is going to

be spun down should be centrifuged and the serum or plasma removed from the red blood cells

be spun down should be centrifuged and the serum or plasma removed from the red blood cells

within two hours after the venipuncture. Once the serum has been removed or separated

within two hours after the venipuncture. Once the serum has been removed or separated

from the red blood cells (in the case of a gel barrier tube), the sample will be stable at room

from the red blood cells (in the case of a gel barrier tube), the sample will be stable at room

temperature for eight hours, and up to 48 hours at 2-4 degrees C.5 After 48 hours, the

temperature for eight hours, and up to 48 hours at 2-4 degrees C.5 After 48 hours, the

serum specimen should be frozen at –20 degrees C in an aliquot tube.

serum specimen should be frozen at –20 degrees C in an aliquot tube.

Paying close attention to the preanalytical variables associated with blood collection is critical in

Paying close attention to the preanalytical variables associated with blood collection is critical in

ensuring accurate test results in all areas of the clinical laboratory

ensuring accurate test results in all areas of the clinical laboratory
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Quality Assurance Testing Variables can effect all the stages of analysis:

Quality Assurance Testing Variables can effect all the stages of analysis:

 Preanalytical

 Preanalytical

 Analytical

 Analytical

 Postanalytical

 Postanalytical

Pre-analytical Variables

Pre-analytical Variables

 Test requests/ordering

 Test requests/ordering

 Patient identification

 Patient identification

 Specimen acquisition

 Specimen acquisition

 Specimen transport

 Specimen transport

 Specimen processing

 Specimen processing

 Preparation of worklists and logs

 Preparation of worklists and logs

 Maintenance records

 Maintenance records

Analytical Variables

Analytical Variables

 Competency

 Competency

 Controls

 Controls

 Methodology

 Methodology

 Procedures

 Procedures

 Monitoring of equipment

 Monitoring of equipment

 Monitoring of materials

 Monitoring of materials

 Test validation

 Test validation

 Laboratory errors and patient-safety

 Laboratory errors and patient-safety

 What can we do?

 What can we do?
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MEDICAL CHARTING AND DOCUMENTATION

MEDICAL CHARTING AND DOCUMENTATION

GENERAL GUIDELINES

GENERAL GUIDELINES

When to Chart

When to Chart

1. Record nursing actions and individual responses as soon after they occur as possible.

1. Record nursing actions and individual responses as soon after they occur as possible.

2. Never document medications or treatments before they are given or completed.

2. Never document medications or treatments before they are given or completed.

What to Chart

What to Chart

1. Symptoms: Use the person’s own words, communication gestures, or non-verbal cues as

1. Symptoms: Use the person’s own words, communication gestures, or non-verbal cues as

much as possible.

much as possible.

2. Your observations: Failure to document leaves gaps in the record that can be

2. Your observations: Failure to document leaves gaps in the record that can be

interpreted as neglect.

interpreted as neglect.

3. All injuries, illnesses and unusual health situations until they are resolved. There should

3. All injuries, illnesses and unusual health situations until they are resolved. There should

be entries in the nursing notes on a regular basis until the problem is no longer present. When

be entries in the nursing notes on a regular basis until the problem is no longer present. When

the problem is resolved, it should be documented.

the problem is resolved, it should be documented.

4. All contacts with the primary care prescriber:

4. All contacts with the primary care prescriber:

a. Document what information was relayed to the primary care prescriber.

a. Document what information was relayed to the primary care prescriber.

b. If the primary care prescriber sees or reviews an individual’s specific health

b. If the primary care prescriber sees or reviews an individual’s specific health
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problem, document what occurred:

problem, document what occurred:

• the chart was reviewed,

• the chart was reviewed,

• the individual was seen, or

• the individual was seen, or

• if the individual was examined.

• if the individual was examined.

c. If the contact is made by phone, document what was discussed and results of the

c. If the contact is made by phone, document what was discussed and results of the

contact (e.g., no orders given, observe).

contact (e.g., no orders given, observe).

d. Document the plan for follow-up (e.g., to see the physician on morning rounds).

d. Document the plan for follow-up (e.g., to see the physician on morning rounds).

5. Response to a medication or treatment: This includes therapeutic effects as well as side

5. Response to a medication or treatment: This includes therapeutic effects as well as side

effects.

effects.

6. All appointments and consultations:

6. All appointments and consultations:

a. Name of consultant and specialty

a. Name of consultant and specialty

b. Reason for consultation

b. Reason for consultation

c. Brief report of findings if available--if not, say so. If the consultation report is

c. Brief report of findings if available--if not, say so. If the consultation report is

filed in the chart, the nursing note may refer the reader to the consultation

filed in the chart, the nursing note may refer the reader to the consultation

report.

report.

d. If the consultation report is filed in the chart and it includes follow-up plans, the

d. If the consultation report is filed in the chart and it includes follow-up plans, the

nursing note may refer the reader to the consultation report.

nursing note may refer the reader to the consultation report.

e. The person’s response to appointment.

e. The person’s response to appointment.

7. New symptoms or conditions: Each of the following should be documented in the nursing

7. New symptoms or conditions: Each of the following should be documented in the nursing

notes (or other designated documents) at the time of occurrence along with nursing action

notes (or other designated documents) at the time of occurrence along with nursing action

taken and the person’s response:

taken and the person’s response:

a. abrasions, cuts, pressure marks

a. abrasions, cuts, pressure marks

b. falls and bumps, with or without apparent injury

b. falls and bumps, with or without apparent injury

c. elevated temperature

c. elevated temperature

d. pressure ulcers including description and treatment until resolved

d. pressure ulcers including description and treatment until resolved

e. rectal checks for constipation including findings and treatment

e. rectal checks for constipation including findings and treatment

f. seizures with complete description and treatment, if any

f. seizures with complete description and treatment, if any

g. possible adverse reactions to food or medicine

g. possible adverse reactions to food or medicine

h. refusal of meals or medications

h. refusal of meals or medications

i. vomiting including type, amount, and treatment

i. vomiting including type, amount, and treatment

j. STAT medications including time order is received and time medication is given

j. STAT medications including time order is received and time medication is given
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k. unusual behavior or condition of the individual

k. unusual behavior or condition of the individual

l. diarrhea or any change in bowel pattern

l. diarrhea or any change in bowel pattern

m. any significant increase or decrease in weight

m. any significant increase or decrease in weight

n. changes or unusual difficulty in obtaining vital signs

n. changes or unusual difficulty in obtaining vital signs

8. Routine, ongoing treatments or conditions: (e.g., acne)

8. Routine, ongoing treatments or conditions: (e.g., acne)

Document status at least once quarterly and more frequently as indicated.

Document status at least once quarterly and more frequently as indicated.

9. Any action you take in response to an individual's problem.

9. Any action you take in response to an individual's problem.

10. As a general rule, do not chart actions completed by others. In some instances it is

10. As a general rule, do not chart actions completed by others. In some instances it is

permissible to chart something done by someone else BUT your notation should

permissible to chart something done by someone else BUT your notation should

identify the person who actually gave the care.

identify the person who actually gave the care.

How to Chart

How to Chart

1. Date and time each entry.

1. Date and time each entry.

2. Indicate both the time the entry is made into the record and the time the observation or

2. Indicate both the time the entry is made into the record and the time the observation or

activity took place.

activity took place.

3. All entries in the individual’s record should be written or printed legibly in permanent

3. All entries in the individual’s record should be written or printed legibly in permanent

black ink.

black ink.

4. Do not leave blank lines between entries. Draw a line through unused spaces before and

4. Do not leave blank lines between entries. Draw a line through unused spaces before and

after your signature.

after your signature.

5. Use only abbreviations and symbols approved in agency policies.

5. Use only abbreviations and symbols approved in agency policies.

6. All entries in the individual's record should be written objectively and without bias,

6. All entries in the individual's record should be written objectively and without bias,

personal opinion, or value judgment.

personal opinion, or value judgment.

7. The use of slang, cliches, or labels should be avoided unless used in the context of a

7. The use of slang, cliches, or labels should be avoided unless used in the context of a

direct quote.

direct quote.

8. Interpretations of data should be supported by descriptions of specific observations.

8. Interpretations of data should be supported by descriptions of specific observations.

9. Documentation should be clear, concise, and specific.

9. Documentation should be clear, concise, and specific.

a. Don't use vague terms.

a. Don't use vague terms.

b. Generalizations such as “good”, “fair”, “moderate”, and “normal” should be

b. Generalizations such as “good”, “fair”, “moderate”, and “normal” should be

avoided.

avoided.

c. Findings should be as descriptive as possible including specific information

c. Findings should be as descriptive as possible including specific information

about the appearance or findings related to size, shape, and amount.

about the appearance or findings related to size, shape, and amount.
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10. Correcting errors:

10. Correcting errors:

a. Draw one straight line through the incorrect entry,

a. Draw one straight line through the incorrect entry,

b. Write "error" above it,

b. Write "error" above it,

c. Initial and date the correction.

c. Initial and date the correction.

d. Never use white-out, erase, or obliterate an entry in the individual’s record.

d. Never use white-out, erase, or obliterate an entry in the individual’s record.

11. Late entries: If you forget to chart something, it may be entered into the record at a

11. Late entries: If you forget to chart something, it may be entered into the record at a

later time but you must clearly state the date and time the entry is being made and the

later time but you must clearly state the date and time the entry is being made and the

date and time the care or observations actually occurred. The entry should begin with

date and time the care or observations actually occurred. The entry should begin with

the words "Late entry".

the words "Late entry".

12. All entries in the nursing notes should be signed. The signature should include the first

12. All entries in the nursing notes should be signed. The signature should include the first

initial, last name and title (e.g., S. Jones, RN, PCT, PhT or PHT).

initial, last name and title (e.g., S. Jones, RN, PCT, PhT or PHT).

13. A record of initials and signatures should be maintained according to facility policy so

13. A record of initials and signatures should be maintained according to facility policy so

that the person using the initials and signatures used in documentation can be identified.

that the person using the initials and signatures used in documentation can be identified.

Scenario: You have just finished a venipuncture and noticed that the patient has a large hematoma
on their arm. They are quiet when you ask them what has happened.
Title

State facts;

Date
Time
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Scenario: You have just finished a venipuncture and noticed that the patient has a large hematoma
on their arm. They are quiet when you ask them what has happened.
Title

State facts;

Date
State interventions, within the scope of your practice;

Time

State interventions, within the scope of your practice;

State who was notified, ie supervisor, nurse, ect.

State who was notified, ie supervisor, nurse, ect.

State outcome, how situation was solved within the scope of your practice

State outcome, how situation was solved within the scope of your practice
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MILITARY TIME;

MILITARY TIME;

Here is a military time conversion table for twenty-four hour

Here is a military time conversion table for twenty-four hour

Regular Time (24hr)

Military Time

Regular Time (24hr)

Military Time

12:00 a.m. (Midnight)

0000

12:00 a.m. (Midnight)

0000

1:00 a.m.

0100

1:00 a.m.

0100

2:00 a.m.

0200

2:00 a.m.

0200

3:00 a.m.

0300

3:00 a.m.

0300

4:00 a.m.

0400

4:00 a.m.

0400

5:00 a.m.

0500

5:00 a.m.

0500

6:00 a.m.

0600

6:00 a.m.

0600

7:00 a.m.

0700

7:00 a.m.

0700

8:00 a.m.

0800

8:00 a.m.

0800

9:00 a.m.

0900

9:00 a.m.

0900

10:00 a.m.

1000

10:00 a.m.

1000

11:00 a.m.

1100

11:00 a.m.

1100

12:00 p.m. (Noon)

1200

12:00 p.m. (Noon)

1200

1:00 p.m.

1300

1:00 p.m.

1300

2:00 p.m.

1400

2:00 p.m.

1400

3:00 p.m.

1500

3:00 p.m.

1500

4:00 p.m.

1600

4:00 p.m.

1600

5:00 p.m.

1700

5:00 p.m.

1700

6:00 p.m.

1800

6:00 p.m.

1800

7:00 p.m.

1900

7:00 p.m.

1900

8:00 p.m.

2000

8:00 p.m.

2000
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9:00 p.m.

2100

9:00 p.m.

2100

10:00 p.m.

2200

10:00 p.m.

2200

11:00 p.m.

2300

11:00 p.m.

2300

Military Time Test

Civilian Time
3:00 AM
1:10 AM
7:00 PM
8:24 PM

Military Time Test

Military Time
__________ hours
___________hours
__________ hours
__________hours

Civilian Time
3:00 AM
1:10 AM
7:00 PM
8:24 PM

Military Time
__________ hours
___________hours
__________ hours
__________hours

1:00 PM

__________ hours

1:00 PM

__________ hours

6:00 AM

__________ hours

6:00 AM

__________ hours

3:15 PM

__________hours

3:15 PM

__________hours

4:30 AM

__________hours

4:30 AM

__________hours

8:00 AM

__________ hours

8:00 AM

__________ hours

11:00 PM

__________ hours

11:00 PM

__________ hours

10:00 AM

__________ hours

10:00 AM

__________ hours

3:00 PM

__________ hours

3:00 PM

__________ hours

5:00 PM

__________ hours

5:00 PM

__________ hours

2:00 AM

__________ hours

2:00 AM

__________ hours

9:00 PM

__________ hours

9:00 PM

__________ hours

9:25 PM

_________ hours

9:25 PM

_________ hours

1:00 AM

__________ hours

1:00 AM

__________ hours

6:00 PM

__________ hours

6:00 PM

__________ hours

12:00 PM

__________ hours

12:00 PM

__________ hours

11:00 AM

__________ hours

11:00 AM

__________ hours

4:00 AM
10:00 PM
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__________ hours
__________ hours

4:00 AM
10:00 PM
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__________ hours
__________ hours

4:00 PM

__________ hours

4:00 PM

__________ hours

7:00 AM

__________ hours

7:00 AM

__________ hours

8:00 PM

__________ hours

8:00 PM

__________ hours

12:00 AM

__________ hours

12:00 AM

__________ hours

2:00 PM

__________ hours

2:00 PM

__________ hours

5:00 AM

__________ hours

5:00 AM

__________ hours

9:00 AM

__________ hours

9:00 AM

__________ hours

1535 ________

___+_______AM/PM

1535 ________

___+_______AM/PM

1817_________

__________AM/PM

1817_________

__________AM/PM

2055 ________

___________AM/PM

2055 ________

___________AM/PM

0210 _________

___________AM/PM

0210 _________

___________AM/PM

1412 _________

___________AM/PM

1412 _________

___________AM/PM

1719 _________--

__________AM/PM

1719 _________--

__________AM/PM

0110 _________

___________AM/PM

0110 _________

___________AM/PM

0345 _________

__________AM/PM

0345 _________

__________AM/PM
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BLOOD GASES

BLOOD GASES

Blood gases

Blood gases

Share on facebookShare on twitter

Share on facebookShare on twitter

Blood gases is a measurement of how much oxygen and carbon dioxide is in your blood. It also determines
the acidity (pH) of your blood.

Blood gases is a measurement of how much oxygen and carbon dioxide is in your blood. It also determines
the acidity (pH) of your blood.

How the Test is Performed

How the Test is Performed

Usually, blood is taken from an artery. The blood may be collected from the radial artery in the wrist, the
femoral artery in the groin, or the brachial artery in the arm.

Usually, blood is taken from an artery. The blood may be collected from the radial artery in the wrist, the
femoral artery in the groin, or the brachial artery in the arm.

The health care provider may test circulation to the hand before taking a sample of blood from the wrist area.

The health care provider may test circulation to the hand before taking a sample of blood from the wrist area.

The health care provider will insert a small needle through the skin into the artery. You can choose to have
numbing medicine (anesthesia) applied to the site before the test begins.

The health care provider will insert a small needle through the skin into the artery. You can choose to have
numbing medicine (anesthesia) applied to the site before the test begins.

In some cases, blood from a vein may be used.

In some cases, blood from a vein may be used.

After the blood is taken, pressure is applied to the site for a few minutes to stop the bleeding. The health
care provider will watch the site for signs of bleeding or circulation problems.

After the blood is taken, pressure is applied to the site for a few minutes to stop the bleeding. The health
care provider will watch the site for signs of bleeding or circulation problems.

The sample must be quickly sent to a laboratory for analysis to ensure accurate results.

The sample must be quickly sent to a laboratory for analysis to ensure accurate results.

How to Prepare for the Test

How to Prepare for the Test

There is no special preparation. If you are on oxygen therapy, the oxygen concentration must remain
constant for 20 minutes before the test.

There is no special preparation. If you are on oxygen therapy, the oxygen concentration must remain
constant for 20 minutes before the test.

How the Test Will Feel

How the Test Will Feel

You may feel brief cramping or throbbing at the puncture site.

You may feel brief cramping or throbbing at the puncture site.

Why the Test is Performed

Why the Test is Performed

The test is used to evaluate respiratory diseases and conditions that affect the lungs. It helps determine the
effectiveness of oxygen therapy. The test also provides information about the body's acid/base balance,
which can reveal important clues about lung and kidney function and the body's general metabolic state.

The test is used to evaluate respiratory diseases and conditions that affect the lungs. It helps determine the
effectiveness of oxygen therapy. The test also provides information about the body's acid/base balance,
which can reveal important clues about lung and kidney function and the body's general metabolic state.

Normal Results

Normal Results

Values at sea level:

Values at sea level:
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Partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2) - 75 - 100 mmHg
Partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PaCO2) - 38 - 42 mmHg
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Partial pressure of oxygen (PaO2) - 75 - 100 mmHg
Partial pressure of carbon dioxide (PaCO2) - 38 - 42 mmHg









Arterial blood pH of 7.38 - 7.42
Oxygen saturation (SaO2) - 94 - 100%
Bicarbonate - (HCO3) - 22 - 28 mEq/L

Arterial blood pH of 7.38 - 7.42
Oxygen saturation (SaO2) - 94 - 100%
Bicarbonate - (HCO3) - 22 - 28 mEq/L

Note: mEq/L = milliequivalents per liter; mmHg = millimeters of mercury

Note: mEq/L = milliequivalents per liter; mmHg = millimeters of mercury

At altitudes of 3,000 feet and above, the oxygen values are lower.

At altitudes of 3,000 feet and above, the oxygen values are lower.

Note: Normal value ranges may vary slightly among different laboratories. Talk to your doctor about the
meaning of your specific test results.

Note: Normal value ranges may vary slightly among different laboratories. Talk to your doctor about the
meaning of your specific test results.

The examples above show the common measurements for results for these tests. Some laboratories use
different measurements or may test different specimens.

The examples above show the common measurements for results for these tests. Some laboratories use
different measurements or may test different specimens.

What Abnormal Results Mean

What Abnormal Results Mean

Abnormal results may be due to lung, kidney, or metabolic diseases. Head or neck injuries or other injuries
that affect breathing can also lead to abnormal results.

Abnormal results may be due to lung, kidney, or metabolic diseases. Head or neck injuries or other injuries
that affect breathing can also lead to abnormal results.

Risks

Risks

There is very little risk when the procedure is done correctly. Veins and arteries vary in size from one patient
to another and from one side of the body to the other. Taking blood from some people may be more difficult
than from others.

There is very little risk when the procedure is done correctly. Veins and arteries vary in size from one patient
to another and from one side of the body to the other. Taking blood from some people may be more difficult
than from others.

Other risks associated with this test may include:

Other risks associated with this test may include:

















Bleeding at the puncture site
Blood flow problems at puncture site (rare)
Bruising at the puncture site
Delayed bleeding at the puncture site
Fainting or feeling light-headed
Hematoma (blood accumulating under the skin)
Infection (a slight risk any time the skin is broken)

Bleeding at the puncture site
Blood flow problems at puncture site (rare)
Bruising at the puncture site
Delayed bleeding at the puncture site
Fainting or feeling light-headed
Hematoma (blood accumulating under the skin)
Infection (a slight risk any time the skin is broken)

Considerations

Considerations

Tell your health care provider if you are taking any blood-thinning medications (anticoagulants), including
aspirin.

Tell your health care provider if you are taking any blood-thinning medications (anticoagulants), including
aspirin.

Call your health care provider if you notice bleeding, bruising, numbness, tingling, or change in skin color at
the puncture site.

Call your health care provider if you notice bleeding, bruising, numbness, tingling, or change in skin color at
the puncture site.

Alternative Names

Alternative Names

Arterial blood gas analysis; ABG

Arterial blood gas analysis; ABG

References
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Glossary

Glossary

ABG: arterial blood gas. A test that analyzes arterial blood for oxygen, carbon dioxide and

ABG: arterial blood gas. A test that analyzes arterial blood for oxygen, carbon dioxide and

bicarbonate content in addition to blood pH. Used to test the effectiveness of ventilation.

bicarbonate content in addition to blood pH. Used to test the effectiveness of ventilation.

Acidosis: a pathologic state characterized by an increase in the concentration of hydrogen ions in

Acidosis: a pathologic state characterized by an increase in the concentration of hydrogen ions in

the arterial blood above the normal level. May be caused by an accumulation of carbon dioxide or

the arterial blood above the normal level. May be caused by an accumulation of carbon dioxide or

acidic products of metabolism or a by a decrease in the concentration of alkaline compounds.

acidic products of metabolism or a by a decrease in the concentration of alkaline compounds.

Alkalosis: a state characterized by a decrease in the hydrogen ion concentration of arterial blood

Alkalosis: a state characterized by a decrease in the hydrogen ion concentration of arterial blood

below normal level. The condition may be caused by an increase in the concentration of alkaline

below normal level. The condition may be caused by an increase in the concentration of alkaline

compounds, or by decrease in the concentration of acidic compounds or carbon dioxide.

compounds, or by decrease in the concentration of acidic compounds or carbon dioxide.

Chronic obstruction pulmonary disease (COPD): a disease process involving chronic

Chronic obstruction pulmonary disease (COPD): a disease process involving chronic

inflammation of the airways, including chronic bronchitis (disease in the large airways) and

inflammation of the airways, including chronic bronchitis (disease in the large airways) and

emphysema (disease located in smaller airways and alveolar regions). The obstruction is generally

emphysema (disease located in smaller airways and alveolar regions). The obstruction is generally

permanent and progressive over time.

permanent and progressive over time.

Diamox ™: a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor that decreases H

Diamox ™: a carbonic anhydrase inhibitor that decreases H

+

+

ion secretion and increases HCO3

ion secretion and increases HCO3

excretions by the kidneys, causing a diuretic effect.

excretions by the kidneys, causing a diuretic effect.

Hyperventilation: a state in which there is an increased amount of air entering the pulmonary

Hyperventilation: a state in which there is an increased amount of air entering the pulmonary

alveoli (increased alveolar ventilation), resulting in reduction of carbon dioxide tension and

alveoli (increased alveolar ventilation), resulting in reduction of carbon dioxide tension and

eventually leading to alkalosis.

eventually leading to alkalosis.

Hypoventilation: a state in which there is a reduced amount of air entering the pulmonary

Hypoventilation: a state in which there is a reduced amount of air entering the pulmonary

alveoli.

alveoli.

Hypoxemia: below-normal oxygen content in arterial blood due to deficient oxygenation of the

Hypoxemia: below-normal oxygen content in arterial blood due to deficient oxygenation of the

blood and resulting in hypoxia.

blood and resulting in hypoxia.
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Hypoxia: reduction of oxygen supply to tissue below physiological levels despite adequate

Hypoxia: reduction of oxygen supply to tissue below physiological levels despite adequate

perfusion of the tissue by blood.

perfusion of the tissue by blood.

Iatrogenic: any condition induced in a patient by the effects of medical treatment.

Iatrogenic: any condition induced in a patient by the effects of medical treatment.

Kussmaul’s respirations: abnormal breathing pattern brought on by strenuous exercise or

Kussmaul’s respirations: abnormal breathing pattern brought on by strenuous exercise or

metabolic acidosis, and is characterized by an increased ventilatory rate, very large tidal volume,

metabolic acidosis, and is characterized by an increased ventilatory rate, very large tidal volume,

and no expiratory pause.

and no expiratory pause.

Oxygen delivery system: a device used to deliver oxygen concentrations above ambient air to the

Oxygen delivery system: a device used to deliver oxygen concentrations above ambient air to the

lungs through the upper airway.

lungs through the upper airway.

Oxygenation: the process of supplying, treating or mixing with oxygen.

Oxygenation: the process of supplying, treating or mixing with oxygen.

Oxyhemoglobin: hemoglobin in combination with oxygen.

Oxyhemoglobin: hemoglobin in combination with oxygen.

Pneumothorax: an abnormal state characterized by the presence of gas (as air) in the plueral

Pneumothorax: an abnormal state characterized by the presence of gas (as air) in the plueral

cavity.

cavity.

Pulmonary Embolism: the lodgment of a blood clot in the lumen of a pulmonary artery, causing a

Pulmonary Embolism: the lodgment of a blood clot in the lumen of a pulmonary artery, causing a

severe dysfunction in respiratory function.

severe dysfunction in respiratory function.

Thyrotoxicosis: toxic condition due to hyperactivity of the thyroid gland. Symptoms include rapid

Thyrotoxicosis: toxic condition due to hyperactivity of the thyroid gland. Symptoms include rapid

heart rate, tremors, increased metabolic basal metabolism, nervous symptoms and loss of weight.

heart rate, tremors, increased metabolic basal metabolism, nervous symptoms and loss of weight.
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COLLECTING BLOOD GASES IS NOT PART OF THE PHLEBOTOMY TECHNICIANS SCOPE OF

COLLECTING BLOOD GASES IS NOT PART OF THE PHLEBOTOMY TECHNICIANS SCOPE OF

PRACTICE!

PRACTICE!

ARTERIAL BLOOD GAS SPECIMEN COLLECTION

ARTERIAL BLOOD GAS SPECIMEN COLLECTION

PRINCIPAL

PRINCIPAL

Arterial blood gas determinations are useful in measuring how well a patient is oxygenated and

Arterial blood gas determinations are useful in measuring how well a patient is oxygenated and

what his acid-base balance is. In order for the Blood Gas Laboratory to function effectively, the

what his acid-base balance is. In order for the Blood Gas Laboratory to function effectively, the

patient sample must be correctly obtained and labeled. Any laboratory test is only as good as

patient sample must be correctly obtained and labeled. Any laboratory test is only as good as

the sample collected.

the sample collected.

1. Positively identify the patient from whom blood is to be collected.

1. Positively identify the patient from whom blood is to be collected.

2. Know which equipment is appropriate.

2. Know which equipment is appropriate.

3. Follow the principles of universal precautions in all aspects of sample collection.

3. Follow the principles of universal precautions in all aspects of sample collection.

4. Label specimens clearly and complete all required paper work.

4. Label specimens clearly and complete all required paper work.

REAGENTS AND SUPPLIES

REAGENTS AND SUPPLIES

Pulsator arterial blood sampling kit: Available from Concord/Portex

Pulsator arterial blood sampling kit: Available from Concord/Portex

CAT# 4037 NP-1

CAT# 4037 NP-1

1 syringe, 3cc prefilled with Sodium Heparin

1 syringe, 3cc prefilled with Sodium Heparin

1 needle 20g x 1½”

1 needle 20g x 1½”
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1 needle 22g x 1”

1 needle 22g x 1”

1 Needle-Pro

1 Needle-Pro

1 Filter-Pro

1 Filter-Pro

1 alcohol prep pad

1 alcohol prep pad

1 Fodophor prep pad

1 Fodophor prep pad

2 gauze sponges (2 in. x 2 in.)

2 gauze sponges (2 in. x 2 in.)

1 stopped tip cap

1 stopped tip cap

1 gusseted ice bag

1 gusseted ice bag

1 patient label

1 patient label

1 3cc syringe w/25x5/8 needle: Available from the Medical Warehouse

1 3cc syringe w/25x5/8 needle: Available from the Medical Warehouse

CAT# 07430

CAT# 07430

1 cc of 4% Lidocaine: Available from the Pharmacy Blood Gas Lab requisition form: Available from the

1 cc of 4% Lidocaine: Available from the Pharmacy Blood Gas Lab requisition form: Available from the

Respiratory Therapy

Respiratory Therapy

Department

Department

Gloves: Available from the Central Warehouse

Gloves: Available from the Central Warehouse

CAT# 85133

CAT# 85133

PREPARATION OF PATIENT

PREPARATION OF PATIENT

1. Identify the patient by the wrist band.

1. Identify the patient by the wrist band.

2. Explain the procedure to the patient.

2. Explain the procedure to the patient.

3. Determine the ABG puncture site – palpate the radial artery. The femoral artery or

3. Determine the ABG puncture site – palpate the radial artery. The femoral artery or

brachial artery may be used as alternate sites.

brachial artery may be used as alternate sites.

NOTE: If puncturing the radial artery perform the Allen test, which is a simple

NOTE: If puncturing the radial artery perform the Allen test, which is a simple

method for assessing collateral circulation in the hand. If the Allen test falls to

method for assessing collateral circulation in the hand. If the Allen test falls to

demonstrate adequate collateral flow, do not use that radial artery.

demonstrate adequate collateral flow, do not use that radial artery.

Allen Test:

Allen Test:

a. Obliterate the radial and ulnar pulses simultaneously by pressing on both

a. Obliterate the radial and ulnar pulses simultaneously by pressing on both

blood vessels at the wrist.

blood vessels at the wrist.

b. Ask the patient to clench and unclench his fist until blanching of the skin

b. Ask the patient to clench and unclench his fist until blanching of the skin

occurs.

occurs.

c. Release pressure on ulnar artery while compressing radial artery. Watch

c. Release pressure on ulnar artery while compressing radial artery. Watch
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for return of skin color within 15 seconds.

for return of skin color within 15 seconds.

PROCEDURE

PROCEDURE

A. Anesthetize the Site

A. Anesthetize the Site

1. Assemble the 3cc syringe with 4% Lidocaine.

1. Assemble the 3cc syringe with 4% Lidocaine.

2. Put on gloves. Prepare the skin using the alcohol prep.

2. Put on gloves. Prepare the skin using the alcohol prep.

3. Anesthetize site with Lidocaine.

3. Anesthetize site with Lidocaine.

B. Obtain the Sample For Analysis

B. Obtain the Sample For Analysis

1. All drawing of blood will be done with protective gloves and faceshield. All

1. All drawing of blood will be done with protective gloves and faceshield. All

material possibly in contact with blood will be regarded as contaminated.

material possibly in contact with blood will be regarded as contaminated.

2. Peel the blister pouch with the NEEDLE-PRO needle protection device open half

2. Peel the blister pouch with the NEEDLE-PRO needle protection device open half

way. (Do not touch needle protector). Remove cap from syringe and discard.

way. (Do not touch needle protector). Remove cap from syringe and discard.

Grasp sheath using the plastic peel pouch. To prevent contamination, be careful not to touch NEEDLE-

Grasp sheath using the plastic peel pouch. To prevent contamination, be careful not to touch NEEDLE-

PRO’s luer connector. With an easy twisting motion,

PRO’s luer connector. With an easy twisting motion,

attach syringe to the luer connection of the Needle-Pro.

attach syringe to the luer connection of the Needle-Pro.

3. Twist a needle into the male luer lock fitting on the base of the NEEDLE-PRO.

3. Twist a needle into the male luer lock fitting on the base of the NEEDLE-PRO.

4. Expel any residual heparin out through the needle. (The needle must be coated

4. Expel any residual heparin out through the needle. (The needle must be coated

with heparin to prevent the formation of micro-clots).

with heparin to prevent the formation of micro-clots).

5. Feel along the course of the radial artery and palpate for maximum pulsation with

5. Feel along the course of the radial artery and palpate for maximum pulsation with

the middle and index finger. Prepare the skin with an alcohol prep.

the middle and index finger. Prepare the skin with an alcohol prep.

6. Remove the sheath from the needle. Hold the needle at a 45-60 degree angle to

6. Remove the sheath from the needle. Hold the needle at a 45-60 degree angle to

the skin surface and advance in to the artery. Once the artery is punctured,

the skin surface and advance in to the artery. Once the artery is punctured,

arterial pressure will push up the hub of the syringe and a pulsating flow of blood

arterial pressure will push up the hub of the syringe and a pulsating flow of blood

will fill the syringe.

will fill the syringe.

7. Once blood is obtained, withdraw the needle firmly and apply pressure over the

7. Once blood is obtained, withdraw the needle firmly and apply pressure over the

site with a dry sponge.

site with a dry sponge.

8. Press the needle into the sheath by GENTLY pressing the sheath against a hard

8. Press the needle into the sheath by GENTLY pressing the sheath against a hard

surface such as a bedside table. AS THE SHEATH IS PRESSED, THE NEEDLE

surface such as a bedside table. AS THE SHEATH IS PRESSED, THE NEEDLE

IS FIRMLY SNAPPED INTO THE SHEATH.

IS FIRMLY SNAPPED INTO THE SHEATH.

9. Twist off NEEDLE-PRO and discard into a sharps container. Place the FILTERPRO AIR BUBBLE

9. Twist off NEEDLE-PRO and discard into a sharps container. Place the FILTERPRO AIR BUBBLE

REMOVAL DEVICE on the syringe. Push the plunger up to

REMOVAL DEVICE on the syringe. Push the plunger up to

expel any air bubbles.

expel any air bubbles.
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10. The syringe must then be labeled placed in a labeled bag of ice for transport to

10. The syringe must then be labeled placed in a labeled bag of ice for transport to

Respiratory Care Services.

Respiratory Care Services.

11. Continue to maintain pressure of puncture site for up to 10 minutes. (If patient is

11. Continue to maintain pressure of puncture site for up to 10 minutes. (If patient is

on anticoagulant medication apply pressure for 15 minutes).

on anticoagulant medication apply pressure for 15 minutes).

12. Give the proper paperwork and the sample to the unit secretary. Samples will

12. Give the proper paperwork and the sample to the unit secretary. Samples will

not be accepted by the lab unless the syringe is labeled, the bag of ice is

not be accepted by the lab unless the syringe is labeled, the bag of ice is

labeled, and the requisition is complete. To be considered complete, the

labeled, and the requisition is complete. To be considered complete, the

requisition must contain the patient’s name, T00 number, admission

requisition must contain the patient’s name, T00 number, admission

number, date of birth or age, ordering physician, time drawn, F102 and

number, date of birth or age, ordering physician, time drawn, F102 and

patient temperature. If there are labeling discrepancies you will be asked to

patient temperature. If there are labeling discrepancies you will be asked to

come to the lab, identify the specimen, and complete an identification of

come to the lab, identify the specimen, and complete an identification of

Specimen Form.

Specimen Form.
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WEEK 5 TESTS AND REVIEW

WEEK 5 TESTS AND REVIEW
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Michigan Health Career Institute

Michigan Health Career Institute

Phlebotomy Career Training LLC

Phlebotomy Career Training LLC

Certified Phlebotomy Technician Study Guide
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Certified Phlebotomy Technician Study Guide
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Introduction

Introduction

For many phlebotomy student graduates, finding the right study guide to pass the national
certification exams is a daunting task. For one thing, not every study guide is reputable and can
mislead the student into studying material that is not necessarily pertinent to the certification
exam. Phlebotomy Career Training takes great care in the education and training of developing an
elite group of phlebotomy technicians. PTC also produces the necessary study materials that will
give all phlebotomy graduate students the edge at passing any of the national certifications that
are currently available. The Phlebotomy Technician Certification Study Guide contains several
practice tests with answers included following each of the tests. Information on such topics such
as HIPPA laws and OSHA protocol are also included. The student is encouraged to read the guide
and practice the tests until a thorough understanding of all subjects regarding phlebotomy are
mastered. We at Phlebotomy Career Training wish to thank all phlebotomy students for their
interest in the guide and hope that they have rewarding successful careers in the field of
phlebotomy.

For many phlebotomy student graduates, finding the right study guide to pass the national
certification exams is a daunting task. For one thing, not every study guide is reputable and can
mislead the student into studying material that is not necessarily pertinent to the certification
exam. Phlebotomy Career Training takes great care in the education and training of developing an
elite group of phlebotomy technicians. PTC also produces the necessary study materials that will
give all phlebotomy graduate students the edge at passing any of the national certifications that
are currently available. The Phlebotomy Technician Certification Study Guide contains several
practice tests with answers included following each of the tests. Information on such topics such
as HIPPA laws and OSHA protocol are also included. The student is encouraged to read the guide
and practice the tests until a thorough understanding of all subjects regarding phlebotomy are
mastered. We at Phlebotomy Career Training wish to thank all phlebotomy students for their
interest in the guide and hope that they have rewarding successful careers in the field of
phlebotomy.
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Infection Control Principals

Infection Control Principals

1. Universal Precautions
(a) What to wear, ie. Gloves , gown, mask
(b) When to wear personal protection equipment
(c) Hand washing
2. Hepatitis B, C, A and D
(a) Methods of contact
(b) Disease process, organs affected
(c) Vaccination protocol, 3 shots over a series of 6 months
(d) Signs and symptoms; Jaundice, fatigue
3. Needle stick precautions
(a) Proper procedure to disposing of needles in sharps containers.
(b) How to treat a needle stick, proper hospital protocol and follow up treatment.
(c) Procedure to recap needle with one hand in emergency situations.
4. Signs and symptoms of infection
(a) Heat (the area is warm or hot to the touch)
(b) Redness
(c) Swelling
(d) Tenderness and or pain
(e) Pus (greenish drainage)
5. HIV Aids
(a) Time frame of incubation
(b) CD4 count that signifies infection
(c) How transmission occurs
6. TB (Tuberculosis)
a. Testing positive, what to look for; induration of 15 mm
b. Signs and symptoms; fatigue, chronic cough, night sweats, low grade fever
c. Hospital protocol for testing positive
d. TB skin tests, Gold Test, purified protein derivative
7. Donning and Doffing of Personal Protective equipment
a. Don implies to put on personal protective equipment
b. Doff implies to take off personal protective equipment
c. Proper method of donning and doffing according to infection control principals.
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(c) Hand washing
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(a) Methods of contact
(b) Disease process, organs affected
(c) Vaccination protocol, 3 shots over a series of 6 months
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3. Needle stick precautions
(a) Proper procedure to disposing of needles in sharps containers.
(b) How to treat a needle stick, proper hospital protocol and follow up treatment.
(c) Procedure to recap needle with one hand in emergency situations.
4. Signs and symptoms of infection
(a) Heat (the area is warm or hot to the touch)
(b) Redness
(c) Swelling
(d) Tenderness and or pain
(e) Pus (greenish drainage)
5. HIV Aids
(a) Time frame of incubation
(b) CD4 count that signifies infection
(c) How transmission occurs
6. TB (Tuberculosis)
a. Testing positive, what to look for; induration of 15 mm
b. Signs and symptoms; fatigue, chronic cough, night sweats, low grade fever
c. Hospital protocol for testing positive
d. TB skin tests, Gold Test, purified protein derivative
7. Donning and Doffing of Personal Protective equipment
a. Don implies to put on personal protective equipment
b. Doff implies to take off personal protective equipment
c. Proper method of donning and doffing according to infection control principals.
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1. HIPPA Privacy ACT
(1) How do health care workers protect patients privacy
(2) The significance of the Act
(3) Violations of the act, How are you as a health care worker responsible?
2. OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Act)
3. Protecting a Patients rights

1. HIPPA Privacy ACT
(1) How do health care workers protect patients privacy
(2) The significance of the Act
(3) Violations of the act, How are you as a health care worker responsible?
2. OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Act)
3. Protecting a Patients rights

Patient’s Bill of Rights

Patient’s Bill of Rights

4. Information Disclosure. Consumers have the right to receive accurate, easily understood
information and some require assistance in making informed health care decisions about
their health plans, professionals, and facilities.
5. Choice of Providers and Plans. Consumers have the right to a choice of health care
providers that is sufficient to ensure access to appropriate high-quality health care.
6. Access to Emergency Services. Consumers have the right to access emergency health care
services when and where the need arises. Health plans should provide payment when a
consumer presents to an emergency department with acute symptoms of sufficient severity -including severe pain -- such that a "prudent layperson" could reasonably expect the
absence of medical attention to result in placing that consumer's health in serious jeopardy,
serious impairment to bodily functions, or serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.
7. Participation in Treatment Decisions. Consumers have the right and responsibility to fully
participate in all decisions related to their health care. Consumers who are unable to fully
participate in treatment decisions have the right to be represented by parents, guardians,
family members, or other conservators.
8. Respect and Nondiscrimination. Consumers have the right to considerate, respectful care
from all members of the health care system at all times and under all circumstances. An
environment of mutual respect is essential to maintain a quality health care system.
9. Confidentiality of Health Information. Consumers have the right to communicate with
health care providers in confidence and to have the confidentiality of their individually
identifiable health care information protected. Consumers also have the right to review and
copy their own medical records and request amendments to their records.
10. Complaints and Appeals. All consumers have the right to a fair and efficient process for
resolving differences with their health plans, health care providers, and the institutions that
serve them, including a rigorous system of internal review and an independent system of
external review.
11. Consumer Responsibilities. In a health care system that protects consumers' rights, it is
reasonable to expect and encourage consumers to assume reasonable responsibilities.
Greater individual involvement by consumers in their care increases the likelihood of
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consumer presents to an emergency department with acute symptoms of sufficient severity -including severe pain -- such that a "prudent layperson" could reasonably expect the
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participate in treatment decisions have the right to be represented by parents, guardians,
family members, or other conservators.
8. Respect and Nondiscrimination. Consumers have the right to considerate, respectful care
from all members of the health care system at all times and under all circumstances. An
environment of mutual respect is essential to maintain a quality health care system.
9. Confidentiality of Health Information. Consumers have the right to communicate with
health care providers in confidence and to have the confidentiality of their individually
identifiable health care information protected. Consumers also have the right to review and
copy their own medical records and request amendments to their records.
10. Complaints and Appeals. All consumers have the right to a fair and efficient process for
resolving differences with their health plans, health care providers, and the institutions that
serve them, including a rigorous system of internal review and an independent system of
external review.
11. Consumer Responsibilities. In a health care system that protects consumers' rights, it is
reasonable to expect and encourage consumers to assume reasonable responsibilities.
Greater individual involvement by consumers in their care increases the likelihood of
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achieving the best outcomes and helps support a quality improvement, cost-conscious
environment.

achieving the best outcomes and helps support a quality improvement, cost-conscious
environment.

12. Liability, and Torts, How to Protect Yourself from Lawsuits

12. Liability, and Torts, How to Protect Yourself from Lawsuits

13. Health Care Workers Code of Ethics

13. Health Care Workers Code of Ethics

American Phlebotomist Code of Ethics

American Phlebotomist Code of Ethics

The phlebotomist provides services with respect for human dignity and the uniqueness
of the client, unrestricted by considerations of social or economic status, personal
attributes, or the nature of health problems.

The phlebotomist provides services with respect for human dignity and the uniqueness
of the client, unrestricted by considerations of social or economic status, personal
attributes, or the nature of health problems.

The phlebotomist safeguards the client's right to privacy by judiciously protecting
information of a confidential nature.

The phlebotomist safeguards the client's right to privacy by judiciously protecting
information of a confidential nature.

The phlebotomist acts to safeguard the client and the public when health care and
safety are affected by the incompetent, unethical or illegal practice of any person.

The phlebotomist acts to safeguard the client and the public when health care and
safety are affected by the incompetent, unethical or illegal practice of any person.

The phlebotomist assumes responsibility and accountability for individual judgments
and actions within the scope of their practice.

The phlebotomist assumes responsibility and accountability for individual judgments
and actions within the scope of their practice.

The phlebotomist maintains competence in their profession of phlebotomy.

The phlebotomist maintains competence in their profession of phlebotomy.

The phlebotomist exercises informed judgment and uses individual competence and
qualifications as criteria in seeking consultation, accepting responsibilities,

The phlebotomist exercises informed judgment and uses individual competence and
qualifications as criteria in seeking consultation, accepting responsibilities,

The phlebotomist participates in activities that contribute to the ongoing development of
the profession's body of knowledge.

The phlebotomist participates in activities that contribute to the ongoing development of
the profession's body of knowledge.

The phlebotomist participates in the profession's efforts to implement and improve
standards of phlebotomy.

The phlebotomist participates in the profession's efforts to implement and improve
standards of phlebotomy.

The phlebotomist participates in the profession's effort to establish and maintain
conditions of employment conducive to high quality performance standards and the
protection of the patient from harm.

The phlebotomist participates in the profession's effort to establish and maintain
conditions of employment conducive to high quality performance standards and the
protection of the patient from harm.
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What is Therapeutic Communication?

What is Therapeutic Communication?

Nursing is a caring profession. It is also a profession that is more and more evidenced based in
practice. In as much as the scientific aspects of nursing is increasing due to the complex
technological advancement of medicine and the machinery that is used at the patients bedside, the
fact remains that the nurse is the first person that the client usually comes in contact with in any
emergency or hospital setting.

Nursing is a caring profession. It is also a profession that is more and more evidenced based in
practice. In as much as the scientific aspects of nursing is increasing due to the complex
technological advancement of medicine and the machinery that is used at the patients bedside, the
fact remains that the nurse is the first person that the client usually comes in contact with in any
emergency or hospital setting.

Having said this, the term, "caring" is an essential emotion that all nurses, for that matter, all
individuals in the health profession must possess. With caring comes the trained ability of the nurse
to facilitate therapeutic communication. One might ask, what is therapeutic communication? To
better answer this question, the term communication should first be defined.

Having said this, the term, "caring" is an essential emotion that all nurses, for that matter, all
individuals in the health profession must possess. With caring comes the trained ability of the nurse
to facilitate therapeutic communication. One might ask, what is therapeutic communication? To
better answer this question, the term communication should first be defined.

Communication can be defined as "The Process of transmitting messages and interpreting
meaning." (Wilson and others, 1995) With therapeutic communication, the sender, or nurse seeks to
illicit a response from the receiver, the patient that is beneficial to the patients mental and physical
health. Just as stress has been proven to adversely affect the health of individuals, the therapeutic
approach to communication can actually help. In any given situation everyone uses communication.

Communication can be defined as "The Process of transmitting messages and interpreting
meaning." (Wilson and others, 1995) With therapeutic communication, the sender, or nurse seeks to
illicit a response from the receiver, the patient that is beneficial to the patients mental and physical
health. Just as stress has been proven to adversely affect the health of individuals, the therapeutic
approach to communication can actually help. In any given situation everyone uses communication.

Everyone has seen the individual that looks like they are either angry, stressed, feeling ill or maybe
sad. These emotions are communicated to others not always by words, but by gestures and facial
expressions. A nurse must always be aware of these expressions in clients, for these expressions
may be the only way that the nurse can tell if there is something else going on that needs their
attention. The term given to this type of non-verbal communication is called, meta-communication.
In meta-communication, the client may look at their amputated stump and say that it doesn't really
look that bad, while at the same time tears are rolling down from their eyes.
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may be the only way that the nurse can tell if there is something else going on that needs their
attention. The term given to this type of non-verbal communication is called, meta-communication.
In meta-communication, the client may look at their amputated stump and say that it doesn't really
look that bad, while at the same time tears are rolling down from their eyes.

In a case such as this the nurse should stay and further explore how the person actually feels. There
are many factors associated with the healing and comforting aspects of therapeutic communication.
Circumstances, surroundings, and timing all play a role in the effect of therapeutic communication.
If a client is being rushed down for an emergency surgery there might not be time for a bedside
conversation, but the holding of a hand could convey much more than words to the client at such a
moment.

In a case such as this the nurse should stay and further explore how the person actually feels. There
are many factors associated with the healing and comforting aspects of therapeutic communication.
Circumstances, surroundings, and timing all play a role in the effect of therapeutic communication.
If a client is being rushed down for an emergency surgery there might not be time for a bedside
conversation, but the holding of a hand could convey much more than words to the client at such a
moment.

Ideally, for therapeutic communication to be effective the nurse must be aware of how they appear
to the client. If a nurse appears rushed, for example, they are speaking quickly, their countenance
looks harried, and they are breathing heavily, their eyes not on the client but perhaps on an
intravenous bag on the client in the next bed. In a case like this, there is nothing that this nurse
could say to the client in a therapeutic manner that the client would believe. The helping
relationship has not been established and therefore therapeutic communication cannot be facilitated.
Some of the emotions associated with therapeutic communication include but are not limited to the
following: Professionalism, Confidentiality, Courtesy, Trust, Availability, Empathy, and Sympathy.

Ideally, for therapeutic communication to be effective the nurse must be aware of how they appear
to the client. If a nurse appears rushed, for example, they are speaking quickly, their countenance
looks harried, and they are breathing heavily, their eyes not on the client but perhaps on an
intravenous bag on the client in the next bed. In a case like this, there is nothing that this nurse
could say to the client in a therapeutic manner that the client would believe. The helping
relationship has not been established and therefore therapeutic communication cannot be facilitated.
Some of the emotions associated with therapeutic communication include but are not limited to the
following: Professionalism, Confidentiality, Courtesy, Trust, Availability, Empathy, and Sympathy.
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(Potter, Patricia A., Perry, Anne G., Co. 2003, Basic Nursing Essentials for Practice, pg. 123,
Mosby)

(Potter, Patricia A., Perry, Anne G., Co. 2003, Basic Nursing Essentials for Practice, pg. 123,
Mosby)

All of these emotions go into the client nurse relationship, which must be established by the nurse
as soon as possible upon first meeting the client. To begin to establish this nurse client relationship,
the nurse must assess the overall message that the client is communicating to the nurse, such as fear,
pain, sadness, anxiety or apathy. The nurse should be trained in keying into the message that the
client is sending. Only then can the nurse determine the best therapeutic approach. Anyone that has
to be thrust in to a hospital or emergency room environment has level of anxiety.

All of these emotions go into the client nurse relationship, which must be established by the nurse
as soon as possible upon first meeting the client. To begin to establish this nurse client relationship,
the nurse must assess the overall message that the client is communicating to the nurse, such as fear,
pain, sadness, anxiety or apathy. The nurse should be trained in keying into the message that the
client is sending. Only then can the nurse determine the best therapeutic approach. Anyone that has
to be thrust in to a hospital or emergency room environment has level of anxiety.

This level can go up considerably when the client feels that they have been abandoned or that there
is no one there that really cares about how they feel. When a client is the recipient of therapeutic
communication from a caring individual, a level of trust is achieved and more than, that the clients
entire countenance can change for the better. Their blood pressure, respirations and levels of stress
can simultaneously decrease. When this takes place, the management of pain, if any is involved, can
be resolved more quickly. The goal for a nurse is to become proficient in the medical

This level can go up considerably when the client feels that they have been abandoned or that there
is no one there that really cares about how they feel. When a client is the recipient of therapeutic
communication from a caring individual, a level of trust is achieved and more than, that the clients
entire countenance can change for the better. Their blood pressure, respirations and levels of stress
can simultaneously decrease. When this takes place, the management of pain, if any is involved, can
be resolved more quickly. The goal for a nurse is to become proficient in the medical
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Diabetes/Blood Pressure/Pharmacology

Diabetes/Blood Pressure/Pharmacology

Name:__________________________________

Name:__________________________________
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1. When taking a person’s blood pressure it is important to first assess the baseline pressure by which
of the following steps…
a. Find the radial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then quickly release the
pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 30mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,
next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.
b. Find the brachial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then quickly release the
pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 30mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,
next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.
c. Find the radial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then slowly release the
pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 60mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,
next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.

1. When taking a person’s blood pressure it is important to first assess the baseline pressure by which
of the following steps…
a. Find the radial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then quickly release the
pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 30mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,
next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.
b. Find the brachial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then quickly release the
pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 30mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,
next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.
c. Find the radial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then slowly release the
pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 60mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,
next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.

2. Diabetes is a prevalent health problem in the healthcare environment, which of the following about
diabetes is true?
a. Diabetes is a viral immune disease. True or False
b. Diabetes can be cured. True or False
c. Diabetics are subject to many health complications such as heart disease, kidney disease and
hypertension.
True or False

2. Diabetes is a prevalent health problem in the healthcare environment, which of the following about
diabetes is true?
a. Diabetes is a viral immune disease. True or False
b. Diabetes can be cured. True or False
c. Diabetics are subject to many health complications such as heart disease, kidney disease and
hypertension.
True or False

3. There are 100 Units in _______________ mL’s.

3. There are 100 Units in _______________ mL’s.

4. A low blood sugar is …

4. A low blood sugar is …

a. Less than 70
b. Causes profuse sweating
c. Lethargy
d. Confusion
e. Can be reversed by insulin
f. Can be reversed by glucose
g. All of the above
h. a, b, c, d, and f
5. High blood sugar can cause a condition known as.
a. Diabetic Keto Acidosis
b. Hypoglycemia
c. Hyperthermia

a. Less than 70
b. Causes profuse sweating
c. Lethargy
d. Confusion
e. Can be reversed by insulin
f. Can be reversed by glucose
g. All of the above
h. a, b, c, d, and f
5. High blood sugar can cause a condition known as.
a. Diabetic Keto Acidosis
b. Hypoglycemia
c. Hyperthermia

6. Your patient has a blood glucose of 105, you are ordered to give them 8 Units of Regular Insulin.
You would.
a. Give the insulin and monitor the patient for any ill effects.
b. Do not give the insulin based on the low blood sugar results and report to the supervisor your
reasoning.

6. Your patient has a blood glucose of 105, you are ordered to give them 8 Units of Regular Insulin.
You would.
a. Give the insulin and monitor the patient for any ill effects.
b. Do not give the insulin based on the low blood sugar results and report to the supervisor your
reasoning.
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c. Give the insulin as ordered.
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c. Give the insulin as ordered.

7. You are to give 3 Units of insulin.
a. Draw up the insulin using a 3mL syringe
b. Draw up the insulin using a 100 Unit syringe
c. Draw up the insulin in a 1 mL syringe

7. You are to give 3 Units of insulin.
a. Draw up the insulin using a 3mL syringe
b. Draw up the insulin using a 100 Unit syringe
c. Draw up the insulin in a 1 mL syringe

8. Your take a manual blood pressure on a client and get a reading of 189/90. You would ….
a. Retake the reading with a monitored cuff
b. Report your findings to the nurse
c. Retake the blood pressure manually on the opposite arm

8. Your take a manual blood pressure on a client and get a reading of 189/90. You would ….
a. Retake the reading with a monitored cuff
b. Report your findings to the nurse
c. Retake the blood pressure manually on the opposite arm

9. You are to give 35 Units of Lantus. You begin by drawing up..
a. 35 Units of Lantus
b. 35 Units of Humolog
c. 15 Units of Lantus long acting and 20 Units of Novolog fast acting

9. You are to give 35 Units of Lantus. You begin by drawing up..
a. 35 Units of Lantus
b. 35 Units of Humolog
c. 15 Units of Lantus long acting and 20 Units of Novolog fast acting

10. You are about to take a patient’s blood sugar. You would begin by doing which of the following…
a. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice, wait until it has dried then explain that
they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger
and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump until another drop of blood is expelled
and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base of the drop of blood until the blood
saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and cover the patients finger with gentle
pressure until no further blood is observed from the site. Thank the patient and let them know
their blood sugar level .
b. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, wash your hands, and put on gloves, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice,
wait until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90
degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump
until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base
of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and
cover the patients finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed from the site.
Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .
c. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, wash your hands and put on clean gloves, use a betadine wipe on the finger of their
choice, wait until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the
lancet at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood,
gently pump until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle
at the base of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for

10. You are about to take a patient’s blood sugar. You would begin by doing which of the following…
a. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice, wait until it has dried then explain that
they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger
and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump until another drop of blood is expelled
and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base of the drop of blood until the blood
saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and cover the patients finger with gentle
pressure until no further blood is observed from the site. Thank the patient and let them know
their blood sugar level .
b. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, wash your hands, and put on gloves, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice,
wait until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90
degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump
until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base
of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and
cover the patients finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed from the site.
Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .
c. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, wash your hands and put on clean gloves, use a betadine wipe on the finger of their
choice, wait until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the
lancet at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood,
gently pump until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle
at the base of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for
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reading, and cover the patients finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed
from the site. Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .
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reading, and cover the patients finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed
from the site. Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .

11. The cranial nerve that can affect the blood pressure is called…
a. The vagus nerve
b. The hypoglossal nerve
c. The abducens

11. The cranial nerve that can affect the blood pressure is called…
a. The vagus nerve
b. The hypoglossal nerve
c. The abducens

12. You find a patient lying in bed, dripping profusely in sweat, the patient is lethargic and their
mentation is obtunded. Knowing that the patient is a diabetic you would immediately..
a. Adminster fast acting glucose in the form of a high glycemic snack, such as orange juice with
sugar and then perform a blood sugar test.
b. Administer the 11:00 AM dose of insulin that they missed at 10:00 AM
c. Check their blood sugar first.

12. You find a patient lying in bed, dripping profusely in sweat, the patient is lethargic and their
mentation is obtunded. Knowing that the patient is a diabetic you would immediately..
a. Adminster fast acting glucose in the form of a high glycemic snack, such as orange juice with
sugar and then perform a blood sugar test.
b. Administer the 11:00 AM dose of insulin that they missed at 10:00 AM
c. Check their blood sugar first.

13. Digoxin is a heart medication that requires…..
a. The patient’s apical pulse to be checked prior to administration
b. Regular blood draws to assess levels.
c. Potassium level assessment
d. All of the above.

13. Digoxin is a heart medication that requires…..
a. The patient’s apical pulse to be checked prior to administration
b. Regular blood draws to assess levels.
c. Potassium level assessment
d. All of the above.

14. When giving beta blocker medication it is not unusual for the patient to have…
a. Difficultly with respiration
b. Lowered heart rate
c. Increase in blood pressure
d. All of the above
e. A and B only

14. When giving beta blocker medication it is not unusual for the patient to have…
a. Difficultly with respiration
b. Lowered heart rate
c. Increase in blood pressure
d. All of the above
e. A and B only

15. A doctors orders reads… give catapress 1mg stat…for a BP of 197/89 Upon reading this order you
would…
a. Give the medication
b. Recognize that the medication is too high a dose and would drop the patients blood pressure
too low.
c. Hold the medication, and consult the nurse due to the high dosage.
16. Foods that are high on the glycemic index include all but which of the following..
a. White bread
b. Brown rice
c. Soda
d. Cookies
e. Pancakes

15. A doctors orders reads… give catapress 1mg stat…for a BP of 197/89 Upon reading this order you
would…
a. Give the medication
b. Recognize that the medication is too high a dose and would drop the patients blood pressure
too low.
c. Hold the medication, and consult the nurse due to the high dosage.
16. Foods that are high on the glycemic index include all but which of the following..
a. White bread
b. Brown rice
c. Soda
d. Cookies
e. Pancakes
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17. A long distance runner would benefit more from which of the following foods prior to their run?
a. A dish of spaghetti
b. A candy bar
c. A glass of juice

17. A long distance runner would benefit more from which of the following foods prior to their run?
a. A dish of spaghetti
b. A candy bar
c. A glass of juice

18. You have to take a blood pressure on a patient who has very large arms. You notice that your cuff
is too small. Realizing this, if you were to take the patient’s BP with this cuff then the reading
would be.
a. Slightly elevated but acceptable since there are no other cuffs around.
b. Elevated and you should use instead a large cuff of appropriate size
c. Lower than normal
19. Lisinopril is a blood pressure medication that is known as a ….
a. Angiotensen conversion enzyme inhibitor
b. Beta blocker
c. Benzodiazepine
20. Your patient’s blood pressure runs low. They stand up to fast and feel like they are going to pass
out… this type of symptom is known as…
a. Low blood pressure side effects
b. Orthostatic hypotension
c. Orthorhombic hypertension

18. You have to take a blood pressure on a patient who has very large arms. You notice that your cuff
is too small. Realizing this, if you were to take the patient’s BP with this cuff then the reading
would be.
a. Slightly elevated but acceptable since there are no other cuffs around.
b. Elevated and you should use instead a large cuff of appropriate size
c. Lower than normal
19. Lisinopril is a blood pressure medication that is known as a ….
a. Angiotensen conversion enzyme inhibitor
b. Beta blocker
c. Benzodiazepine
20. Your patient’s blood pressure runs low. They stand up to fast and feel like they are going to pass
out… this type of symptom is known as…
a. Low blood pressure side effects
b. Orthostatic hypotension
c. Orthorhombic hypertension
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Name:_______________

Name:_______________

1.

When going into an isolation room the healthcare worker must don personal protective equipment
in which of the following orders?
a. Gloves, gown, goggles, mask
b. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
c. Gown, mask, goggles, gloves
2. When leaving the isolation room the healthcare worker must doff their equipment in which of the
following orders?
a. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
b. Goggles, mask, gloves, gown
c. Mask, gloves, goggles, gown
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1.

When going into an isolation room the healthcare worker must don personal protective equipment
in which of the following orders?
a. Gloves, gown, goggles, mask
b. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
c. Gown, mask, goggles, gloves
2. When leaving the isolation room the healthcare worker must doff their equipment in which of the
following orders?
a. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
b. Goggles, mask, gloves, gown
c. Mask, gloves, goggles, gown
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3. When using a blue top tube, the following can be inferred.
a. The patient is a bleeder.
b. The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient
may have bleeding tendencies.
c. It is the first tube to be used if no blood cultures are ordered. The lab could be a PT
(Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have bleeding
tendencies.
4. The needle gage indicates the...
a. The size of the bevel
b. The length of the needle
c. The thickness of the needle

3. When using a blue top tube, the following can be inferred.
a. The patient is a bleeder.
b. The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient
may have bleeding tendencies.
c. It is the first tube to be used if no blood cultures are ordered. The lab could be a PT
(Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have bleeding
tendencies.
4. The needle gage indicates the...
a. The size of the bevel
b. The length of the needle
c. The thickness of the needle

5. You walk into a room and see a child holding their doll tightly, looking away with fear. Your first
approach would be to….

5. You walk into a room and see a child holding their doll tightly, looking away with fear. Your first
approach would be to….

6.

a. Walk up to the child and tell them what you are about to do, (explain venipuncture)

a. Walk up to the child and tell them what you are about to do, (explain venipuncture)

b. Get another phlebotomist or nurse to assist you with the child.

b. Get another phlebotomist or nurse to assist you with the child.

c. Greet the child with a smile and ask, “what is the name of your doll?”

c. Greet the child with a smile and ask, “what is the name of your doll?”

You have just left the lab with your schedule of draws for the morning, and you notice a patient in
a wheel chair crying quietly in the corridor. You would …….
a.

7.

8.

6.

Approach the patient and kneel down so that you were at eye level, and ask them if they
would like to talk about what is bothering them.

a.

Approach the patient and kneel down so that you were at eye level, and ask them if they
would like to talk about what is bothering them.

b. Walk over to them and ask them if they are o.k..

b. Walk over to them and ask them if they are o.k..

c. Find a nurse on the floor and let them know about the patient then continue your day.

c. Find a nurse on the floor and let them know about the patient then continue your day.

Your are to perform a venipuncture on a patient whom has two I.V.’s in each antecubital fossa.
Understanding the rules of draw, your first action would be to..

7.

Your are to perform a venipuncture on a patient whom has two I.V.’s in each antecubital fossa.
Understanding the rules of draw, your first action would be to..

a. Turn off the I.V. drip, wait 3 minutes, then draw below the site.

a. Turn off the I.V. drip, wait 3 minutes, then draw below the site.

b. Seek out a nurse and ask them to shut off the I.V., wait 3 minutes, then draw and remind
the nurse to turn the I.V. back on.

b. Seek out a nurse and ask them to shut off the I.V., wait 3 minutes, then draw and remind
the nurse to turn the I.V. back on.

c. Ask the nurse to turn the I.V. off, wait 10 minutes, then draw above the I.V.

c. Ask the nurse to turn the I.V. off, wait 10 minutes, then draw above the I.V.

You are getting ready to draw a patient that has a heparin lock (I.V access port which is not
connected to any I.V. tubing). Knowing that blood is accessible from this port, you would do which
of the following…

8.

a. Cleanse the port access with alcohol, wait until it is dry, then draw blood from the port.
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You have just left the lab with your schedule of draws for the morning, and you notice a patient in
a wheel chair crying quietly in the corridor. You would …….

You are getting ready to draw a patient that has a heparin lock (I.V access port which is not
connected to any I.V. tubing). Knowing that blood is accessible from this port, you would do which
of the following…
a. Cleanse the port access with alcohol, wait until it is dry, then draw blood from the port.

276

b. Assess the other arm for possible veins to draw from and proceed to draw.

b. Assess the other arm for possible veins to draw from and proceed to draw.

c. Draw on the hand of the arm with the access port.

c. Draw on the hand of the arm with the access port.

9. Upon walking into a patient’s room, you notice that the patient is sleeping. You would …

10.

11.
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9. Upon walking into a patient’s room, you notice that the patient is sleeping. You would …

a. Approach the patient from the end of the bed where their feet are, and ask in a even polite
tone of voice, “hello Mr. Smith, I am sorry to have to wake you”

a. Approach the patient from the end of the bed where their feet are, and ask in a even polite
tone of voice, “hello Mr. Smith, I am sorry to have to wake you”

b. Realize that the patient is sleeping and that they probably won’t feel the needle puncture
and prep the site for draw.

b. Realize that the patient is sleeping and that they probably won’t feel the needle puncture
and prep the site for draw.

c. Approach the patient and tap on their shoulder asking them to wake up.

c. Approach the patient and tap on their shoulder asking them to wake up.

You are about to draw on a patient who has been talking with you for a few minutes and then you
notice that they closed their eyes and nodded their head. You would….

10.

You are about to draw on a patient who has been talking with you for a few minutes and then you
notice that they closed their eyes and nodded their head. You would….

a. Assume that they went to sleep, leave the room and draw another patient then come back.

a. Assume that they went to sleep, leave the room and draw another patient then come back.

b. Keep talking to the patient until they wake up.

b. Keep talking to the patient until they wake up.

c. Attempt to wake the patient by calling their name in a low gentle tone, if unable to rouse
them, check to see if they are breathing and if they cannot be aroused, remain in the room
and call for help.

c. Attempt to wake the patient by calling their name in a low gentle tone, if unable to rouse
them, check to see if they are breathing and if they cannot be aroused, remain in the room
and call for help.

You are about to draw on a patient and notice a bulging vein in their right hand. You would…

11.

You are about to draw on a patient and notice a bulging vein in their right hand. You would…

a. Realize that this is a varicose vein and that these types of veins, though big, have poor
venous flow.

a. Realize that this is a varicose vein and that these types of veins, though big, have poor
venous flow.

b. Apply the tourniquet and draw from that vein.

b. Apply the tourniquet and draw from that vein.

c. Draw from that vein but do not use tourniquet.

c. Draw from that vein but do not use tourniquet.

12. What is the therapeutic clotting time for those patients on Coumadin?

12. What is the therapeutic clotting time for those patients on Coumadin?

13. What is the PT/INR range

13. What is the PT/INR range

14. PTT indicates that the patient is on what type of blood thinner?

14. PTT indicates that the patient is on what type of blood thinner?

15. PT indicates that the patient is on what type of blood thinner?

15. PT indicates that the patient is on what type of blood thinner?

16. Explain why it is important to draw in the correct order?

16. Explain why it is important to draw in the correct order?

17. What is the preservative in the blue tube?

17. What is the preservative in the blue tube?
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18. What does a centrifuge machine do to the blood?

18. What does a centrifuge machine do to the blood?

19. Why does the phlebotomist place one hand on the patients arm just before drawing?

19. Why does the phlebotomist place one hand on the patients arm just before drawing?

20. Explain how blood flows through the needle into the tube.

20. Explain how blood flows through the needle into the tube.

21. What is the blood component that first surfaces after centrifugation in SST (serum separator tubes)

21. What is the blood component that first surfaces after centrifugation in SST (serum separator tubes)

22. What is the blood component that first surfaces after centrifugation in tubes with preservatives?

22. What is the blood component that first surfaces after centrifugation in tubes with preservatives?

23. List several components of blood.

23. List several components of blood.
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Phlebotomy Test 3

For the questions below list the order of draw according to tube color, number of tubes used and any
preparation needed such as inversion times and whether or not it is a fresh frozen specimen. You may
refer to your lab handouts as reference.
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Phlebotomy Test 3

For the questions below list the order of draw according to tube color, number of tubes used and any
preparation needed such as inversion times and whether or not it is a fresh frozen specimen. You may
refer to your lab handouts as reference.

1. Your labs are as follows; TSH, Electrolytes, Lipid Panel, Blood Cultures

1. Your labs are as follows; TSH, Electrolytes, Lipid Panel, Blood Cultures

2. Your labs are as follows; Dilanitin level, Gentamyacin Peak, Sickle Cell

2. Your labs are as follows; Dilanitin level, Gentamyacin Peak, Sickle Cell

3. Your labs are as follows; Hgb (hemoglobin), Hct (hematocrit), AST, ALT, PTT

3. Your labs are as follows; Hgb (hemoglobin), Hct (hematocrit), AST, ALT, PTT

4. Fasting 6 hour Glucose, Hgb A1C, Depakene level

4. Fasting 6 hour Glucose, Hgb A1C, Depakene level

5. Serum Albumin, Alk Phos, Na, K, Cl, CO2

5. Serum Albumin, Alk Phos, Na, K, Cl, CO2

6. Hepatic Function, T3, T4, CBC/Diff

6. Hepatic Function, T3, T4, CBC/Diff

7. Bili Direct, Bili Total, BUN(Blood urea nitrogen)

7. Bili Direct, Bili Total, BUN(Blood urea nitrogen)

8. Blood Alcohol level, PT, Blood Cultures

8. Blood Alcohol level, PT, Blood Cultures

9. Serum Amylase, BMP, TIBC(total iron binding capacity)

9. Serum Amylase, BMP, TIBC(total iron binding capacity)
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10. LDL, HDL, lithium level, ESR (erythrocyte sedimentation rate)

10. LDL, HDL, lithium level, ESR (erythrocyte sedimentation rate)

11. Tegretol level, Vacomycin trough, Cardiac enzyme profile

11. Tegretol level, Vacomycin trough, Cardiac enzyme profile

12. Cre (creatinine), Ca, T3 uptake, Electrolytes

12. Cre (creatinine), Ca, T3 uptake, Electrolytes

13. HDL, Triglycerides, ALT, Phenobarbitol level, PTT

13. HDL, Triglycerides, ALT, Phenobarbitol level, PTT

14. Renal Function, BMP (Basic Metabolic Profile)

14. Renal Function, BMP (Basic Metabolic Profile)

15. WBC/Diff, Hgb, Theophylline level, Cl

15. WBC/Diff, Hgb, Theophylline level, Cl

16. Serum Dilantin level, Hemogram

16. Serum Dilantin level, Hemogram

17. Lipid profile, IgM, IgE

17. Lipid profile, IgM, IgE

18. PTT, CMP, Hepatits Profile

18. PTT, CMP, Hepatits Profile

19. HgbA1C, 4 hour fasting Glucose, serum digoxin level

19. HgbA1C, 4 hour fasting Glucose, serum digoxin level

20. HCG Serum, Na, K, Hct

20. HCG Serum, Na, K, Hct

21. Electrolytes, Mg, Ca, Albumin, Erythrocyte count

21. Electrolytes, Mg, Ca, Albumin, Erythrocyte count

22. HBsAG, CBC, Renal Function

22. HBsAG, CBC, Renal Function

23. Blood alcohol level, PTT, PT

23. Blood alcohol level, PTT, PT

24. FSH, LDH, Dilantin level, Hgb

24. FSH, LDH, Dilantin level, Hgb
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25. ESR, BUN, CRE, PT

25. ESR, BUN, CRE, PT

26. HCG, Cardiac enzymes, Hgb A1C

26. HCG, Cardiac enzymes, Hgb A1C

27. HB core IgM, D. Bilirubin, PT

27. HB core IgM, D. Bilirubin, PT

28. BNP, PSA, Rheumatoid Factor

28. BNP, PSA, Rheumatoid Factor

29. GFR, ICA (ionized Calcium), C-Reactive Protein

29. GFR, ICA (ionized Calcium), C-Reactive Protein

30. AFP Maternal, Salicylate level, Acetaminophen level

30. AFP Maternal, Salicylate level, Acetaminophen level

31. Platelet Count, PT, RF

31. Platelet Count, PT, RF

32. AST (SGOT), ABO/Rh, LH (luteninizing hormone)

32. AST (SGOT), ABO/Rh, LH (luteninizing hormone)

33. PRG (Progesterone), Mg, Homocysteine

33. PRG (Progesterone), Mg, Homocysteine

34. BMP, PTT

34. BMP, PTT

35. CMV IgM Antibody, CK Total, Iron, creatinine GFR,

35. CMV IgM Antibody, CK Total, Iron, creatinine GFR,

36. Lead Blood level, Aldosterone, BMP

36. Lead Blood level, Aldosterone, BMP

37. PTT, Blood Cultures, BUN

37. PTT, Blood Cultures, BUN

38. Epstein-Barr Abs, Blood Glucose Type and screen

38. Epstein-Barr Abs, Blood Glucose Type and screen

39. HDL, WBC, Varicella IgG Ab

39. HDL, WBC, Varicella IgG Ab

40. Theophylline level, Hep B surface Ab(HBSAB), fasting 2 hour glucose

40. Theophylline level, Hep B surface Ab(HBSAB), fasting 2 hour glucose
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The following questions are multiply choice and true or false, and matching

The following questions are multiply choice and true or false, and matching

41. When performing a venipuncture, a number of things can go awry. However, a good phlebotomist

41. When performing a venipuncture, a number of things can go awry. However, a good phlebotomist

takes every precaution to eliminate error and protect both themselves and the patient. Match the

takes every precaution to eliminate error and protect both themselves and the patient. Match the

venipuncture errors with the probable cause.

venipuncture errors with the probable cause.

a. Ischemia from cutting off circulation

1. Drawing in or near an infected site

a. Ischemia from cutting off circulation

1. Drawing in or near an infected site

b. Septicemia

2. Too deep of needle insertion

b. Septicemia

2. Too deep of needle insertion

c. Hematoma

3. Improper pressure dressing

c. Hematoma

3. Improper pressure dressing

d. Bleeding out

4. Moving needle back and froth/side/side

d. Bleeding out

4. Moving needle back and froth/side/side

e. Nerve injuries

5. Not sterilizing area/needle unsterile

e. Nerve injuries

5. Not sterilizing area/needle unsterile

f.

6. Tourniquet left on too long

f.

6. Tourniquet left on too long

Local infection

42. It doesn’t matter how long the needle is left uncapped.

42. It doesn’t matter how long the needle is left uncapped.

a. True

a. True

b. False

b. False

43. When preparing to do a venipuncture for a blood alcohol level you would…
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Local infection

43. When preparing to do a venipuncture for a blood alcohol level you would…

a. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

a. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

b. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

b. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

c. Wash site with soap and water only.

c. Wash site with soap and water only.

44. When preparing to do a blood glucose level you would….

44. When preparing to do a blood glucose level you would….

a. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

a. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

b. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

b. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

c. Wash site with soap and water only.

c. Wash site with soap and water only.
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45. It is preferable to always use a butterfly when drawing blood.

45. It is preferable to always use a butterfly when drawing blood.

a. True

a. True

b. False

b. False

46. If a patient’s mentation changes while you are in the room you should..

46. If a patient’s mentation changes while you are in the room you should..

a. Immediately call for assistance using the call light

a. Immediately call for assistance using the call light

b. Check patients breathing, airway, and pulse

b. Check patients breathing, airway, and pulse

c. Remain with the patient until help arrives

c. Remain with the patient until help arrives

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

47. Improper collection techniques can result in which of the following?

47. Improper collection techniques can result in which of the following?

a. Death of the patient

a. Death of the patient

b. Laboratory error

b. Laboratory error

c. Omission of treatment due to improper lab results

c. Omission of treatment due to improper lab results

d. Possible law suit

d. Possible law suit

e. All of the above

e. All of the above

48. A phlebotomist should record which of the following on their lab slips?

48. A phlebotomist should record which of the following on their lab slips?

a. I.V. medication infusing

a. I.V. medication infusing

b. Anatomical draw site

b. Anatomical draw site

c. Needle gage

c. Needle gage

d. Needle type, ie, butterfly, vs vaccutainer and needle

d. Needle type, ie, butterfly, vs vaccutainer and needle

e. Patients comments

e. Patients comments

f.

f.

All of the above

g. A, b, c, d, only

g. A, b, c, d, only

49. When drawing around a bandaged arm, you would..
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All of the above

49. When drawing around a bandaged arm, you would..
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a. Never draw around a bandaged arm because it could be infected

a. Never draw around a bandaged arm because it could be infected

b. Attempt to draw lower than the bandage

b. Attempt to draw lower than the bandage

c. Use a butterfly at a smaller angle

c. Use a butterfly at a smaller angle

50. When using a tourniquet, you would…..

50. When using a tourniquet, you would…..

a. Lift up the patients sleeve and make sure that you can see the tourniquet at all times.

a. Lift up the patients sleeve and make sure that you can see the tourniquet at all times.

b. Place the tourniquet around the patients clothes to prevent injury.

b. Place the tourniquet around the patients clothes to prevent injury.

c. Remove the tourniquet prior to finishing the draw.

c. Remove the tourniquet prior to finishing the draw.

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

e. A and C only

e. A and C only

Phlebotomy Career Training 2009

Phlebotomy Career Training 2009

Name:_______________

Name:_______________
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1. When going into an isolation room the healthcare worker must don personal
protective equipment in which of the following orders?
d. Gloves, gown, goggles, mask
e. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
f. Gown, mask, goggles, gloves
2) When leaving the isolation room the healthcare worker must doff their equipment in which of the
following orders?
a) Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
b) Goggles, mask, gloves, gown
c) Mask, gloves, goggles, gown
3) When using a blue top tube, the following can be inferred.
a) The patient is a bleeder.
b) -The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have
bleeding tendencies.
c) It is the first tube to be used if no blood cultures are ordered. The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin
Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have bleeding tendencies.
4) The needle gage indicates the...
a) The size of the bevel
b) The length of the needle
c) The thickness of the needle

1. When going into an isolation room the healthcare worker must don personal
protective equipment in which of the following orders?
d. Gloves, gown, goggles, mask
e. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
f. Gown, mask, goggles, gloves
2) When leaving the isolation room the healthcare worker must doff their equipment in which of the
following orders?
a) Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
b) Goggles, mask, gloves, gown
c) Mask, gloves, goggles, gown
3) When using a blue top tube, the following can be inferred.
a) The patient is a bleeder.
b) -The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have
bleeding tendencies.
c) It is the first tube to be used if no blood cultures are ordered. The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin
Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have bleeding tendencies.
4) The needle gage indicates the...
a) The size of the bevel
b) The length of the needle
c) The thickness of the needle

5) You walk into a room and see a child holding their doll tightly, looking away with fear. Your first
approach would be to….

5) You walk into a room and see a child holding their doll tightly, looking away with fear. Your first
approach would be to….

6)

a) Walk up to the child and tell them what you are about to do, (explain venipuncture)

a) Walk up to the child and tell them what you are about to do, (explain venipuncture)

b) Get another phlebotomist or nurse to assist you with the child.

b) Get another phlebotomist or nurse to assist you with the child.

c) Greet the child with a smile and ask, “what is the name of your doll?”

c) Greet the child with a smile and ask, “what is the name of your doll?”

You have just left the lab with your schedule of draws for the morning, and you notice a patient in a
wheel chair crying quietly in the corridor. You would …….
a)

7)

6)

Approach the patient and kneel down so that you were at eye level, and ask them if they would
like to talk about what is bothering them.

a)

Approach the patient and kneel down so that you were at eye level, and ask them if they would
like to talk about what is bothering them.

b) Walk over to them and ask them if they are o.k..

b) Walk over to them and ask them if they are o.k..

c) Find a nurse on the floor and let them know about the patient then continue your day.

c) Find a nurse on the floor and let them know about the patient then continue your day.

Your are to perform a venipuncture on a patient whom has two I.V.’s in each antecubital fossa.
Understanding the rules of draw, your first action would be to..

7)

a) Turn off the I.V. drip, wait 3 minutes, then draw below the site.
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You have just left the lab with your schedule of draws for the morning, and you notice a patient in a
wheel chair crying quietly in the corridor. You would …….

Your are to perform a venipuncture on a patient whom has two I.V.’s in each antecubital fossa.
Understanding the rules of draw, your first action would be to..
a) Turn off the I.V. drip, wait 3 minutes, then draw below the site.
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8)

b) Seek out a nurse and ask them to shut off the I.V., wait 3 minutes, then draw and remind the nurse
to turn the I.V. back on.

b) Seek out a nurse and ask them to shut off the I.V., wait 3 minutes, then draw and remind the nurse
to turn the I.V. back on.

c) Ask the nurse to turn the I.V. off, wait 10 minutes, then draw above the I.V.

c) Ask the nurse to turn the I.V. off, wait 10 minutes, then draw above the I.V.

You are getting ready to draw a patient that has a heparin lock (I.V access port which is not connected
to any I.V. tubing). Knowing that blood is accessible from this port, you would do which of the
following…

8)

You are getting ready to draw a patient that has a heparin lock (I.V access port which is not connected
to any I.V. tubing). Knowing that blood is accessible from this port, you would do which of the
following…

a) Cleanse the port access with alcohol, wait until it is dry, then draw blood from the port.

a) Cleanse the port access with alcohol, wait until it is dry, then draw blood from the port.

b) Assess the other arm for possible veins to draw from and proceed to draw.

b) Assess the other arm for possible veins to draw from and proceed to draw.

c) Draw on the hand of the arm with the access port.

c) Draw on the hand of the arm with the access port.

9) Upon walking into a patient’s room, you notice that the patient is sleeping. You would …

9) Upon walking into a patient’s room, you notice that the patient is sleeping. You would …

a) Approach the patient from the end of the bed where their feet are, and ask in a even polite tone of
voice, “hello Mr. Smith, I am sorry to have to wake you”

a) Approach the patient from the end of the bed where their feet are, and ask in a even polite tone of
voice, “hello Mr. Smith, I am sorry to have to wake you”

b) Realize that the patient is sleeping and that they probably won’t feel the needle puncture and prep
the site for draw.

b) Realize that the patient is sleeping and that they probably won’t feel the needle puncture and prep
the site for draw.

c) Approach the patient and tap on their shoulder asking them to wake up.

c) Approach the patient and tap on their shoulder asking them to wake up.

10) You are about to draw on a patient who has been talking with you for a few minutes and then you
notice that they closed their eyes and nodded their head. You would….

10) You are about to draw on a patient who has been talking with you for a few minutes and then you
notice that they closed their eyes and nodded their head. You would….

a) Assume that they went to sleep, leave the room and draw another patient then come back.

a) Assume that they went to sleep, leave the room and draw another patient then come back.

b) Keep talking to the patient until they wake up.

b) Keep talking to the patient until they wake up.

c) Attempt to wake the patient by calling their name in a low gentle tone, if unable to rouse them,
check to see if they are breathing and if they cannot be aroused, remain in the room and call for
help.

c) Attempt to wake the patient by calling their name in a low gentle tone, if unable to rouse them,
check to see if they are breathing and if they cannot be aroused, remain in the room and call for
help.

11) You are about to draw on a patient and notice a bulging vein in their right hand. You would…

11) You are about to draw on a patient and notice a bulging vein in their right hand. You would…

a) Realize that this is a varicose vein and that these types of veins, though big, have poor venous flow.

a) Realize that this is a varicose vein and that these types of veins, though big, have poor venous flow.

b) Apply the tourniquet and draw from that vein.

b) Apply the tourniquet and draw from that vein.

c) Draw from that vein but do not use tourniquet.

c) Draw from that vein but do not use tourniquet.

12) You are with a patient and you notice that the patient begins speaking incoherently. Your first reaction
would be to ….

12) You are with a patient and you notice that the patient begins speaking incoherently. Your first reaction
would be to ….

a) Stay with the patient and use the call button or intercom and ask for immediate assistance
286

a) Stay with the patient and use the call button or intercom and ask for immediate assistance
286

b) Finish your draw and go on to the next patient, mentioning to the nurse on the way out the type of
behavior that the patient exhibited.

b) Finish your draw and go on to the next patient, mentioning to the nurse on the way out the type of
behavior that the patient exhibited.

c) Ask the patient if they can state their name, date and time, and if not stay with the patient and use
the intercom or call light to get help.

c) Ask the patient if they can state their name, date and time, and if not stay with the patient and use
the intercom or call light to get help.

13) A patient tells you that they feel like they want to die. You would…..

13) A patient tells you that they feel like they want to die. You would…..

a) Tell the patient that he or she will get better soon.

a) Tell the patient that he or she will get better soon.

b) Explore their feelings using open ended questions and ascertain if they have a plan to carry out
their suicide. If so, then stay with the patient and call for help.

b) Explore their feelings using open ended questions and ascertain if they have a plan to carry out
their suicide. If so, then stay with the patient and call for help.

c) Tell the patient that you are going for some help and will be right back.

c) Tell the patient that you are going for some help and will be right back.

14) You notice that a patient’s hands are deformed from rheumatoid arthritis and they are not able to lift
or move their arms to help you. You would…..

14) You notice that a patient’s hands are deformed from rheumatoid arthritis and they are not able to lift
or move their arms to help you. You would…..

a) Ask them if you could gently assist their arm onto the blue pad for draw.

a) Ask them if you could gently assist their arm onto the blue pad for draw.

b) Inquire what their level of pain is, and if greater than 8, explain that you will let the nurse know and
you will be back in a set amount of time to draw them.

b) Inquire what their level of pain is, and if greater than 8, explain that you will let the nurse know and
you will be back in a set amount of time to draw them.

c) Inquire as to their level of pain, and if greater than 8, attempt to make them comfortable and
explain that they will let the nurse know about their pain and that you will be back at a later time to
draw their blood, specifying a time frame.

c) Inquire as to their level of pain, and if greater than 8, attempt to make them comfortable and
explain that they will let the nurse know about their pain and that you will be back at a later time to
draw their blood, specifying a time frame.

15) Your blood draws indicate that you must draw a CBC, Hgb A1C, and a PTT. Knowing the order of draw,
you would…

15) Your blood draws indicate that you must draw a CBC, Hgb A1C, and a PTT. Knowing the order of draw,
you would…

a) Draw the blue top tube first, then the red top tube, using only one red top tube.

a) Draw the blue top tube first, then the red top tube, using only one red top tube.

b) Draw the red top tube first, then the blue top tube, then after the red top tube sits for about 10
minutes you would centrifuge the red top tube only.

b) Draw the red top tube first, then the blue top tube, then after the red top tube sits for about 10
minutes you would centrifuge the red top tube only.

c) Draw the blue top tube first, , then the lavender top tube.

c) Draw the blue top tube first, , then the lavender top tube.

16) Improper inversion of blood tubes or vigorous shaking can cause…

16) Improper inversion of blood tubes or vigorous shaking can cause…

a)

Hemolysis

a)

b) Blood clots

b) Blood clots

c) Serum lysis

c) Serum lysis

17) You are drawing a patient with a heparin drip IV in their left arm. You would..

17) You are drawing a patient with a heparin drip IV in their left arm. You would..

a) Ask the nurse to shut off the IV for 3 minutes
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Hemolysis

a) Ask the nurse to shut off the IV for 3 minutes
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b) Ask the nurse to shut off the IV for 15 to 20 minutes

b) Ask the nurse to shut off the IV for 15 to 20 minutes

c) Turn off the IV and let the patient know that you will be back in 15 to 20 minutes to draw their
blood.

c) Turn off the IV and let the patient know that you will be back in 15 to 20 minutes to draw their
blood.

18) You notice that your patient has two IV’s, one in the left hand and the other in the right ante cubital
fossa. Your first action would be to….

18) You notice that your patient has two IV’s, one in the left hand and the other in the right ante cubital
fossa. Your first action would be to….

a) Ask the nurse if you can draw the patient from the left arm in the ante cubital fossa

a) Ask the nurse if you can draw the patient from the left arm in the ante cubital fossa

b) Ask the nurse if you can draw from the right hand.

b) Ask the nurse if you can draw from the right hand.

c) Inspect each of the arms and look for the best veins with permission from the patient, then ask the
nurse if you can draw from either the left ante cubital fossa or the right hand.

c) Inspect each of the arms and look for the best veins with permission from the patient, then ask the
nurse if you can draw from either the left ante cubital fossa or the right hand.

19) You walk into a patient’s room knowing that you have a stat blood draw and see the doctor speaking
with the patient. Your first action would be to ….

19) You walk into a patient’s room knowing that you have a stat blood draw and see the doctor speaking
with the patient. Your first action would be to ….

a) Politely interrupt the doctor and ask if you can draw the stat lab

a) Politely interrupt the doctor and ask if you can draw the stat lab

b) Go on to the next patient on the same floor

b) Go on to the next patient on the same floor

c) Approach the patient while the doctor is speaking and ask if you can draw their blood.

c) Approach the patient while the doctor is speaking and ask if you can draw their blood.

20) Your patient is unable to spell their name adequately for you to identify them. Your first action would
be to …

20) Your patient is unable to spell their name adequately for you to identify them. Your first action would
be to …

a) Chat with the patient a while longer to get further identification, then excuse yourself and find a
nurse who can identify that patient.

a) Chat with the patient a while longer to get further identification, then excuse yourself and find a
nurse who can identify that patient.

b) Knowing that they are alert and oriented x 3 (A&Ox3) you would begin to draw.

b) Knowing that they are alert and oriented x 3 (A&Ox3) you would begin to draw.

c) Knowing that they are alert and oriented x2, you would also use their arm band, and get a nurse to
identify them without it being obvious to the patient that you need further identification.

c) Knowing that they are alert and oriented x2, you would also use their arm band, and get a nurse to
identify them without it being obvious to the patient that you need further identification.

21) You have the following draws. A. electrolytes, CMP, glucose, serum Dilantin level. Your order of draw
is the following;
a)

21) You have the following draws. A. electrolytes, CMP, glucose, serum Dilantin level. Your order of draw
is the following;

electrolytes, CMP, (yellow); / serum Dilantin level (red)/ glucose (grey)

a)

b) Electrolytes, CMP (red),/ serum Dilantin (Yellow)/ glucose (grey)

b) Electrolytes, CMP (red),/ serum Dilantin (Yellow)/ glucose (grey)

c) Electrolytes, CMP (grey)/ serum Dilantin (yellow)/ glucose (grey)

c) Electrolytes, CMP (grey)/ serum Dilantin (yellow)/ glucose (grey)

22) You must prepare the serum dilantin. Your first step would be…

22) You must prepare the serum dilantin. Your first step would be…

a) Let the specimen sit after 5 inversions, then centrifuge for approximately 15 minutes, then pipette
off the serum and place into another red tube for freezing.
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electrolytes, CMP, (yellow); / serum Dilantin level (red)/ glucose (grey)

a) Let the specimen sit after 5 inversions, then centrifuge for approximately 15 minutes, then pipette
off the serum and place into another red tube for freezing.
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b) Let the specimen sit after 10 inversions, then centrifuge for approximately 15 minutes, then pipette
off the plasma, leaving the serum, and then freeze the serum.

b) Let the specimen sit after 10 inversions, then centrifuge for approximately 15 minutes, then pipette
off the plasma, leaving the serum, and then freeze the serum.

c) Let the specimen sit, then after 4 minutes centrifuge for approximately 15 to 20 minutes, then
pipette off the serum from the top, place into a container for fresh frozen specimens and freeze.

c) Let the specimen sit, then after 4 minutes centrifuge for approximately 15 to 20 minutes, then
pipette off the serum from the top, place into a container for fresh frozen specimens and freeze.

23) You have just finished drawing a patient’s blood…..you would…

23) You have just finished drawing a patient’s blood…..you would…

a) Next label the tubes with the patient’s name and medical number.

a) Next label the tubes with the patient’s name and medical number.

b) Pull the tubes that you have previously labeled with the patient’s name and medical record
number.

b) Pull the tubes that you have previously labeled with the patient’s name and medical record
number.

c) Label the tube with the patient’s name only.

c) Label the tube with the patient’s name only.

24) You have the following draws…Tegretol level, HAVAB, and HCT, the order of draw would be which of
the following.

24) You have the following draws…Tegretol level, HAVAB, and HCT, the order of draw would be which of
the following.

a) Use Yellow tube for HAVAB (hepatitis viral antigen B), red tube for Tegretol, and lavender tube for
HCT (hematocrit)

a) Use Yellow tube for HAVAB (hepatitis viral antigen B), red tube for Tegretol, and lavender tube for
HCT (hematocrit)

b) Yellow tube for Tegretol, lavender tube for hematocrit, red tube for HAVAB

b) Yellow tube for Tegretol, lavender tube for hematocrit, red tube for HAVAB

c) Lavender tube for hematocrit/ red tube for tegretol,/ yellow tube for HAVAB

c) Lavender tube for hematocrit/ red tube for tegretol,/ yellow tube for HAVAB

25) You are in a patient’s room and the patient grasps their chest all of a sudden in pain, then they fall limp.
Your first action would be..

25) You are in a patient’s room and the patient grasps their chest all of a sudden in pain, then they fall limp.
Your first action would be..

a) Call a code blue using patient’s phone and pulling the call light from the wall

a) Call a code blue using patient’s phone and pulling the call light from the wall

b) Check for breathing and pulse, if none call a code blue, remain in the room with the patient, and
perform CPR

b) Check for breathing and pulse, if none call a code blue, remain in the room with the patient, and
perform CPR

c) Check for pulse and respiration, if none call a code.

c) Check for pulse and respiration, if none call a code.

26) You are to draw the following labs…. Lipid Profile, PHOS, blood cultures, and PTT. Your color tube and
order of draw is …..

26) You are to draw the following labs…. Lipid Profile, PHOS, blood cultures, and PTT. Your color tube and
order of draw is …..

a) Lipid Profile (red), Blood Cultures (yellow), PTT (Blue), PHOS (Yellow)

a) Lipid Profile (red), Blood Cultures (yellow), PTT (Blue), PHOS (Yellow)

b) Blood Cultures (yellow), Lipid Profile & PHOS (yellow), PTT (blue)

b) Blood Cultures (yellow), Lipid Profile & PHOS (yellow), PTT (blue)

c) Blood Cultures (yellow), PTT (blue), Lipid Profile (yellow)

c) Blood Cultures (yellow), PTT (blue), Lipid Profile (yellow)

27) You notice that your patient is a 79 year old female and that her arms appear black and blue from
previous venipuncture. You are to draw a PT, and PTT. Upon your assessment you would ……

27) You notice that your patient is a 79 year old female and that her arms appear black and blue from
previous venipuncture. You are to draw a PT, and PTT. Upon your assessment you would ……
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a) Choose not to use a tourniquet because it would cause more bruising and to use a butterfly with a
needle gage of 22, and attempt to find a vein in the hand.

a) Choose not to use a tourniquet because it would cause more bruising and to use a butterfly with a
needle gage of 22, and attempt to find a vein in the hand.

b) Use a 21 gage, use a tourniquet, and find use the accessory cephalic.

b) Use a 21 gage, use a tourniquet, and find use the accessory cephalic.

c) Use a 23 gage without a tourniquet and find a vein in the hand.

c) Use a 23 gage without a tourniquet and find a vein in the hand.

28) The importance in the order of draw cannot be under estimated due to which of the following factors?

28) The importance in the order of draw cannot be under estimated due to which of the following factors?

a) Order of draw prevents contamination of the blood from the interior needle so that lab results are
not falsely high or low.

a) Order of draw prevents contamination of the blood from the interior needle so that lab results are
not falsely high or low.

b) Order of draw is based on the preservatives in each of the tubes. Each of the preservatives carry
ions that mix with the blood.

b) Order of draw is based on the preservatives in each of the tubes. Each of the preservatives carry
ions that mix with the blood.

c) Order of draw has a base standard across the U.S. and Canada, except for some hospital
preferences.

c) Order of draw has a base standard across the U.S. and Canada, except for some hospital
preferences.

d) All of the above.

d) All of the above.

29) You have to draw a PT on a patient. Know that they are probably a bleeder you would ….
a) Make sure that you have a pressure dressing and keep constant gentle pressure on the draw site
until there is no further pooling of blood at the site.

a) Make sure that you have a pressure dressing and keep constant gentle pressure on the draw site
until there is no further pooling of blood at the site.

b) Understand that patients who are on blood thinners have blood that takes longer to clot than
normal people.

b) Understand that patients who are on blood thinners have blood that takes longer to clot than
normal people.

c) That a PT is a prothrombine time.

c) That a PT is a prothrombine time.

d) Alll of the above

d) Alll of the above

30) A Prothrombine time is a test that is done on a patient to measure their blood clotting time and to
determine the strength of their next dose of…

30) A Prothrombine time is a test that is done on a patient to measure their blood clotting time and to
determine the strength of their next dose of…

a) Coumadine

a) Coumadine

b) Heparin

b) Heparin

c) Dopamine

c) Dopamine

31) The endocrine system is a part of the body that is responsible for…
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29) You have to draw a PT on a patient. Know that they are probably a bleeder you would ….

31) The endocrine system is a part of the body that is responsible for…

a) Hormonal, and enzymatic secretions and regulation

a) Hormonal, and enzymatic secretions and regulation

b) Glucose levels in the blood

b) Glucose levels in the blood

c) Thyroid level regulations

c) Thyroid level regulations
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d) A and B only

d) A and B only

e) All of the above

e) All of the above

32) Elderly skin changes can cause which of the following?

32) Elderly skin changes can cause which of the following?

a) Loss of body temperature more quickly

a) Loss of body temperature more quickly

b) Loss of elasticity

b) Loss of elasticity

c) Increased risk of injury

c) Increased risk of injury

d) Increased risk of infection.

d) Increased risk of infection.

e) A,B,C

e) A,B,C

f)

f)

All of the above

33) There is a layer of epidermis that cannot regenerate.

All of the above

33) There is a layer of epidermis that cannot regenerate.

a) True

a) True

b) False

b) False

34) Cellulitis is …..

34) Cellulitis is …..

a) Infection in the epidermal layers of skin

a) Infection in the epidermal layers of skin

b) Results in fever, redness, and swelling

b) Results in fever, redness, and swelling

c) Is a eye disease

c) Is a eye disease

d) Must be treated with IV antibiotic therapy

d) Must be treated with IV antibiotic therapy

e) All of the above

e) All of the above

f)

f)

A, B, D only

35) When drawing blood near an infected area the following can happen…

A, B, D only

35) When drawing blood near an infected area the following can happen…

a) The infection can be spread throughout the blood stream

a) The infection can be spread throughout the blood stream

b) The infection can become systemic

b) The infection can become systemic

c) The patient can become seriously ill

c) The patient can become seriously ill

d) All of the above

d) All of the above

e) A and B only

e) A and B only

36) It is important for a phlebotomist to assess their client thoroughly because…

36) It is important for a phlebotomist to assess their client thoroughly because…
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a) Helps to facilitate therapeutic communication

a) Helps to facilitate therapeutic communication

b) Makes the patient feel at ease

b) Makes the patient feel at ease

c) Helps the phlebotomist to recognize sites not to draw

c) Helps the phlebotomist to recognize sites not to draw

d) Noticing changes in the patient or problems with skin, IV, mentation changes, will assist the patient
to get treated before a problem gets worse.

d) Noticing changes in the patient or problems with skin, IV, mentation changes, will assist the patient
to get treated before a problem gets worse.

e) Makes the phlebotomist more adept at finishing their draw more quickly

e) Makes the phlebotomist more adept at finishing their draw more quickly

f)

f)

A,B,C,D, only

g) All of the above
37) You are going to draw a PTT from a patient that has very poor veins. Knowing this you will …

g) All of the above
37) You are going to draw a PTT from a patient that has very poor veins. Knowing this you will …

a) Use a 22 gage butterfly, run the first few milliliters of blood into a red tube, and then draw the
blood in the blue tube

a) Use a 22 gage butterfly, run the first few milliliters of blood into a red tube, and then draw the
blood in the blue tube

b) Use a 22 gage butterfly, and dispense into a blue tube

b) Use a 22 gage butterfly, and dispense into a blue tube

c) Use a 21 gage butterfly and dispense into a red tube.

c) Use a 21 gage butterfly and dispense into a red tube.

38) When drawing a PTT you realize that…

38) When drawing a PTT you realize that…

a) This is a test for Partial Thrombin Time

a) This is a test for Partial Thrombin Time

b) This test is based on Heparin protocol

b) This test is based on Heparin protocol

c) That you must use a red top tube

c) That you must use a red top tube

d) You will use a blue top tube

d) You will use a blue top tube

e) All of the above

e) All of the above

f)

f)

A,B, D only

39) You patient is a infant, knowing this you would…
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A,B,C,D, only

A,B, D only

39) You patient is a infant, knowing this you would…

a) Expect to have a heel warmer handy

a) Expect to have a heel warmer handy

b) Be sure to have another phlebotomist hold the infant during the draw

b) Be sure to have another phlebotomist hold the infant during the draw

c) Use a capillary tube

c) Use a capillary tube

d) Draw from the medial cubital

d) Draw from the medial cubital

e) All of the above

e) All of the above
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f)

A,B,C, only

40) You have to draw a series of Cardiac enzyme profiles. You are drawing the first one. You would watch
the patient for….

f)

A,B,C, only

40) You have to draw a series of Cardiac enzyme profiles. You are drawing the first one. You would watch
the patient for….

a) Severe chest pain

a) Severe chest pain

b) Possible cardiac arrest

b) Possible cardiac arrest

c) Blood thinner therapy

c) Blood thinner therapy

d) Expect to use a pressure dressing

d) Expect to use a pressure dressing

e) All of the above

e) All of the above

f)

f)

A,and B only

41) You see a patient in the bed next to your patient who asks if you can get them some water. You
would…

A,and B only

41) You see a patient in the bed next to your patient who asks if you can get them some water. You
would…

a) Request that they put on their call light and wait for a nurse or aide

a) Request that they put on their call light and wait for a nurse or aide

b) Greet the patient, identify yourself and tell them that you will be glad to assist them.

b) Greet the patient, identify yourself and tell them that you will be glad to assist them.

c) Explain to the patient that you do not have the time right now but that you will get someone to
help them.

c) Explain to the patient that you do not have the time right now but that you will get someone to
help them.

42) Your lunch break is in 10 minutes, and a patient has just slipped in their bathroom and is having a hard
time getting up. You would…

42) Your lunch break is in 10 minutes, and a patient has just slipped in their bathroom and is having a hard
time getting up. You would…

a) Immediately go and assist the patient

a) Immediately go and assist the patient

b) Call for help

b) Call for help

c) Find someone to help them and continue on schedule

c) Find someone to help them and continue on schedule

d) A and B only

d) A and B only

43) A patient stops and asks you when are they going to be discharged. You would….

43) A patient stops and asks you when are they going to be discharged. You would….

a) Explain to the patient that you do not work on this floor regularly, but you will let the nurse know
their concerns, and come back to verify with the patient after speaking with the nurses.

a) Explain to the patient that you do not work on this floor regularly, but you will let the nurse know
their concerns, and come back to verify with the patient after speaking with the nurses.

b) Tell the patient that you have a very busy schedule and cannot help them right now.

b) Tell the patient that you have a very busy schedule and cannot help them right now.

c) Walk by the patient and pretend you didn’t hear them.

c) Walk by the patient and pretend you didn’t hear them.

44) You notice a patient in the bed shivering, they are not fully alert. You would…

44) You notice a patient in the bed shivering, they are not fully alert. You would…
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a) Grab a blanket and place it over them, explaining what you are doing

a) Grab a blanket and place it over them, explaining what you are doing

b) Notify a nurse that the patient is shivering, and that you provided a blanket.

b) Notify a nurse that the patient is shivering, and that you provided a blanket.

c) Find a nurse’s and ask them to get that patient a blanket.

c) Find a nurse’s and ask them to get that patient a blanket.

d) A and B only

d) A and B only

e) A, B, and C

e) A, B, and C

45) You have to draw on a patient who is comatose, they cannot respond. Upon drawing this patient you
would…..

45) You have to draw on a patient who is comatose, they cannot respond. Upon drawing this patient you
would…..

a) Look for the most patent veins

a) Look for the most patent veins

b) Explain the procedure while looking for a vein,

b) Explain the procedure while looking for a vein,

c) Let the patient know the steps that you are taking, such as, “the alcohol will feel cold, you will feel
a slight pinch, I am putting a tourniquet around your arm.

c) Let the patient know the steps that you are taking, such as, “the alcohol will feel cold, you will feel
a slight pinch, I am putting a tourniquet around your arm.

d) Greet the patient as you would a patient who is alert and oriented.

d) Greet the patient as you would a patient who is alert and oriented.

e) A, C, and D

e) A, C, and D

f)

f)

A, B,C only

46) You notice that a patient who you must draw begins vomiting…. You would…

A, B,C only

46) You notice that a patient who you must draw begins vomiting…. You would…

a) Come back later

a) Come back later

b) Assist the patient by getting them an emesis basin

b) Assist the patient by getting them an emesis basin

c) Push the call light and ask for help.

c) Push the call light and ask for help.

d) A and B

d) A and B

e) B and C only

e) B and C only

47) You notice that your patient is not alert and oriented, and that their lips are dry. You also notice that
their lunch tray has not been touch. Before drawing you would…

47) You notice that your patient is not alert and oriented, and that their lips are dry. You also notice that
their lunch tray has not been touch. Before drawing you would…

a) Offer the client sips of water,

a) Offer the client sips of water,

b) Make sure to tell the nurse or aide that the patient needs to be fed

b) Make sure to tell the nurse or aide that the patient needs to be fed

c) Help to make sure that the patient is comfortable prior to leaving.

c) Help to make sure that the patient is comfortable prior to leaving.

d) All of the above

d) All of the above

48) You notice a patient in the room who is having difficulty breathing.. you would

48) You notice a patient in the room who is having difficulty breathing.. you would
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a) Stop the draw immediately, stay with the patient and call for assistance.

a) Stop the draw immediately, stay with the patient and call for assistance.

b) Finish the draw, then call for assistance

b) Finish the draw, then call for assistance

c) Stop the draw and go get assistance.

c) Stop the draw and go get assistance.

49) You are to draw the following labs….Bun, Creatinine, and a TSH, along with WBC. The order of draw..

49) You are to draw the following labs….Bun, Creatinine, and a TSH, along with WBC. The order of draw..

a) Yellow tube for the BUN,Creatine, and TSH, lavender tube for the WBC.

a) Yellow tube for the BUN,Creatine, and TSH, lavender tube for the WBC.

b) Red tube for the BUN, Yellow for the TSH and Blue for the Creatinine

b) Red tube for the BUN, Yellow for the TSH and Blue for the Creatinine

c) Yellow for the BUN and Creatinine, then Red for the TSH and CBC

c) Yellow for the BUN and Creatinine, then Red for the TSH and CBC

50) You are going to lunch when a patient approaches you and asks you where a particular building is
located. You do not know, but you…..

50) You are going to lunch when a patient approaches you and asks you where a particular building is
located. You do not know, but you…..

a) Explain to the patient that you do not know, but that you will find out. Go and find out and come
back to let the patient know.

a) Explain to the patient that you do not know, but that you will find out. Go and find out and come
back to let the patient know.

b) Explain to the patient that you do not know, but someone in the kiosk might be able to help, then
direct them to the kiosk.

b) Explain to the patient that you do not know, but someone in the kiosk might be able to help, then
direct them to the kiosk.

c) Tell the patient that you do not know, and tell them to ask someone else.

c) Tell the patient that you do not know, and tell them to ask someone else.

Phlebotomy Career Training 2009

Phlebotomy Career Training 2009

Skin Changes in the Elderly or (Geriatric)

Skin Changes in the Elderly or (Geriatric)

Geriatric Essentials

Geriatric Essentials
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The overall result of age-related structural changes is an increase in skin dryness, roughness,
wrinkling, and laxity, and a decrease in skin elasticity.
295

The overall result of age-related structural changes is an increase in skin dryness, roughness,
wrinkling, and laxity, and a decrease in skin elasticity.





The overall result of age-related functional changes is a decline in skin barrier function,
mechanical protection, sensory perception, wound healing, immunologic responsiveness,
thermoregulation, and vitamin D production.

The overall result of age-related functional changes is a decline in skin barrier function,
mechanical protection, sensory perception, wound healing, immunologic responsiveness,
thermoregulation, and vitamin D production.

Aging leads to many changes in the skin, hair, and nails. These changes can be broadly categorized
as either age-related or photoaging. Age-related changes are presumed to be due to age alone,
whereas photoaging is due to chronic exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation superimposed on aging
itself. Popular notions of "old skin" often correspond more closely to photoaging than to aging
itself, and dramatic differences between aged skin protected from UV light and younger unprotected
skin are evident to patients and clinicians alike. Other factors that affect the skin include smoking,
which accelerates wrinkle development, and disease, most notably connective tissue disorders.

Aging leads to many changes in the skin, hair, and nails. These changes can be broadly categorized
as either age-related or photoaging. Age-related changes are presumed to be due to age alone,
whereas photoaging is due to chronic exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation superimposed on aging
itself. Popular notions of "old skin" often correspond more closely to photoaging than to aging
itself, and dramatic differences between aged skin protected from UV light and younger unprotected
skin are evident to patients and clinicians alike. Other factors that affect the skin include smoking,
which accelerates wrinkle development, and disease, most notably connective tissue disorders.

The overall result of structural changes is an increase in skin dryness, roughness, wrinkling, and
laxity, and a decrease in skin elasticity. The overall result of functional changes is a decline in skin
barrier function, mechanical protection, sensory perception, wound healing, immunologic
responsiveness, thermoregulation, and vitamin D production. Aging may also affect the absorption
of some topical drugs, although clinically important differences have not been identified.

The overall result of structural changes is an increase in skin dryness, roughness, wrinkling, and
laxity, and a decrease in skin elasticity. The overall result of functional changes is a decline in skin
barrier function, mechanical protection, sensory perception, wound healing, immunologic
responsiveness, thermoregulation, and vitamin D production. Aging may also affect the absorption
of some topical drugs, although clinically important differences have not been identified.

Epidermis: The epidermis gives rise to the outer barrier layer of dead cells, the stratum corneum,
through terminal differentiation of keratinocytes, the predominant cell type. The epidermis
recognizes invading pathogens and other foreign substances and generates abundant cytokines.
Melanocytes reside in the epidermal basal layer, producing and distributing photoprotective
melanin to the keratinocytes.

Epidermis: The epidermis gives rise to the outer barrier layer of dead cells, the stratum corneum,
through terminal differentiation of keratinocytes, the predominant cell type. The epidermis
recognizes invading pathogens and other foreign substances and generates abundant cytokines.
Melanocytes reside in the epidermal basal layer, producing and distributing photoprotective
melanin to the keratinocytes.

With aging, the dermal-epidermal junction flattens--the number of interdigitations dramatically
decreases--resulting in a smaller contact surface area between the dermis and epidermis. As a result,
dermal-epidermal separation occurs more readily in elderly skin, and elderly skin is more likely to
tear or blister. The change probably also compromises communication and nutrient transfer between
epidermis and dermis, affecting the mechanical, barrier, and immunologic functions of the
epidermis.

With aging, the dermal-epidermal junction flattens--the number of interdigitations dramatically
decreases--resulting in a smaller contact surface area between the dermis and epidermis. As a result,
dermal-epidermal separation occurs more readily in elderly skin, and elderly skin is more likely to
tear or blister. The change probably also compromises communication and nutrient transfer between
epidermis and dermis, affecting the mechanical, barrier, and immunologic functions of the
epidermis.

Elderly skin often appears dry and flaky, especially over the lower extremities, at least partly due to
a dramatic age-associated decrease in epidermal filaggrin, a protein required for the binding of
keratin filaments into macrofibrils.

Elderly skin often appears dry and flaky, especially over the lower extremities, at least partly due to
a dramatic age-associated decrease in epidermal filaggrin, a protein required for the binding of
keratin filaments into macrofibrils.

Epidermal turnover rates decrease by about 30 to 50% between a person's 20s and 70s. This
decrease slows the replacement rate of the stratum corneum, likely resulting in a rougher skin
surface and a less adequate barrier. Slow replacement of the surface layer is also thought to be
responsible for the prolonged healing times for epidermal wounds as well as the decreased barrier
function that results from slow replacement of neutral lipids. The number of active melanocytes
decreases by about 10 to 20% per decade, probably explaining in part the increased vulnerability to
ultraviolet (UV) radiation in old age. An accompanying age-associated decline in DNA repair
capacity compounds the loss of melanin protection and increases the risk for developing skin
cancers. The prevalence of melanocytic nevi also declines, from a peak between ages 20 and 40 to
near zero after age 70.

Epidermal turnover rates decrease by about 30 to 50% between a person's 20s and 70s. This
decrease slows the replacement rate of the stratum corneum, likely resulting in a rougher skin
surface and a less adequate barrier. Slow replacement of the surface layer is also thought to be
responsible for the prolonged healing times for epidermal wounds as well as the decreased barrier
function that results from slow replacement of neutral lipids. The number of active melanocytes
decreases by about 10 to 20% per decade, probably explaining in part the increased vulnerability to
ultraviolet (UV) radiation in old age. An accompanying age-associated decline in DNA repair
capacity compounds the loss of melanin protection and increases the risk for developing skin
cancers. The prevalence of melanocytic nevi also declines, from a peak between ages 20 and 40 to
near zero after age 70.
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Vitamin D production, which depends on sun exposure, declines with aging, possibly because of a
75% decrease between early and late adulthood in the amount of epidermal 7-dehydrocholesterol,
the immediate biosynthetic precursor of vitamin D. Decreased vitamin D production is often
compounded by reduced outdoor activity, leading to insufficient sun exposure.

Vitamin D production, which depends on sun exposure, declines with aging, possibly because of a
75% decrease between early and late adulthood in the amount of epidermal 7-dehydrocholesterol,
the immediate biosynthetic precursor of vitamin D. Decreased vitamin D production is often
compounded by reduced outdoor activity, leading to insufficient sun exposure.

Dermis: The dermis contains the blood vessels, lymphatics, nerves, and deeper portions of the hair
follicles and glands that arise from the epidermis. It is composed largely of extracellular matrix and
gives skin its strength and elasticity.

Dermis: The dermis contains the blood vessels, lymphatics, nerves, and deeper portions of the hair
follicles and glands that arise from the epidermis. It is composed largely of extracellular matrix and
gives skin its strength and elasticity.

Dermal thickness decreases by about 20% in the elderly and often even more in photodamaged
areas. UV damage produces hyperplastic changes initially, followed by atrophic changes,
particularly in fair-skinned people. These opposing changes probably explain observed variations in
the effects of photodamage.

Dermal thickness decreases by about 20% in the elderly and often even more in photodamaged
areas. UV damage produces hyperplastic changes initially, followed by atrophic changes,
particularly in fair-skinned people. These opposing changes probably explain observed variations in
the effects of photodamage.

Even when elderly skin has been consistently protected against the sun, within the dermis there is
about a 50% decrease in mast cells and a 30% decrease in venular cross-sectional area. Basal and
peak levels of cutaneous blood flow are reduced by about 60%. As a result of these decreases, there
is a decrease in release of histamine (a mast cell product) and other measures of inflammatory
response after exposure to UV radiation or immune challenge. Vascular responsiveness during
injury or infection is also compromised. The striking involution of vertical capillary loops in dermal
papillae is thought to account for the pallor, decreased temperature, and impaired thermoregulation
found in elderly skin. As well, the decline in vascular supply to hair bulbs and to the eccrine,
apocrine, and sebaceous glands may contribute to their senescence.

Even when elderly skin has been consistently protected against the sun, within the dermis there is
about a 50% decrease in mast cells and a 30% decrease in venular cross-sectional area. Basal and
peak levels of cutaneous blood flow are reduced by about 60%. As a result of these decreases, there
is a decrease in release of histamine (a mast cell product) and other measures of inflammatory
response after exposure to UV radiation or immune challenge. Vascular responsiveness during
injury or infection is also compromised. The striking involution of vertical capillary loops in dermal
papillae is thought to account for the pallor, decreased temperature, and impaired thermoregulation
found in elderly skin. As well, the decline in vascular supply to hair bulbs and to the eccrine,
apocrine, and sebaceous glands may contribute to their senescence.

Reduced synthesis and increased degradation of collagen, the major component of the dermal
matrix, probably contribute to impaired wound healing in the elderly. Elastic fibers decrease in
number and diameter with aging, accounting for decreased elasticity in elderly skin. Fragmentation,
progressive cross-linkage, and calcification of elastic fibers also occur. Alterations of
mucopolysaccharides that normally bind water in the dermal matrix may affect skin turgor.

Reduced synthesis and increased degradation of collagen, the major component of the dermal
matrix, probably contribute to impaired wound healing in the elderly. Elastic fibers decrease in
number and diameter with aging, accounting for decreased elasticity in elderly skin. Fragmentation,
progressive cross-linkage, and calcification of elastic fibers also occur. Alterations of
mucopolysaccharides that normally bind water in the dermal matrix may affect skin turgor.

Subcutaneous fat: Subcutaneous fat acts as a shock absorber, protecting the body from trauma, and
plays a role in thermoregulation by limiting conductive heat loss. The overall volume of
subcutaneous fat usually diminishes with aging. Distribution changes as well; eg, there is a relative
decrease in subcutaneous fat on the face and hands but a relative increase on the thighs and
abdomen. These changes can alter the appearance of the face and hands and reduce the pressure
diffusion over bony areas that prevents some pressure ulcers and fractures.

Subcutaneous fat: Subcutaneous fat acts as a shock absorber, protecting the body from trauma, and
plays a role in thermoregulation by limiting conductive heat loss. The overall volume of
subcutaneous fat usually diminishes with aging. Distribution changes as well; eg, there is a relative
decrease in subcutaneous fat on the face and hands but a relative increase on the thighs and
abdomen. These changes can alter the appearance of the face and hands and reduce the pressure
diffusion over bony areas that prevents some pressure ulcers and fractures.

Hair: Hair substantially grays in about 50% of people by age 50, apparently due to loss of
melanocytes. Although the degree of hair graying often runs in families, the responsible genes are
unknown.

Hair: Hair substantially grays in about 50% of people by age 50, apparently due to loss of
melanocytes. Although the degree of hair graying often runs in families, the responsible genes are
unknown.

Linear growth rate decreases with aging because the follicular keratinocytes that normally
differentiate to form the hair shaft proliferate more slowly. Hair loss (more correctly, conversion
from terminal to vellus hairs) in the vertex and frontotemporal regions (androgenetic alopecia) in
men begins between the late teens and the late 20s; by the time they reach their 60s, 80% of men are
substantially bald. In women, the same pattern of hair loss may occur after menopause, although it

Linear growth rate decreases with aging because the follicular keratinocytes that normally
differentiate to form the hair shaft proliferate more slowly. Hair loss (more correctly, conversion
from terminal to vellus hairs) in the vertex and frontotemporal regions (androgenetic alopecia) in
men begins between the late teens and the late 20s; by the time they reach their 60s, 80% of men are
substantially bald. In women, the same pattern of hair loss may occur after menopause, although it
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is rarely pronounced. Hair thinning, or diffuse hair loss sometimes termed female alopecia, is more
correctly termed miniaturization of hairs. The cause is a shortened anagen (growth) phase and
decreased proliferation of follicular keratinocytes. Diffuse hair loss normally occurs in both sexes
with aging and should be distinguished from diffuse hair loss caused by iron deficiency,
hypothyroidism, chronic renal failure, undernutrition, and use of certain drugs (especially anabolic
steroids and antimetabolites).

is rarely pronounced. Hair thinning, or diffuse hair loss sometimes termed female alopecia, is more
correctly termed miniaturization of hairs. The cause is a shortened anagen (growth) phase and
decreased proliferation of follicular keratinocytes. Diffuse hair loss normally occurs in both sexes
with aging and should be distinguished from diffuse hair loss caused by iron deficiency,
hypothyroidism, chronic renal failure, undernutrition, and use of certain drugs (especially anabolic
steroids and antimetabolites).

Excessive or unwanted hair growth becomes common after menopause in women as a result of
altered estrogen-androgen balance in hormonally sensitive hair follicles. The most distressing
symptom may be the appearance of scattered terminal hairs in the beard area. Men may notice
excessive hair growth in the eyebrows, nares, or ears.

Excessive or unwanted hair growth becomes common after menopause in women as a result of
altered estrogen-androgen balance in hormonally sensitive hair follicles. The most distressing
symptom may be the appearance of scattered terminal hairs in the beard area. Men may notice
excessive hair growth in the eyebrows, nares, or ears.

Nails: Linear growth rate and thickness ("strength") of nails decreases with aging because of a
decrease in the proliferative rate of nail matrix keratinocytes, which differentiate to form the nail
plate. Nails become dry and brittle and flat or concave instead of convex, often with longitudinal
ridging. Longitudinal pigment banding, common among blacks, often becomes more pronounced
with aging. Nail color may vary from yellow to gray, reflecting changes in the nail bed. The lunulae
can become poorly defined. Occasionally, the nails become grossly thickened and distorted.

Nails: Linear growth rate and thickness ("strength") of nails decreases with aging because of a
decrease in the proliferative rate of nail matrix keratinocytes, which differentiate to form the nail
plate. Nails become dry and brittle and flat or concave instead of convex, often with longitudinal
ridging. Longitudinal pigment banding, common among blacks, often becomes more pronounced
with aging. Nail color may vary from yellow to gray, reflecting changes in the nail bed. The lunulae
can become poorly defined. Occasionally, the nails become grossly thickened and distorted.

Lamellar dystrophy manifests as brittle nails with split ends or layering and commonly occurs in
elderly people, though it may also occur in middle-aged women.

Lamellar dystrophy manifests as brittle nails with split ends or layering and commonly occurs in
elderly people, though it may also occur in middle-aged women.

Nerves and glands: The density of cutaneous sensory end organs decreases progressively between
the ages of 10 and 90 by about 1/3. The result is an age-related reduction in sensations of light
touch, vibration, corneal sensitivity, 2-point discrimination, and spatial acuity. The cutaneous pain
threshold increases by about 20%.

Nerves and glands: The density of cutaneous sensory end organs decreases progressively between
the ages of 10 and 90 by about 1/3. The result is an age-related reduction in sensations of light
touch, vibration, corneal sensitivity, 2-point discrimination, and spatial acuity. The cutaneous pain
threshold increases by about 20%.

Eccrine glands decline in number by an average of 15% during adulthood. Decreased gland
secretion results in marked decreases in spontaneous sweating in response to dry heat. These
changes, compounded by decreased cutaneous vascularity, make the elderly more vulnerable to
heat. Apocrine glands also decrease in size and function with aging, but these changes do not appear
to have any clinically significant effect (except possibly a decline in body odor).

Eccrine glands decline in number by an average of 15% during adulthood. Decreased gland
secretion results in marked decreases in spontaneous sweating in response to dry heat. These
changes, compounded by decreased cutaneous vascularity, make the elderly more vulnerable to
heat. Apocrine glands also decrease in size and function with aging, but these changes do not appear
to have any clinically significant effect (except possibly a decline in body odor).

The size and number of sebaceous glands do not appear to decrease with aging. However, sebum
production decreases by about 23% per decade, beginning in early adulthood, probably due to the
concomitant decrease in production of gonadal or adrenal androgens, to which sebaceous glands are
exquisitely sensitive.

The size and number of sebaceous glands do not appear to decrease with aging. However, sebum
production decreases by about 23% per decade, beginning in early adulthood, probably due to the
concomitant decrease in production of gonadal or adrenal androgens, to which sebaceous glands are
exquisitely sensitive.

Immunologic function: The number of epidermal Langerhans' cells (immune cells in skin
responsible for antigen presentation) decreases by 20 to 50% during adulthood. Alterations in the
production of ILs and cytokines by other cells such as keratinocytes may also contribute to overall
immunologic decline observed in the elderly. The result is presumed to be increased susceptibility
to infections and increased incidence of neoplasms.
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production of ILs and cytokines by other cells such as keratinocytes may also contribute to overall
immunologic decline observed in the elderly. The result is presumed to be increased susceptibility
to infections and increased incidence of neoplasms.
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1. Being a phlebotomist is a rewarding career. The correct term for the procedure that the
phlebotomist performs is known as……
a. Removing blood
b. Venipuncture
c. Intrapuncture
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2. The most important single action that a phlebotomist can take to prevent the spread infection is…
a. Wearing gloves
b. Sanitizing their hands
c. Washing their hands after each draw
3. Phlebotomist are constantly faced with the danger of needle sticks in the health care area, which
can transmit…….
a. Hepatitis B and or Hepatitis C
b. HIV
c. Blood borne pathogens
d. All of the above
4. Inversion is a technique which the phlebotomist performs on each tube of blood a specific number
of times for which of the following reasons?
a. To enhance its clotting properties
b. To prevent clots from forming
c. To mix the preservative with the blood
d. A and B
e. B and C
5. The human heart has how many chambers?
a. 3
b. 2
c. 4
6. Blood flows to the heart from the ____________ and from the heart through the __________.
a. Veins, arteries
b. Arteries, veins
c. Capillaries, arteries
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7. In the incident of a needle stick, the phlebotomist should immediately …..
a. Wrap the affected area with gauze
b. Vigorously cleanse the area with antiseptic soap under warm running water and with
gentle pumping action attempt to remove as much blood from the area until no further
blood can be removed.
c. Wash area with soap and water, then dry.
8. The hepatitis B vaccine is recommended for health care workers who have increased risk of needle
sticks. The hepatitis B vaccine is given in a series of….
a. Two immunizations over a period of 2 months.
b. Four immunizations over a period of 3 months.
c. Three immunizations over a period of 6 months.
9.
When preparing to draw blood, the needle should be ….
a. Bevel down
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10.

11.

12.

13.

b. Bevel up
c. Bevel sideways
The size of the bevel is called the needle gauge. Needle gauges vary. Given the following gauges,
list them in order of largest to smallest.
23g, 18g, 21g, 20g
a. 23g, 21g, 20g, 18g
b. 18g, 20g, 21g, 23g
c. All of the gauges are the same, it is only the length that varies.
The needle gauge of choice for most phlebotomist is a 21 gauge. The reason for this is which of the
following?
a. A 21 gauge needle works better.
b. There is less suction.
c. It is a small gauge that can readily fill a tube of blood.
You are preparing to draw blood on a patient. You notice that the patient is holding their arms
close to their side. You smile and introduce yourself, asking how the patient is doing today. The
patient replies that they are fine and smiles faintly back to you. Observing the patients non-verbal
actions, you assume the following.
a. The patient is fearful of having their blood drawn, but is afraid to say anything.
b. The patient is not afraid of having their blood drawn.
c. The patient is just shy.
It is important to have two phlebotomists in the room when drawing blood on a toddler or
younger child because….
a. You may need the other phlebotomist to stabilize the child’s arm while you draw the
blood.
b. To help with moral support.
c. To engage the child’s attention away from the needle.
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14. When preparing to draw a patient’s blood it is important to help make them feel relaxed. Some of
the ways of doing this is with…….
a. A warm smile
b. Genuinely caring about their feelings, inquiring about their health.
c. Always ask if you may inspect their arms
d. Ask if they are comfortable
e. Being calm and relaxed yourself
f. All of the above
15. List the following procedures in order for drawing a patient’s blood.
a. Greet the patient by name, ask them how they are feeling, ask if you may inspect their
arms, wash your hands, sanitize your hands, look for a visible vein, apply the
tourniquet, cleanse the area with a alcohol wipe, prepare needle and vaccutainer,
verify order of draw with the labs on the form, don gloves, palpate for vein, using bevel
301
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up at a 30 degree angle gently push needle into vein, insert blood vial let fill, take gauze
and place gauze directly above the needle, gently remove the needle while
simultaneously rolling gauze down over site, apply gently pressure until bleeding stops,
cover with tape, thank the patient.
b. Greet the patient by name, ask them how they are feeling, wash your hands, ask the
patient their name, and date of birth, match this with their lab slip, ask if you may
inspect their arms, cleanse the area with a alcohol wipe, prepare needle and
vaccutainer, verify order of draw with the labs on the form, don gloves, palpate for
vein, using bevel up at a 30 degree angle gently push needle into vein, insert blood vial
let fill, take gauze and place gauze directly above the needle, gently remove the needle
while simultaneously rolling gauze down over site, apply gently pressure until bleeding
stops, cover with tape, thank the patient.
c. Greet the patient by name, ask them how they are feeling, wash your hands then
sanitize, ask the patient their name, and date of birth, match this with their lab slip, ask
if you may inspect their arms, apply tourniquet, palpate for vein and look for a
landmark, cleanse the area with a alcohol wipe, let dry, prepare needle and
vaccutainer, verify order of draw with the labs on the form, don gloves, using bevel up
at a 30 degree angle gently push needle into vein, insert blood vial, let fill, remove vial,
take gauze and place gauze directly above the needle, gently remove the needle while
simultaneously rolling gauze down over site, apply gently pressure until bleeding stops,
cover with tape, thank the patient, dispose of needle in sharps container, and dispose
of vaccutainer.
16. When the blood vial is punctured prior to insertion of the needle, the suction…
a. Remains the same
b. Is broken and no longer be used
c. Can be reused since no blood entered the tube
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17. When going into an isolation room the healthcare worker must don personal protective equipment
in which of the following orders?
g. Gloves, gown, goggles, mask
h. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
i. Gown, mask, goggles, gloves
18. When leaving the isolation room the healthcare worker must doff their equipment in which of the
following orders?
d) Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
e) Goggles, mask, gloves, gown
f) Mask, gloves, goggles, gown
19. When using a blue top tube, the following can be inferred.
g) The patient is a bleeder.
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h) The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have
bleeding tendencies.
i) It is the first tube to be used if no blood cultures are ordered. The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin
Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have bleeding tendencies.
20. The needle gage indicates the...
j) The size of the bevel
k) The length of the needle
l) The thickness of the needle
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Work Sheet;

Work Sheet;

Labs, order of draw, color of tubes;

Labs, order of draw, color of tubes;

Directions: Given the labs that are needed to be drawn, determine the color of tube necessary for the labs
and then the order of the draw according to the color of the blood collection tubes. In cases where serum
or plasma are requested write the procedure for the collection steps. (i.e., centrifuging the specimen and
then pipette the serum out into another container, time for centrifuge of specimen).

Directions: Given the labs that are needed to be drawn, determine the color of tube necessary for the labs
and then the order of the draw according to the color of the blood collection tubes. In cases where serum
or plasma are requested write the procedure for the collection steps. (i.e., centrifuging the specimen and
then pipette the serum out into another container, time for centrifuge of specimen).
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9. When drawing blood insert the needle …….
a. just past the bevel
b. all the way in
c. half way
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10. When drawing with a syringe…..
a. never push back on the syringe
b. always push back on the syringe
c. pull gently on the syringe until blood flow is obtained
d. A and C only
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11. Pushing air into a vein can cause…
a. death by embolism
b. pain
c. occlusion of the vein
d. all of the above
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12. A centrifuge machine works to separate serum from plasma by…
a. using centrifugal force which separates out blood components by weight according to
gravity.
b. separates blood into three components
c. coagulates blood
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13. The Latin term, “Hemo”, and “Lysis” form the word, hemolysis, which is defined by….
a. plasma separation
b. blood separation
c. serum separation
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14. Veins are found in many different diameters and thicknesses. When assessing a patient’s veins
the phlebotomist will choose the ones that have the most….
a. patency and spring
b. flaccidity and turgor
c. elasticity and flow
`
15. The system that is best described by the insertion of the needle into the vein and then
attaching the blood vial is called…
a. a open system
b. a closed system
c. a vacuum
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16. You are a phlebotomist in the hospital and you notice that your patient has I.V.’s in both arms
in the ante cubital fossa, your best plan of action would be to….
a. draw below the IV if the IV is in the area of the ante cubital fossa
b. draw above the IV
c. draw below the IV with permission from the nurse
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a. draw below the IV if the IV is in the area of the ante cubital fossa
b. draw above the IV
c. draw below the IV with permission from the nurse

17. A phlebotomist realizes that the IV must be turned off for a minimum of 2 to 4 minutes prior to
drawing blood. The phlebotomist should…
a. turn off the IV, wait 2 to 4 minutes, then draw the patient’s blood and restart the IV
b. Ask the attending nurse if they could shut off the IV, wait 2 to 4 minutes, draw the blood,
then restart the IV and let the nurse know that you have restarted the IV
c. Ask the attending nurse if they could shut off the IV, wait 2 to 4 minutes, draw the
patient’s blood, then let the nurse know to re-start the IV prior to leaving the floor.
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then restart the IV and let the nurse know that you have restarted the IV
c. Ask the attending nurse if they could shut off the IV, wait 2 to 4 minutes, draw the
patient’s blood, then let the nurse know to re-start the IV prior to leaving the floor.

18. You notice that a patient has a heparin lock, or IV access port in one arm. Knowing that this
port goes directly into the vein and that the patient is a hard draw you would do which of the
following…
a. attempt to draw from the IV access port
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b. look for the best veins in the opposite arm
c. draw from the hand on the arm that has the IV port
19. If the nurse tells you that a patient is A&O x 3, you would expect that the patient will be able to
tell you their…
a. name, date of birth, date, time and place
b. name and place only
c. date of birth and name

b. look for the best veins in the opposite arm
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19. If the nurse tells you that a patient is A&O x 3, you would expect that the patient will be able to
tell you their…
a. name, date of birth, date, time and place
b. name and place only
c. date of birth and name

20. When attempting a draw on a patient who is alert and oriented times 2, or A&O x2, your best
means at identifying them would be to do which of the following…
a. ask the patient to state and spell their name
b. ask the patient to state and spell their name, match their name against the lab
requisition and their arm identification band.
c. ask the patient to state and spell their name, match their name against the lab
requisition and their arm band as well as checking the room number.

20. When attempting a draw on a patient who is alert and oriented times 2, or A&O x2, your best
means at identifying them would be to do which of the following…
a. ask the patient to state and spell their name
b. ask the patient to state and spell their name, match their name against the lab
requisition and their arm identification band.
c. ask the patient to state and spell their name, match their name against the lab
requisition and their arm band as well as checking the room number.
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Diabetes/Blood Pressure/Pharmacology

Diabetes/Blood Pressure/Pharmacology
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Correct Answers are Highlighted in Blue

1.When taking a person’s blood pressure it is important to first assess the baseline pressure by which of the
following steps…

1.When taking a person’s blood pressure it is important to first assess the baseline pressure by which of the
following steps…
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d. Find the radial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then quickly release the
pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 30mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,
next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.
e. Find the brachial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then quickly release the
pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 30mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,
next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.
f. Find the radial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then slowly release the
pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 60mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,
next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.
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d. Find the radial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then quickly release the
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pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 60mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,
next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.

2. Diabetes is a prevalent health problem in the healthcare environment, which of the following about
diabetes is true?
d. Diabetes is a viral immune disease. True or False
e. Diabetes can be cured. True or False
f. Diabetics are subject to many health complications such as heart disease, kidney disease and
hypertension.
True or False
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e. Diabetes can be cured. True or False
f. Diabetics are subject to many health complications such as heart disease, kidney disease and
hypertension.
True or False

3. There are 100 Units in ____1___________ mL’s.

3. There are 100 Units in ____1___________ mL’s.

4. A low blood sugar is …

4. A low blood sugar is …

i. Less than 70
j. Causes profuse sweating
k. Lethargy
l. Confusion
m. Can be reversed by insulin
n. Can be reversed by glucose
o. All of the above
p. a, b, c, d, and f
5. High blood sugar can cause a condition known as.
d. Diabetic Keto Acidosis
e. Hypoglycemia
f. Hyperthermia
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n. Can be reversed by glucose
o. All of the above
p. a, b, c, d, and f
5. High blood sugar can cause a condition known as.
d. Diabetic Keto Acidosis
e. Hypoglycemia
f. Hyperthermia

6. Your patient has a blood glucose of 105, you are ordered to give them 8 Units of Regular Insulin.
You would.
d. Give the insulin and monitor the patient for any ill effects.
e. Do not give the insulin based on the low blood sugar results and report to the supervisor your
reasoning.
f. Give the insulin as ordered.

6. Your patient has a blood glucose of 105, you are ordered to give them 8 Units of Regular Insulin.
You would.
d. Give the insulin and monitor the patient for any ill effects.
e. Do not give the insulin based on the low blood sugar results and report to the supervisor your
reasoning.
f. Give the insulin as ordered.
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7. You are to give 3 Units of insulin.
d. Draw up the insulin using a 3mL syringe
e. Draw up the insulin using a 100 Unit syringe
f. Draw up the insulin in a 1 mL syringe

7. You are to give 3 Units of insulin.
d. Draw up the insulin using a 3mL syringe
e. Draw up the insulin using a 100 Unit syringe
f. Draw up the insulin in a 1 mL syringe

8. Your take a manual blood pressure on a client and get a reading of 189/90. You would ….
d. Retake the reading with a monitored cuff
e. Report your findings to the nurse
f. Retake the blood pressure manually on the opposite arm

8. Your take a manual blood pressure on a client and get a reading of 189/90. You would ….
d. Retake the reading with a monitored cuff
e. Report your findings to the nurse
f. Retake the blood pressure manually on the opposite arm

9. You are to give 35 Units of Lantus. You begin by drawing up..
d. 35 Units of Lantus in a 100 Unit insulin syringe
e. 35 Units of Homolog
f. 15 Units of Lantus long acting and 20 Units of Novolog fast acting

9. You are to give 35 Units of Lantus. You begin by drawing up..
d. 35 Units of Lantus in a 100 Unit insulin syringe
e. 35 Units of Homolog
f. 15 Units of Lantus long acting and 20 Units of Novolog fast acting

10. You are about to take a patient’s blood sugar. You would begin by doing which of the following…
d. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice, wait until it has dried then explain that
they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger
and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump until another drop of blood is expelled
and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base of the drop of blood until the blood
saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and cover the patients finger with gentle
pressure until no further blood is observed from the site. Thank the patient and let them know
their blood sugar level .
e. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, wash your hands, and put on gloves, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice,
wait until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90
degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump
until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base
of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and
cover the patients finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed from the site.
Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .
f. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, wash your hands and put on clean gloves, use a betadine wipe on the finger of their
choice, wait until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the
lancet at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood,
gently pump until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle
at the base of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for
reading, and cover the patient’s finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed
from the site. Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .

10. You are about to take a patient’s blood sugar. You would begin by doing which of the following…
d. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice, wait until it has dried then explain that
they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger
and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump until another drop of blood is expelled
and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base of the drop of blood until the blood
saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and cover the patients finger with gentle
pressure until no further blood is observed from the site. Thank the patient and let them know
their blood sugar level .
e. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, wash your hands, and put on gloves, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice,
wait until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90
degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump
until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base
of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and
cover the patients finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed from the site.
Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .
f. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood
sugar, wash your hands and put on clean gloves, use a betadine wipe on the finger of their
choice, wait until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the
lancet at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood,
gently pump until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle
at the base of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for
reading, and cover the patient’s finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed
from the site. Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .
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11. The cranial nerve that can affect the blood pressure is called…
d. The vagus nerve
e. The hypoglossal nerve
f. The abducens

11. The cranial nerve that can affect the blood pressure is called…
d. The vagus nerve
e. The hypoglossal nerve
f. The abducens

12. You find a patient lying in bed, dripping profusely in sweat, the patient is lethargic and their
mentation is obtunded. Knowing that the patient is a diabetic you would immediately..
d. Administer fast acting glucose in the form of a high glycemic snack, such as orange juice with
sugar and then perform a blood sugar test.
e. Administer the 11:00 AM dose of insulin that they missed at 10:00 AM
f. Check their blood sugar first.

12. You find a patient lying in bed, dripping profusely in sweat, the patient is lethargic and their
mentation is obtunded. Knowing that the patient is a diabetic you would immediately..
d. Administer fast acting glucose in the form of a high glycemic snack, such as orange juice with
sugar and then perform a blood sugar test.
e. Administer the 11:00 AM dose of insulin that they missed at 10:00 AM
f. Check their blood sugar first.

13. Digoxin is a heart medication that requires…..
e. The patient’s apical pulse to be checked prior to administration
f. Regular blood draws to assess levels.
g. Potassium level assessment
h. All of the above.

13. Digoxin is a heart medication that requires…..
e. The patient’s apical pulse to be checked prior to administration
f. Regular blood draws to assess levels.
g. Potassium level assessment
h. All of the above.

14. When giving beta blocker medication it is not unusual for the patient to have…
f. Difficultly with respiration
g. Lowered heart rate
h. Increase in blood pressure
i. All of the above
j. A and B only

14. When giving beta blocker medication it is not unusual for the patient to have…
f. Difficultly with respiration
g. Lowered heart rate
h. Increase in blood pressure
i. All of the above
j. A and B only

15. A doctors orders reads… give catapress 1mg stat…for a BP of 197/89 Upon reading this order you
would…
d. Give the medication
e. Recognize that the medication is too high a dose and would drop the patient’s blood pressure
too low.
f. Hold the medication, and consult the nurse due to the high dosage.
16. Foods that are high on the glycemic index include all but which of the following..
f. White bread
g. Brown rice
h. Soda
i. Cookies
j. Pancakes

15. A doctors orders reads… give catapress 1mg stat…for a BP of 197/89 Upon reading this order you
would…
d. Give the medication
e. Recognize that the medication is too high a dose and would drop the patient’s blood pressure
too low.
f. Hold the medication, and consult the nurse due to the high dosage.
16. Foods that are high on the glycemic index include all but which of the following..
f. White bread
g. Brown rice
h. Soda
i. Cookies
j. Pancakes

17. A long distance runner would benefit more from which of the following foods prior to their run?
d. A dish of spaghetti
e. A candy bar

17. A long distance runner would benefit more from which of the following foods prior to their run?
d. A dish of spaghetti
e. A candy bar
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f.

A glass of juice

f.

18. You have to take a blood pressure on a patient who has very large arms. You notice that your cuff
is too small. Realizing this, if you were to take the patient’s BP with this cuff then the reading
would be.
d. Slightly elevated but acceptable since there are no other cuffs around.
e. Elevated and you should use instead a large cuff of appropriate size
f. Lower than normal
19. Lisinopril is a blood pressure medication that is known as a ….
d. Angiotensen conversion enzyme inhibitor
e. Beta blocker
f. Benzodiazepine
20. Your patient’s blood pressure runs low. They stand up to fast and feel like they are going to pass
out… this type of symptom is known as…
d. Low blood pressure side effects
e. Orthostatic hypotension
f. Orthorhombic hypertension

Answers to Test 2

A glass of juice

18. You have to take a blood pressure on a patient who has very large arms. You notice that your cuff
is too small. Realizing this, if you were to take the patient’s BP with this cuff then the reading
would be.
d. Slightly elevated but acceptable since there are no other cuffs around.
e. Elevated and you should use instead a large cuff of appropriate size
f. Lower than normal
19. Lisinopril is a blood pressure medication that is known as a ….
d. Angiotensen conversion enzyme inhibitor
e. Beta blocker
f. Benzodiazepine
20. Your patient’s blood pressure runs low. They stand up to fast and feel like they are going to pass
out… this type of symptom is known as…
d. Low blood pressure side effects
e. Orthostatic hypotension
f. Orthorhombic hypertension

Answers to Test 2
Phlebotomy Test

Phlebotomy Test

For the questions below list the order of draw according to tube color, number of tubes used and any
preparation needed such as inversion times and whether or not it is a fresh frozen specimen. You may
refer to your lab handouts as reference.

For the questions below list the order of draw according to tube color, number of tubes used and any
preparation needed such as inversion times and whether or not it is a fresh frozen specimen. You may
refer to your lab handouts as reference.

1.Your labs are as follows; TSH, Electrolytes, Lipid Panel, Blood Cultures

1.Your labs are as follows; TSH, Electrolytes, Lipid Panel, Blood Cultures

Blood Cultures 1st draw (if you are drawing with a butterfly needle, waste the first flow into a red tube and
discard, then draw aerobic prior to anerobic)

Blood Cultures 1st draw (if you are drawing with a butterfly needle, waste the first flow into a red tube and
discard, then draw aerobic prior to anerobic)

Next In no particular order, use 2 gold top (serum separator tubes), one for lipid panel and one for TSH and
Electrolytes. Always use 1 tube for just panels. Total tubes used 3

Next In no particular order, use 2 gold top (serum separator tubes), one for lipid panel and one for TSH and
Electrolytes. Always use 1 tube for just panels. Total tubes used 3

2.Your labs are as follows; Dilanitin level, Gentamycin Peak, Sickle Cell

2.Your labs are as follows; Dilanitin level, Gentamycin Peak, Sickle Cell

You would use two red tubes, one for the Dilantin level and one for the Gentamycin level then one
Lavender for the Sickle Cell. Total Tubes used 3

You would use two red tubes, one for the Dilantin level and one for the Gentamycin level then one
Lavender for the Sickle Cell. Total Tubes used 3
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3.Your labs are as follows; Hgb (hemoglobin), Hct (hematocrit), AST, ALT, PTT

3.Your labs are as follows; Hgb (hemoglobin), Hct (hematocrit), AST, ALT, PTT

PTT would be drawn first in a blue tube, then one gold tube for the AST, ALT, then one Lavender for the
Hgb and HCT. Total tubes used 3

PTT would be drawn first in a blue tube, then one gold tube for the AST, ALT, then one Lavender for the
Hgb and HCT. Total tubes used 3

4.Fasting 6 hour Glucose, Hgb A1C, Depakene level
The Depakene level would be the first draw in a red tube, then the HgbA1C in a Lavender, then the
Fasting Glucose in a grey tube. Total tubes 3
5.Serum Albumin, Alk Phos, Na, K, Cl, CO2

4.Fasting 6 hour Glucose, Hgb A1C, Depakene level
The Depakene level would be the first draw in a red tube, then the HgbA1C in a Lavender, then the
Fasting Glucose in a grey tube. Total tubes 3
5.Serum Albumin, Alk Phos, Na, K, Cl, CO2

One gold top (SST) or red for the Serum Albumin. Preparation includes centrifugation for 15-20
minutes, then pipette the serum into a container and freeze. One gold top (SST) for the balance of
the tests which are part of the Comprehensive Metabolic Profile Total tubes 2

One gold top (SST) or red for the Serum Albumin. Preparation includes centrifugation for 15-20
minutes, then pipette the serum into a container and freeze. One gold top (SST) for the balance of
the tests which are part of the Comprehensive Metabolic Profile Total tubes 2

6.Hepatic Function, T3, T4, CBC/Diff

6.Hepatic Function, T3, T4, CBC/Diff

Use one god top tube (SST) for the Hepatic Function, One gold for the T3 and T4, and one lavender
for the CBC with Diff. Total tubes used 3
7.Bili Direct, Bili Total, BUN(Blood urea nitrogen)

Use one god top tube (SST) for the Hepatic Function, One gold for the T3 and T4, and one lavender
for the CBC with Diff. Total tubes used 3
7.Bili Direct, Bili Total, BUN(Blood urea nitrogen)

All are gold top SST tubes, the Bilirubin Direct and Total can be drawn in one tube and the BUN in
another gold Top. Rule of thumb, if there are more than 2 tests on one tube, get another tube of
blood, since these tests are not usually part of a lab function. Total tubes 2
8. Blood Alcohol level, PT, Blood Cultures

All are gold top SST tubes, the Bilirubin Direct and Total can be drawn in one tube and the BUN in
another gold Top. Rule of thumb, if there are more than 2 tests on one tube, get another tube of
blood, since these tests are not usually part of a lab function. Total tubes 2
8. Blood Alcohol level, PT, Blood Cultures

Blood Cultures go first, if Anerobic and Aerobic ordered, Aerobic is first, remember to waste a few
drops of blood into a red top tube if using a butterfly needle, PT is next (blue top), then a grey top
or lavender for Blood Alcohol level, (remember to clean the area prior to venipuncture with
betadine, because using alcohol wipes will cause an elevation in the blood alcohol level as well as
an error in blood culture, by destroying growth of viral or bacterial organisms
9. Serum Amylase, BMP, TIBC(total iron binding capacity)

Blood Cultures go first, if Anerobic and Aerobic ordered, Aerobic is first, remember to waste a few
drops of blood into a red top tube if using a butterfly needle, PT is next (blue top), then a grey top
or lavender for Blood Alcohol level, (remember to clean the area prior to venipuncture with
betadine, because using alcohol wipes will cause an elevation in the blood alcohol level as well as
an error in blood culture, by destroying growth of viral or bacterial organisms
9. Serum Amylase, BMP, TIBC(total iron binding capacity)

Begin with three gold tubes, one for each lab, the serum must be isolated for the amylase from
centrifugation, then prepared as a fresh frozen specimen.
10. LDL, HDL, lithium level, ESR (erythrocyte sedimentation rate)

Begin with three gold tubes, one for each lab, the serum must be isolated for the amylase from
centrifugation, then prepared as a fresh frozen specimen.
10. LDL, HDL, lithium level, ESR (erythrocyte sedimentation rate)

Gold top for LDL and HDL, then red top for Lithium level then Lavender for ESR,

Gold top for LDL and HDL, then red top for Lithium level then Lavender for ESR,

11. Tegretol level, Vacomycin trough, Cardiac enzyme profile
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11. Tegretol level, Vacomycin trough, Cardiac enzyme profile
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Gold first for Cardiac Enzyme Profile, these will be stat, and could possibly be in a green top tube as
well, then two red top tubes for each of the medications. Keep in mind that the Vancomycin
trough is a timed draw and must be completed in a timely fashion. This is because pharmacy must
calculate the next dose based on the results of the medication concentration in the blood stream.
12. Cre (creatinine), Ca, T3 uptake, Electrolytes

Gold first for Cardiac Enzyme Profile, these will be stat, and could possibly be in a green top tube as
well, then two red top tubes for each of the medications. Keep in mind that the Vancomycin
trough is a timed draw and must be completed in a timely fashion. This is because pharmacy must
calculate the next dose based on the results of the medication concentration in the blood stream.
12. Cre (creatinine), Ca, T3 uptake, Electrolytes

Two Gold top tubes should suffice for these draws, since the T3 may have to be run at an outside
lab.
13. HDL, Triglycerides, ALT, Phenobarbitol level, PTT

Two Gold top tubes should suffice for these draws, since the T3 may have to be run at an outside
lab.
13. HDL, Triglycerides, ALT, Phenobarbitol level, PTT

Start with a Blue top tube for the PTT, then two Gold top tubes, then a red top tube for the
Phenobarbitol level.

Start with a Blue top tube for the PTT, then two Gold top tubes, then a red top tube for the
Phenobarbitol level.

14. Renal Function, BMP (Basic Metabolic Profile)

14. Renal Function, BMP (Basic Metabolic Profile)

Two gold top tubes are needed. Remember that the Renal function is the same thing as a renal
panel, and requires 1 tube by itself.
15. WBC/Diff, Hgb, Theophylline level, Cl

Two gold top tubes are needed. Remember that the Renal function is the same thing as a renal
panel, and requires 1 tube by itself.
15. WBC/Diff, Hgb, Theophylline level, Cl

Start with a gold for Chloride, then red for Theophylline level, lavender for the WBC/Diff, and Hgb,
16. Serum Dilantin level, Hemogram

Start with a gold for Chloride, then red for Theophylline level, lavender for the WBC/Diff, and Hgb,
16. Serum Dilantin level, Hemogram

Two tubes total, begin with red for the Dilantin then Lavender for the Hemogram
17. Lipid profile, IgM, IgE

Two tubes total, begin with red for the Dilantin then Lavender for the Hemogram
17. Lipid profile, IgM, IgE

Two gold tubes, one for the Iipid profile, then one for the IgM, and IgE
18. PTT, CMP, Hepatits Profile

Two gold tubes, one for the Iipid profile, then one for the IgM, and IgE
18. PTT, CMP, Hepatits Profile

Three tubes, first Blue for PTT then gold for a CMP, then another gold or white for the Hep Profile
19. HgbA1C, 4 hour fasting Glucose, serum digoxin level

Three tubes, first Blue for PTT then gold for a CMP, then another gold or white for the Hep Profile
19. HgbA1C, 4 hour fasting Glucose, serum digoxin level

Three tubes, a red for the serum digoxin, (centrifuged with removal of serum and stored as a fresh
frozen specimen), then lavender or grey for the HgbA1C, then grey for the fasting Glucose
20. HCG Serum, Na, K, Hct

Three tubes, a red for the serum digoxin, (centrifuged with removal of serum and stored as a fresh
frozen specimen), then lavender or grey for the HgbA1C, then grey for the fasting Glucose
20. HCG Serum, Na, K, Hct

Three tubes, Yellow for Na and K, then gold for HCG (pregnancy test) then lavender for HCT
21. Electrolytes, Mg, Ca, Albumin, Erythrocyte count

Three tubes, Yellow for Na and K, then gold for HCG (pregnancy test) then lavender for HCT
21. Electrolytes, Mg, Ca, Albumin, Erythrocyte count

Three tubes, Two gold and one lavender for the Erythrocyte count
22. HBsAG, CBC, Renal Function

Three tubes, Two gold and one lavender for the Erythrocyte count
22. HBsAG, CBC, Renal Function

Three tubes, one gold for the Hep B surface antigen, one yellow for the renal function, then
lavender for the CBC
314

Three tubes, one gold for the Hep B surface antigen, one yellow for the renal function, then
lavender for the CBC
314
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23. Blood alcohol level, PTT, PT

23. Blood alcohol level, PTT, PT

Two tubes, one blue for PTT and PT, then one grey for the blood Alcohol level
24. FSH, LDH, Dilantin level, Hgb

Two tubes, one blue for PTT and PT, then one grey for the blood Alcohol level
24. FSH, LDH, Dilantin level, Hgb

Three tubes, one gold for the FSH and LDH, one red for the Dilantin level and one Lavender for the
Hgb
25. ESR, BUN, CRE, PT

Three tubes, one gold for the FSH and LDH, one red for the Dilantin level and one Lavender for the
Hgb
25. ESR, BUN, CRE, PT

Three tubes, one blue for the PT, one gold for BUN and CRE, and one lavender for ESR
26. HCG, Cardiac enzymes, Hgb A1C

Three tubes, one blue for the PT, one gold for BUN and CRE, and one lavender for ESR
26. HCG, Cardiac enzymes, Hgb A1C

Three tubes, one gold for HCG, one Yellow for Cardiac Enzymes, and one Lavender for HgbA1C
27. HB core IgM, D. Bilirubin, PT

Three tubes, one gold for HCG, one Yellow for Cardiac Enzymes, and one Lavender for HgbA1C
27. HB core IgM, D. Bilirubin, PT

Three tubes, 2 gold for the Core HB, IgM and Bili Direct, then one Blue for PT
28. BNP, PSA, Rheumatoid Factor

Three tubes, 2 gold for the Core HB, IgM and Bili Direct, then one Blue for PT
28. BNP, PSA, Rheumatoid Factor

Two to three gold tubes, one for the BNP, one for PSA, and one for the Rh Factor, possibly two are
sent off to another lab
29. GFR, ICA (ionized Calcium), C-Reactive Protein

Two to three gold tubes, one for the BNP, one for PSA, and one for the Rh Factor, possibly two are
sent off to another lab
29. GFR, ICA (ionized Calcium), C-Reactive Protein

Two gold tubes, use the rule of three, if there are three or more test performed on one tube and
they are not panels , functions or profiles then use two or more tubes.
30. AFP Maternal, Salicylate level, Acetaminophen level

Two gold tubes, use the rule of three, if there are three or more test performed on one tube and
they are not panels , functions or profiles then use two or more tubes.
30. AFP Maternal, Salicylate level, Acetaminophen level

Three tubes, one yellow for AFP, and two red for each medication
31. Platelet Count, PT, RF

Three tubes, one yellow for AFP, and two red for each medication
31. Platelet Count, PT, RF

Three tubes, Blue for PT first, then gold for RF, then lavender for platelet count
32. AST (SGOT), ABO/Rh, LH (luteninizing hormone)

Three tubes, Blue for PT first, then gold for RF, then lavender for platelet count
32. AST (SGOT), ABO/Rh, LH (luteninizing hormone)

Three tubes, two gold and one Pink for the ABO/Rh
33. PRG (Progesterone), Mg, Homocysteine

Three tubes, two gold and one Pink for the ABO/Rh
33. PRG (Progesterone), Mg, Homocysteine

Two to three gold tubes, one for each test if two have to be sent out to another lab
34. BMP, PTT

Two to three gold tubes, one for each test if two have to be sent out to another lab
34. BMP, PTT

Two tubes, one gold and one Blue for the PTT
35. CMV IgM Antibody, CK Total, Iron, creatinine GFR,

Two tubes, one gold and one Blue for the PTT
35. CMV IgM Antibody, CK Total, Iron, creatinine GFR,

4 Tubes Total, 3 gold one for CMV IgM Anibody, one for CK total, and one for Creatine and GFR,
then a lavender for Iron
36. Lead Blood level, Aldosterone, BMP

4 Tubes Total, 3 gold one for CMV IgM Anibody, one for CK total, and one for Creatine and GFR,
then a lavender for Iron
36. Lead Blood level, Aldosterone, BMP
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Three tubes total, two gold, and one red for lead levels.
37. PTT, Blood Cultures, BUN

Three tubes total, two gold, and one red for lead levels.
37. PTT, Blood Cultures, BUN

Three tubes total, one for Blood cultures, one Blue for PTT, and one gold for BUN
38. Epstein-Barr Abs, Blood Glucose, Type and screen

Three tubes total, one for Blood cultures, one Blue for PTT, and one gold for BUN
38. Epstein-Barr Abs, Blood Glucose, Type and screen

Three tubes, one gold for Epstein Barr, one Pink for Type and Screen (stat) and one grey for Blood
Glucose
39. HDL, WBC, Varicella IgG Ab

Three tubes, one gold for Epstein Barr, one Pink for Type and Screen (stat) and one grey for Blood
Glucose
39. HDL, WBC, Varicella IgG Ab

Three tubes, two gold for HDL, and Varicella, and one Lavender for WBC

Three tubes, two gold for HDL, and Varicella, and one Lavender for WBC

40. Theophylline level, Hep B surface Ab(HBSAB), fasting 2 hour glucose

40. Theophylline level, Hep B surface Ab(HBSAB), fasting 2 hour glucose

Three tubes, one gold for the Hep B, one red for the Theophylline, and one grey for the glucose
fasting.
The following questions are multiply choice and true or false, and matching

Three tubes, one gold for the Hep B, one red for the Theophylline, and one grey for the glucose
fasting.
The following questions are multiply choice and true or false, and matching

41. When performing a venipuncture, a number of things can go awry. However, a good phlebotomist

41. When performing a venipuncture, a number of things can go awry. However, a good phlebotomist

takes every precaution to eliminate error and protect both themselves and the patient. Match the

takes every precaution to eliminate error and protect both themselves and the patient. Match the

venipuncture errors with the probable cause.

venipuncture errors with the probable cause.

g. Ischemia from cutting off circulation 6
h. Septicemia

g. Ischemia from cutting off circulation 6

2. Too deep of needle insertion

h. Septicemia

3. Improper pressure dressing

i.

Hematoma

3

4. Moving needle back and froth/side/side

j.

Bleeding out

k. Nerve injuries

2

5. Not sterilizing area/needle unsterile

l.

5

6. Tourniquet left on too long

i.

Hematoma

j.

Bleeding out

Local infection

1

1. Drawing in or near an infected site

4

42. It doesn’t matter how long the needle is left uncapped.

2. Too deep of needle insertion

4

3. Improper pressure dressing
3

4. Moving needle back and froth/side/side

k. Nerve injuries

2

5. Not sterilizing area/needle unsterile

l.

5

6. Tourniquet left on too long

Local infection

42. It doesn’t matter how long the needle is left uncapped.

c. True

c. True

d. False

d. False

43. When preparing to do a venipuncture for a blood alcohol level you would…
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1

1. Drawing in or near an infected site

43. When preparing to do a venipuncture for a blood alcohol level you would…
316

d. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

d. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

e. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

e. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

f.

f.

Wash site with soap and water only.

44. When preparing to do a blood glucose level you would….

44. When preparing to do a blood glucose level you would….

d. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

d. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

e. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

e. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

f.

f.

Wash site with soap and water only.

45. It is preferable to always use a butterfly when drawing blood.

Wash site with soap and water only.

45. It is preferable to always use a butterfly when drawing blood.

c. True

c. True

d. False

d. False

46. If a patient’s mentation changes while you are in the room you should..

46. If a patient’s mentation changes while you are in the room you should..

e. Immediately call for assistance using the call light

e. Immediately call for assistance using the call light

f.

f.

Check patients breathing, airway, and pulse

Check patients breathing, airway, and pulse

g. Remain with the patient until help arrives

g. Remain with the patient until help arrives

h. All of the above

h. All of the above

47. Improper collection techniques can result in which of the following?
f.

47. Improper collection techniques can result in which of the following?

Death of the patient

f.

Death of the patient

g. Laboratory error

g. Laboratory error

h. Omission of treatment due to improper lab results

h. Omission of treatment due to improper lab results

i.

Possible law suit

i.

Possible law suit

j.

All of the above

j.

All of the above

48. A phlebotomist should record which of the following on their lab slips?
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Wash site with soap and water only.

48. A phlebotomist should record which of the following on their lab slips?
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h. I.V. medication infusing

h. I.V. medication infusing

i.

Anatomical draw site

i.

Anatomical draw site

j.

Needle gage

j.

Needle gage

k. Needle type, ie, butterfly, vs vaccutainer and needle

k. Needle type, ie, butterfly, vs vaccutainer and needle

l.

l.

Patients comments

m. All of the above

m. All of the above

n. A, b, c, d, only

n. A, b, c, d, only

49. When drawing around a bandaged arm, you would..

49. When drawing around a bandaged arm, you would..

d. Never draw around a bandaged arm because it could be infected

d. Never draw around a bandaged arm because it could be infected

e. Attempt to draw lower than the bandage

e. Attempt to draw lower than the bandage

f.

f.

Use a butterfly at a smaller angle

50. When using a tourniquet, you would…..
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Patients comments

Use a butterfly at a smaller angle

50. When using a tourniquet, you would…..

a. Lift up the patients sleeve and make sure that you can see the tourniquet at all times.

a. Lift up the patients sleeve and make sure that you can see the tourniquet at all times.

b. Place the tourniquet around the patient’s clothes to prevent injury.

b. Place the tourniquet around the patient’s clothes to prevent injury.

c. Remove the tourniquet prior to finishing the draw.

c. Remove the tourniquet prior to finishing the draw.

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

e. A and C only

e. A and C only
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Phlebotomy Career Training 2009

Phlebotomy Career Training 2009

Answers to Test 3

Answers to Test 3

Name:_______________

Name:_______________

1. When going into an isolation room the healthcare worker must don personal protective equipment in
which of the following orders?

1. When going into an isolation room the healthcare worker must don personal protective equipment in
which of the following orders?

j. Gloves, gown, goggles, mask
k. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
l. Gown, mask, goggles, gloves
2.When leaving the isolation room the healthcare worker must doff their equipment in which of the
following orders?
a. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
b. Goggles, mask, gloves, gown
c. Mask, gloves, goggles, gown
3.When using a blue top tube, the following can be inferred.
d. The patient is a bleeder.
e. The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient
may have bleeding tendencies.
f. It is the first tube to be used if no blood cultures are ordered. The lab could be a PT
(Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have bleeding
tendencies.
4.The needle gage indicates the...
g. The size of the bevel
h. The length of the needle
i. The thickness of the needle

j. Gloves, gown, goggles, mask
k. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
l. Gown, mask, goggles, gloves
2.When leaving the isolation room the healthcare worker must doff their equipment in which of the
following orders?
a. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
b. Goggles, mask, gloves, gown
c. Mask, gloves, goggles, gown
3.When using a blue top tube, the following can be inferred.
d. The patient is a bleeder.
e. The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient
may have bleeding tendencies.
f. It is the first tube to be used if no blood cultures are ordered. The lab could be a PT
(Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have bleeding
tendencies.
4.The needle gage indicates the...
g. The size of the bevel
h. The length of the needle
i. The thickness of the needle

5.You walk into a room and see a child holding their doll tightly, looking away with fear. Your first approach
would be to….

5.You walk into a room and see a child holding their doll tightly, looking away with fear. Your first approach
would be to….
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j.

Walk up to the child and tell them what you are about to do, (explain venipuncture)

j.

k. Get another phlebotomist or nurse to assist you with the child.

k. Get another phlebotomist or nurse to assist you with the child.

l.

l.

Greet the child with a smile and ask, “what is the name of your doll?”

6. You have just left the lab with your schedule of draws for the morning, and you notice a patient in a
wheel chair crying quietly in the corridor. You would …….

Greet the child with a smile and ask, “what is the name of your doll?”

6. You have just left the lab with your schedule of draws for the morning, and you notice a patient in a
wheel chair crying quietly in the corridor. You would …….

m. Approach the patient and kneel down so that you were at eye level, and ask them if they
would like to talk about what is bothering them.

m. Approach the patient and kneel down so that you were at eye level, and ask them if they
would like to talk about what is bothering them.

n. Walk over to them and ask them if they are o.k..

n. Walk over to them and ask them if they are o.k..

o. Find a nurse on the floor and let them know about the patient then continue your day.

o. Find a nurse on the floor and let them know about the patient then continue your day.

7. Your are to perform a venipuncture on a patient whom has two I.V.’s in each antecubital fossa.
Understanding the rules of draw, your first action would be to..

7. Your are to perform a venipuncture on a patient whom has two I.V.’s in each antecubital fossa.
Understanding the rules of draw, your first action would be to..

p. Turn off the I.V. drip, wait 3 minutes, then draw below the site.

p. Turn off the I.V. drip, wait 3 minutes, then draw below the site.

q. Seek out a nurse and ask them to shut off the I.V., wait 3 minutes, then draw below the IV
and remind the nurse to turn the I.V. back on.

q. Seek out a nurse and ask them to shut off the I.V., wait 3 minutes, then draw below the IV
and remind the nurse to turn the I.V. back on.

r.

r.

Ask the nurse to turn the I.V. off, wait 10 minutes, then draw above the I.V.

8. You are getting ready to draw a patient that has a heparin lock (I.V access port which is not connected to
any I.V. tubing). Knowing that blood is accessible from this port, you would do which of the following…

Ask the nurse to turn the I.V. off, wait 10 minutes, then draw above the I.V.

8. You are getting ready to draw a patient that has a heparin lock (I.V access port which is not connected to
any I.V. tubing). Knowing that blood is accessible from this port, you would do which of the following…

s. Cleanse the port access with alcohol, wait until it is dry, then draw blood from the port.

s. Cleanse the port access with alcohol, wait until it is dry, then draw blood from the port.

t.

t.

Assess the other arm for possible veins to draw from and proceed to draw.

u. Draw on the hand of the arm with the access port.
9.Upon walking into a patient’s room, you notice that the patient is sleeping. You would …
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Walk up to the child and tell them what you are about to do, (explain venipuncture)

Assess the other arm for possible veins to draw from and proceed to draw.

u. Draw on the hand of the arm with the access port.
9.Upon walking into a patient’s room, you notice that the patient is sleeping. You would …

v. Approach the patient from the end of the bed where their feet are, and ask in a even polite
tone of voice, “hello Mr. Smith, I am sorry to have to wake you”

v. Approach the patient from the end of the bed where their feet are, and ask in a even polite
tone of voice, “hello Mr. Smith, I am sorry to have to wake you”

w. Realize that the patient is sleeping and that they probably won’t feel the needle puncture
and prep the site for draw.

w. Realize that the patient is sleeping and that they probably won’t feel the needle puncture
and prep the site for draw.

x. Approach the patient and tap on their shoulder asking them to wake up.

x. Approach the patient and tap on their shoulder asking them to wake up.
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10. You are about to draw on a patient who has been talking with you for a few minutes and then you
notice that they closed their eyes and nodded their head. You would….

10. You are about to draw on a patient who has been talking with you for a few minutes and then you
notice that they closed their eyes and nodded their head. You would….

y. Assume that they went to sleep, leave the room and draw another patient then come back.

y. Assume that they went to sleep, leave the room and draw another patient then come back.

z. Keep talking to the patient until they wake up.

z. Keep talking to the patient until they wake up.

aa. Attempt to wake the patient by calling their name in a low gentle tone, if unable to rouse
them, check to see if they are breathing and if they cannot be aroused, remain in the
room and call for help.

aa. Attempt to wake the patient by calling their name in a low gentle tone, if unable to rouse
them, check to see if they are breathing and if they cannot be aroused, remain in the
room and call for help.

11. You are about to draw on a patient and notice a bulging vein in their right hand. You would…

11. You are about to draw on a patient and notice a bulging vein in their right hand. You would…

bb. Realize that this is a varicose vein and that these types of veins, though big, have poor
venous flow.

bb. Realize that this is a varicose vein and that these types of veins, though big, have poor
venous flow.

cc. Apply the tourniquet and draw from that vein.

cc. Apply the tourniquet and draw from that vein.

dd. Draw from that vein but do not use tourniquet.

dd. Draw from that vein but do not use tourniquet.

12.You are with a patient and you notice that the patient begins speaking incoherently. Your first reaction
would be to ….

12.You are with a patient and you notice that the patient begins speaking incoherently. Your first reaction
would be to ….

ee. Stay with the patient and use the call button or intercom and ask for immediate assistance

ee. Stay with the patient and use the call button or intercom and ask for immediate assistance

ff. Finish your draw and go on to the next patient, mentioning to the nurse on the way out the
type of behavior that the patient exhibited.

ff. Finish your draw and go on to the next patient, mentioning to the nurse on the way out the
type of behavior that the patient exhibited.

gg. Ask the patient if they can state their name, date and time, and if not stay with the patient
and use the intercom or call light to get help.

gg. Ask the patient if they can state their name, date and time, and if not stay with the patient
and use the intercom or call light to get help.

13.A patient tells you that they feel like they want to die. You would…..

13.A patient tells you that they feel like they want to die. You would…..

a. Tell the patient that he or she will get better soon.
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a. Tell the patient that he or she will get better soon.
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b. Explore their feelings using open ended questions and ascertain if they have a plan to carry
out their suicide. If so, then stay with the patient and call for help.

b. Explore their feelings using open ended questions and ascertain if they have a plan to carry
out their suicide. If so, then stay with the patient and call for help.

c. Tell the patient that you are going for some help and will be right back.

c. Tell the patient that you are going for some help and will be right back.

14. You notice that a patient’s hands are deformed from rheumatoid arthritis and they are not able to
lift or move their arms to help you. You would…..

14. You notice that a patient’s hands are deformed from rheumatoid arthritis and they are not able to
lift or move their arms to help you. You would…..

a. Ask them if you could gently assist their arm onto the blue pad for draw.

a. Ask them if you could gently assist their arm onto the blue pad for draw.

b. Inquire what their level of pain is, and if greater than 8, explain that you will let the nurse
know and you will be back in a set amount of time to draw them.

b. Inquire what their level of pain is, and if greater than 8, explain that you will let the nurse
know and you will be back in a set amount of time to draw them.

c. Inquire as to their level of pain, and if greater than 8, attempt to make them comfortable
and explain that they will let the nurse know about their pain and that you will be back at a
later time to draw their blood, specifying a time frame.

c. Inquire as to their level of pain, and if greater than 8, attempt to make them comfortable
and explain that they will let the nurse know about their pain and that you will be back at a
later time to draw their blood, specifying a time frame.

15. Your blood draws indicate that you must draw a CBC, Hgb A1C, and a PTT. Knowing the order of
draw, you would…

15. Your blood draws indicate that you must draw a CBC, Hgb A1C, and a PTT. Knowing the order of
draw, you would…

a. Draw the blue top tube first, then the red top tube, using only one red top tube.

a. Draw the blue top tube first, then the red top tube, using only one red top tube.

b. Draw the red top tube first, then the blue tope tube, then after the red top tube sits for
about 10 minutes you would centrifuge the red top tube only.

b. Draw the red top tube first, then the blue tope tube, then after the red top tube sits for
about 10 minutes you would centrifuge the red top tube only.

c. Draw the blue top tube first, then the lavender top tube.

c. Draw the blue top tube first, then the lavender top tube.

16. Improper inversion of blood tubes or vigorous shaking can cause…
a.

16. Improper inversion of blood tubes or vigorous shaking can cause…

Hemolysis

a.

b. Blood clots

b. Blood clots

c. Serum lysis

c. Serum lysis

17. You are drawing a patient with a heparin drip IV in their left arm. You would..
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Hemolysis

17. You are drawing a patient with a heparin drip IV in their left arm. You would..

a. Ask the nurse to shut off the IV for 3 minutes

a. Ask the nurse to shut off the IV for 3 minutes

b. Ask the nurse to shut off the IV for 15 to 20 minutes

b. Ask the nurse to shut off the IV for 15 to 20 minutes

c. Turn off the IV and let the patient know that you will be back in 15 to 20 minutes to draw
their blood.

c. Turn off the IV and let the patient know that you will be back in 15 to 20 minutes to draw
their blood.
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18. You notice that your patient has two IV’s, one in the left hand and the other in the right ante
cubital fossa. Your first action would be to….

18. You notice that your patient has two IV’s, one in the left hand and the other in the right ante
cubital fossa. Your first action would be to….

a. Ask the nurse if you can draw the patient from the left arm in the ante cubital fossa

a. Ask the nurse if you can draw the patient from the left arm in the ante cubital fossa

b. Ask the nurse if you can draw from the right hand.

b. Ask the nurse if you can draw from the right hand.

c. Inspect each of the arms and look for the best veins with permission from the patient, then
ask the nurse if you can draw from either the left ante cubital fossa or the right hand. (only
experienced phlebotomist with training can draw from the hand therefore the best option
is to draw below the IV that is in the antecubital fossa without a tourniquet).

c. Inspect each of the arms and look for the best veins with permission from the patient, then
ask the nurse if you can draw from either the left ante cubital fossa or the right hand. (only
experienced phlebotomist with training can draw from the hand therefore the best option
is to draw below the IV that is in the antecubital fossa without a tourniquet).

19. You walk into a patient’s room knowing that you have a stat blood draw and see the doctor
speaking with the patient. Your first action would be to ….

19. You walk into a patient’s room knowing that you have a stat blood draw and see the doctor
speaking with the patient. Your first action would be to ….

a. Politely interrupt the doctor and ask if you can draw the stat lab

a. Politely interrupt the doctor and ask if you can draw the stat lab

b. Go on to the next patient on the same floor

b. Go on to the next patient on the same floor

c. Approach the patient while the doctor is speaking and ask if you can draw their blood.

c. Approach the patient while the doctor is speaking and ask if you can draw their blood.

20. Your patient is unable to spell their name adequately for you to identify them. Your first action
would be to …

20. Your patient is unable to spell their name adequately for you to identify them. Your first action
would be to …

a. Chat with the patient a while longer to get further identification, then excuse yourself and
find a nurse who can identify that patient.

a. Chat with the patient a while longer to get further identification, then excuse yourself and
find a nurse who can identify that patient.

b. Knowing that they are alert and oriented x 3 (A&Ox3) you would begin to draw.

b. Knowing that they are alert and oriented x 3 (A&Ox3) you would begin to draw.

c. Knowing that they are alert and oriented x2, you would also use their arm band, and get a
nurse to identify them without it being obvious to the patient that you need further
identification.

c. Knowing that they are alert and oriented x2, you would also use their arm band, and get a
nurse to identify them without it being obvious to the patient that you need further
identification.

21. You have the following draws. A. electrolytes, CMP, glucose, serum Dilantin level. Your order of
draw is the following;
a.
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21. You have the following draws. A. electrolytes, CMP, glucose, serum Dilantin level. Your order of
draw is the following;

electrolytes, CMP, (gold); / serum Dilantin level (red)/ glucose (grey)

a.

electrolytes, CMP, (gold); / serum Dilantin level (red)/ glucose (grey)

b. Electrolytes, CMP (red),/ serum Dilantin (Yellow)/ glucose (grey)

b. Electrolytes, CMP (red),/ serum Dilantin (Yellow)/ glucose (grey)

c. Electrolytes, CMP (grey)/ serum Dilantin (yellow)/ glucose (grey)

c. Electrolytes, CMP (grey)/ serum Dilantin (yellow)/ glucose (grey)
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22. You must prepare the serum dilantin. Your first step would be…

22. You must prepare the serum dilantin. Your first step would be…

a. Let the specimen sit after 5 inversions, then centrifuge for approximately 15 minutes, then
pipette off the serum and place into another red tube for freezing.

a. Let the specimen sit after 5 inversions, then centrifuge for approximately 15 minutes, then
pipette off the serum and place into another red tube for freezing.

b. Let the specimen sit after 10 inversions, then centrifuge for approximately 15 minutes,
then pipette off the plasma, leaving the serum, and then freeze the serum.

b. Let the specimen sit after 10 inversions, then centrifuge for approximately 15 minutes,
then pipette off the plasma, leaving the serum, and then freeze the serum.

c. Let the specimen sit, then after 4 minutes centrifuge for approximately 15 to 20 minutes,
then pipette off the serum from the top, place into a container for fresh frozen specimens
and freeze.

c. Let the specimen sit, then after 4 minutes centrifuge for approximately 15 to 20 minutes,
then pipette off the serum from the top, place into a container for fresh frozen specimens
and freeze.

23. You have just finished drawing a patient’s blood…..you would…

23. You have just finished drawing a patient’s blood…..you would…

a. Next label the tubes with the patient’s name and medical number.

a. Next label the tubes with the patient’s name and medical number.

b. Pull the tubes that you have previously labeled with the patient’s name and medical record
number.

b. Pull the tubes that you have previously labeled with the patient’s name and medical record
number.

c. Label the tube with the patient’s name only.

c. Label the tube with the patient’s name only.

24. You have the following draws…Tegretol level, HAVAB, and HCT, the order of draw would be which
of the following.

24. You have the following draws…Tegretol level, HAVAB, and HCT, the order of draw would be which
of the following.

a. Use gold tube for HAVAB (hepatitis viral antigen B), red tube for Tegretol, and lavender
tube for HCT (hematocrit)

a. Use gold tube for HAVAB (hepatitis viral antigen B), red tube for Tegretol, and lavender
tube for HCT (hematocrit)

b. Yellow tube for Tegretol, lavender tube for hematocrit, red tube for HAVAB

b. Yellow tube for Tegretol, lavender tube for hematocrit, red tube for HAVAB

c. Lavender tube for hematocrit/ red tube for tegretol,/ yellow tube for HAVAB

c. Lavender tube for hematocrit/ red tube for tegretol,/ yellow tube for HAVAB

25. You are in a patient’s room and the patient grasps their chest all of a sudden in pain, then they fall
limp. Your first action would be..
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25. You are in a patient’s room and the patient grasps their chest all of a sudden in pain, then they fall
limp. Your first action would be..

a. Call a code blue using patient’s phone and pulling the call light from the wall

a. Call a code blue using patient’s phone and pulling the call light from the wall

b. Check for breathing and pulse, if none call a code blue, remain in the room with the
patient, and perform CPR

b. Check for breathing and pulse, if none call a code blue, remain in the room with the
patient, and perform CPR

c. Check for pulse and respiration, if none call a code.

c. Check for pulse and respiration, if none call a code.
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26. You are to draw the following labs…. Lipid Profile, PHOS, blood cultures, and PTT. Your color tube
and order of draw is …..

26. You are to draw the following labs…. Lipid Profile, PHOS, blood cultures, and PTT. Your color tube
and order of draw is …..

a. Lipid Profile (red), Blood Cultures (yellow), PTT (Blue), PHOS (Yellow)

a. Lipid Profile (red), Blood Cultures (yellow), PTT (Blue), PHOS (Yellow)

b. Blood Cultures (yellow), Lipid Profile & PHOS (yellow), PTT (blue)

b. Blood Cultures (yellow), Lipid Profile & PHOS (yellow), PTT (blue)

c. Blood Cultures (yellow), PTT (blue), Lipid Profile (yellow)

c. Blood Cultures (yellow), PTT (blue), Lipid Profile (yellow)

27. You notice that your patient is a 79 year old female and that her arms appear black and blue from
previous venipuncture. You are to draw a PT, and PTT. Upon your assessment you would ……

27. You notice that your patient is a 79 year old female and that her arms appear black and blue from
previous venipuncture. You are to draw a PT, and PTT. Upon your assessment you would ……

a. Choose not to use a tourniquet because it would cause more bruising and to use a butterfly
with a needle gage of 22, and attempt to find a vein in the hand.

a. Choose not to use a tourniquet because it would cause more bruising and to use a butterfly
with a needle gage of 22, and attempt to find a vein in the hand.

b. Use a 21 gage, use a tourniquet, and find use the accessory cephalic.

b. Use a 21 gage, use a tourniquet, and find use the accessory cephalic.

c. Use a 23 gage without a tourniquet and find a vein in the hand.

c. Use a 23 gage without a tourniquet and find a vein in the hand.

28. The importance in the order of draw cannot be under estimated due to which of the following
factors?

28. The importance in the order of draw cannot be under estimated due to which of the following
factors?

a. Order of draw prevents contamination of the blood from the interior needle so that lab
results are not falsely high or low.

a. Order of draw prevents contamination of the blood from the interior needle so that lab
results are not falsely high or low.

b. Order of draw is based on the preservatives in each of the tubes. Each of the preservatives
carry ions that mix with the blood.

b. Order of draw is based on the preservatives in each of the tubes. Each of the preservatives
carry ions that mix with the blood.

c. Order of draw has a base standard across the U.S. and Canada, except for some hospital
preferences.

c. Order of draw has a base standard across the U.S. and Canada, except for some hospital
preferences.

d. All of the above.

d. All of the above.

29. You have to draw a PT on a patient. Know that they are probably a bleeder you would ….
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29. You have to draw a PT on a patient. Know that they are probably a bleeder you would ….

a. Make sure that you have a pressure dressing and keep constant gentle pressure on the
draw site until there is no further pooling of blood at the site.

a. Make sure that you have a pressure dressing and keep constant gentle pressure on the
draw site until there is no further pooling of blood at the site.

b. Understand that patients who are on blood thinners have blood that takes longer to clot
than normal people.

b. Understand that patients who are on blood thinners have blood that takes longer to clot
than normal people.

c. That a PT is a prothrombine time.

c. That a PT is a prothrombine time.
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d. Alll of the above

d. Alll of the above

30. A Prothrombine time is a test that is done on a patient to measure their blood clotting time and to
determine the strength of their next dose of…

30. A Prothrombine time is a test that is done on a patient to measure their blood clotting time and to
determine the strength of their next dose of…

a. Coumadin

a. Coumadin

b. Heparin

b. Heparin

c. Dopamine

c. Dopamine

31. The endocrine system is a part of the body that is responsible for…

31. The endocrine system is a part of the body that is responsible for…

a. Hormonal, and enzymatic secretions and regulation

a. Hormonal, and enzymatic secretions and regulation

b. Glucose levels in the blood

b. Glucose levels in the blood

c. Thyroid level regulations

c. Thyroid level regulations

d. A and B only

d. A and B only

e. All of the above

e. All of the above

32. Elderly skin changes can cause which of the following?

32. Elderly skin changes can cause which of the following?

a. Loss of body temperature more quickly

a. Loss of body temperature more quickly

b. Loss of elasticity

b. Loss of elasticity

c. Increased risk of injury

c. Increased risk of injury

d. Increased risk of infection.

d. Increased risk of infection.

e. A,B,C

e. A,B,C

f.

f.

All of the above

33. There is a layer of epidermis that cannot regenerate.
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All of the above

33. There is a layer of epidermis that cannot regenerate.

a. True

a. True

b. False

b. False
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34. Cellulitis is …..

34. Cellulitis is …..

a. Infection in the epidermal layers of skin

a. Infection in the epidermal layers of skin

b. Results in fever, redness, and swelling

b. Results in fever, redness, and swelling

c. Is a eye disease

c. Is a eye disease

d. Must be treated with IV antibiotic therapy

d. Must be treated with IV antibiotic therapy

e. All of the above

e. All of the above

f.

f.

A, B, D only

35. When drawing blood near an infected area the following can happen…

35. When drawing blood near an infected area the following can happen…

a. The infection can be spread throughout the blood stream

a. The infection can be spread throughout the blood stream

b. The infection can become systemic

b. The infection can become systemic

c. The patient can become seriously ill

c. The patient can become seriously ill

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

e. A and B only

e. A and B only

36. It is important for a phlebotomist to assess their client thoroughly because…

36. It is important for a phlebotomist to assess their client thoroughly because…

a. Helps to facilitate therapeutic communication

a. Helps to facilitate therapeutic communication

b. Makes the patient feel at ease

b. Makes the patient feel at ease

c. Helps the phlebotomist to recognize sites not to draw

c. Helps the phlebotomist to recognize sites not to draw

d. Noticing changes in the patient or problems with skin, IV, mentation changes, will assist the
patient to get treated before a problem gets worse.

d. Noticing changes in the patient or problems with skin, IV, mentation changes, will assist the
patient to get treated before a problem gets worse.

e. Makes the phlebotomist more adept at finishing their draw more quickly

e. Makes the phlebotomist more adept at finishing their draw more quickly

f.

f.

A,B,C,D, only

g. All of the above
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A, B, D only

A,B,C,D, only

g. All of the above
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37. You are going to draw a PTT from a patient that has very poor veins. Knowing this you will …

37. You are going to draw a PTT from a patient that has very poor veins. Knowing this you will …

a. Use a 22 gage butterfly, run the first few milliliters of blood into a red tube, and then draw
the blood in the blue tube

a. Use a 22 gage butterfly, run the first few milliliters of blood into a red tube, and then draw
the blood in the blue tube

b. Use a 22 gage butterfly, and dispense into a blue tube

b. Use a 22 gage butterfly, and dispense into a blue tube

c. Use a 21 gage butterfly and dispense into a red tube.

c. Use a 21 gage butterfly and dispense into a red tube.

38. When drawing a PTT you realize that…

38. When drawing a PTT you realize that…

a. This is a test for Partial Thrombin Time

a. This is a test for Partial Thrombin Time

b. This test is based on Heparin protocol

b. This test is based on Heparin protocol

c. That you must use a red top tube

c. That you must use a red top tube

d. You will use a blue top tube

d. You will use a blue top tube

e. All of the above

e. All of the above

f.

f.

A,B, D only

39. You patient is a infant, knowing this you would…
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A,B, D only

39. You patient is a infant, knowing this you would…

a. Expect to have a heel warmer handy

a. Expect to have a heel warmer handy

b. Be sure to have another phlebotomist hold the infant during the draw

b. Be sure to have another phlebotomist hold the infant during the draw

c. Use a capillary tube

c. Use a capillary tube

d. Draw from the medial cubital

d. Draw from the medial cubital

e. All of the above

e. All of the above

f.

f.

A,B,C, only
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A,B,C, only

40. You have to draw a series of Cardiac enzyme profiles. You are drawing the first one. You would
watch the patient for….

40. You have to draw a series of Cardiac enzyme profiles. You are drawing the first one. You would
watch the patient for….

a. Severe chest pain

a. Severe chest pain

b. Possible cardiac arrest

b. Possible cardiac arrest

c. Blood thinner therapy

c. Blood thinner therapy

d. Expect to use a pressure dressing

d. Expect to use a pressure dressing

e. All of the above

e. All of the above

f.

f.

A,and B only

41. You see a patient in the bed next to your patient who asks if you can get them some water. You
would…

41. You see a patient in the bed next to your patient who asks if you can get them some water. You
would…

a. Request that they put on their call light and wait for a nurse or aide

a. Request that they put on their call light and wait for a nurse or aide

b. Greet the patient, identify yourself and tell them that you will be glad to assist them.

b. Greet the patient, identify yourself and tell them that you will be glad to assist them.

c. Explain to the patient that you do not have the time right now but that you will get
someone to help them.

c. Explain to the patient that you do not have the time right now but that you will get
someone to help them.

42. Your lunch break is in 10 minutes, and a patient has just slipped in their bathroom and is having a
hard time getting up. You would…

42. Your lunch break is in 10 minutes, and a patient has just slipped in their bathroom and is having a
hard time getting up. You would…

a. Immediately go and assist the patient

a. Immediately go and assist the patient

b. Call for help

b. Call for help

c. Find someone to help them and continue on schedule

c. Find someone to help them and continue on schedule

d. A and B only

d. A and B only

43. A patient stops and asks you when are they going to be discharged. You would….
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A,and B only

43. A patient stops and asks you when are they going to be discharged. You would….

a. Explain to the patient that you do not work on this floor regularly, but you will let the nurse
know their concerns, and come back to verify with the patient after speaking with the
nurses.

a. Explain to the patient that you do not work on this floor regularly, but you will let the nurse
know their concerns, and come back to verify with the patient after speaking with the
nurses.

b. Tell the patient that you have a very busy schedule and cannot help them right now.

b. Tell the patient that you have a very busy schedule and cannot help them right now.

c. Walk by the patient and pretend you didn’t hear them.

c. Walk by the patient and pretend you didn’t hear them.
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44. You notice a patient in the bed shivering, they are not fully alert. You would…

44. You notice a patient in the bed shivering, they are not fully alert. You would…

a. Get a blanket and place it over them, explaining what you are doing

a. Get a blanket and place it over them, explaining what you are doing

b. Notify a nurse that the patient is shivering, and that you provided a blanket.

b. Notify a nurse that the patient is shivering, and that you provided a blanket.

c. Find a nurse’s and ask them to get that patient a blanket.

c. Find a nurse’s and ask them to get that patient a blanket.

d. A and B only

d. A and B only

e. A, B, and C

e. A, B, and C

45. You have to draw on a patient who is comatose, they cannot respond. Upon drawing this patient
you would…..

45. You have to draw on a patient who is comatose, they cannot respond. Upon drawing this patient
you would…..

a. Look for the most patent veins

a. Look for the most patent veins

b. Explain the procedure while looking for a vein,

b. Explain the procedure while looking for a vein,

c. Let the patient know the steps that you are taking, such as, “the alcohol will feel cold, you
will feel a slight pinch, I am putting a tourniquet around your arm.

c. Let the patient know the steps that you are taking, such as, “the alcohol will feel cold, you
will feel a slight pinch, I am putting a tourniquet around your arm.

d. Greet the patient as you would a patient who is alert and oriented.

d. Greet the patient as you would a patient who is alert and oriented.

e. A, C, and D

e. A, C, and D

f.

f.

A, B,C only

46. You notice that a patient who you must draw begins vomiting…. You would…
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A, B,C only

46. You notice that a patient who you must draw begins vomiting…. You would…

a. Come back later

a. Come back later

b. Assist the patient by getting them an emesis basin

b. Assist the patient by getting them an emesis basin

c. Push the call light and ask for help.

c. Push the call light and ask for help.

d. A and B

d. A and B

e. B and C only

e. B and C only
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47. You notice that your patient is not alert and oriented, and that their lips are dry. You also notice
that their lunch tray has not been touch. Before drawing you would…

47. You notice that your patient is not alert and oriented, and that their lips are dry. You also notice
that their lunch tray has not been touch. Before drawing you would…

a. Offer the client sips of water,

a. Offer the client sips of water,

b. Make sure to tell the nurse or aide that the patient needs to be fed

b. Make sure to tell the nurse or aide that the patient needs to be fed

c. Help to make sure that the patient is comfortable prior to leaving.

c. Help to make sure that the patient is comfortable prior to leaving.

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

48. You notice a patient in the room who is having difficulty breathing.. you would

48. You notice a patient in the room who is having difficulty breathing.. you would

a. Stop the draw immediately, stay with the patient and call for assistance.

a. Stop the draw immediately, stay with the patient and call for assistance.

b. Finish the draw, then call for assistance

b. Finish the draw, then call for assistance

c. Stop the draw and go get assistance.

c. Stop the draw and go get assistance.

49. You are to draw the following labs….Bun, Creatinine, and a TSH, along with WBC. The order of
draw..

49. You are to draw the following labs….Bun, Creatinine, and a TSH, along with WBC. The order of
draw..

a. Gold tube for the BUN,Creatine, and TSH, lavender tube for the WBC.

a. Gold tube for the BUN,Creatine, and TSH, lavender tube for the WBC.

b. Red tube for the BUN, Yellow for the TSH and Blue for the Creatinine

b. Red tube for the BUN, Yellow for the TSH and Blue for the Creatinine

c. Gold for the BUN and Creatinine, then Red for the TSH and CBC

c. Gold for the BUN and Creatinine, then Red for the TSH and CBC

50. You are going to lunch when a patient approaches you and asks you where a particular building is
located. You do not know, but you…..
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50. You are going to lunch when a patient approaches you and asks you where a particular building is
located. You do not know, but you…..

a. Explain to the patient that you do not know, but that you will find out. Go and find out and
come back to let the patient know.

a. Explain to the patient that you do not know, but that you will find out. Go and find out and
come back to let the patient know.

b. Explain to the patient that you do not know, but someone in the kiosk might be able to
help, then direct them to the kiosk.

b. Explain to the patient that you do not know, but someone in the kiosk might be able to
help, then direct them to the kiosk.

c. Tell the patient that you do not know, and tell them to ask someone else.

c. Tell the patient that you do not know, and tell them to ask someone else.
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Answers to test 4

Answers to test 4

Labs, order of draw, color of tubes;

Labs, order of draw, color of tubes;

Directions: Given the labs that are needed to be drawn, determine the color of tube necessary for the labs
and then the order of the draw according to the color of the blood collection tubes. In cases where serum
or plasma are requested write the procedure for the collection steps. (i.e., centrifuging the specimen and
then pipette the serum out into another container, time for centrifuge of specimen).

Directions: Given the labs that are needed to be drawn, determine the color of tube necessary for the labs
and then the order of the draw according to the color of the blood collection tubes. In cases where serum
or plasma are requested write the procedure for the collection steps. (i.e., centrifuging the specimen and
then pipette the serum out into another container, time for centrifuge of specimen).

1.
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1.

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

Preparation

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

Preparation

Dilantin level

Red

gold

Inversion 8-10

Dilantin level

Red

gold

Inversion 8-10

Electrolytes

gold

gold

Inversion 8-10

Electrolytes

gold

gold

Inversion 8-10

CMP

gold

red

Inversion 5-6

CMP

gold

red

Inversion 5-6
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2.

2.

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

Liver Panel

gold

BNP (Brain Naturetic
Peptide)
IgG

Preparation

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

gold

Liver Panel

gold

gold

gold

gold

gold

gold

gold

gold

BNP (Brain Naturetic
Peptide)
IgG

gold

gold

RF (Rheumatoid Factor)

gold

gold

RF (Rheumatoid Factor)

gold

gold

Lead

lavender

lavender

Lead

lavender

lavender

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

Serum Cholesterol

gold

Same as order

3.

3.

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

Serum Cholesterol

gold

Same as order

Bili Direct

gold

Bili Direct

gold

PSA (Prostetic Surface
Antigen)
Depekane Level

gold

gold

red

PSA (Prostetic Surface
Antigen)
Depekane Level

Tegretol Level

red

Tegretol Level

red

Preparation

4.
Labs ordered
333

Preparation

Preparation

red

4.
Tube color

Order of draw

Preparation

Labs ordered
333

Tube color

Order of draw

Preparation

Dilantin level

red

blue

Dilantin level

red

blue

Electrolytes

gold

gold

Electrolytes

gold

gold

CMP

gold

gold

CMP

gold

gold

Sickle cell

lavender

red

Sickle cell

lavender

red

PT (prothrombine time)

blue

lavender

PT (prothrombine time)

blue

lavender

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

5.

5.

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

Preparation

CBC

lavender

red

CBC

lavender

red

Hgb

lavender

lavender

Hgb

lavender

lavender

Hct

lavender

lavender

Hct

lavender

lavender

Retic Count

lavender

lavender

Retic Count

lavender

lavender

Phenobarbital Level

red

lavender

Phenobarbital Level

red

lavender

6.
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Preparation

6.

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

Preparation

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

Preparation

Fasting Blood Glucose

grey

gold

Betadine cleanse

Fasting Blood Glucose

grey

gold

Betadine cleanse

Hgb A1C

lavender

gold

Hgb A1C

lavender

gold

SGOT

gold

gold

SGOT

gold

gold

SGPT

gold

lavender

SGPT

gold

lavender

Serum Mg (Magnesium)

gold

grey

Serum Mg (Magnesium)

gold

grey

Centrifuge 15min,
prepare as FFS
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Centrifuge 15min,
prepare as FFS

7.

7.

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

Thyroid Panel

gold

WBC

Preparation

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

gold

Thyroid Panel

gold

gold

lavender

gold

WBC

lavender

gold

Hep Profile

gold

gold

Hep Profile

gold

gold

CBC with Diff

lavender

lavender

CBC with Diff

lavender

lavender

IgE

gold

lavender

IgE

gold

lavender

8.

8.

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

Preparation

Labs ordered

Tube color

Order of draw

Preparation

Serum/Plasma Lithium

red

gold

Centrifuge prepare as
FFS

Serum/Plasma Lithium

red

gold

Centrifuge prepare as
FFS

Na, K, CO2, Cl

gold

gold

Na, K, CO2, Cl

gold

gold

Renal Function Panel

gold

gold

Renal Function Panel

gold

gold

HCG Quantitative

gold

red

HCG Quantitative

gold

red

Blood Alcohol Level

grey

grey

Blood Alcohol Level

grey

grey

Betadine cleanse

9. When drawing blood insert the needle …….
a. just past the bevel
b. all the way in
c. half way
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Preparation

9. When drawing blood insert the needle …….
a. just past the bevel
b. all the way in
c. half way

335

Betadine cleanse
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10. When drawing with a syringe…..
a. never push back on the syringe
b. always push back on the syringe
c. pull gently on the syringe until blood flow is obtained
d. A and C only

10. When drawing with a syringe…..
a. never push back on the syringe
b. always push back on the syringe
c. pull gently on the syringe until blood flow is obtained
d. A and C only

11. Pushing air into a vein can cause…
a. death by embolism
b. pain
c. occlusion of the vein
d. all of the above

11. Pushing air into a vein can cause…
a. death by embolism
b. pain
c. occlusion of the vein
d. all of the above

12. A centrifuge machine works to separate serum from plasma by…
a. using centrifugal force which separates out blood components by weight according to
gravity.
b. separates blood into three components
c. coagulates blood

12. A centrifuge machine works to separate serum from plasma by…
a. using centrifugal force which separates out blood components by weight according to
gravity.
b. separates blood into three components
c. coagulates blood

13. The Latin term, “Hemo”, and “Lysis” form the word, hemolysis, which is defined by….
a. plasma separation
b. blood separation
c. serum separation

13. The Latin term, “Hemo”, and “Lysis” form the word, hemolysis, which is defined by….
a. plasma separation
b. blood separation
c. serum separation

14. Veins are found in many different diameters and thicknesses. When assessing a patient’s veins
the phlebotomist will choose the ones that have the most….
a. patency and spring
b. flaccidity and turgor
c. elasticity and flow
`
15. The system that is best described by the insertion of the needle into the vein and then
attaching the blood vial is called…
a. a open system
b. a closed system
c. a vacuum

14. Veins are found in many different diameters and thicknesses. When assessing a patient’s veins
the phlebotomist will choose the ones that have the most….
a. patency and spring
b. flaccidity and turgor
c. elasticity and flow
`
15. The system that is best described by the insertion of the needle into the vein and then
attaching the blood vial is called…
a. a open system
b. a closed system
c. a vacuum

16. You are a phlebotomist in the hospital and you notice that your patient has I.V.’s in both arms
in the ante cubital fossa, your best plan of action would be to….
a. draw below the IV if the IV is in the area of the ante cubital fossa
b. draw above the IV

16. You are a phlebotomist in the hospital and you notice that your patient has I.V.’s in both arms
in the ante cubital fossa, your best plan of action would be to….
a. draw below the IV if the IV is in the area of the ante cubital fossa
b. draw above the IV
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c. draw below the IV with permission from the nurse
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c. draw below the IV with permission from the nurse

17. A phlebotomist realizes that the IV must be turned off for a minimum of 2 to 4 minutes prior to
drawing blood. The phlebotomist should…
a. turn off the IV, wait 2 to 4 minutes, then draw the patient’s blood and restart the IV
b. Ask the attending nurse if they could shut off the IV, wait 2 to 4 minutes, draw the blood,
then restart the IV and let the nurse know that you have restarted the IV
c. Ask the attending nurse if they could shut off the IV, wait 2 to 4 minutes, draw the
patient’s blood, then let the nurse know to re-start the IV prior to leaving the floor.

17. A phlebotomist realizes that the IV must be turned off for a minimum of 2 to 4 minutes prior to
drawing blood. The phlebotomist should…
a. turn off the IV, wait 2 to 4 minutes, then draw the patient’s blood and restart the IV
b. Ask the attending nurse if they could shut off the IV, wait 2 to 4 minutes, draw the blood,
then restart the IV and let the nurse know that you have restarted the IV
c. Ask the attending nurse if they could shut off the IV, wait 2 to 4 minutes, draw the
patient’s blood, then let the nurse know to re-start the IV prior to leaving the floor.

18. You notice that a patient has a heparin lock, or IV access port in one arm. Knowing that this
port goes directly into the vein and that the patient is a hard draw you would do which of the
following…
a. attempt to draw from the IV access port
b. look for the best veins in the opposite arm
c. draw from the hand on the arm that has the IV port
19. If the nurse tells you that a patient is A&O x 3, you would expect that the patient will be able to
tell you their…
a. name, date of birth, date, time and place
b. name and place only
c. date of birth and name

18. You notice that a patient has a heparin lock, or IV access port in one arm. Knowing that this
port goes directly into the vein and that the patient is a hard draw you would do which of the
following…
a. attempt to draw from the IV access port
b. look for the best veins in the opposite arm
c. draw from the hand on the arm that has the IV port
19. If the nurse tells you that a patient is A&O x 3, you would expect that the patient will be able to
tell you their…
a. name, date of birth, date, time and place
b. name and place only
c. date of birth and name

20. When attempting a draw on a patient who is alert and oriented times 2, or A&O x2, your best
means at identifying them would be to do which of the following…
a. ask the patient to state and spell their name
b. ask the patient to state and spell their name, match their name against the lab
requisition and their arm identification band.
c. ask the patient to state and spell their name, match their name against the lab
requisition and their arm band as well as checking the room number.(also get a nurse to verify
patient, and have nurse initial lab slip.)

20. When attempting a draw on a patient who is alert and oriented times 2, or A&O x2, your best
means at identifying them would be to do which of the following…
a. ask the patient to state and spell their name
b. ask the patient to state and spell their name, match their name against the lab
requisition and their arm identification band.
c. ask the patient to state and spell their name, match their name against the lab
requisition and their arm band as well as checking the room number.(also get a nurse to verify
patient, and have nurse initial lab slip.)
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Test 5 Answers

Test 5 Answers

Phlebotomy Career Training

Phlebotomy Career Training

Fall 2009

Fall 2009

1Being a phlebotomist is a rewarding career. The correct term for the procedure that the phlebotomist
performs is known as……

1Being a phlebotomist is a rewarding career. The correct term for the procedure that the phlebotomist
performs is known as……

d. Removing blood
e. Venipuncture
f. Intrapuncture
2.The most important single action that a phlebotomist can take to prevent the spread infection is…
d. Wearing gloves
e. Sanitizing their hands
f. Washing their hands after each draw (as well as prior to each draw)
3. Phlebotomist are constantly faced with the danger of needle sticks in the health care area, which can
transmit…….
e. Hepatitis B and or Hepatitis C
f. HIV

d. Removing blood
e. Venipuncture
f. Intrapuncture
2.The most important single action that a phlebotomist can take to prevent the spread infection is…
d. Wearing gloves
e. Sanitizing their hands
f. Washing their hands after each draw (as well as prior to each draw)
3. Phlebotomist are constantly faced with the danger of needle sticks in the health care area, which can
transmit…….
e. Hepatitis B and or Hepatitis C
f. HIV
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g. Blood borne pathogens
h. All of the above
4. Inversion is a technique which the phlebotomist performs on each tube of blood a specific number
of times for which of the following reasons?

g. Blood borne pathogens
h. All of the above
4. Inversion is a technique which the phlebotomist performs on each tube of blood a specific number
of times for which of the following reasons?

a.To enhance its clotting properties

a.To enhance its clotting properties

B. To prevent clots from forming

B. To prevent clots from forming

c. To mix the preservative with the blood

c. To mix the preservative with the blood

d. A and B

d. A and B

e. B and C

e. B and C

5. The human heart has how many chambers?
d. 3
e. 2
f. 4
6. Blood flows to the heart from the ____________ and from the heart through the __________.
d. Veins, arteries
e. Arteries, veins
f. Capillaries, arteries

Phlebotomy Career Training 2009 Midterm

5. The human heart has how many chambers?
d. 3
e. 2
f. 4
6. Blood flows to the heart from the ____________ and from the heart through the __________.
d. Veins, arteries
e. Arteries, veins
f. Capillaries, arteries

Phlebotomy Career Training 2009 Midterm

7. In the incident of a needle stick, the phlebotomist should immediately …..
d. Wrap the affected area with gauze
e. Vigorously cleanse the area with antiseptic soap under warm running water and with
gentle pumping action attempt to remove as much blood from the area until no further
blood can be removed.
f. Wash area with soap and water, then dry.
8. The hepatitis B vaccine is recommended for health care workers who have increased risk of needle
sticks. The hepatitis B vaccine is given in a series of….
d. Two immunizations over a period of 2 months.
e. Four immunizations over a period of 3 months.
f. Three immunizations over a period of 6 months.
9.
When preparing to draw blood, the needle should be ….
d. Bevel down
e. Bevel up
f. Bevel sideways
10. The size of the bevel is called the needle gauge. Needle gauges vary. Given the following gauges,
list them in order of largest to smallest.
339

7. In the incident of a needle stick, the phlebotomist should immediately …..
d. Wrap the affected area with gauze
e. Vigorously cleanse the area with antiseptic soap under warm running water and with
gentle pumping action attempt to remove as much blood from the area until no further
blood can be removed.
f. Wash area with soap and water, then dry.
8. The hepatitis B vaccine is recommended for health care workers who have increased risk of needle
sticks. The hepatitis B vaccine is given in a series of….
d. Two immunizations over a period of 2 months.
e. Four immunizations over a period of 3 months.
f. Three immunizations over a period of 6 months.
9.
When preparing to draw blood, the needle should be ….
d. Bevel down
e. Bevel up
f. Bevel sideways
10. The size of the bevel is called the needle gauge. Needle gauges vary. Given the following gauges,
list them in order of largest to smallest.
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a. 23g, 18g, 21g, 20g
b. 23g, 21g, 20g, 18g
c. 18g, 20g, 21g, 23g
d. All of the gauges are the same, it is only the length that varies.
11. The needle gauge of choice for most phlebotomist is a 21 gauge. The reason for this is which of the
following?
d. A 21 gauge needle works better.
e. There is less suction.
f. It is a small gauge that can readily fill a tube of blood.
12. You are preparing to draw blood on a patient. You notice that the patient is holding their arms
close to their side. You smile and introduce yourself, asking how the patient is doing today. The
patient replies that they are fine and smiles faintly back to you. Observing the patients non-verbal
actions, you assume the following.
d. The patient is fearful of having their blood drawn, but is afraid to say anything.
e. The patient is not afraid of having their blood drawn.
f. The patient is just shy.
13. It is important to have two phlebotomists in the room when drawing blood on a toddler or
younger child because….
d. You may need the other phlebotomist to stabilize the child’s arm while you draw the
blood.
e. To help with moral support.
f. To engage the child’s attention away from the needle.
Phlebotomy Career Training 2009, Midterm

a. 23g, 18g, 21g, 20g
b. 23g, 21g, 20g, 18g
c. 18g, 20g, 21g, 23g
d. All of the gauges are the same, it is only the length that varies.
11. The needle gauge of choice for most phlebotomist is a 21 gauge. The reason for this is which of the
following?
d. A 21 gauge needle works better.
e. There is less suction.
f. It is a small gauge that can readily fill a tube of blood.
12. You are preparing to draw blood on a patient. You notice that the patient is holding their arms
close to their side. You smile and introduce yourself, asking how the patient is doing today. The
patient replies that they are fine and smiles faintly back to you. Observing the patients non-verbal
actions, you assume the following.
d. The patient is fearful of having their blood drawn, but is afraid to say anything.
e. The patient is not afraid of having their blood drawn.
f. The patient is just shy.
13. It is important to have two phlebotomists in the room when drawing blood on a toddler or
younger child because….
d. You may need the other phlebotomist to stabilize the child’s arm while you draw the
blood.
e. To help with moral support.
f. To engage the child’s attention away from the needle.
Phlebotomy Career Training 2009, Midterm

14. When preparing to draw a patient’s blood it is important to help make them feel relaxed. Some of
the ways of doing this is with…….
g. A warm smile
h. Genuinely caring about their feelings, inquiring about their health.
i. Always ask if you may inspect their arms
j. Ask if they are comfortable
k. Being calm and relaxed yourself
l. All of the above
15. List the following procedures in order for drawing a patient’s blood.
d. Greet the patient by name, ask them how they are feeling, ask if you may inspect their
arms, wash your hands, sanitize your hands, look for a visible vein, apply the
tourniquet, cleanse the area with a alcohol wipe, prepare needle and vaccutainer,
verify order of draw with the labs on the form, don gloves, palpate for vein, using bevel
up at a 30 degree angle gently push needle into vein, insert blood vial let fill, take gauze
and place gauze directly above the needle, gently remove the needle while
simultaneously rolling gauze down over site, apply gently pressure until bleeding stops,
cover with tape, thank the patient.
340

14. When preparing to draw a patient’s blood it is important to help make them feel relaxed. Some of
the ways of doing this is with…….
g. A warm smile
h. Genuinely caring about their feelings, inquiring about their health.
i. Always ask if you may inspect their arms
j. Ask if they are comfortable
k. Being calm and relaxed yourself
l. All of the above
15. List the following procedures in order for drawing a patient’s blood.
d. Greet the patient by name, ask them how they are feeling, ask if you may inspect their
arms, wash your hands, sanitize your hands, look for a visible vein, apply the
tourniquet, cleanse the area with a alcohol wipe, prepare needle and vaccutainer,
verify order of draw with the labs on the form, don gloves, palpate for vein, using bevel
up at a 30 degree angle gently push needle into vein, insert blood vial let fill, take gauze
and place gauze directly above the needle, gently remove the needle while
simultaneously rolling gauze down over site, apply gently pressure until bleeding stops,
cover with tape, thank the patient.
340

e. Greet the patient by name, ask them how they are feeling, wash your hands, ask the
patient their name, and date of birth, match this with their lab slip, ask if you may
inspect their arms, cleanse the area with a alcohol wipe, prepare needle and
vaccutainer, verify order of draw with the labs on the form, don gloves, palpate for
vein, using bevel up at a 30 degree angle gently push needle into vein, insert blood vial
let fill, take gauze and place gauze directly above the needle, gently remove the needle
while simultaneously rolling gauze down over site, apply gently pressure until bleeding
stops, cover with tape, thank the patient.
f. Greet the patient by name, ask them how they are feeling, wash your hands then
sanitize, ask the patient their name, and date of birth, match this with their lab slip, ask
if you may inspect their arms, apply tourniquet, palpate for vein and look for a
landmark, cleanse the area with a alcohol wipe, let dry, prepare needle and
vaccutainer, verify order of draw with the labs on the form, don gloves, using bevel up
at a 30 degree angle gently push needle into vein, insert blood vial, let fill, remove vial,
take gauze and place gauze directly above the needle, remove tourniquet prior to
finishing then gently remove the needle while simultaneously rolling gauze down over
site, apply gently pressure until bleeding stops, cover with tape, thank the patient,
dispose of needle in sharps container, and dispose of vaccutainer.
16. When the blood vial is punctured prior to insertion of the needle, the suction…
d. Remains the same
e. Is broken and no longer be used
f. Can be reused since no blood entered the tube

e. Greet the patient by name, ask them how they are feeling, wash your hands, ask the
patient their name, and date of birth, match this with their lab slip, ask if you may
inspect their arms, cleanse the area with a alcohol wipe, prepare needle and
vaccutainer, verify order of draw with the labs on the form, don gloves, palpate for
vein, using bevel up at a 30 degree angle gently push needle into vein, insert blood vial
let fill, take gauze and place gauze directly above the needle, gently remove the needle
while simultaneously rolling gauze down over site, apply gently pressure until bleeding
stops, cover with tape, thank the patient.
f. Greet the patient by name, ask them how they are feeling, wash your hands then
sanitize, ask the patient their name, and date of birth, match this with their lab slip, ask
if you may inspect their arms, apply tourniquet, palpate for vein and look for a
landmark, cleanse the area with a alcohol wipe, let dry, prepare needle and
vaccutainer, verify order of draw with the labs on the form, don gloves, using bevel up
at a 30 degree angle gently push needle into vein, insert blood vial, let fill, remove vial,
take gauze and place gauze directly above the needle, remove tourniquet prior to
finishing then gently remove the needle while simultaneously rolling gauze down over
site, apply gently pressure until bleeding stops, cover with tape, thank the patient,
dispose of needle in sharps container, and dispose of vaccutainer.
16. When the blood vial is punctured prior to insertion of the needle, the suction…
d. Remains the same
e. Is broken and no longer be used
f. Can be reused since no blood entered the tube
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17. When going into an isolation room the healthcare worker must don personal protective equipment
in which of the following orders?
m. Gloves, gown, goggles, mask
n. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
o. Gown, mask, goggles, gloves
18. When leaving the isolation room the healthcare worker must doff their equipment in which of the
following orders?
hh. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
ii. Goggles, mask, gloves, gown
jj. Mask, gloves, goggles, gown
19. When using a blue top tube, the following can be inferred.
kk. The patient is a bleeder.
ll. The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient
may have bleeding tendencies.
mm.
It is the first tube to be used if no blood cultures are ordered. The lab could be a PT
(Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have bleeding
tendencies.
341

17. When going into an isolation room the healthcare worker must don personal protective equipment
in which of the following orders?
m. Gloves, gown, goggles, mask
n. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
o. Gown, mask, goggles, gloves
18. When leaving the isolation room the healthcare worker must doff their equipment in which of the
following orders?
hh. Gown, gloves, goggles, mask
ii. Goggles, mask, gloves, gown
jj. Mask, gloves, goggles, gown
19. When using a blue top tube, the following can be inferred.
kk. The patient is a bleeder.
ll. The lab could be a PT (Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient
may have bleeding tendencies.
mm.
It is the first tube to be used if no blood cultures are ordered. The lab could be a PT
(Prothrombin Time) or PTT (Partial Thrombin Time) and the patient may have bleeding
tendencies.
341

20. The needle gage indicates the...
nn. The size of the bevel
oo. The length of the needle
pp. The thickness of the needle

20. The needle gage indicates the...
nn. The size of the bevel
oo. The length of the needle
pp. The thickness of the needle
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Assessing the skin; Where not to draw, when to ask a nurse

Assessing the skin; Where not to draw, when to ask a nurse

1. Never draw from the paralyzed side of a patient. (reasoning: the blood flow is less, so is muscle tone.

1. Never draw from the paralyzed side of a patient. (reasoning: the blood flow is less, so is muscle tone.

There is also decreased venous flow and hence the veins are not as spongy and springy.
2. Never draw from an arm that has been bandaged. (reasoning: you are not aware of what the nature

There is also decreased venous flow and hence the veins are not as spongy and springy.
2. Never draw from an arm that has been bandaged. (reasoning: you are not aware of what the nature

of the bandage represents, it could be cellulitis, and by drawing from that area you could cause

of the bandage represents, it could be cellulitis, and by drawing from that area you could cause

systemic blood infection or septicemia .

systemic blood infection or septicemia .

3. Never draw from a site where you notice swelling, redness, purulent drainage, or it is warm to the

3. Never draw from a site where you notice swelling, redness, purulent drainage, or it is warm to the

touch. (reasoning: these signs indicate an active infection process, and drawing from this site could

touch. (reasoning: these signs indicate an active infection process, and drawing from this site could

cause a systemic blood infection)

cause a systemic blood infection)

4. Never draw from the side of a patient who has had a mastectomy. (reasoning: the lymph glands

4. Never draw from the side of a patient who has had a mastectomy. (reasoning: the lymph glands

have been removed and blood flow is reduced to the area. It is also possible to cause a lymphatic

have been removed and blood flow is reduced to the area. It is also possible to cause a lymphatic

infection or cause a thrombosis (blood clot). If a patient has had a bilateral mastectomy, then you

infection or cause a thrombosis (blood clot). If a patient has had a bilateral mastectomy, then you

must consult the nurse to get permission to draw from a distal site.)

must consult the nurse to get permission to draw from a distal site.)

5. Never draw from a limb that looks blue or is very cold, without first identifying why the limb is in this

5. Never draw from a limb that looks blue or is very cold, without first identifying why the limb is in this

state and making an attempt to warm the patient, (offer blanket, turn up the heat in the room).

state and making an attempt to warm the patient, (offer blanket, turn up the heat in the room).
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6. Never draw from a combative person without assistance of someone to hold the arm. (protect

6. Never draw from a combative person without assistance of someone to hold the arm. (protect

yourself)
7. Never draw from a person who is vomiting, emotionally distraught, or is on a bed pan, (attempt to

yourself)
7. Never draw from a person who is vomiting, emotionally distraught, or is on a bed pan, (attempt to

calm the patient, ask for help and wait until the patient has finished toileting)
8. Never draw a patient or ask to draw a patient if they are in the middle of eating. (nourishment is life

calm the patient, ask for help and wait until the patient has finished toileting)
8. Never draw a patient or ask to draw a patient if they are in the middle of eating. (nourishment is life

and health, and patient’s need to eat. Give them their time and privacy.)
9. Never draw a patient when they are in conference with a doctor. If however the nurse is in the

and health, and patient’s need to eat. Give them their time and privacy.)
9. Never draw a patient when they are in conference with a doctor. If however the nurse is in the

room, it is o.k. to approach and interrupt politely, asking permission to draw.)
10. Never draw on the side of a patient that has had an angioplasty. ( surgeons go in from the femoral

room, it is o.k. to approach and interrupt politely, asking permission to draw.)
10. Never draw on the side of a patient that has had an angioplasty. ( surgeons go in from the femoral

artery)

artery)
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Addendum to Medical Terminology Exam
1. How often are you required to turn your patients?
a. Q4H
b. QID
c. QOD
d. Q2H

Addendum to Medical Terminology Exam
1. How often are you required to turn your patients?
a. Q4H
b. QID
c. QOD
d. Q2H

2. Which ROM exercises are done when caregiver supports all of resident’s weight?
a. AROM
b. PROM
c. CROM
d. Gait belt

2. Which ROM exercises are done when caregiver supports all of resident’s weight?
a. AROM
b. PROM
c. CROM
d. Gait belt

3. Your patient is in Airborne Isolation to rule out which disease process?
a. UTI
b. STD
c. TB
d. MS

3. Your patient is in Airborne Isolation to rule out which disease process?
a. UTI
b. STD
c. TB
d. MS

4. Your resident’s orders are as follows: OOB per PT BID AC
a. Your resident is not allowed to get up.
b. Your resident is chairfast.
c. Your resident is to get out of bed with physical therapy team twice a day before meals
d. Your resident is scheduled for oophrectomy after physical therapy before breakfast.

4. Your resident’s orders are as follows: OOB per PT BID AC
a. Your resident is not allowed to get up.
b. Your resident is chairfast.
c. Your resident is to get out of bed with physical therapy team twice a day before meals
d. Your resident is scheduled for oophrectomy after physical therapy before breakfast.

5. Your resident’s orders are as follows: amb ad lib
a. Resident may walk around when he wants.
b. Resident needs gait belt assistance to walk to bathroom.
c. Resident uses bedpan as desired.
d. Resident is alert, but unable to ambulate.

5. Your resident’s orders are as follows: amb ad lib
a. Resident may walk around when he wants.
b. Resident needs gait belt assistance to walk to bathroom.
c. Resident uses bedpan as desired.
d. Resident is alert, but unable to ambulate.

6. You are to assist your resident with B&B training.
a. You will help them avoid bumps and bruises.
b. You will help them with ROM exercises twice a day.
c. You will help them regain control of their bowel and bladder.
d. You will help them use the bedpan or bedside commode.

6. You are to assist your resident with B&B training.
a. You will help them avoid bumps and bruises.
b. You will help them with ROM exercises twice a day.
c. You will help them regain control of their bowel and bladder.
d. You will help them use the bedpan or bedside commode.
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7. Your patient has passed out. Their diagnosis reads:
a. Syncope
b. Syndrome
c. Orthostatic Hypotension
d. Stenosis

7. Your patient has passed out. Their diagnosis reads:
a. Syncope
b. Syndrome
c. Orthostatic Hypotension
d. Stenosis

8. Your patient’s heart muscle has been damaged as a result of his diagnosis:
a. CVA
b. AMI
c. TB
d. COPD

8. Your patient’s heart muscle has been damaged as a result of his diagnosis:
a. CVA
b. AMI
c. TB
d. COPD

You are notified that you are receiving a new admission in 30 mins. Read the reports faxed to your unit
and answer the questions.
64 y/o WM. Adm Dx: CVA c fall @ home. Fx RUE c sling. A&Ox1, combative @times. Hx: HTN, IDDM,
Arthritis, CHF. Orders: PT/OT eval and treat in am. BRP c assist.
Translation: 64 year old male with an admitting diagnoses of cerebral vascular accident with fall at
home. Fracture of right upper extremity with use of a sling. Patient is Alert and oriented times 1,
combative at times. Patient has a history of hypertension, insulin dependent diabetes mellitus,
arthritis, congestive heart failure. Orders read; Physical therapy and occupational therapy evaluation
and treat in AM. Bathroom privileges with assistance.
9. Your patient is:
a. A woman.
b. A Caucasian male.
c. A white female.
d. A black woman.

You are notified that you are receiving a new admission in 30 mins. Read the reports faxed to your unit
and answer the questions.
64 y/o WM. Adm Dx: CVA c fall @ home. Fx RUE c sling. A&Ox1, combative @times. Hx: HTN, IDDM,
Arthritis, CHF. Orders: PT/OT eval and treat in am. BRP c assist.
Translation: 64 year old male with an admitting diagnoses of cerebral vascular accident with fall at
home. Fracture of right upper extremity with use of a sling. Patient is Alert and oriented times 1,
combative at times. Patient has a history of hypertension, insulin dependent diabetes mellitus,
arthritis, congestive heart failure. Orders read; Physical therapy and occupational therapy evaluation
and treat in AM. Bathroom privileges with assistance.
9. Your patient is:
a. A woman.
b. A Caucasian male.
c. A white female.
d. A black woman.

10. The diagnosis for which he was admitted for is:
a. Heart attack
b. Stroke that caused him/her to fall
c. Fractured arm
d. Elective surgery to repair rotator cuff.

10. The diagnosis for which he was admitted for is:
a. Heart attack
b. Stroke that caused him/her to fall
c. Fractured arm
d. Elective surgery to repair rotator cuff.
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11. Your resident is:
a. Alert
b. Confused
c. Depressed
d. Comatose

11. Your resident is:
a. Alert
b. Confused
c. Depressed
d. Comatose

12. How can you expect your resident to behave?
a. Resistive, fighting
b. Calm, cooperative
c. Alert & oriented
d. Incontinent, restless

12. How can you expect your resident to behave?
a. Resistive, fighting
b. Calm, cooperative
c. Alert & oriented
d. Incontinent, restless

13. Medical history includes which disease(s)?
a. Surgery
b. Heart attack
c. Arthritis
d. Coronary heart disease.

13. Medical history includes which disease(s)?
a. Surgery
b. Heart attack
c. Arthritis
d. Coronary heart disease.

14. Who has been notified to see this patient in the morning?
a. Occupational therapist
b. Speech therapist
c. Ombudsman
d. Surgeon

14. Who has been notified to see this patient in the morning?
a. Occupational therapist
b. Speech therapist
c. Ombudsman
d. Surgeon

15. What method of elimination is ordered for this resident?
a. Bedpan
b. Bedside commode
c. Ambulate to bathroom as desired
d. Walk to bathroom with help

15. What method of elimination is ordered for this resident?
a. Bedpan
b. Bedside commode
c. Ambulate to bathroom as desired
d. Walk to bathroom with help

Dame, J. 34f. adm 5/23 post-op lap-chole, 0 c/o pain @ this time. VS Q4H x 2, then QS x 3. Advance
diet as tol. Remove foley in am, str. Cath Q6H if no void. DC home 5/25.
Translation: J. Dame, is a 34 year old female. Her admitting diagnoses is a post operative
Laparoscopy with cholesystectmy (removal of gallbladder) on May 23rd, 20210. Patient states that
they have zero pain on a scale of 1-10 at the present. Patient’s vital signs are to be assessed every
four hours times two, then every shift times three. Diet should be advanced as tolerated. Remove
foley in morning, and straight cath every six hours if patient is unable to urinate. Discharge home on
5/25.

Dame, J. 34f. adm 5/23 post-op lap-chole, 0 c/o pain @ this time. VS Q4H x 2, then QS x 3. Advance
diet as tol. Remove foley in am, str. Cath Q6H if no void. DC home 5/25.
Translation: J. Dame, is a 34 year old female. Her admitting diagnoses is a post operative
Laparoscopy with cholesystectmy (removal of gallbladder) on May 23rd, 20210. Patient states that
they have zero pain on a scale of 1-10 at the present. Patient’s vital signs are to be assessed every
four hours times two, then every shift times three. Diet should be advanced as tolerated. Remove
foley in morning, and straight cath every six hours if patient is unable to urinate. Discharge home on
5/25.
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16. What procedure did this patient undergo?
a. Lap band placed around stomach for weight loss.
b. Surgical laparoscopic removal of the gallbladder.
c. Bladder suspension.
d. Cancerous cells removed from cervix.

16. What procedure did this patient undergo?
a. Lap band placed around stomach for weight loss.
b. Surgical laparoscopic removal of the gallbladder.
c. Bladder suspension.
d. Cancerous cells removed from cervix.

17. Which of the following would you give your patient first?
a. Chicken broth
b. Vegetable soup
c. Mashed potatoes
d. Milk

17. Which of the following would you give your patient first?
a. Chicken broth
b. Vegetable soup
c. Mashed potatoes
d. Milk

18. How do you know this patient needs to have her bladder drained with a catheter?
a. Straight cath every 6 hours
b. She complains of pain
c. She has not urinated after removal of foley 6 hrs. ago
d. Bladder scanner reads 300 mL

18. How do you know this patient needs to have her bladder drained with a catheter?
a. Straight cath every 6 hours
b. She complains of pain
c. She has not urinated after removal of foley 6 hrs. ago
d. Bladder scanner reads 300 mL

19. When can this patient go home?
a. 5/23
b. 5/24
c. 5/25
d. After she voids.

19. When can this patient go home?
a. 5/23
b. 5/24
c. 5/25
d. After she voids.

20. How often will you check her blood pressure?
a. 4 times a day for 2 days, then every shift for 3 days
b. 4 times a day for 3 days
c. Twice a day for 2 days, then every day for 3 days
d. Every 4 hours, 2 times, then every 8 hours, 3 times

20. How often will you check her blood pressure?
a. 4 times a day for 2 days, then every shift for 3 days
b. 4 times a day for 3 days
c. Twice a day for 2 days, then every day for 3 days
d. Every 4 hours, 2 times, then every 8 hours, 3 times

Define the following.
21. CC __Clean catch_______________________

Define the following.
21. CC __Clean catch_______________________

22. cc___cubic centimeter______________________________

22. cc___cubic centimeter______________________________

23. BSC ___blood sugar checks____________

23. BSC ___blood sugar checks____________

24. CHF_______congestive heart failure_______

24. CHF_______congestive heart failure_______

25. QID ______four times per day___

25. QID ______four times per day___
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26. IDDM _____Insulin dependent diabetes mellitus_______

26. IDDM _____Insulin dependent diabetes mellitus_______

27. HOB head of bed________________________________________________

27. HOB head of bed________________________________________________

28. AMI __Acute myocardial infarction___________________

28. AMI __Acute myocardial infarction___________________

29. COPD _chronic obstructive pulmonary disease________

29. COPD _chronic obstructive pulmonary disease________

30. GTT ___glucose tolerance test__

30. GTT ___glucose tolerance test__

31. gtt _____________drop__________________________________________________________

31. gtt _____________drop__________________________________________________________

32. TPR __temperature, pulse and respiration________

32. TPR __temperature, pulse and respiration________

33. QOD ______every other day_____

33. QOD ______every other day_____

34. w/c ___wheel chair__________________________________

34. w/c ___wheel chair__________________________________

35. SOB_______short of breath_______________________

35. SOB_______short of breath_______________________

36. ax ______axillary

36. ax ______axillary

37. CABAG __coronary arterial bypass graft________________________

37. CABAG __coronary arterial bypass graft________________________

Diets:
38. NAS _________no added salt
_______________________________________________________________

Diets:
38. NAS _________no added salt
_______________________________________________________________

39. AHA ______American heart association

39. AHA ______American heart association

40. ↓CHO decreased carbohydrate diet

40. ↓CHO decreased carbohydrate diet

41. ADA ___American diabetes Association_____________________________________________

41. ADA ___American diabetes Association_____________________________________________

***Extra Credit:
42. Re-read the first report given on page 2. Given the patient’s past medical history and current diagnosis,
what other thing should be ordered for him?
a. Speech Therapy consult
b. Daily weight
c. Renal diet
d. ROM – UE

***Extra Credit:
42. Re-read the first report given on page 2. Given the patient’s past medical history and current diagnosis,
what other thing should be ordered for him?
a. Speech Therapy consult
b. Daily weight
c. Renal diet
d. ROM – UE
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43. What diagnosis led you to the answer you chose for #41? _____CVA________

43. What diagnosis led you to the answer you chose for #41? _____CVA________

What 3 things are reduced in a cardiac diet?
44. _Salt_______________________________________________________

What 3 things are reduced in a cardiac diet?
44. _Salt_______________________________________________________

45. _Fats__________________________________________________________

45. _Fats__________________________________________________________

46. __Fluids____________________________________________________________

46. __Fluids____________________________________________________________
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MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY WITHOUT ANSWERS
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Addendum to Medical Terminology Exam
1. How often are you required to turn your patients?
a. Q4H
b. QID
c. QOD
d. Q2H

Addendum to Medical Terminology Exam
1. How often are you required to turn your patients?
a. Q4H
b. QID
c. QOD
d. Q2H

2. Which ROM exercises are done when caregiver supports all of resident’s weight?
a. AROM
b. PROM
c. CROM
d. Gait belt

2. Which ROM exercises are done when caregiver supports all of resident’s weight?
a. AROM
b. PROM
c. CROM
d. Gait belt

3. Your patient is in Airborne Isolation to rule out which disease process?
a. UTI
b. STD
c. TB
d. MS

3. Your patient is in Airborne Isolation to rule out which disease process?
a. UTI
b. STD
c. TB
d. MS

4. Your resident’s orders are as follows: OOB per PT BID AC
a. Your resident is not allowed to get up.
b. Your resident is chairfast.
c. Your resident is to get out of bed with physical therapy team twice a day before meals
d. Your resident is scheduled for oophrectomy after physical therapy before breakfast.

4. Your resident’s orders are as follows: OOB per PT BID AC
a. Your resident is not allowed to get up.
b. Your resident is chairfast.
c. Your resident is to get out of bed with physical therapy team twice a day before meals
d. Your resident is scheduled for oophrectomy after physical therapy before breakfast.

5. Your resident’s orders are as follows: amb ad lib
a. Resident may walk around when he wants.
b. Resident needs gait belt assistance to walk to bathroom.
c. Resident uses bedpan as desired.
d. Resident is alert, but unable to ambulate.

5. Your resident’s orders are as follows: amb ad lib
a. Resident may walk around when he wants.
b. Resident needs gait belt assistance to walk to bathroom.
c. Resident uses bedpan as desired.
d. Resident is alert, but unable to ambulate.

6. You are to assist your resident with B&B training.
a. You will help them avoid bumps and bruises.
b. You will help them with ROM exercises twice a day.
c. You will help them regain control of their bowel and bladder.
d. You will help them use the bedpan or bedside commode.

6. You are to assist your resident with B&B training.
a. You will help them avoid bumps and bruises.
b. You will help them with ROM exercises twice a day.
c. You will help them regain control of their bowel and bladder.
d. You will help them use the bedpan or bedside commode.
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7. Your patient has passed out. Their diagnosis reads:
a. Syncope
b. Syndrome
c. Orthostatic Hypotension
d. Stenosis

7. Your patient has passed out. Their diagnosis reads:
a. Syncope
b. Syndrome
c. Orthostatic Hypotension
d. Stenosis

8. Your patient’s heart muscle has been damaged as a result of his diagnosis:
a. CVA
b. AMI
c. TB
d. COPD

8. Your patient’s heart muscle has been damaged as a result of his diagnosis:
a. CVA
b. AMI
c. TB
d. COPD

You are notified that you are receiving a new admission in 30 mins. Read the reports faxed to your unit
and answer the questions.
64 y/o WM. Adm Dx: CVA c fall @ home. Fx RUE c sling. A&Ox1, combative @times. Hx: HTN, IDDM,
Arthritis, CHF. Orders: PT/OT eval and treat in am. BRP c assist.
9. Your patient is:
a. A woman.
b. A Caucasian male.
c. A white female.
d. A black woman.

You are notified that you are receiving a new admission in 30 mins. Read the reports faxed to your unit
and answer the questions.
64 y/o WM. Adm Dx: CVA c fall @ home. Fx RUE c sling. A&Ox1, combative @times. Hx: HTN, IDDM,
Arthritis, CHF. Orders: PT/OT eval and treat in am. BRP c assist.
9. Your patient is:
a. A woman.
b. A Caucasian male.
c. A white female.
d. A black woman.

10. The diagnosis for which he was admitted for is:
a. Heart attack
b. Stroke that caused him/her to fall
c. Fractured arm
d. Elective surgery to repair rotator cuff.

10. The diagnosis for which he was admitted for is:
a. Heart attack
b. Stroke that caused him/her to fall
c. Fractured arm
d. Elective surgery to repair rotator cuff.

11. Your resident is:
a. Alert
b. Confused
c. Depressed
d. Comatose

11. Your resident is:
a. Alert
b. Confused
c. Depressed
d. Comatose
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12. How can you expect your resident to behave?
a. Resistive, fighting
b. Calm, cooperative
c. Alert & oriented
d. Incontinent, restless

12. How can you expect your resident to behave?
a. Resistive, fighting
b. Calm, cooperative
c. Alert & oriented
d. Incontinent, restless

13. Medical history includes which disease(s)?
a. Surgery
b. Heart attack
c. Arthritis
d. Coronary heart disease.

13. Medical history includes which disease(s)?
a. Surgery
b. Heart attack
c. Arthritis
d. Coronary heart disease.

14. Who has been notified to see this patient in the morning?
a. Occupational therapist
b. Speech therapist
c. Ombudsman
d. Surgeon

14. Who has been notified to see this patient in the morning?
a. Occupational therapist
b. Speech therapist
c. Ombudsman
d. Surgeon

15. What method of elimination is ordered for this resident?
a. Bedpan
b. Bedside commode
c. Ambulate to bathroom as desired
d. Walk to bathroom with help

15. What method of elimination is ordered for this resident?
a. Bedpan
b. Bedside commode
c. Ambulate to bathroom as desired
d. Walk to bathroom with help

Dame, J. 34f. adm 5/23 post-op lap-chole, 0 c/o pain @ this time. VS Q4H x 2, then QS x 3. Advance
diet as tol. Remove foley in am, str. Cath Q6H if no void. DC home 5/25.
16. What procedure did this patient undergo?
a. Lap band placed around stomach for weight loss.
b. Surgical laparoscopic removal of the gallbladder.
c. Bladder suspension.
d. Cancerous cells removed from cervix.

Dame, J. 34f. adm 5/23 post-op lap-chole, 0 c/o pain @ this time. VS Q4H x 2, then QS x 3. Advance
diet as tol. Remove foley in am, str. Cath Q6H if no void. DC home 5/25.
16. What procedure did this patient undergo?
a. Lap band placed around stomach for weight loss.
b. Surgical laparoscopic removal of the gallbladder.
c. Bladder suspension.
d. Cancerous cells removed from cervix.

17. Which of the following would you give your patient first?
a. Chicken broth
b. Vegetable soup
c. Mashed potatoes
d. Milk

17. Which of the following would you give your patient first?
a. Chicken broth
b. Vegetable soup
c. Mashed potatoes
d. Milk
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18. How do you know this patient needs to have her bladder drained with a catheter?
a. Straight cath every 6 hours
b. She complains of pain
c. She has not urinated after removal of foley 6 hrs. ago
d. Bladder scanner reads 300 mL

18. How do you know this patient needs to have her bladder drained with a catheter?
a. Straight cath every 6 hours
b. She complains of pain
c. She has not urinated after removal of foley 6 hrs. ago
d. Bladder scanner reads 300 mL

19. When can this patient go home?
a. 5/23
b. 5/24
c. 5/25
d. After she voids.

19. When can this patient go home?
a. 5/23
b. 5/24
c. 5/25
d. After she voids.

20. How often will you check her blood pressure?
a. 4 times a day for 2 days, then every shift for 3 days
b. 4 times a day for 3 days
c. Twice a day for 2 days, then every day for 3 days
d. Every 4 hours, 2 times, then every 8 hours, 3 times

20. How often will you check her blood pressure?
a. 4 times a day for 2 days, then every shift for 3 days
b. 4 times a day for 3 days
c. Twice a day for 2 days, then every day for 3 days
d. Every 4 hours, 2 times, then every 8 hours, 3 times

Define the following.
21. CC ______________________________________________________________________

Define the following.
21. CC ______________________________________________________________________

22. cc______________________________________________________________________

22. cc______________________________________________________________________

23. BSC _____________________________________________________________________

23. BSC _____________________________________________________________________

24. CHF______________________________________________________________________

24. CHF______________________________________________________________________

25. QID _____________________________________________________________________

25. QID _____________________________________________________________________

26. IDDM ____________________________________________________________________

26. IDDM ____________________________________________________________________

27. HOB _____________________________________________________________________

27. HOB _____________________________________________________________________

28. AMI ______________________________________________________________________

28. AMI ______________________________________________________________________

29. COPD _____________________________________________________________________

29. COPD _____________________________________________________________________

30. GTT ______________________________________________________________________

30. GTT ______________________________________________________________________

31. gtt _______________________________________________________________________

31. gtt _______________________________________________________________________

32. TPR _______________________________________________________________________

32. TPR _______________________________________________________________________

33. QOD ______________________________________________________________________

33. QOD ______________________________________________________________________
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34. w/c _______________________________________________________________________

34. w/c _______________________________________________________________________

35. SOB_______________________________________________________________________

35. SOB_______________________________________________________________________

36. ax ________________________________________________________________________

36. ax ________________________________________________________________________

Diets:
37. NAS ________________________________________________________________________

Diets:
37. NAS ________________________________________________________________________

38. AHA ________________________________________________________________________

38. AHA ________________________________________________________________________

39. ↓CHO ______________________________________________________________________

39. ↓CHO ______________________________________________________________________

40. ADA ________________________________________________________________________

40. ADA ________________________________________________________________________

***Extra Credit:
41. Re-read the first report given on page 2. Given the patient’s past medical history and current diagnosis,
what other thing should be ordered for him?
a. Speech Therapy consult
b. Daily weight
c. Renal diet
d. ROM – UE

***Extra Credit:
41. Re-read the first report given on page 2. Given the patient’s past medical history and current diagnosis,
what other thing should be ordered for him?
a. Speech Therapy consult
b. Daily weight
c. Renal diet
d. ROM – UE

42. What diagnosis led you to the answer you chose for #41? __________________________

42. What diagnosis led you to the answer you chose for #41? __________________________

What 3 things are reduced in a cardiac diet?
43. ___________________________________________________________________

What 3 things are reduced in a cardiac diet?
43. ___________________________________________________________________

44. ___________________________________________________________________

44. ___________________________________________________________________

45. ____________________________________________________________________

45. ____________________________________________________________________
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Medical Terminology Match UP
Name: ________________ Directions; Match each of the definitions with the word.

Medical Terminology Match UP
Name: ________________ Directions; Match each of the definitions with the word.

1. Anticoagulant

a. Without breath

1. Anticoagulant

a. Without breath

2. Apnea

b. Hardening of the arteries

2. Apnea

b. Hardening of the arteries

3. Arteriosclerosis

c. Elucidating bacteria with a chemical

3. Arteriosclerosis

c. Elucidating bacteria with a chemical

4. Asepsis

d. Free of germs

4. Asepsis

d. Free of germs

5. Bateriostatic

e. Sterile

5. Bateriostatic

e. Sterile

6. Bradycardia

f. Fibrin/fibrinogen/collagen forming

6. Bradycardia

f. Fibrin/fibrinogen/collagen forming

d. to spin

d. to spin

7. Carcinoma

7. Carcinoma
e. hardening of the arteries

e. hardening of the arteries

8. Cardiology

8. Cardiology

9. Cardiovascular

g. headache

9. Cardiovascular

g. headache

10. Centrifuge

h. Helps to prevent clotting

10. Centrifuge

h. Helps to prevent clotting

11. Cephalgia

i. Slow heart rate below 60 bpm

11. Cephalgia

i. Slow heart rate below 60 bpm

12. Clot

j. Injured blood cells

12. Clot

j. Injured blood cells

13. Coagulate

k. Loss of blood flow

13. Coagulate

k. Loss of blood flow

14. Communicable

l. Tumor of glands

14. Communicable

l. Tumor of glands

15. Crenated

m. Without oxygen

15. Crenated

m. Without oxygen
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16. Acrocyanosis

n. With oxygen

16. Acrocyanosis

n. With oxygen

17. Adenoma

o. Attaching

17. Adenoma

o. Attaching

18. Aerobic

p. Low red cell count

18. Aerobic

p. Low red cell count

19. Anerobic

q. Secrected from gland

19. Anerobic

q. Secrected from gland

20. Anastomosis

r. Prevents blood from clotting

20. Anastomosis

r. Prevents blood from clotting

21. Anemia

s. Enlarged liver

21. Anemia

s. Enlarged liver

22. Anticoagulant

t. Profuse bleeding

22. Anticoagulant

t. Profuse bleeding

23. Gastroenterology

u. Infection of the kidney nephron

23. Gastroenterology

u. Infection of the kidney nephron

24. Gastrointestinal

v. Study of the female reproductive system

24. Gastrointestinal

v. Study of the female reproductive system

25. Geriatric

w. Study of the digestive system

25. Geriatric

w. Study of the digestive system

26. Germicide

x. Pertaining to the intestine

26. Germicide

x. Pertaining to the intestine

27. Glomerulonephritis

y. Hereditary disease of the blood

27. Glomerulonephritis

y. Hereditary disease of the blood

28. Gram stain

z. Separation of blood cells

28. Gram stain

z. Separation of blood cells

29. Gynecology

aa. A disease or virus that can be transmitted

29. Gynecology

aa. A disease or virus that can be transmitted

30. Hematology

bb. Pertaining to the liver

30. Hematology

bb. Pertaining to the liver
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31. Hematoma

cc. Bleeding under skin

31. Hematoma

cc. Bleeding under skin

32. Hemolysis

dd. Pertaining to the liver

32. Hemolysis

dd. Pertaining to the liver

33. Hemophilia

ee. Study of the blood

33. Hemophilia

ee. Study of the blood

34. Hemorrhage

ff. Pertaining to the elderly

34. Hemorrhage

ff. Pertaining to the elderly

35. Hepatic

gg. Study of the heart

35. Hepatic

gg. Study of the heart

36. Hepatomegaly

1. Enlarged liver

36. Hepatomegaly

1. Enlarged liver
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Phlebotomy Final Exam:

Phlebotomy Final Exam:

Name: _____________

Name: _____________

1. Your patient is scheduled to have pre-operative testing. The morning prior to hip

1. Your patient is scheduled to have pre-operative testing. The morning prior to hip

replacement surgery the client arrives at the lab for their tests. One of the blood tests is a type

replacement surgery the client arrives at the lab for their tests. One of the blood tests is a type

a cross match. You notice that they are fearful when they arrive. The patient asks you, “Why is

a cross match. You notice that they are fearful when they arrive. The patient asks you, “Why is

the doctor ordering a type and cross match for me? Is he expecting me to lose a lot of blood?”

the doctor ordering a type and cross match for me? Is he expecting me to lose a lot of blood?”

Your best answer would be which of the following?

Your best answer would be which of the following?

a. This is a standardized and common test prior to many types of surgeries.

a. This is a standardized and common test prior to many types of surgeries.

b. You seem to have some concerns regarding your upcoming surgery. This test is quite

b. You seem to have some concerns regarding your upcoming surgery. This test is quite

common for pre-operative surgeries. I would suggest that you contact your doctor and express

common for pre-operative surgeries. I would suggest that you contact your doctor and express

your concerns.

your concerns.

c. Yes, it is quite common to lose a lot of blood, which is why it is important to know your blood

c. Yes, it is quite common to lose a lot of blood, which is why it is important to know your blood

type.

type.

2. Albumin, AST, and ALT are tests that measure…

2. Albumin, AST, and ALT are tests that measure…

a. Kidney function

a. Kidney function

b. Liver function

b. Liver function

c. Immunoglobulins

c. Immunoglobulins

3. Which of the following are considered electrolytes?

3. Which of the following are considered electrolytes?

a. Na, K, Phos, CO2

a. Na, K, Phos, CO2

b. Bun, Bili Direct, CO2, Ca

b. Bun, Bili Direct, CO2, Ca
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c. Ca, Na, Cl, CO2

c. Ca, Na, Cl, CO2

d. Cl, K, Na, CO2

d. Cl, K, Na, CO2

4. The preservative K2EDAT (Potassium EDTA) is found in which of the following tubes?

4. The preservative K2EDAT (Potassium EDTA) is found in which of the following tubes?

a. Red top

a. Red top

b. Blue top

b. Blue top

c. Grey top

c. Grey top

d. Lavender top

d. Lavender top
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5. What is the reason that a Lavender top tube should not be drawn prior to drawing

5. What is the reason that a Lavender top tube should not be drawn prior to drawing

electrolytes?

electrolytes?

a. There will be a false elevation in sodium.

a. There will be a false elevation in sodium.

b. There will be a false elevation in potassium.

b. There will be a false elevation in potassium.

c. There will be a false depletion in sodium

c. There will be a false depletion in sodium

d. There will be a false depletion in potassium

d. There will be a false depletion in potassium

6. A gold top, tiger top tube and a red top tube are all SST’s.

6. A gold top, tiger top tube and a red top tube are all SST’s.

a. True

a. True

b. False

b. False

7. When drawing a stat CMP, the phlebotomist should choose to use which of the tubes?

7. When drawing a stat CMP, the phlebotomist should choose to use which of the tubes?

a. A Lithium Heparinized green top tube.

a. A Lithium Heparinized green top tube.

b. A Sodium Heparinized green top tube.

b. A Sodium Heparinized green top tube.

c. A yellow top tube.

c. A yellow top tube.

8. The chemical in the bottom of gold tubes is which of the following?

8. The chemical in the bottom of gold tubes is which of the following?

a. Glycolytic inhibitor and Na EDTA

a. Glycolytic inhibitor and Na EDTA

b. Silicon gel

b. Silicon gel

c. Na Fluoride

c. Na Fluoride
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9. The purpose of gentle inversion is to help the blood.

9. The purpose of gentle inversion is to help the blood.

a. Clot

a. Clot

b. Keep from clotting

b. Keep from clotting

c. Form a matrix

c. Form a matrix

10. You are inspecting the veins of your client while the tourniquet is on their arm. You are

10. You are inspecting the veins of your client while the tourniquet is on their arm. You are

feeling nervous inside because you are unable to palpate a vein. Your client is getting nervous

feeling nervous inside because you are unable to palpate a vein. Your client is getting nervous

as well. Your best course of action would be which of the following?

as well. Your best course of action would be which of the following?

a. Smile, remove the tourniquet and explain that you are having a difficult time finding a vein in

a. Smile, remove the tourniquet and explain that you are having a difficult time finding a vein in

there arm and ask if you may attempt to inspect their other arm.

there arm and ask if you may attempt to inspect their other arm.

b. Explain to the client that they have bad veins in this arm and that you are going to inspect

b. Explain to the client that they have bad veins in this arm and that you are going to inspect

their other arm.

their other arm.

c. Get another phlebotomist.

c. Get another phlebotomist.
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11. It is always better to use Povadine iodine or Betadine when cleansing the skin prior to any

11. It is always better to use Povadine iodine or Betadine when cleansing the skin prior to any

venipuncture that requires blood for which tests?

venipuncture that requires blood for which tests?

a. Glucose, and Hgb A1C

a. Glucose, and Hgb A1C

b. Blood Cultures

b. Blood Cultures

c. Fasting Glucose

c. Fasting Glucose

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

12. As a hospital phlebotomist you have to perform a venipuncture on a patient with TPN (total

12. As a hospital phlebotomist you have to perform a venipuncture on a patient with TPN (total

Parenteral Nutrition) drip. Knowing that this is a high glycemic infusion with lipids you would….

Parenteral Nutrition) drip. Knowing that this is a high glycemic infusion with lipids you would….

a. Shut off the IV for 20 minutes prior to drawing in the same arm.

a. Shut off the IV for 20 minutes prior to drawing in the same arm.

b. Ask the nurse to shut off the IV for 15 minutes, record the medication infusing, and then

b. Ask the nurse to shut off the IV for 15 minutes, record the medication infusing, and then

draw on the arm opposite that has no IV ports.

draw on the arm opposite that has no IV ports.

c. Disconnect the line, flush with 20 mL NS, pull off waste blood, flush and then draw.

c. Disconnect the line, flush with 20 mL NS, pull off waste blood, flush and then draw.

13. Your client is coming in for their regular Prothrombine Time draw. The client tells you that

13. Your client is coming in for their regular Prothrombine Time draw. The client tells you that

their doctor had to decrease their dose of ____________________, because their INR levels

their doctor had to decrease their dose of ____________________, because their INR levels

were greater than _____________________, and their PT was greater than ________ seconds.

were greater than _____________________, and their PT was greater than ________ seconds.

a. Heparin, 2.5, 55

a. Heparin, 2.5, 55

b. Coumadin, 2.0, 65

b. Coumadin, 2.0, 65

c. Coumadin, 3.5, 85

c. Coumadin, 3.5, 85
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14. Your client is scheduled for the blood test Hgb A1C. This is a test that…..

14. Your client is scheduled for the blood test Hgb A1C. This is a test that…..

a. measures the amount of glucose that is bound to the blood cell surface over 120 days.

a. measures the amount of glucose that is bound to the blood cell surface over 120 days.

b. Measures the amount of insulin produced by the pancreas over 120 days.

b. Measures the amount of insulin produced by the pancreas over 120 days.

c. Measures the amount of glucose that is free floating in the blood over 130 days.

c. Measures the amount of glucose that is free floating in the blood over 130 days.
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15. When taking a person’s blood pressure it is important to first assess the baseline pressure

15. When taking a person’s blood pressure it is important to first assess the baseline pressure

by which of the following steps…

by which of the following steps…

a. Find the radial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then quickly release the

a. Find the radial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then quickly release the

pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 30mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,

pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 30mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,

next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.

next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.

b. Find the brachial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then quickly release the

b. Find the brachial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then quickly release the

pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 30mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,

pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 30mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,

next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.

next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.

c. Find the radial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then slowly release the

c. Find the radial pulse, pump the cuff until the pulse is occluded, then slowly release the

pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 60mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,

pressure, next re-inflate cuff to 60mmHg above the point where the radial pulse was occluded,

next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.

next let out the air from the cuff slowly listening for the first beat and the last beat.

16. Diabetes is a prevalent health problem in the healthcare environment, which of the

16. Diabetes is a prevalent health problem in the healthcare environment, which of the

following about diabetes is true?

following about diabetes is true?

a. Diabetes is a viral immune disease. True or False

a. Diabetes is a viral immune disease. True or False

b. Diabetes can be cured. True or False

b. Diabetes can be cured. True or False

c. Diabetics are subject to many health complications such as heart disease, kidney disease and

c. Diabetics are subject to many health complications such as heart disease, kidney disease and

hypertension. True or False

hypertension. True or False

17. There are 100 Units in _______________ ’s.

17. There are 100 Units in _______________ ’s.

a. 3mL

a. 3mL
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b. 1mL

b. 1mL

c. 10mL

c. 10mL

18. A low blood sugar is …

18. A low blood sugar is …

a. Less than 70

a. Less than 70

b. Causes profuse sweating

b. Causes profuse sweating

c. Lethargy

c. Lethargy

d. Confusion

d. Confusion

e. Can be reversed by insulin

e. Can be reversed by insulin

f. Can be reversed by glucose

f. Can be reversed by glucose

g. All of the above

g. All of the above

h. a, b, c, d, and f

h. a, b, c, d, and f
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19. High blood sugar can cause a condition known as.

19. High blood sugar can cause a condition known as.

a. Diabetic Keto Acidosis

a. Diabetic Keto Acidosis

b. Hypoglycemia

b. Hypoglycemia

c. Hyperthermia

c. Hyperthermia

20. Your patient has a blood glucose of 105, you are ordered to give them 8 Units of Regular

20. Your patient has a blood glucose of 105, you are ordered to give them 8 Units of Regular

Insulin. You would.

Insulin. You would.

a. Give the insulin and monitor the patient for any ill effects.

a. Give the insulin and monitor the patient for any ill effects.

b. Do not give the insulin based on the low blood sugar results and report to the supervisor

b. Do not give the insulin based on the low blood sugar results and report to the supervisor

your reasoning.

your reasoning.

c. Give the insulin as ordered.

c. Give the insulin as ordered.

21. You are to give 3 Units of insulin.

21. You are to give 3 Units of insulin.

a. Draw up the insulin using a 3mL syringe

a. Draw up the insulin using a 3mL syringe

b. Draw up the insulin using a 100 Unit syringe

b. Draw up the insulin using a 100 Unit syringe

c. Draw up the insulin in a 1 mL syringe

c. Draw up the insulin in a 1 mL syringe

22. Your take a manual blood pressure on a client and get a reading of 189/90. You would ….

22. Your take a manual blood pressure on a client and get a reading of 189/90. You would ….

a. Retake the reading with a monitored cuff

a. Retake the reading with a monitored cuff

b. Report your findings to the nurse

b. Report your findings to the nurse
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c. Retake the blood pressure manually on the opposite arm

c. Retake the blood pressure manually on the opposite arm

23. You are to give 35 Units of Lantus. You begin by drawing up..

23. You are to give 35 Units of Lantus. You begin by drawing up..

a. 35 Units of Lantus

a. 35 Units of Lantus

b. 35 Units of Homolog

b. 35 Units of Homolog

c. 15 Units of Lantus long acting and 20 Units of Novolog fast acting

c. 15 Units of Lantus long acting and 20 Units of Novolog fast acting
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24. You are about to take a patient’s blood sugar. You would begin by doing which of the

24. You are about to take a patient’s blood sugar. You would begin by doing which of the

following…

following…

a. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood

a. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood

sugar, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice, wait until it has dried then explain that

sugar, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice, wait until it has dried then explain that

they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger

they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger

and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump until another drop of blood is expelled

and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump until another drop of blood is expelled

and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base of the drop of blood until the blood

and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base of the drop of blood until the blood

saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and cover the patients finger with gentle

saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and cover the patients finger with gentle

pressure until no further blood is observed from the site. Thank the patient and let them know

pressure until no further blood is observed from the site. Thank the patient and let them know

their blood sugar level .

their blood sugar level .

b. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood

b. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood

sugar, wash your hands, and put on gloves, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice, wait

sugar, wash your hands, and put on gloves, use a alcohol wipe on the finger of their choice, wait

until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90

until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet at a 90

degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump

degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently pump

until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base

until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the base

of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and

of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading, and

cover the patients finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed from the site.

cover the patients finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed from the site.

Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .

Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .

c. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood

c. First Calibrate the glucose monitor, greet the patient and ask them if you can test their blood

sugar, wash your hands and put on clean gloves, use a betadine wipe on the finger of their

sugar, wash your hands and put on clean gloves, use a betadine wipe on the finger of their

choice, wait until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet

choice, wait until it has dried then explain that they are going to feel a little poke, use the lancet
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at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently

at a 90 degree angle on the side of the finger and then wipe away the first drop of blood, gently

pump until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the

pump until another drop of blood is expelled and hold the test strip at a 45 degree angle at the

base of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading,

base of the drop of blood until the blood saturates the strip. Then insert the strip for reading,

and cover the patients finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed from the

and cover the patients finger with gentle pressure until no further blood is observed from the

site. Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .

site. Thank the patient and let them know their blood sugar level .

25. The cranial nerve that can affect the blood pressure is called…

25. The cranial nerve that can affect the blood pressure is called…

a. The vagus nerve

a. The vagus nerve

b. The hypoglossal nerve

b. The hypoglossal nerve

c. The abducens

c. The abducens
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For the questions below list the order of draw according to tube color, number of tubes used

For the questions below list the order of draw according to tube color, number of tubes used

and any preparation needed such as inversion times and whether or not it is a fresh frozen

and any preparation needed such as inversion times and whether or not it is a fresh frozen

specimen. You may refer to your lab handouts as reference.

specimen. You may refer to your lab handouts as reference.

26. Your labs are as follows; TSH, Type and Cross, Lipid Panel, Blood Cultures

26. Your labs are as follows; TSH, Type and Cross, Lipid Panel, Blood Cultures

27. Your labs are as follows; Dilanitin level, Gentamyacin Peak, stat cardiac enzymes

27. Your labs are as follows; Dilanitin level, Gentamyacin Peak, stat cardiac enzymes

28. Your labs are as follows; WBC, Hct (hematocrit), AST, ALT, PTT

28. Your labs are as follows; WBC, Hct (hematocrit), AST, ALT, PTT

29. Tegretol level, Vacomycin trough, Cardiac enzyme profile

29. Tegretol level, Vacomycin trough, Cardiac enzyme profile

30. You find a patient lying in bed, dripping profusely in sweat, the patient is lethargic and their

30. You find a patient lying in bed, dripping profusely in sweat, the patient is lethargic and their

mentation is obtunded. Knowing that the patient is a diabetic you would immediately..

mentation is obtunded. Knowing that the patient is a diabetic you would immediately..

a. Administer fast acting glucose in the form of a high glycemic snack, such as orange juice with

a. Administer fast acting glucose in the form of a high glycemic snack, such as orange juice with

sugar and then perform a blood sugar test.

sugar and then perform a blood sugar test.

b. Administer the 11:00 AM dose of insulin that they missed at 10:00 AM

b. Administer the 11:00 AM dose of insulin that they missed at 10:00 AM

c. Check their blood sugar first.

c. Check their blood sugar first.

31. Digoxin is a heart medication that requires…..

31. Digoxin is a heart medication that requires…..

a. The patient’s apical pulse to be checked prior to administration

a. The patient’s apical pulse to be checked prior to administration

b. Regular blood draws to assess levels.

b. Regular blood draws to assess levels.

c. Potassium level assessment

c. Potassium level assessment
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d. All of the above.

d. All of the above.

32. When giving beta blocker medication it is not unusual for the patient to have…

32. When giving beta blocker medication it is not unusual for the patient to have…

a. Difficultly with respiration

a. Difficultly with respiration

b. Lowered heart rate

b. Lowered heart rate

c. Increase in blood pressure

c. Increase in blood pressure

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

e. A and B only

e. A and B only
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33. A doctors orders reads… give catapress 1mg stat…for a BP of 197/89 Upon reading this

33. A doctors orders reads… give catapress 1mg stat…for a BP of 197/89 Upon reading this

order you would…

order you would…

a. Give the medication

a. Give the medication

b. Recognize that the medication is too high a dose and would drop the patients blood pressure

b. Recognize that the medication is too high a dose and would drop the patients blood pressure

too low.

too low.

c. Hold the medication, and consult the nurse due to the high dosage.

c. Hold the medication, and consult the nurse due to the high dosage.

34. Foods that are high on the glycemic index include all but which of the following..

34. Foods that are high on the glycemic index include all but which of the following..

a. White bread

a. White bread

b. Brown rice

b. Brown rice

c. Soda

c. Soda

d. Cookies

d. Cookies

e. Pancakes

e. Pancakes

35. A long distance runner would benefit more from which of the following foods prior to their

35. A long distance runner would benefit more from which of the following foods prior to their

run?

run?

a. A dish of spaghetti

a. A dish of spaghetti

b. A candy bar

b. A candy bar

c. A glass of juice

c. A glass of juice
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36. You have to take a blood pressure on a patient who has very large arms. You notice that

36. You have to take a blood pressure on a patient who has very large arms. You notice that

your cuff is too small. Realizing this, if you were to take the patient’s BP with this cuff then the

your cuff is too small. Realizing this, if you were to take the patient’s BP with this cuff then the

reading would be.

reading would be.

a. Slightly elevated but acceptable since there are no other cuffs around.

a. Slightly elevated but acceptable since there are no other cuffs around.

b. Elevated and you should use instead a large cuff of appropriate size

b. Elevated and you should use instead a large cuff of appropriate size

c. Lower than normal

c. Lower than normal

37. Lisinopril is a blood pressure medication that is known as a ….

37. Lisinopril is a blood pressure medication that is known as a ….

a. Angiotensen conversion enzyme inhibitor

a. Angiotensen conversion enzyme inhibitor

b. Beta blocker

b. Beta blocker

c. Benzodiazepine

c. Benzodiazepine

38. Your patient’s blood pressure runs low. They stand up to fast and feel like they are going to

38. Your patient’s blood pressure runs low. They stand up to fast and feel like they are going to

pass out… this type of symptom is known as…

pass out… this type of symptom is known as…

a. Low blood pressure side effects

a. Low blood pressure side effects

b. Orthostatic hypotension

b. Orthostatic hypotension

c. Orthorhombic hypertension

c. Orthorhombic hypertension
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39. The Dr. would like to find out how his patient’s kidneys, liver, electrolytes and acid/base

39. The Dr. would like to find out how his patient’s kidneys, liver, electrolytes and acid/base

balance is functioning. The most appropriate test would be which of the following?

balance is functioning. The most appropriate test would be which of the following?

a. Liver Panel, Kidney Panel and CMP

a. Liver Panel, Kidney Panel and CMP

b. The CMP for the initial test.

b. The CMP for the initial test.

c. The CMP and a Kidney Panel

c. The CMP and a Kidney Panel

40. Your client arrives for today’s blood work and hands you their doctor’s order for tomorrows

40. Your client arrives for today’s blood work and hands you their doctor’s order for tomorrows

blood work which reads, NPO after MN. The patient asks you what this means. You would

blood work which reads, NPO after MN. The patient asks you what this means. You would

explain…..

explain…..

a. That they are not to eat or drink anything before Midnight.

a. That they are not to eat or drink anything before Midnight.

b. That they are not to eat or drink anything past Midnight.

b. That they are not to eat or drink anything past Midnight.

c. That they are not to eat or drink anything past 8:00PM.

c. That they are not to eat or drink anything past 8:00PM.

41. You patient appears to be dehydrated and is not able to spell their name. You check to see

41. You patient appears to be dehydrated and is not able to spell their name. You check to see

if they arrived with anyone and find out that they drove themselves to the lab. Prior to your

if they arrived with anyone and find out that they drove themselves to the lab. Prior to your

draw you would….

draw you would….

a. Report the mental status change to your supervisor, offer the client some juice if they are not

a. Report the mental status change to your supervisor, offer the client some juice if they are not

NPO and call the patient’s family member.

NPO and call the patient’s family member.

b. Ask the client to take out their wallet so that you can identify them.

b. Ask the client to take out their wallet so that you can identify them.

c. Tell them to go and get something to eat and drink.

c. Tell them to go and get something to eat and drink.
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40. As a phlebotomy technician you are aware that acute dehydration in the elderly and young

40. As a phlebotomy technician you are aware that acute dehydration in the elderly and young

causes changes in mentation due to …

causes changes in mentation due to …

a. Water imbalance

a. Water imbalance

b. electrolyte imbalance

b. electrolyte imbalance

c. Protein imbalance

c. Protein imbalance

41. Your client asks you to use a butterfly needle on them because it is smaller and doesn’t hurt

41. Your client asks you to use a butterfly needle on them because it is smaller and doesn’t hurt

as much. Realizing that butterfly needles are expensive, you would…

as much. Realizing that butterfly needles are expensive, you would…

a. explain to the client that you cannot use a butterfly needle on them but you will be very

a. explain to the client that you cannot use a butterfly needle on them but you will be very

gentle.

gentle.

b. Use the butterfly needle to help ease the client’s fear.

b. Use the butterfly needle to help ease the client’s fear.

c. pay no attention to what the client asks and use the standard needle because they don’t

c. pay no attention to what the client asks and use the standard needle because they don’t

know phlebotomy.

know phlebotomy.
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42. BUN and Creatinine are

42. BUN and Creatinine are

a. part of the liver function tests

a. part of the liver function tests

b. waste products filtered out of the blood by the kidneys

b. waste products filtered out of the blood by the kidneys

c. part of the renal panel

c. part of the renal panel

d. both B and C.

d. both B and C.

43. Your patient brings in their script for the following tests. They are as follows…. Lytes, U/A

43. Your patient brings in their script for the following tests. They are as follows…. Lytes, U/A

CC, Blood Cultures. You would first do which of the following?

CC, Blood Cultures. You would first do which of the following?

a. Offer the client some water and explain that the doctor is requesting a urine sample. Ask the

a. Offer the client some water and explain that the doctor is requesting a urine sample. Ask the

client if they feel like using the bathroom and explain to them how to obtain a clean catch urine

client if they feel like using the bathroom and explain to them how to obtain a clean catch urine

specimen. Then, after they have used the restroom, offer to draw their other labs, blood

specimen. Then, after they have used the restroom, offer to draw their other labs, blood

cultures first then lytes.

cultures first then lytes.

b. Ask the client if they would like you to explain, “clean catch” specimen, if so, find a private

b. Ask the client if they would like you to explain, “clean catch” specimen, if so, find a private

area and explain to the client how to go about collecting a clean catch specimen. Offer the

area and explain to the client how to go about collecting a clean catch specimen. Offer the

client a place to sit and some fluids if they feel that they cannot void. Then upon finishing, ask

client a place to sit and some fluids if they feel that they cannot void. Then upon finishing, ask

them permission to draw their blood.

them permission to draw their blood.

c. Tell the client where the bathroom is located and hand them a specimen bottle, tell them to

c. Tell the client where the bathroom is located and hand them a specimen bottle, tell them to

bring it back to you when they are done and to go to one of the phlebotomy draw rooms, and

bring it back to you when they are done and to go to one of the phlebotomy draw rooms, and

that you would be with them shortly.

that you would be with them shortly.

Medical Terminology

Medical Terminology

44. The pt. has an ABD incision with a J-Tube, draw in the L AC only.

44. The pt. has an ABD incision with a J-Tube, draw in the L AC only.

a. Abdominal, Jejunosotmy Tube, Left Ante Cubital

a. Abdominal, Jejunosotmy Tube, Left Ante Cubital

b. Abduct, Junkit tube, left arm before meals

b. Abduct, Junkit tube, left arm before meals
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c. Abdomen, Jones Tube, Left arm, after meals

c. Abdomen, Jones Tube, Left arm, after meals

45. Pt. is to have pre-op blood work for Mon Am CABG.

45. Pt. is to have pre-op blood work for Mon Am CABG.
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a. Pre-operative, Monday morning, coronary arterial bypass graft

a. Pre-operative, Monday morning, coronary arterial bypass graft

b. Post Operative, Monday morning, carry arm bandage

b. Post Operative, Monday morning, carry arm bandage

c. Ambulatory motion, before medications, as needed

c. Ambulatory motion, before medications, as needed

46. Obtain a CC/post voided, and stool for Guiac via Colostomy Bag.

46. Obtain a CC/post voided, and stool for Guiac via Colostomy Bag.

a. 1 cubic centimeter after urination, and a stool specimen

a. 1 cubic centimeter after urination, and a stool specimen

b. Clean catch urine after first urination, and a stool specimen

b. Clean catch urine after first urination, and a stool specimen

c. Clean catch mid stream, and stool culture.

c. Clean catch mid stream, and stool culture.

47. Pt. has a Fx of the LE, and a I.V. in the rt hand. Be sure to watch for SOB when performing

47. Pt. has a Fx of the LE, and a I.V. in the rt hand. Be sure to watch for SOB when performing

ADLs.

ADLs.

a. Fracture, Lower extremity, right, shortness of breath, activities of daily living.

a. Fracture, Lower extremity, right, shortness of breath, activities of daily living.

b. Fracture, left extremity, right, signs of breathing, always do last.

b. Fracture, left extremity, right, signs of breathing, always do last.

c. Fracture, lower extremity, right, signs of bloating, activities of daily living.

c. Fracture, lower extremity, right, signs of bloating, activities of daily living.

48. Take pts. V.S. q shift, and BS AC and HS

48. Take pts. V.S. q shift, and BS AC and HS

a. Vital signs, every 12 hours, and blood sugars before and after meals

a. Vital signs, every 12 hours, and blood sugars before and after meals

b. Vital signs, every 6 hours and blood sugars after meals and at night

b. Vital signs, every 6 hours and blood sugars after meals and at night

c. Vital signs, every 8 hours, and blood sugars before meals and at hour of sleep.

c. Vital signs, every 8 hours, and blood sugars before meals and at hour of sleep.
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49. Pts dx is UTI, give one tbsp of Metamucil q 4 hrs. and monitor for BM.

49. Pts dx is UTI, give one tbsp of Metamucil q 4 hrs. and monitor for BM.

a. Diagnosis, urinary tract infection, every 4 hours, bowel movement

a. Diagnosis, urinary tract infection, every 4 hours, bowel movement

b. Disease, urinary tract intestine, every 4 hours, bowel movement

b. Disease, urinary tract intestine, every 4 hours, bowel movement

c. Diagnosis, urinary tract infection, every 4 hours, basic maneuvers

c. Diagnosis, urinary tract infection, every 4 hours, basic maneuvers

50. Collect BC stat.

50. Collect BC stat.

a. Bowel collection, immediately

a. Bowel collection, immediately

b. Clean catch, specimen, immediately

b. Clean catch, specimen, immediately

c. Blood Cultures, immediately

c. Blood Cultures, immediately
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51. Take pts. Ht, wt, and VS q.d. AC.

51. Take pts. Ht, wt, and VS q.d. AC.

a. Height, weight, vital signs, always correct.

a. Height, weight, vital signs, always correct.

b. Height, weight, very simple, before breakfast.

b. Height, weight, very simple, before breakfast.

c. Height , weight, vital signs, before breakfast.

c. Height , weight, vital signs, before breakfast.

52. Always use UP before performing peri care.

52. Always use UP before performing peri care.

a. Universal precautions,

a. Universal precautions,

b. Upper positioning

b. Upper positioning

c. Universal prescription

c. Universal prescription

53. Pt. has a Rx. For antihypertensive medication due to a dx of CHD.

53. Pt. has a Rx. For antihypertensive medication due to a dx of CHD.

a. Prescription, diagnoses, coronary heart disease

a. Prescription, diagnoses, coronary heart disease

b. Prescription, disease, coronary heart development

b. Prescription, disease, coronary heart development

c. Prescription, diagnosis,

c. Prescription, diagnosis,

54. Amb pt. B.I.D., and obtain a PT q 8 hrs

54. Amb pt. B.I.D., and obtain a PT q 8 hrs

a. Abduct patient every 2 hours partial thrombin time every 8 hours

a. Abduct patient every 2 hours partial thrombin time every 8 hours

b. Ambulate patient twice daily, and prothrombin time every 8 hours

b. Ambulate patient twice daily, and prothrombin time every 8 hours

c. Ambulate patient every 12 hours, and prothrombin time every 8 hours

c. Ambulate patient every 12 hours, and prothrombin time every 8 hours
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55. Take pts BP with manual cuff on LUE

55. Take pts BP with manual cuff on LUE

a. Blood pressure, left upper extremity

a. Blood pressure, left upper extremity

b. Bathroom privileges, left upper extension

b. Bathroom privileges, left upper extension

c. Bed pan, left upper elevation

c. Bed pan, left upper elevation

56. Record pts. I/O q shift.

56. Record pts. I/O q shift.

a. Initial output every 9 hours

a. Initial output every 9 hours

b. Intake and output every shift

b. Intake and output every shift

c. Intake and out through, every 12 hours

c. Intake and out through, every 12 hours
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57. Pt C/O pain in RLE and has N/V.

57. Pt C/O pain in RLE and has N/V.

a. Complaint of , right lower extremity, nothing by mouth

a. Complaint of , right lower extremity, nothing by mouth

b. Complaint of, right lower extremity, nausea and vomiting

b. Complaint of, right lower extremity, nausea and vomiting

c. Correct of, right lower extended, nausea and vomiting

c. Correct of, right lower extended, nausea and vomiting

58. Pt has an upper GI bleed and a CVA.

58. Pt has an upper GI bleed and a CVA.

a. Gastro-internal, coronary vascular abduction

a. Gastro-internal, coronary vascular abduction

b. Gastrointestinal, cerebral vascular accident

b. Gastrointestinal, cerebral vascular accident

c. Gall bladder infection, cerebral vascular auscultation

c. Gall bladder infection, cerebral vascular auscultation

59. Fluids should be measured in mL and IV to be D/C’d

59. Fluids should be measured in mL and IV to be D/C’d

a. Milliliters, discontinued

a. Milliliters, discontinued

b. Milliequates, discontinued

b. Milliequates, discontinued

c. Molar equivalents, discontinued

c. Molar equivalents, discontinued

60. Transfer pt to W/C using gait belt prn.

60. Transfer pt to W/C using gait belt prn.

a. Wheel chair, when necessary

a. Wheel chair, when necessary

b. With crutches, when needed

b. With crutches, when needed

c. Without cane, as desired

c. Without cane, as desired
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61. Give pt O2, prn

61. Give pt O2, prn

a. Water at hour of sleep

a. Water at hour of sleep

b. Oxygen, when needed

b. Oxygen, when needed

c. Water at hospital sink

c. Water at hospital sink

62. Raise pts HOB 90 deg

62. Raise pts HOB 90 deg

a. Heart oxygen blood, folwers

a. Heart oxygen blood, folwers

b. Head of bed, high fowlers

b. Head of bed, high fowlers

c. Head of bowel, low fowlers

c. Head of bowel, low fowlers

63. Perform ADLs and Cath care ad lib.

63. Perform ADLs and Cath care ad lib.
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a. Activities of daily living, catheter care, as desired

a. Activities of daily living, catheter care, as desired

b. Always do last, catheter, when needed

b. Always do last, catheter, when needed

c. Always do last, catheter, when tolerated

c. Always do last, catheter, when tolerated

64. You have three patients with labs. Each lab is for an individual patient and are as follows;

64. You have three patients with labs. Each lab is for an individual patient and are as follows;

BC, stat lytes, CEP Which patient would you draw first?

BC, stat lytes, CEP Which patient would you draw first?

a. Do stat lytes first in a Li Heparinzed tube, then go to the next patient for the Cardiac Enzyme

a. Do stat lytes first in a Li Heparinzed tube, then go to the next patient for the Cardiac Enzyme

Profile, and last do Blood Cultures.

Profile, and last do Blood Cultures.

b. Do stat lytes first, then Blood Cultures, then the Cardiac Enzyme Profile in a yellow top tube

b. Do stat lytes first, then Blood Cultures, then the Cardiac Enzyme Profile in a yellow top tube

because it is not stat.

because it is not stat.

c. Draw the patient with the Blood cultures first, then do the stat lytes, then do the cardiac

c. Draw the patient with the Blood cultures first, then do the stat lytes, then do the cardiac

enzyme profile.

enzyme profile.

65. You notice that the bevel of the needle looks dull. You would…

65. You notice that the bevel of the needle looks dull. You would…

a. Choose another needle

a. Choose another needle

b. Continue to use the same needle

b. Continue to use the same needle

c. Show your supervisor

c. Show your supervisor

66. Patients who are going to get blood usually have an…..

66. Patients who are going to get blood usually have an…..

a. 21 gauge needle inserted

a. 21 gauge needle inserted

b. 18 gauge needle inserted

b. 18 gauge needle inserted
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c. 16 gauge needle inserted

c. 16 gauge needle inserted

67. Phlebotomist can flush an IV Port.

67. Phlebotomist can flush an IV Port.

a. True

a. True

b. False

b. False

c. Only when the nurse asks them.

c. Only when the nurse asks them.

68. The test for Serum HCG can be done on a male.

68. The test for Serum HCG can be done on a male.

a. True

a. True

b. False

b. False

69. The test for a Bence Jones Protein is a test performed on….

69. The test for a Bence Jones Protein is a test performed on….
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a. Blood only

a. Blood only

b. Urine only

b. Urine only

c. Females only

c. Females only

70. The test requires a Western Blot for positive identification of Aids.

70. The test requires a Western Blot for positive identification of Aids.

a. Know that this is a offsite test and must have its own designated tube, (yellow)

a. Know that this is a offsite test and must have its own designated tube, (yellow)

b. Is a immunoglobulin test

b. Is a immunoglobulin test

c. Is a liver test.

c. Is a liver test.

71. You have the following labs on one patient.

71. You have the following labs on one patient.

(BUN/Creatinine, Lipid Panel, Sickle Cell)

(BUN/Creatinine, Lipid Panel, Sickle Cell)

a. Sickle Cell, (gold), Bun/Creatinine and Lipid Panel lavender)

a. Sickle Cell, (gold), Bun/Creatinine and Lipid Panel lavender)

b. Bun/Creatinine, & Lipid Panel (one red), then one lavender for sickle cell.

b. Bun/Creatinine, & Lipid Panel (one red), then one lavender for sickle cell.

c. 2 golds, and one lavender for the Sickle Cell

c. 2 golds, and one lavender for the Sickle Cell

72. You notice a scar on your patients arm, and you can feel the vein just below the scar. You

72. You notice a scar on your patients arm, and you can feel the vein just below the scar. You

would.

would.

a. Choose another location due to the scar

a. Choose another location due to the scar

b. Draw through the scar tissue

b. Draw through the scar tissue
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c. Understand that scar tissue is not the same as normal tissue and that the healing time may

c. Understand that scar tissue is not the same as normal tissue and that the healing time may

take longer, so it is best to draw from another site.

take longer, so it is best to draw from another site.

73. Cleansing a venipuncture site with alcohol can…

73. Cleansing a venipuncture site with alcohol can…

a. Give false results.

a. Give false results.

b. Elevates blood sugar results

b. Elevates blood sugar results

c. Can elevate all blood alcohol tests

c. Can elevate all blood alcohol tests

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

74. Your patient has a latex allergy. You would make sure that all of your equipment is latex

74. Your patient has a latex allergy. You would make sure that all of your equipment is latex

free.

free.
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This includes…

This includes…

a. The tourniquet, your gloves, and the tape.

a. The tourniquet, your gloves, and the tape.

b. The tourniquet and your gloves.

b. The tourniquet and your gloves.

c. Just the tourniquet since it is touching the person.

c. Just the tourniquet since it is touching the person.

75. The patient you are about to draw on has the following labs, Blood cultures, PT/PTT, and a

75. The patient you are about to draw on has the following labs, Blood cultures, PT/PTT, and a

BMP. The patient’s diagnoses is FUO or Fever of Unknown Origin. You get to the room and

BMP. The patient’s diagnoses is FUO or Fever of Unknown Origin. You get to the room and

notice that the patient is in a private room and that they are on a ventilator. Seeing that there is

notice that the patient is in a private room and that they are on a ventilator. Seeing that there is

no isolation cart outside the door you would.

no isolation cart outside the door you would.

a. Go in using standard precautions

a. Go in using standard precautions

b. Request a mask and gown

b. Request a mask and gown

c. See the nurse to find out more about possible contagions, and then decide what PPE you

c. See the nurse to find out more about possible contagions, and then decide what PPE you

should use.

should use.

76. A patient in the out patient lab sees you and says that they want another phlebotomist

76. A patient in the out patient lab sees you and says that they want another phlebotomist

because you don’t know what you’re doing. You would..

because you don’t know what you’re doing. You would..

a. Graciously bow out and find another phlebotomist, taking care not to let your facial

a. Graciously bow out and find another phlebotomist, taking care not to let your facial

expressions show that you are hurt.

expressions show that you are hurt.

b. Try to explore why the patient feels that way, by investigating further.

b. Try to explore why the patient feels that way, by investigating further.

c. Give the patient a mean look, and walk away.

c. Give the patient a mean look, and walk away.
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77. One of your patients has contagious Shingles and has come to the draw site while they are

77. One of your patients has contagious Shingles and has come to the draw site while they are

still infected. Knowing that Shingles is contagious via contact precautions you would.

still infected. Knowing that Shingles is contagious via contact precautions you would.

a. Double glove, and wear an isolation gown.

a. Double glove, and wear an isolation gown.

b. Single glove and observe where the Shingles are located.

b. Single glove and observe where the Shingles are located.

c. Ask the client in private where on their body is the outbreak and if in a concealed location,

c. Ask the client in private where on their body is the outbreak and if in a concealed location,

observe standard precautions.

observe standard precautions.

78. Na Citrate is a preservative that is found in which of the blood vial tubes.

78. Na Citrate is a preservative that is found in which of the blood vial tubes.

a. Red

a. Red

b. Blue

b. Blue

c. Lavender

c. Lavender

d. Green

d. Green

79. You have been requested to draw stat Troponin levels. You know that this is a test …

79. You have been requested to draw stat Troponin levels. You know that this is a test …
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a. To see if the muscle protein troponin is in the blood, if so this indicates a possible heart

a. To see if the muscle protein troponin is in the blood, if so this indicates a possible heart

attack.

attack.

b. To measure the medication Troponin in the blood

b. To measure the medication Troponin in the blood

c. To determine if the patient has had a CVA

c. To determine if the patient has had a CVA

80. Troponin levels are….

80. Troponin levels are….

a. Timed over the initial and then 6 hour and 12 hour

a. Timed over the initial and then 6 hour and 12 hour

b. Are not timed

b. Are not timed

c. Are done over a period of days

c. Are done over a period of days

81. CK isoenzymes and a BNP are….

81. CK isoenzymes and a BNP are….

a. Kidney tests

a. Kidney tests

b. Liver function tests

b. Liver function tests

c. Muscle protein Bio markers to identify a Heart Attack

c. Muscle protein Bio markers to identify a Heart Attack

82. Bacterial cultures are grown on a specific media which can include…

82. Bacterial cultures are grown on a specific media which can include…

a. Water, and oil

a. Water, and oil

b. Sheeps blood and nutrient augar

b. Sheeps blood and nutrient augar

c. Fish oil and mold.

c. Fish oil and mold.

83. A Colony count.. is

83. A Colony count.. is

a. The amount of bacterial colonies that have grown from one single strain

a. The amount of bacterial colonies that have grown from one single strain
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b. The amount of bacterial colonies that have grown from a specimen

b. The amount of bacterial colonies that have grown from a specimen

c. The number of bacterial colonies that have been incubated and fed, and are measure in a

c. The number of bacterial colonies that have been incubated and fed, and are measure in a

petri grid.

petri grid.

84. A CFU is ….

84. A CFU is ….

a. A cubic foot unit

a. A cubic foot unit

b. A colony forming unit used in Medical Technology

b. A colony forming unit used in Medical Technology

c. The collected frozen unit

c. The collected frozen unit

85. The type of urine that must be collected when a patient has a foley bag is a …

85. The type of urine that must be collected when a patient has a foley bag is a …

a. Bence Jones

a. Bence Jones

b. Clean Catch

b. Clean Catch

c. Mid stream

c. Mid stream
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86. Nosocomial infections are not contagious to health care workers.

86. Nosocomial infections are not contagious to health care workers.

a. True

a. True

b. False

b. False

87. Someone in reverse isolation is being…

87. Someone in reverse isolation is being…

a. Protected from us

a. Protected from us

b. Protected so hospital care workers don’t get the disease

b. Protected so hospital care workers don’t get the disease

c. Protected from the media

c. Protected from the media

88. The immunoglobulin titers are as follows…

88. The immunoglobulin titers are as follows…

a. IgG, IgA, IgE, IgM,

a. IgG, IgA, IgE, IgM,

b. IgG, IgJ, IgE, IgN

b. IgG, IgJ, IgE, IgN

c. IgG, Ijg, IEG, IgN

c. IgG, Ijg, IEG, IgN

89. The importance of a sterile field when drawing blood is important…

89. The importance of a sterile field when drawing blood is important…

a. To prevent the spread of disease and keep the patient safe.

a. To prevent the spread of disease and keep the patient safe.

b. To prevent the spread of bacteria and viruses, and ensure use of proper medical asepsis.

b. To prevent the spread of bacteria and viruses, and ensure use of proper medical asepsis.

c. To prevent the spread of infection and to produce reliable outcomes,

c. To prevent the spread of infection and to produce reliable outcomes,

90. One of the reasons that the doctor might be ordering post op blood cultures for a patient is

90. One of the reasons that the doctor might be ordering post op blood cultures for a patient is

to….

to….
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a. Be sure that the is no infection

a. Be sure that the is no infection

b. Identify a current infection

b. Identify a current infection

c. Post O.R. protocol

c. Post O.R. protocol

d. All of the above

d. All of the above
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91. When a patient comes to the lab for a 6 hour fasting blood sugar, it is your responsibility to

91. When a patient comes to the lab for a 6 hour fasting blood sugar, it is your responsibility to

be sure that the patient….

be sure that the patient….

a. Is made as comfortable as possible

a. Is made as comfortable as possible

b. Is given materials to help pass the time

b. Is given materials to help pass the time

c. Is checked on regularly and is provided a calm relaxing atmosphere

c. Is checked on regularly and is provided a calm relaxing atmosphere

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

92. A CBC is a test that measures …

92. A CBC is a test that measures …

a. Only one factor in the blood.

a. Only one factor in the blood.

b. A series of blood related values

b. A series of blood related values

c. Only hemoglobin

c. Only hemoglobin

93. The ESR rate is a test performed on a,,,

93. The ESR rate is a test performed on a,,,

a. a red tube

a. a red tube

b. a lavender tube

b. a lavender tube

c. a green tube

c. a green tube

94. TIBC is a test that measures the capacity of blood to uptake iron, this is a test for which a…

94. TIBC is a test that measures the capacity of blood to uptake iron, this is a test for which a…

a. Gold tube is used

a. Gold tube is used

b. Red tube is used

b. Red tube is used

c. Grey tube is used

c. Grey tube is used
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95. You are to draw a Gentamycin Peak, knowing this you will use…..

95. You are to draw a Gentamycin Peak, knowing this you will use…..

a. Blue tube

a. Blue tube

b. Red tube

b. Red tube

c. Green tube

c. Green tube

96. Dilantin is mediation that …

96. Dilantin is mediation that …

a. Controls seizures

a. Controls seizures

b. Is a anti psychotic

b. Is a anti psychotic

c. Is a antidiabetic

c. Is a antidiabetic
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97. Digoxin levels are measured in conjunction with electrolytes to help monitor…

97. Digoxin levels are measured in conjunction with electrolytes to help monitor…

a. Toxic levels building up from daily use and the depletion of potassium

a. Toxic levels building up from daily use and the depletion of potassium

b. Livers ability to process the cardiac glycoside

b. Livers ability to process the cardiac glycoside

c. Therapeutic levels

c. Therapeutic levels

98. Patients with vitamin B 12 deficiency may come into the lab for which of the following tests.

98. Patients with vitamin B 12 deficiency may come into the lab for which of the following tests.

a. Intrinsic factor

a. Intrinsic factor

b. TIBC

b. TIBC

c. Total Iron

c. Total Iron

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

99. The most important responsibility that a phlebotomist has toward their patient is to …

99. The most important responsibility that a phlebotomist has toward their patient is to …

a. Admit when they have made a mistake

a. Admit when they have made a mistake

b. Respect and provide privacy

b. Respect and provide privacy

c. Provide comfort

c. Provide comfort

d. A,B, and C

d. A,B, and C

e. B and C only

e. B and C only

100. The phlebotomist that does not tell the patient that they drew in the wrong order has

100. The phlebotomist that does not tell the patient that they drew in the wrong order has

done which of the following…

done which of the following…

a. Perpetrated abuse

a. Perpetrated abuse
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b. Denied the patient their rights

b. Denied the patient their rights

c. Denied their comfort

c. Denied their comfort

d. Disrespected their person

d. Disrespected their person

e. All of the above

e. All of the above
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. The diagram below shows a section through the heart seen from the same direction as the

. The diagram below shows a section through the heart seen from the same direction as the

external view in previous question.

external view in previous question.

a) Label the following structures:

a) Label the following structures:

right and left atria, right and left ventricles, caudal and cranial vena cava, aorta,

right and left atria, right and left ventricles, caudal and cranial vena cava, aorta,

pulmonary artery and vein,

pulmonary artery and vein,

right and left atrio-ventricular valves, pulmonary and aortic semilunar valves.

right and left atrio-ventricular valves, pulmonary and aortic semilunar valves.

b) On the diagram of the heart shown above indicate the direction of blood flow through

b) On the diagram of the heart shown above indicate the direction of blood flow through

the heart. Use red to show the pathway of oxygen-rich blood and blue the pathway of

the heart. Use red to show the pathway of oxygen-rich blood and blue the pathway of

oxygen-poor blood.

oxygen-poor blood.
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101. Choose terms from the list to complete the sentences below.

101. Choose terms from the list to complete the sentences below.

atria; right hand side; vena cava; ventricles; atrioventricular valves; pacemaker;

atria; right hand side; vena cava; ventricles; atrioventricular valves; pacemaker;

pulmonary artery; veins; arteries; left hand side; aorta, coronary artery;

pulmonary artery; veins; arteries; left hand side; aorta, coronary artery;

the atria.

the atria.

heart muscle with oxygenated blood?

heart muscle with oxygenated blood?
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101. Fill in the name of the blood vessel in the table below.

101. Fill in the name of the blood vessel in the table below.

Name of blood

Towards or

Name of blood

away from heart

vessel

Blood?

Walls?

vessel

Blood?

Walls?

Towards or
away from heart

.......................

Oxygenated

Thin

Towards

.......................

Oxygenated

Thin

Towards

........................

Oxygenated

Thick

Away from

........................

Oxygenated

Thick

Away from

.........................

Deoxygenated

Thick

Away from

.........................

Deoxygenated

Thick

Away from

.........................

Deoxygenated

Thin

Towards

.........................

Deoxygenated

Thin

Towards
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Phlebotomy Test Pre Final 200 points
For the questions below list the order of draw according to tube color, number of tubes used and any
preparation needed such as inversion times and whether or not it is a fresh frozen specimen. You may
refer to your lab handouts as reference.

Phlebotomy Test Pre Final 200 points
For the questions below list the order of draw according to tube color, number of tubes used and any
preparation needed such as inversion times and whether or not it is a fresh frozen specimen. You may
refer to your lab handouts as reference.

1. Your labs are as follows; TSH, Electrolytes, Lipid Panel, Blood Cultures

1. Your labs are as follows; TSH, Electrolytes, Lipid Panel, Blood Cultures

2. Your labs are as follows; Dilanitin level, Gentamyacin Peak, Sickle Cell

2. Your labs are as follows; Dilanitin level, Gentamyacin Peak, Sickle Cell

3. Your labs are as follows; Hgb (hemoglobin), Hct (hematocrit), AST, ALT, PTT

3. Your labs are as follows; Hgb (hemoglobin), Hct (hematocrit), AST, ALT, PTT

4. Fasting 6 hour Glucose, Hgb A1C, Depakene level

4. Fasting 6 hour Glucose, Hgb A1C, Depakene level

5. Serum Albumin, Alk Phos, Na, K, Cl, CO2

5. Serum Albumin, Alk Phos, Na, K, Cl, CO2

6. Hepatic Function, T3, T4, CBC/Diff

6. Hepatic Function, T3, T4, CBC/Diff

7. Bili Direct, Bili Total, BUN(Blood urea nitrogen)

7. Bili Direct, Bili Total, BUN(Blood urea nitrogen)

8. Blood Alcohol level, PT, Blood Cultures

8. Blood Alcohol level, PT, Blood Cultures

9. Serum Amylase, BMP, TIBC(total iron binding capacity)

9. Serum Amylase, BMP, TIBC(total iron binding capacity)

10. LDL, HDL, lithium level, ESR (erythrocyte sedimentation rate)

10. LDL, HDL, lithium level, ESR (erythrocyte sedimentation rate)

11. Tegretol level, Vacomycin trough, Cardiac enzyme profile

11. Tegretol level, Vacomycin trough, Cardiac enzyme profile
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12. Cre (creatinine), Ca, T3 uptake, Electrolytes

12. Cre (creatinine), Ca, T3 uptake, Electrolytes

13. HDL, Triglycerides, ALT, Phenobarbitol level, PTT

13. HDL, Triglycerides, ALT, Phenobarbitol level, PTT

14. Renal Function, BMP (Basic Metabolic Profile)

14. Renal Function, BMP (Basic Metabolic Profile)

15. WBC/Diff, Hgb, Theophylline level, Cl

15. WBC/Diff, Hgb, Theophylline level, Cl

16. Serum Dilantin level, Hemogram

16. Serum Dilantin level, Hemogram

17. Lipid profile, IgM, IgE

17. Lipid profile, IgM, IgE

18. PTT, CMP, Hepatits Profile

18. PTT, CMP, Hepatits Profile

19. HgbA1C, 4 hour fasting Glucose, serum digoxin level

19. HgbA1C, 4 hour fasting Glucose, serum digoxin level

20. HCG Serum, Na, K, Hct

20. HCG Serum, Na, K, Hct

21. Electrolytes, Mg, Ca, Albumin, Erythrocyte count

21. Electrolytes, Mg, Ca, Albumin, Erythrocyte count

22. HBsAG, CBC, Renal Function

22. HBsAG, CBC, Renal Function

23. Blood alcohol level, PTT, PT

23. Blood alcohol level, PTT, PT

24. FSH, LDH, Dilantin level, Hgb

24. FSH, LDH, Dilantin level, Hgb

25. ESR, BUN, CRE, PT

25. ESR, BUN, CRE, PT

26. HCG, Cardiac enzymes, Hgb A1C

26. HCG, Cardiac enzymes, Hgb A1C

27. HB core IgM, D. Bilirubin, PT

27. HB core IgM, D. Bilirubin, PT
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28. BNP, PSA, Rheumatoid Factor

28. BNP, PSA, Rheumatoid Factor

29. GFR, ICA (ionized Calcium), C-Reactive Protein

29. GFR, ICA (ionized Calcium), C-Reactive Protein

30. AFP Maternal, Salicylate level, Acetaminophen level

30. AFP Maternal, Salicylate level, Acetaminophen level

31. Platelet Count, PT, RF

31. Platelet Count, PT, RF

32. AST (SGOT), ABO/Rh, LH (luteninizing hormone)

32. AST (SGOT), ABO/Rh, LH (luteninizing hormone)

33. PRG (Progesterone), Mg, Homocysteine

33. PRG (Progesterone), Mg, Homocysteine

34. BMP, PTT

34. BMP, PTT

35. CMV IgM Antibody, CK Total, Iron, creatinine GFR,

35. CMV IgM Antibody, CK Total, Iron, creatinine GFR,

36. Lead Blood level, Aldosterone, BMP

36. Lead Blood level, Aldosterone, BMP

37. PTT, Blood Cultures, BUN

37. PTT, Blood Cultures, BUN

38. Epstein-Barr Abs, Blood Glucose Type and screen

38. Epstein-Barr Abs, Blood Glucose Type and screen

39. HDL, WBC, Varicella IgG Ab

39. HDL, WBC, Varicella IgG Ab

40. Theophylline level, Hep B surface Ab(HBSAB), fasting 2 hour glucose

40. Theophylline level, Hep B surface Ab(HBSAB), fasting 2 hour glucose

The following questions are multiply choice and true or false, and matching

The following questions are multiply choice and true or false, and matching
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41. When performing a venipuncture, a number of things can go awry. However, a good phlebotomist
takes every precaution to eliminate error and protect both themselves and the patient. Match the
venipuncture errors with the probable cause.

41. When performing a venipuncture, a number of things can go awry. However, a good phlebotomist
takes every precaution to eliminate error and protect both themselves and the patient. Match the
venipuncture errors with the probable cause.

a. Ischemia from cutting off circulation 1. Drawing in or near an infected site

a. Ischemia from cutting off circulation 1. Drawing in or near an infected site

b. Septicemia 2. Too deep of needle insertion

b. Septicemia 2. Too deep of needle insertion

c. Hematoma 3. Improper pressure dressing

c. Hematoma 3. Improper pressure dressing

d. Bleeding out 4. Moving needle back and froth/side/side

d. Bleeding out 4. Moving needle back and froth/side/side

e. Nerve injuries 5. Not sterilizing area/needle unsterile

e. Nerve injuries 5. Not sterilizing area/needle unsterile

f. Local infection 6. Tourniquet left on too long

f. Local infection 6. Tourniquet left on too long

42. It doesn’t matter how long the needle is left uncapped.

42. It doesn’t matter how long the needle is left uncapped.

a. True

a. True

b. False

b. False

43. When preparing to do a venipuncture for a blood alcohol level you would…

43. When preparing to do a venipuncture for a blood alcohol level you would…

a. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

a. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

b. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

b. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

c. Wash site with soap and water only.

c. Wash site with soap and water only.

44. When preparing to do a blood glucose level you would….

44. When preparing to do a blood glucose level you would….

a. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

a. Prepare the site with an alcohol swab and let air dry.

b. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

b. Prepare the site with a betadine swab and let air dry.

c. Wash site with soap and water only.

c. Wash site with soap and water only.
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45. It is preferable to always use a butterfly when drawing blood.

45. It is preferable to always use a butterfly when drawing blood.

a. True

a. True

b. False

b. False

46. If a patient’s mentation changes while you are in the room you should..

46. If a patient’s mentation changes while you are in the room you should..

a. Immediately call for assistance using the call light

a. Immediately call for assistance using the call light

b. Check patients breathing, airway, and pulse

b. Check patients breathing, airway, and pulse

c. Remain with the patient until help arrives

c. Remain with the patient until help arrives

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

47. Improper collection techniques can result in which of the following?

47. Improper collection techniques can result in which of the following?

a. Death of the patient

a. Death of the patient

b. Laboratory error

b. Laboratory error

c. Omission of treatment due to improper lab results

c. Omission of treatment due to improper lab results

d. Possible law suit

d. Possible law suit

e. All of the above

e. All of the above

48. A phlebotomist should record which of the following on their lab slips?

48. A phlebotomist should record which of the following on their lab slips?

a. I.V. medication infusing

a. I.V. medication infusing

b. Anatomical draw site

b. Anatomical draw site

c. Needle gage

c. Needle gage

d. Needle type, ie, butterfly, vs vaccutainer and needle

d. Needle type, ie, butterfly, vs vaccutainer and needle

e. Patients comments

e. Patients comments

f. All of the above

f. All of the above

g. A, b, c, d, only

g. A, b, c, d, only

49. When drawing around a bandaged arm, you would..

49. When drawing around a bandaged arm, you would..
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a. Never draw around a bandaged arm because it could be infected

a. Never draw around a bandaged arm because it could be infected
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b. Attempt to draw lower than the bandage

b. Attempt to draw lower than the bandage

c. Use a butterfly at a smaller angle

c. Use a butterfly at a smaller angle

50. When using a tourniquet, you would…..

50. When using a tourniquet, you would…..

a. Lift up the patients sleeve and make sure that you can see the tourniquet at all times.

a. Lift up the patients sleeve and make sure that you can see the tourniquet at all times.

b. Place the tourniquet around the patients clothes to prevent injury.

b. Place the tourniquet around the patients clothes to prevent injury.

c. Remove the tourniquet prior to finishing the draw.

c. Remove the tourniquet prior to finishing the draw.

d. All of the above

d. All of the above

e. A and C only

e. A and C only

PHLEBOTOMY MEDICAL TERMINIOLOGY TEST

PHLEBOTOMY MEDICAL TERMINIOLOGY TEST

MULTIPLY CHOICE

MULTIPLY CHOICE

1. Coumadin is a medication used to thin the blood. Medications of this type are called?
a. Anti fibrinolysis
b. Anticoagulant
c. Fibrinogen

1. Coumadin is a medication used to thin the blood. Medications of this type are called?
a. Anti fibrinolysis
b. Anticoagulant
c. Fibrinogen

2. Sometimes people stop breathing for a short period of time. The period of time without
breath is termed?
a. Syncope
b. Cardiac arrest
c. Apena

2. Sometimes people stop breathing for a short period of time. The period of time without
breath is termed?
a. Syncope
b. Cardiac arrest
c. Apena

3. The technique of washing ones hands and trying to keep the area as free from germs as
possible is called.
a. Sterile field
b. Asepsis
c. Medical asepsis

3. The technique of washing ones hands and trying to keep the area as free from germs as
possible is called.
a. Sterile field
b. Asepsis
c. Medical asepsis
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4. When flushing an IV port it is important to use a water that is isotonic with the bodies
normal pH. This type of fluid must be sterile and free of germs. Typically this fluid is 0.9%
Normal Saline. This flush is also called.
a. Sterile
b. Bacteriostatic
c. Clean

4. When flushing an IV port it is important to use a water that is isotonic with the bodies
normal pH. This type of fluid must be sterile and free of germs. Typically this fluid is 0.9%
Normal Saline. This flush is also called.
a. Sterile
b. Bacteriostatic
c. Clean

5. When the heart beats less than 60 beats per minute, the patient is said to have.
a. Tachycardia
b. Arrhythmia
c. Bradycardia

5. When the heart beats less than 60 beats per minute, the patient is said to have.
a. Tachycardia
b. Arrhythmia
c. Bradycardia

6. The oncogenes are controlled by our body to help prevent the unwanted proliferation of
cells which can cause tumors. The tumors that these cells form can be benign or malignant.
Those tumors which are malignant are considered.
a. Non harmful
b. Carcinogenic
c. Mass producing

6. The oncogenes are controlled by our body to help prevent the unwanted proliferation of
cells which can cause tumors. The tumors that these cells form can be benign or malignant.
Those tumors which are malignant are considered.
a. Non harmful
b. Carcinogenic
c. Mass producing

7. The study of the heart is known as..
a. Cardiovascular
b. Cardiology
c. Heart systems

7. The study of the heart is known as..
a. Cardiovascular
b. Cardiology
c. Heart systems

8. When the phlebotomist is done drawing blood, they must place the tube of blood after 15
minutes in a machine that will spin the blood into its component parts. The spinning of the
blood is also know as…
a. Mitrafuge
b. Centripetal force
c. Centrifuge

8. When the phlebotomist is done drawing blood, they must place the tube of blood after 15
minutes in a machine that will spin the blood into its component parts. The spinning of the
blood is also know as…
a. Mitrafuge
b. Centripetal force
c. Centrifuge

9. A typical headache is also called…

9. A typical headache is also called…
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a. Neurophalgia
b. Cephalgia
c. Meninges foramen

a. Neurophalgia
b. Cephalgia
c. Meninges foramen

10. When blood stands at room temperature, it has a tendency to separate. This separation is
due to the bloods…..
a. Density
b. Clotting
c. Fractionation

10. When blood stands at room temperature, it has a tendency to separate. This separation is
due to the bloods…..
a. Density
b. Clotting
c. Fractionation

11. Certain diseases, viruses and bacteria and be spread from improper infection control. The
spread of disease and contagions are considered…
a. Infectious
b. Communicable
c. Dangerous
d. A and B only

11. Certain diseases, viruses and bacteria and be spread from improper infection control. The
spread of disease and contagions are considered…
a. Infectious
b. Communicable
c. Dangerous
d. A and B only

12. Red blood cells are bi-concave discs that help build our blood. The notched shape of a red
blood cell is known to be..
a. Attached
b. Crenated
c. Inundate

12. Red blood cells are bi-concave discs that help build our blood. The notched shape of a red
blood cell is known to be..
a. Attached
b. Crenated
c. Inundate

13. When babies are first born, their little hands and feet turn a bluish color due to lack of
sufficient oxygen circulation. This is called..
a. Reynaud’s syndrome
b. Acrocyanosis
c. Blue babies

13. When babies are first born, their little hands and feet turn a bluish color due to lack of
sufficient oxygen circulation. This is called..
a. Reynaud’s syndrome
b. Acrocyanosis
c. Blue babies

14. A tumor of the gland is also know as..an

14. A tumor of the gland is also know as..an
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a. Melanoma
b. Adenoma
c. Kerotenoma

a. Melanoma
b. Adenoma
c. Kerotenoma

15. The term , “aerobic” implies
a. With oxygen
b. Without oxygen
c. In place of oxygen

15. The term , “aerobic” implies
a. With oxygen
b. Without oxygen
c. In place of oxygen

16. Without oxygen is also know as….
a. Aerobic
b. Anaerobic
c. Cynaorobic

16. Without oxygen is also know as….
a. Aerobic
b. Anaerobic
c. Cynaorobic

17. When the heme binding molecule in the red blood cell does not have sufficient oxygen to
bind to the iron molecule, the person has a tendency to have low iron or iron deficiency.
This can also cause…
a. Hypokalemia
b. Anemia
c. Low iron

17. When the heme binding molecule in the red blood cell does not have sufficient oxygen to
bind to the iron molecule, the person has a tendency to have low iron or iron deficiency.
This can also cause…
a. Hypokalemia
b. Anemia
c. Low iron

18. The study of the digestive system is known as…
a. Digestivology
b. Hematology
c. Gastroenterology

18. The study of the digestive system is known as…
a. Digestivology
b. Hematology
c. Gastroenterology

19. The study of the elderly is called…
a. Geriatric
b. Gerontology
c. Geriatric oncology

19. The study of the elderly is called…
a. Geriatric
b. Gerontology
c. Geriatric oncology

20. Certain household chemicals and disinfectants such as Lysol help to prevent germs and kill
germs on contact. These chemicals are know as…
a. Disinfectants

20. Certain household chemicals and disinfectants such as Lysol help to prevent germs and kill
germs on contact. These chemicals are know as…
a. Disinfectants
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b. Germicides
c. Spermicides

b. Germicides
c. Spermicides

21. When doing blood cultures, the phlebotomist must take care to obtain a optimum
specimen. Blood cultures are prepared in microbiology using a method to differentiate
bacteria from one another. The method that is typically used is known as a ….
a. Culture
b. Gram stain
c. Bio gel

21. When doing blood cultures, the phlebotomist must take care to obtain a optimum
specimen. Blood cultures are prepared in microbiology using a method to differentiate
bacteria from one another. The method that is typically used is known as a ….
a. Culture
b. Gram stain
c. Bio gel

22. The study of the female reproductive system is called…
a. OBGYN
b. Gynecology
c. Maternity care

22. The study of the female reproductive system is called…
a. OBGYN
b. Gynecology
c. Maternity care

23. The study of the blood and blood borne diseases is called…
a. Rheumatology
b. Immunology
c. Hematology

23. The study of the blood and blood borne diseases is called…
a. Rheumatology
b. Immunology
c. Hematology

24. When a person sustains a tissue injury, the fluid of the tissues build up under the skin. This
swelling causes….
a. Aeromatoma
b. Hemotoma
c. Cyanotoma

24. When a person sustains a tissue injury, the fluid of the tissues build up under the skin. This
swelling causes….
a. Aeromatoma
b. Hemotoma
c. Cyanotoma

25. The separation of red blood cells can occur when a phlebotomy technician shakes the
freshly drawn sample or is too rough with the tube. These improper actions cause the red
blood cells to separate and turn the serum a light red color, making the sample unusable.
The blood is said to have become…
a. Perforlyzed
b. Coagulated
c. Crenated
d. Hemolyzed

25. The separation of red blood cells can occur when a phlebotomy technician shakes the
freshly drawn sample or is too rough with the tube. These improper actions cause the red
blood cells to separate and turn the serum a light red color, making the sample unusable.
The blood is said to have become…
a. Perforlyzed
b. Coagulated
c. Crenated
d. Hemolyzed
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26. The disease of the blood that causes the blood not to clot normally is genetically
transmitted from the mother to the sons. This is due to the fact the if the mother is a carrier
of a recessive trait of the disease, the son will most likely receive the X chromosome in the
phenotypical form. The name of this disease is known as…
a. Neturophilia
b. Hodgkin’s
c. Hemophilia
d. Lymphoma

26. The disease of the blood that causes the blood not to clot normally is genetically
transmitted from the mother to the sons. This is due to the fact the if the mother is a carrier
of a recessive trait of the disease, the son will most likely receive the X chromosome in the
phenotypical form. The name of this disease is known as…
a. Neturophilia
b. Hodgkin’s
c. Hemophilia
d. Lymphoma

27. When the liver is enlarged, the term given to this condition is called…
a. Herpemegolgy
b. Hepatomegaly
c. Cardomegaly
28. When there is an elevation in the electrolyte Potassium (K) in the body, the value of the
concentration of potassium is greater than 5.5 mg/dl. This elevation is called..
a. Hyponatremai
b. Hypernatremia
c. Hypokalemia
d. Hyperkalemia
e. Hypercalcemia

27. When the liver is enlarged, the term given to this condition is called…
a. Herpemegolgy
b. Hepatomegaly
c. Cardomegaly
28. When there is an elevation in the electrolyte Potassium (K) in the body, the value of the
concentration of potassium is greater than 5.5 mg/dl. This elevation is called..
a. Hyponatremai
b. Hypernatremia
c. Hypokalemia
d. Hyperkalemia
e. Hypercalcemia

29. Blood cultures must be cultured in a warm, dark and moist environment over a period of 72
hours. This process is known as …..
a. Blood culture media
b. Incubation
c. Pretubation

29. Blood cultures must be cultured in a warm, dark and moist environment over a period of 72
hours. This process is known as …..
a. Blood culture media
b. Incubation
c. Pretubation

30. When a person suffers a heart attack, the tissue in the affected area becomes necrotic…the
area as it appears is known as an …
a. Dead cardiac muscle tissue
b. Infarct
c. MI

30. When a person suffers a heart attack, the tissue in the affected area becomes necrotic…the
area as it appears is known as an …
a. Dead cardiac muscle tissue
b. Infarct
c. MI
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31. Redness, swelling, pain and warmth are all considered signs and symptoms of…
a. Infection
b. Contraction
c. Hematoma

31. Redness, swelling, pain and warmth are all considered signs and symptoms of…
a. Infection
b. Contraction
c. Hematoma

32. The study of cancer is called…
a. Rheumatology
b. Oncology
c. Immunology

32. The study of cancer is called…
a. Rheumatology
b. Oncology
c. Immunology

33. The study of the eyes is called..
a. Onphthamology
b. Ophthalmology
c. Eyecology

33. The study of the eyes is called..
a. Onphthamology
b. Ophthalmology
c. Eyecology

34. Direct controlled pressure to the internal organs must be done by an experienced medical
practitioner. This direct pressure technique is known as….
a. Induration
b. Palpation
c. Auscultation

34. Direct controlled pressure to the internal organs must be done by an experienced medical
practitioner. This direct pressure technique is known as….
a. Induration
b. Palpation
c. Auscultation

35. In hematology, technicians study the blood serum for disease processes. This is known as
a. Histology
b. Cytology
c. Neoplasm
d. Serology

35. In hematology, technicians study the blood serum for disease processes. This is known as
a. Histology
b. Cytology
c. Neoplasm
d. Serology

36. Inflammation of the nephron of the kidney is called…
a. Nephritis
b. Poly cystic kidney
c. Pyelonephritis

36. Inflammation of the nephron of the kidney is called…
a. Nephritis
b. Poly cystic kidney
c. Pyelonephritis

37. Inflammation of the middle layer of the heart is know as…
a. Endocarditis

37. Inflammation of the middle layer of the heart is know as…
a. Endocarditis
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b. Myocarditis
c. Epicarditis
d. Pericarditis

b. Myocarditis
c. Epicarditis
d. Pericarditis

38. When drawing blood, the phlebotomist will find from time to time those individuals who
have a high cholesterol, or hypercholestermia. Phlebotomists know this condition when
they see a white froth at the top of the blood. Their specimen is considered….
a. Hyperpemic
b. Buffy coat
c. Lipemic
d. Ischemic

38. When drawing blood, the phlebotomist will find from time to time those individuals who
have a high cholesterol, or hypercholestermia. Phlebotomists know this condition when
they see a white froth at the top of the blood. Their specimen is considered….
a. Hyperpemic
b. Buffy coat
c. Lipemic
d. Ischemic

39. Having a white cell count above 15,000 miroliters is known as ….
a. Hemocytosis
b. Chromocytosis
c. Leukocytosis
40. Leaving a tourniquet on too long will start to break down the blood cells and cause a
environment that is lacking oxygen. Preventing oxygen to the tissue will cause
a. Ischemia
b. Necroticemia
c. Precolemia

39. Having a white cell count above 15,000 miroliters is known as ….
a. Hemocytosis
b. Chromocytosis
c. Leukocytosis
40. Leaving a tourniquet on too long will start to break down the blood cells and cause a
environment that is lacking oxygen. Preventing oxygen to the tissue will cause
a. Ischemia
b. Necroticemia
c. Precolemia

41. Blood urea nitrogen is a blood test that is also called..
a. UNB
b. BUN
c. Renal profile

41. Blood urea nitrogen is a blood test that is also called..
a. UNB
b. BUN
c. Renal profile

42. Human Chorionic gonadotropin is a test that is usually done to …determine
a. Pregnancy
b. Prostate antigens that are tumor forming
c. Hormone deficiencies
d. A and B only

42. Human Chorionic gonadotropin is a test that is usually done to …determine
a. Pregnancy
b. Prostate antigens that are tumor forming
c. Hormone deficiencies
d. A and B only

43. A CBC test is done in a lavender top tube and is also known as …
a. Complete blood count

43. A CBC test is done in a lavender top tube and is also known as …
a. Complete blood count
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b. Crenated blood cells
c. Combination blood comprehensive

b. Crenated blood cells
c. Combination blood comprehensive

44. Creatinine Phosphokinase is an individual serum separator tube that is used to determine
the patients risk of ……
a. Heart failure
b. Kidney failure
c. Liver failure
d. A and B only

.

44. Creatinine Phosphokinase is an individual serum separator tube that is used to determine
the patients risk of ……
a. Heart failure
b. Kidney failure
c. Liver failure
d. A and B only

.

45. The Blood test done in a serum separator tube,(CRP) is a blood test marker for inflammation
in the body. CRP is produced in the liver and its level is measured by testing the blood.

45. The Blood test done in a serum separator tube,(CRP) is a blood test marker for inflammation
in the body. CRP is produced in the liver and its level is measured by testing the blood.

a. C-Reactive Protein
b. Comprehensive Reverse Protein
c. Complete Renin phase

a. C-Reactive Protein
b. Comprehensive Reverse Protein
c. Complete Renin phase

46. Electrolytes are as follows….
a. Na, K, Cl, Carbon monoxide
b. Ca, K, Cl, Na, Mg
c. Sodium, Potassium , Cl and CO@
d. Ca, Al, Phos, K, Na

46. Electrolytes are as follows….
a. Na, K, Cl, Carbon monoxide
b. Ca, K, Cl, Na, Mg
c. Sodium, Potassium , Cl and CO@
d. Ca, Al, Phos, K, Na

47. Testing for glucose can be done in grey top tubes for fasting and in serum separator tubes,
When doing a fasting specimen, the term used is called…
a. FBS
b. 2hr GTT
c. 6hr GTT

47. Testing for glucose can be done in grey top tubes for fasting and in serum separator tubes,
When doing a fasting specimen, the term used is called…
a. FBS
b. 2hr GTT
c. 6hr GTT
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48. Phlebotomists are never to draw from the leg. Many times patients can develop swelling
(inflammation) of a vein caused by a blood clot. This is know as….
a. Occlusion
b. Fatty clot
c. Thrombophlebitis
d. Peripheral arterial disease

48. Phlebotomists are never to draw from the leg. Many times patients can develop swelling
(inflammation) of a vein caused by a blood clot. This is know as….
a. Occlusion
b. Fatty clot
c. Thrombophlebitis
d. Peripheral arterial disease

49. _________________is a state of elevated levels of ketone bodies in the body. It is almost
always generalized throughout the body, with hyperketonemia.
a. Proteinurea
b. Ketouria
c. Ketosis
d. Acidosis

49. _________________is a state of elevated levels of ketone bodies in the body. It is almost
always generalized throughout the body, with hyperketonemia.
a. Proteinurea
b. Ketouria
c. Ketosis
d. Acidosis

50. A hospital patient with TB would be expected to have……..
a. A private room
b. Isolation
c. Respiratory precautions
d. All of the above
e. B and C only

50. A hospital patient with TB would be expected to have……..
a. A private room
b. Isolation
c. Respiratory precautions
d. All of the above
e. B and C only

51. A blood cuff is inflated around your upper arm. While the cuff is on your arm, the
health care provider makes two small cuts on the lower arm. They are just deep
enough to cause a tiny amount of bleeding.

51. A blood cuff is inflated around your upper arm. While the cuff is on your arm, the
health care provider makes two small cuts on the lower arm. They are just deep
enough to cause a tiny amount of bleeding.

The blood pressure cuff is immediately deflated. Blotting paper is touched to the cuts
every 30 seconds until the bleeding stops. The health care provider records the time it
takes for the cuts to stop bleeding.

The blood pressure cuff is immediately deflated. Blotting paper is touched to the cuts
every 30 seconds until the bleeding stops. The health care provider records the time it
takes for the cuts to stop bleeding.

This test is called……
a. Prothrombin time
b. Clotting time
c. Bleeding time

This test is called……
a. Prothrombin time
b. Clotting time
c. Bleeding time

52. Your patient comes in for a test where…they cannot eat or drink anything after midnight
before the test. For the test, they will be asked to drink a liquid containing a certain amount
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52. Your patient comes in for a test where…they cannot eat or drink anything after midnight
before the test. For the test, they will be asked to drink a liquid containing a certain amount
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of glucose. You will take their blood before you do this, and again every 30 to 60 minutes
after they drink the solution. The test takes up to 3 hours. This test is called…
a. 6 hour fasting blood glucose
b. 3 hour GTT Glucose tolerance test
c. Fasting Blood Glucose

of glucose. You will take their blood before you do this, and again every 30 to 60 minutes
after they drink the solution. The test takes up to 3 hours. This test is called…
a. 6 hour fasting blood glucose
b. 3 hour GTT Glucose tolerance test
c. Fasting Blood Glucose

53. A ____________________________ test is a blood test that measures the percentage of the
volume of whole blood that is made up of red blood cells. This measurement depends on
the number of red blood cells and the size of red blood cells.
a. Hemoglobin
b. Hematocrit
c. Complete blood count
d. ESR

53. A ____________________________ test is a blood test that measures the percentage of the
volume of whole blood that is made up of red blood cells. This measurement depends on
the number of red blood cells and the size of red blood cells.
a. Hemoglobin
b. Hematocrit
c. Complete blood count
d. ESR

54. The test for Hemoglobin, is a protein in your red blood cells that carries oxygen to your
body's organs and tissues and transports carbon dioxide from your organs and tissues back
to your lungs. This test is called…
a. HCT
b. CBC
c. HtZ
d. Hgb

54. The test for Hemoglobin, is a protein in your red blood cells that carries oxygen to your
body's organs and tissues and transports carbon dioxide from your organs and tissues back
to your lungs. This test is called…
a. HCT
b. CBC
c. HtZ
d. Hgb

55. _________________________ is a blood test that measures the amount of an enzyme in
the blood called (LDH). Chemically, LDH is involved in the conversion of pyruvate and lactate
in the body. For example, the accumulation of lactate is the cause of sore muscles after a
heavy workout.
a. Lactose dehydrogenase
b. Lactic dehydrogenase
c. Leukocytosis dependent hydrogenase

55. _________________________ is a blood test that measures the amount of an enzyme in
the blood called (LDH). Chemically, LDH is involved in the conversion of pyruvate and lactate
in the body. For example, the accumulation of lactate is the cause of sore muscles after a
heavy workout.
a. Lactose dehydrogenase
b. Lactic dehydrogenase
c. Leukocytosis dependent hydrogenase

56. The health care provider uses a needle to take blood from one of your veins. The
blood collects into an air-tight container. You may be given a bandage to stop any
bleeding. If you are taking a medicine called heparin, you will be watched for signs of
bleeding.

56. The health care provider uses a needle to take blood from one of your veins. The
blood collects into an air-tight container. You may be given a bandage to stop any
bleeding. If you are taking a medicine called heparin, you will be watched for signs of
bleeding.
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The laboratory specialist will add chemicals to the blood sample and see how many
seconds it takes for the blood to clot. ________________is a blood test that looks at how
long it takes for blood to clot. It can help tell if you have bleeding or clotting problems.

The laboratory specialist will add chemicals to the blood sample and see how many
seconds it takes for the blood to clot. ________________is a blood test that looks at how
long it takes for blood to clot. It can help tell if you have bleeding or clotting problems.

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Partial thromboplasin time (PTT)
(PT)
Bleeding Time
Fibrinogen synthesis time (FST)

57. The test for _____________________ looks for the enzyme found throughout the

Partial thromboplasin time (PTT)
(PT)
Bleeding Time
Fibrinogen synthesis time (FST)

57. The test for _____________________ looks for the enzyme found throughout the

body, but primarily in the prostate gland. Like all enzymes, it is needed to trigger
specific chemical reactions. ______________testing is done to diagnose whether
prostate cancer has spread to other parts of the body (metastasized), and to
check the effectiveness of treatment. The test has been largely supplanted by the
prostate specific antigen test (PSA)

body, but primarily in the prostate gland. Like all enzymes, it is needed to trigger
specific chemical reactions. ______________testing is done to diagnose whether
prostate cancer has spread to other parts of the body (metastasized), and to
check the effectiveness of treatment. The test has been largely supplanted by the
prostate specific antigen test (PSA)

a.
b.
c.
d.

a.
b.
c.
d.

Acid phosphatase
Prostate antigen test
Alkaline phosphate
Alk phos

58. The molecule NH3 is another name for…

58. The molecule NH3 is another name for…

a. Ammonium ion
b. Amonia
c. Nitrogen tetroxide

a. Ammonium ion
b. Amonia
c. Nitrogen tetroxide

59. The test for venereal disease is also know as a …..

59. The test for venereal disease is also know as a …..

a. Hdrl
b. VDRL
c. Herpes screen

a. Hdrl
b. VDRL
c. Herpes screen

60. WBC is test that is done in a lavender tube and looks for ….
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Acid phosphatase
Prostate antigen test
Alkaline phosphate
Alk phos

60. WBC is test that is done in a lavender tube and looks for ….

Red blood cell count
White blood cell count
Hgb
Hct
ESR

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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Red blood cell count
White blood cell count
Hgb
Hct
ESR
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Review Test 1 Phlebotomy Career

Review Test 1 Phlebotomy Career

Name: ________________________________

Name: ________________________________

1.

What is a nosocomial infection?

1.

What is a nosocomial infection?

2.

How many vaccinations are needed for a Hepatitis B series?

2.

How many vaccinations are needed for a Hepatitis B series?

3. What is MRSA?

3. What is MRSA?

4. What is the best way of preventing infection in a healthcare setting?

4. What is the best way of preventing infection in a healthcare setting?

5. How does surgical hand washing differ from medical hand washing?

5. How does surgical hand washing differ from medical hand washing?

6. List one of the Phlebotomist Code of ethics.

6. List one of the Phlebotomist Code of ethics.

7. Give one example of owning a patient’s problem:

7. Give one example of owning a patient’s problem:

8. Why are HIPAA Laws important for patients?

8. Why are HIPAA Laws important for patients?

9. List the four types of Hepatitis viruses:

9. List the four types of Hepatitis viruses:

10. What is the purpose of Universal Precautions?

10. What is the purpose of Universal Precautions?

11. List the steps of medical hand washing:

11. List the steps of medical hand washing:

12. Why is sanitizing the hands important after hand washing?

12. Why is sanitizing the hands important after hand washing?

13. What are the steps for donning isolation equipment

13. What are the steps for donning isolation equipment

14. What are the steps for doffing isolation equipment

14. What are the steps for doffing isolation equipment

15. What type of respirator would you use for TB or respiratory precautions?

15. What type of respirator would you use for TB or respiratory precautions?

16. List the three learning domains.

16. List the three learning domains.

17. List two of the White Blood Cells

17. List two of the White Blood Cells

18. List three areas or conditions where a phlebotomy technician can never draw.

18. List three areas or conditions where a phlebotomy technician can never draw.

19. How does therapeutic communication in the healthcare field differ from normal communication.
20. List the three veins that are in the ante cubital fossa area.

19. How does therapeutic communication in the healthcare field differ from normal communication.
20. List the three veins that are in the ante cubital fossa area.
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